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1 Introduction160

One of the main goals of the physics program at the Large Hadron Collider is to elucidate the origin of161

the electroweak symmetry breaking.162

Relativistic quantum field and gauge theories have been remarkably succesful to describe funda-163

mental particles and their interactions. Gauge theories however require that gauge bosons be massless, in164

apparent contradiction with obsevations. The seminal work of Brout, Englert [a], Higgs [b, c] and Gural-165

nik, Hagen and Kibble [d, e, f], has provided a consistent mechanism for the generation of gauge boson166

masses that avoided spoiling gauge invariance and the renormalisatbility of the theory. The Glashow-167

Weinberg-Salam theory extended this mechanism proposing a theory of the electroweak interactions [g,168

g, i], introducing a doublet of complex scalar fields, which coupled to fermions of the Standard Model,169

allowing to generate masses for fermions which would otherwise spoil gauge invariance. A complete170

and detailed description of the Higgs mechanism can be found at [j]. A salient prediction of the theory is171

the presence of a Higgs boson. Its existence as a fundamental scalar, whose mass at the weak scale can172

be destabilized by quantum corrections proportional to the highest energy scale and therefore require a173

large fine tuning of fundmanental parameters, leads to the hierarchy or naturalness problem.174

Addressing the naturalness problem is and has been for decades one of the main guiding princi-175

ples for the development of theories beyond the Standard Model. There are two main classes of theories176

attempting to solve the naturalness problem, the first are weakly coupled approaches where the Higgs177

boson remains an elementary scalar and its mass is protected by additional symmetries, as in Supersym-178

metric theories. The second are strongly coupled solutions, which involve new strong interactions at the179

TeV scale or above that induce a strong breaking of the electroweak symmetry. Both approaches can180

have large effects on the phenomenology of the Higgs particle and in some cases predict new states that181

could be observed at the LHC.182

Other questions of fundamental importance can affect the phenomenology of the Higgs boson.183

The nature and existence of Dark Matter involve potentially large effects on the phenomenology of the184

Higgs particle. The nature of the Electroweak Phase transition, can be addressed by the detailed study of185

the Higgs pair production.186

These fundamental questions can be addressed, by the study of the Higgs boson at the LHC and187

its high luminosity (HL) and high energy (HE) extensions.188

The discovery of the Higgs boson with a mass of 125 GeV, during the first run of the LHC at189

reduced centre-of-mass energies of 7 TeV and 8 TeV, is a landmark result that has reshaped the landscape190

of High Energy physics. The mass of the Higgs boson is particularly favourable as it allows to measure191

directly a large number of its couplings. It has also important consequences in terms of probing the192

internal consistency of the Standard Model both through the global fit of precision observables and193

through its interpretation as a measure of the Higgs boson self coupling, allowing to extrapolate the SM194

at higher energies and verify the sability of the vacuum stability.195

Since the discovery and while the entire dataset of the second run of the LHC at a centre-of-mass196

energy of 13 TeV has not yet been analysed, a large campaign of measurements of the properties of the197

Higgs boson has started, including exclusive production modes and differential cross sections. Many new198

ideas have emerged during the completion of this program. This chapter presents a reapparaised estimate199

of the potential of the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC projects to measure the properties of the Higgs boson,200

highlighting the opportunities for measurements of fundamental importance.201

Section 2 presents the foreseen program for precision measurements of the Higgs boson coupling202

properties through exclusive production modes and differential cross sections. Section 3 presents the203

potential to measure double Higgs production at LHC and to constrain the Higgs trilinear coupling,204

both through the double Higgs production and indirect probes from single Higgs boson production.205

Section 4 is devoted to a new class of measurements unique to the HL-HE program: high-energy probes,206

including Drell Yan, diboson processes and vector boson scattering, which provide a context in which207
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high-energy leads to precision observables. Section 5 focusses on measurements of the Higgs mass and208

opportunities for the measurement of the Higgs boson width. Section 6 describes the constraints on the209

invisible decays of the Higgs boson and the indirect constraints on the couplings of the Higgs boson to210

undetected particles from the measurement of the Higgs boson couplings, in particular in the framework211

of Higgs portal models. Section 7 will discuss approaches to constrain light and non diagonal Yukawa212

couplings directly and indirectly. Section 8 is devoted to a global interpretation of the measurements213

in the framework of the Standard Model Effective Field Theory. Section 9 is devoted to searches for214

additional Higgs bosons and exotic Higgs boson decays.215

1.1 Context and experimental assumptions for the projected sensitivities216

TO BE INCLUDED ASAP217

1.2 Precision Tests and Effective Field Theories218

Precision measurements provide an important tool to search for heavy BSM dynamics, associated with219

mass scales beyond the LHC direct energy reach, exploiting the fact that such dynamics can still have220

an impact on processes at smaller energy, via virtual effects. In this context the well-established frame-221

work of effective field theories (EFTs) allows to systematically parametrise BSM effects and how they222

modify SM processes. Assuming lepton and baryon number conservation, the leading such effects can223

be captured by dimension-6 operators,224

Leff = LSM +
1

Λ2

∑
i

ciOi + · · · (1)

for dimensionless coefficients ci and, for simplicity, a common suppression scale Λ. Table 1 proposes a225

set of operators considered in this report. This set is redundant, in the sense that different combinations of226

operators might lead to the same physical effect; moreover this set is not complete, in the sense that there227

are more operators at dimension-6 level. In practical applications we will always be interested in iden-228

tifying minimal (non-redundant) subsets of operators that contribute to a given process; we will also be229

interested that these operators be complete, at least under some well motivated assumption. For instance,230

the assumption that new physics only couples to the SM bosons, leads to the universal set of operators,231

from the second panel in table 1. Alternatively, the minimal flavour violation assumption [?] provides232

a well-motivated framework to focus on operators with a certain, family-universal, flavour structure;233

operators with a richer flavour structure will be studied in a dedicated chapter ??.234

Reduction to a minimal basis is achieved via integration by parts and field redefinitions, equivalent
in practice to removing combinations proportional to the equations of motion. These imply relations
between the operators of table 1; the most important ones being (Y denotes here hypercharge)

OHB = OB −
1

4
OBB −

1

4
OWB , OHW = OW −

1

4
OWW −

1

4
OWB (2)

OB =
g′ 2

2

∑
ψ

YψOHψ −
g′ 2

2
OT , OT = OH − 2OHD (3)

OW =
g2

2

[ (
Oyu +Oyd +Oye + h.c.

)
− 3OH + 4O6 +

1

2

∑
ψL

O(3)
HψL

]
, (4)

and similar expressions for O2W and O2B in terms of the products of SU(2) and U(1) SM currents.235

Eqs. (2-4) can be used to define minimal, non-redundant operator bases; for instance, in the context of236

Higgs physics, the operators OH ,OW ,OB,OHW ,OHB are retained at the expense of OHD, OWW ,237
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Table 1: A list of dimension-6 SMEFT operators used in this chapter, defined for one family only;
operators suppressed in the minimal flavour violation assumption [?], have been neglected (in particular
dipole-type operators). Some combinations are redundant and can be eliminated as described in the
text.make sure this is all it’s used...more CP odd operators?

Higgs-Only Operators

OH = 1
2 (∂µ|H|2)2 O6 = λ|H|6

Oyu = yu|H|2Q̄H̃u Oyd = yd|H|2Q̄Hd Oye = ye|H|2L̄He
OBB = g′2|H|2BµνBµν OGG = g2

s |H|2GAµνGAµν OWW = g2|H|2W I
µνW

Iµν

Universal Operators

OT = 1
2 (H†

↔
DµH)2 OHD = (H†DµH)∗(H†DµH)

OW = ig
2 (H†σa

↔
DµH)DνW a

µν OB = ig
′

2 (H†
↔
DµH)∂νBµν OWB = gg′(H†σIH)W I

µνB
µν

OHW = ig(DµH)†σa(DνH)W a
µν OHB = ig′(DµH)†(DνH)Bµν O3W = 1

3!gεabcW
a ν
µ W b

νρW
c ρµ

O2G = 1
2

(
DνGaµν

)2 O2B = 1
2

(
∂νBµν

)2 O2W = 1
2

(
DνW a

µν

)2
and OH , O6, OBB , OWW , OGG, Oy =

∑
ψ Oyψ

Non-Universal Operators that modify Z/W couplings to fermions

OHL = (iH†
↔
DµH)(L̄γµL) O(3)

HL = (iH†σa
↔
DµH)(L̄σaγµL) OHe = (iH†

↔
DµH)(ēγµe)

OHQ = (iH†
↔
DµH)(Q̄γµQ) O(3)

HQ = (iH†σa
↔
DµH)(Q̄σaγµQ)

OHu = (iH†
↔
DµH)(ūγµu) OHd = (iH†

↔
DµH)(d̄γµd)

CP-odd operators

O
HW̃

= (H†H)W̃ I
µνW

Iµν OHB̃ = (H†H)B̃µνB
µν O

W̃B
= (H†σIH)W̃ I

µνB
µν

O
3W̃

= 1
3!gεabcW

a ν
µ W b

νρW̃
c ρµ

OWB , O(3)
HL, OHL in what is known as the SILH basis [1], while in the opposite case we refer to the238

Warsaw basis [2].1239

These operators induce two types of effects: some that are proportional to the SM amplitudes240

and some that produce genuinely new amplitudes. The former are better accessed by high-luminosity241

experiments in kinematic regions where the SM is the largest. The most interesting example of this242

class for the LHC are Higgs couplings measurements in single-Higgs processes. The operators in the243

top panel of table 1 have the form |H|2 × LSM, with LSM denoting operators in the SM Lagrangian,244

and imply small modifications ∝ v2/Λ2 of the Higgs couplings to other SM fields, with respect to the245

SM value. These are often parametrised as rescalings of the SM rates, κ2
i = Γi/Γ

SM
i (Γ(SM) the Higgs246

partial width into channel i) assuming the same Lorentz structure as that of the SM, i.e. providing an247

overall energy-independent factor. We discuss Higgs couplings in detail in sections ?? and ?? .248

Among effects associated with new amplitudes, that cannot be put in correspondence with the249

κs, particularly interesting are BSM energy-growing effects. At dimension-6 level we find effects that250

grow at most quadratically with the energy. This implies a quadratic enhancement of the sensitivity to251

these effects, as we consider bins at higher and higher energy. This can be contrasted with high-intensity252

effects, whose sensitivity increases only with the square root of the integrated luminosity, and eventually253

saturates as systematics become comparable. High-energy effects are the ideal target of the HL and HE254

1In addition, the SILH basis gives preference to the operators O2W and O2B , which are more easily found in universal
BSM theories, while the Warsaw basis swaps them in terms of four-fermions operators.
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LHC programs, as we discuss in section ??. In section ??, we combine the results from the various EFT255

analyses and provide a global perspective on the HL and HE LHC sensitivity the EFT effects.256

Ultimately, the goal of these global fits is to provide a model-independent framework to which257

large classes of specific models can be matched an analysed. We provide some example in sections ??258

and ??.259
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2 Higgs boson precision measurements260

2.1 Introduction261

S. Alioli, M. Duehrssen, P. Milenovic262

The large number of events expected in almost all Higgs boson measurement channels for the HL-263

LHC and HE-LHC will allow very precise measurements of the Higgs boson production cross sections264

and its couplings to gauge bosons and fermions. In many measurement channels, the expected overall265

statistical, experimental and theoretical uncertainties will be comparable in size. Therefore, a close in-266

teraction between the communities of the experimental and theoretical particle physicists will be needed267

in order to reach the best possible measurements of the Higgs boson properties.268

Experimental sensitivity for the Higgs boson properties measurements is estimated by extrapolat-269

ing the performance of the existing measurements to the HL-LHC data set, assuming the experiments will270

have a similar level of detector and triggering performance. Results are presented for two assumptions on271

the size of the experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties that will be achievable by the time272

of HL-LHC (so called conservative and optimistic scenarios). Details on the extrapolation methodology273

and scenarios will be presented in Section 2.3.274

Section 2.2 provides an overview of theoretical predictions for the Higgs boson production at 14275

and 27 TeV and of the uncertainties that are expected to be reached by the time of the final HL-LHC276

and HE-LHC measurements. These prediction are used as input to the studies of the sensitivity of the277

ATLAS and CMS Higgs boson cross section and coupling measurements in individual channels that are278

summarized in Section 2.3 and for the expectations for differential cross section measurements presented279

in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 puts emphasis on all measurements related to the top Yukawa coupling, as this280

is the largest Yukawa couplings in the Standard Model with a value close to unity and, hence, of special281

interest in understanding the Higgs mechanism and its relation to fermions. The combination of the282

expected measurements in ATLAS and CMS are presented in Section 2.6 together with an interpretation283

in the kappa-model [3, 4] in Section 2.7.284

The kappa-framework is closely related to a non-linear EFT as discussed in Section 2.8.1 and pro-285

jections of measurements of EFT coefficients in a non-linear EFT are presented in Section 2.8. Finally,286

probes of anomalous HVV interactions are discussed in Section 2.9.287

2.2 Theoretical predictions for the Higgs boson production288

K. Becker, C. Bertella, M. Bonvini, A. Calderon Tazon, J. Campbell, F. Caola, P. Francavilla, Y.289

Haddad, A. Karlberg, G. Marchiori, S. Marzani, A. Massironi, B. Mistlberger, P. Monni, M. Moreno290

Llacer, C. Palmer, C. Pandini, L. Perrozzi, S, Pozzorini, E. Re, L. Reina, B. Stieger, and F. Tramontano291

2.2.1 Introduction292

Cross-section predictions for the high-energy (HE) LHC, and their associated theoretical uncertainties,293

are discussed and shown in Section 2.2.2. Predictions are computed for a proton-proton collider with a294

pp centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 27 TeV and use a Higgs boson mass of mH = 125.09 ± 0.5 GeV. All295

other parameters are taken from YR4 [5], with exceptions noted where they are important. Projections296

of progress towards a reduction in theoretical uncertainties, on the timescale of the high-luminosity (HL)297

LHC (3 ab−1 of pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV), are discussed in Section 2.2.3. Tables summarizing a298

detailed study of the dependence of the gluon-fusion cross section on the mass of the Higgs boson are299

presented in Section 2.2.4.300

2.2.2 Cross sections for 13, 14 and 27 TeV HE-LHC301

This section provides updated cross-sections for the LHC operating at energies of 13, 14 and 27 TeV. All302

predictions include the latest theoretical input and supersede the older results in YR4 [5].303
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2.2.2.1 Gluon fusion304

In this section we document cross section predictions for a standard model Higgs boson produced through305

gluon fusion in 27 TeV pp collisions. To derive predictions we include contributions based on perturba-306

tive computations of scattering cross sections as studied in Ref. [6]. We include perturbative QCD cor-307

rections through N3LO, electro-weak and approximated mixed QCD-electro-weak corrections as well as308

effects of finite quark masses. The only modification with respect to YR4 [5] is that we now include the309

exact N3LO heavy top effective theory cross section of Ref. [7] instead of its previous approximation.310

The result of this modification is only a small change in the central values and uncertainties. To derive311

theoretical uncertainties we follow the prescriptions outlined in Ref. [6]. We use the following inputs:312

ECM 27 TeV
mt(mt) 162.7 GeV
mb(mb) 4.18 GeV

mc(3 GeV) 0.986 GeV
αs(mZ) 0.118

PDF PDF4LHC15_nnlo_100 [8]

(5)

All quark masses are treated in the MS scheme. To derive numerical predictions we use the program313

iHixs [9].314

Sources of uncertainty for the inclusive Higgs boson production cross section have been assessed315

recently in refs. [5, 6, 10, 11]. Several sources of theoretical uncertainties were identified.
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Fig. 1: Contributions to the total relative uncertainty as a function of the collider energy.

316

– Missing higher order effects of QCD corrections beyond N3LO (δ(scale)).317

– Missing higher order effects of electro-weak and mixed QCD-electro-weak corrections at and318

beyond O(αsα) (δ(EW)).319

– Effects due to finite quark masses neglected in QCD corrections beyond NLO (δ(t,b,c) and δ(1/mt)).320

– Mismatch in the perturbative order of parton distribution functions (NNLO) and perturbative QCD321

cross sections (N3LO) (δ(PDF-TH)).322

In the tables the linear sum of the effect of those uncertainties is referred to as δ(theory). In addition,323

the imprecise knowledge of the parton distribution functions and of the strong coupling constant play a324
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dominant role. The individual size of these contributions can be seen in fig. 1 as a function of the collider325

energy [9]. As can be easily inferred the relative importance of the different sources of uncertainty is326

impacted only mildly by changing the centre of mass energy from 13 TeV to 27 TeV. Inclusive cross327

sections for mH = 125.09 GeV are given in Table 2. As noted above, the exact treatment of N3LO QCD328

corrections results in a small shift in the cross-section at 13 TeV, relative to the YR4 result, and a slight329

reduction in the overall theoretical uncertainty.

√
s σ δ(theory) δ(PDF) δ(αs)

13 TeV 48.61 pb +2.08pb
−3.15pb

(
+4.27%
−6.49%

)
± 0.89 pb (± 1.85%)

+1.24pb
−1.26pb

(
+2.59%
−2.62%

)
14 TeV 54.72 pb +2.35pb

−3.54pb

(
+4.28%
−6.46%

)
± 1.00 pb (± 1.85%)

+1.40pb
−1.41pb

(
+2.60%
−2.62%

)
27 TeV 146.65 pb +6.65pb

−9.44pb

(
+4.53%
−6.43%

)
± 2.81 pb (± 1.95%)

+3.88pb
−3.82pb

(
+2.69%
−2.64%

)
Table 2: Gluon fusion Higgs boson production cross sections and uncertainties as a function of the pp
collider energy.

330

The dependence of the inclusive gluon-fusion cross-section on the Higgs boson mass at
√
s = 14331

and 27 TeV is detailed at the end of this note in Section 2.2.4.332

Impact of threshold and high-energy corrections2 Recently, Ref. [12] has performed a study333

of the effects of simultaneous threshold and high-energy (small Bjorken x) resummations on the inclusive334

Higgs boson production cross section. In this brief section we summarise the main conclusions, while335

the numerical results will be discussed in the following section. For more details we refer the reader to336

Ref. [12]:337

1. At different collider energies, it was found that the impact of threshold resummation amounts to338

about +1% on top of the N3LO cross section [11]. The size of this effect is compatible with other339

estimates of the size of missing higher order corrections.340

2. Conversely, the inclusion of small-x resummation was found to increase the cross section by about341

one percent at 13 TeV, and by about 3%−4% at 27 TeV, with respect to the N3LO prediction. The342

correction grows even larger at higher energies, reaching about +10% for a 100 TeV pp collider.343

The inclusion of high-energy resummation affects differently the perturbative coefficient functions344

and the parton densities.345

– The effect on the coefficient functions is very moderate, and remains below the 1% level for346

different collider energies. This indicates that the production of a Higgs boson at present347

and future colliders does not probe very small values of the momentum fraction at which the348

coefficient functions are evaluated. In turn, this implies that currently and at future colliders349

PDFs are probed at intermediate values of x.350

– The parton densities receive a large correction from small-x resummation. Its effect is351

twofold: on one hand, the evolution of the gluonic density is modified by the inclusion of352

small-x effects, and at average values of x probed in Higgs production this leads to a mod-353

erate effect on the parton densities at mH (cf. Fig. 2.2 of Ref. [13]). On the other hand, the354

NNPDF31sx_nnlonllx_as_0118 [13] parton densities used in the double-resummed predic-355

tion of Ref. [12] include small-x data froxm HERA, which Ref. [13] observes to require356

high-energy resummation for the fit to be robust. The fixed-order prediction of Ref. [12]357

instead uses a PDF set which fits the small-x HERA data without including high-energy358

2Authors: B. Mistlberger, P. F. Monni
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resummation (NNPDF31sx_nnlo_as_0118 [13]). This results in sizeable differences in the359

parton distribution functions and drives the large correction to the N3LO total cross section360

observed in Ref. [12].361

Summarising, the sizeable corrections to the N3LO prediction due to high-energy resummation observed362

in Ref. [12] are, to a large extent, due to the need for high-energy resummation in the PDF fit which363

are necessary to get a reliable description of small-x HERA data. Performing a fit without high energy364

resummation results in considerable tension with respect to low Q2 HERA data. In order to corroborate365

these findings, and assess precisely the effect of high-energy resummation on parton distribution fits, it is366

important to make progresses in the theoretical knowledge of small-x dynamics. Furthermore, it would367

be desirable to include additional small-x collider data in the fits of parton distributions. We would like368

to encourage the PDF and theory community to further investigate these effects in view of future high369

energy colliders.370

Predictions for double-resummed cross section3 The setup is the same of the YR4 (mH =371

125 GeV, mt = 172.5 GeV, mb = 4.92 GeV, mc = 1.51 GeV, αs(m
2
Z) = 0.118, µf = µr = mH/2),372

with the only difference being that we do not use PDF4LHC but the NNPDF31sx_nnlonllx_as_0118373

set of Ref. [13]. Since these resummed PDFs are available for a single value of αs, we could not compute374

the αs uncertainty in our result. The results are collected in Tab. 3.375

For each value of the collider energy, we give the full N3LO+N3LL+LLx cross section which376

includes top, bottom and charm contributions (as discussed in Ref. [14]) and EW corrections included377

in the complete factorization approach, i.e. as a +5% contribution. The breakdown of the individual378

terms contributing to the cross section (the main contribution assuming only top runs in the loop, the379

bottom+charm correction, and the EW correction) is presented in the third column. In the next columns,380

we present various sources of uncertainties, following Ref. [12]:381

– Missing higher order uncertainty (scale uncertainty) δ42var
scale . It is the envelope of standard 7-point382

scale variations for each of the subleading variations of threshold resummed contributions, result-383

ing in a total of 42 variation.384

– PDF uncertainty δPDFs. This is the standard NNPDF Monte Carlo replica uncertainty, but it does385

not contain the αs uncertainty, as previously discussed.386

– Subleading small-x logarithms uncertainty δsubl.logs. This uncertainty is computed as described in387

Refs. [12, 14], and it likely overestimates the effect of subleading contributions in the coefficient388

functions. However, as argued in Refs. [12, 14], this uncertainty can be considered as an estimate389

of the uncertainty from subleading contributions in the PDFs. In this respect, this provides an390

alternative to the uncertainty from missing higher order PDFs adopted in YR4, which should thus391

not be included.392

Additional uncertainties from missing 1/m2
t effects, missing bottom+charm effects and subleading EW393

effects should be included according to the YR4 prescription. Since the N3LO heavy-top result is394

matched to the exact small-x according to the construction of Ref. [14], the “truncation of the soft395

expansion” uncertainty discussed in YR4 should not be considered.396

Finally, in the last column of the table we present the ratio of our resummed result with a purely397

fixed-order N3LO cross section obtained with the same settings but using the NNPDF31sx_nnlo_as_0118398

NNLO PDFs of Ref. [13]. This is useful to understand how large the effect of resummation(s) in our pre-399

diction is. We see in particular that the effect (of small-x resummation) grows with the collider energy,400

reaching 4.6% at the HE-LHC. For any of the scales, approximately +1% of the effect of resummations401

is due to threshold resummation (in the coefficient functions), while the rest of the effect is due to small-x402

3Authors: M. Bonvini, S. Marzani
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√
s σN3LO+N3LL+LLx = σt + ∆σbc + ∆σEW δ42var

scale δPDFs δsubl.logs
σ

N3LO+N3LL+LLx
σ

N3LO

13 TeV 48.93 pb (49.26− 2.66 + 2.33) pb +4.0
−3.8% ±1.2% ±1.8% 1.020

14 TeV 55.22 pb (55.56− 2.96 + 2.63) pb +4.0
−3.8% ±1.1% ±1.9% 1.023

27 TeV 151.6 pb (151.6− 7.2 + 7.2) pb +4.0
−4.0% ±1.0% ±2.3% 1.046

Table 3: Values of the N3LO+N3LL+LLx gluon-fusion cross section for selected values of the pp
collision energy and for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125 GeV. We use the NNPDF31sx PDFs with

αs(m
2
Z) = 0.118, mt = 173 GeV, mb = 4.92 GeV and mc = 1.51 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σVBF [fb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%] σDIS
NNLO QCD [fb] δELWK [%] σγ [fb] σs-channel [fb]

7 1241 +0.19
−0.21 ±2.2 1281 −4.4 17.1 585

8 1601 +0.25
−0.24 ±2.2 1655 −4.6 22.1 710

13 3766 +0.43
−0.33 ±2.1 3939 −5.3 35.3 1412

14 4260 +0.45
−0.34 ±2.1 4460 −5.4 40.7 1555

27 11838 +0.66
−0.36 ±2.1 12483 −6.2 129 3495

Table 4: VBF Higgs boson production cross-sections in pp collisions for center-of-mass energies up to
27 TeV and a Higgs boson mass mH = 125.09 GeV. The s-channel cross-section is the contribution
from Higgs-strahlung diagrams with hadronic weak-boson decay [5].

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%]

13 1.358 +0.51
−0.51 1.35

14 1.498 +0.51
−0.51 1.35

27 3.397 +0.29
−0.72 1.37

Table 5: Cross-section for the process pp → WH . Both W+ and W− contributions are included. The
photon contribution is not included. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

resummation, which mostly comes from the PDFs (see Ref. [12]) as discussed in the previous subsection.403

404

2.2.2.2 Vector boson fusion405

The vector-boson fusion (VBF) cross sections are computed with the same settings as in YR4 and re-406

ported in Tab. 4. The description of the setup can be found in the YR4 itself. For the 13, 14, and 27 TeV407

cross sections, the EW and photon cross sections have been computed using the LUXqed_plus_PDF4LHC_nnlo_100408

PDF set and hence the 13 and 14 TeV cross sections differ slightly from those reported in the YR4,409

where NNPDF23_nlo_as_0118_qed was used instead. The QCD cross section was computed at NNLO410

with proVBFH [15, 16], while the EW and photon contributions have been computed at NLO with411

HAWK [17].412

2.2.2.3 VH production413

In Tabs. 5–14 we report the inclusive cross sections for associated production of a Higgs boson and a414

weak gauge boson V = W,Z, for pp collisions at 13, 14 and 27 TeV, for 3 different values of the Higgs415

boson mass. The results have been obtained combining NNLO QCD and NLO EW corrections [17–23],416
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√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%]

13 0.831 +0.74
−0.73 1.79

14 0.913 +0.64
−0.76 1.78

27 1.995 +0.43
−1.04 1.84

Table 6: Cross-section for the process pp → W+H . The photon contribution is not included. Results
are given for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%]

13 0.527 +0.59
−0.63 2.03

14 0.585 +0.55
−0.68 1.98

27 1.402 +0.36
−0.93 2.03

Table 7: Cross-section for the process pp → W−H . The photon contribution is not included. Results
are given for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%] σγ

13 0.094 +0.71
−0.70 1.72 4.1 10−3

14 0.104 +0.61
−0.73 1.70 4.7 10−3

27 0.232 +0.40
−0.97 1.72 1.5 10−2

Table 8: Cross-section for the process pp → l+νH . The photon contribution is included, and also
reported separately in the last column. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%] σγ

13 0.0598 +0.57
−0.60 1.94 2.6 10−3

14 0.0666 +0.52
−0.64 1.89 3.1 10−3

27 0.1628 +0.34
−0.87 1.90 1.1 10−2

Table 9: Cross-section for the process pp → l−ν̄H . The photon contribution is included, and also
reported separately in the last column. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%]

13 0.880 +3.50
−2.68 1.65

14 0.981 +3.61
−2.94 1.90

27 2.463 +5.42
−4.00 2.24

Table 10: Cross-section for the process pp → ZH . The predictions for the gg → ZH channel are
computed at LO, rescaled by the NLO K-factor in the mt →∞ limit, and supplemented by the NLLsoft

resummation. The photon contribution is omitted. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass m
h

0 =
125.09 GeV.
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√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%]

13 0.758 +0.49
−0.61 1.78

14 0.836 +0.51
−0.62 1.82

27 1.937 +0.56
−0.74 2.37

Table 11: Cross-section for the process pp→ ZH . The photon and gg → ZH contributions are omitted.
Results are given for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%]

13 0.123 +24.9
−18.8 4.37

14 0.145 +24.3
−19.6 7.47

27 0.526 +25.3
−18.5 5.85

Table 12: Cross-section for the process gg → ZH . Predictions are computed at LO, rescaled by the
NLO K-factor in the mt →∞ limit, and supplemented by the NLLsoft resummation. Results are given
for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%] σγ

13 2.97 10−2 +3.49
−2.67 1.64 1.4 10−4

14 3.31 10−2 +3.59
−2.92 1.89 1.6 10−4

27 8.32 10−2 +5.39
−3.97 1.85 5.4 10−4

Table 13: Cross-section for the process pp → ll̄H . The photon contribution is included, and reported
separately in the last column. Results are given for a Higgs boson mass m

h
0 = 125.09 GeV.

√
s [TeV] σNNLO QCD⊗NLO EW [pb] ∆scale [%] ∆PDF⊕αs

[%]

13 0.177 +3.50
−2.68 1.65

14 0.197 +3.59
−2.92 1.89

27 0.496 +5.41
−3.99 2.24

Table 14: Cross-section for the process pp → νν̄H . Results are given for a Higgs boson mass m
h

0 =
125.09 GeV.

by means of a multiplicative scheme, as described in the YR4 studies (eq I.5.15 and I.5.16) [5]. For ZH417

production, the loop-induced gg → ZH channel has been added linearly.418

The contribution from photon-induced channels has been removed from the total cross sections419

where the decay is not specified, but their cross sections is instead included in the total result for the420

dedicated cross-sections where decay products are specified. In the latter cases, the individual photon-421

induced cross section is also separately reported.422

The results at 27 and 14 TeV show a similar pattern of good perturbative convergence. There are423

two points that deserve some specific comment:424

1. We notice that the relative weight of the photon-induced channel is now computed more reliably425

than in the results obtained for the YR4 study, due to the fact that the photon PDF is now con-426

strained much better, thanks to the LUXqed approach [24, 25]. We refer the reader to paragraph427

I.5.2.c of the YR4 for details on how this channel was treated previously. For the numbers in the428
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mH [GeV] σNLO
QCD+EW [fb] Scale [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%]

124.59 619.3 +6.1
−9.2 1.9 2.9 3.5

125.09 612.8 +6.0
−9.2 1.9 2.9 3.5

125.59 605.6 +6.1
−9.2 1.9 2.9 3.5

Table 15: NLO QCD+EW cross sections for tt̄H production at the 14 TeV LHC.

mH [GeV] σNLO
QCD+EW [pb] Scale [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%]

124.59 2.90 +7.9
−9.0 1.8 2.1 2.8

125.09 2.86 +7.8
−9.0 1.8 2.1 2.8

125.59 2.84 +7.9
−9.0 1.8 2.1 2.8

Table 16: NLO QCD+EW cross sections for tt̄H production at a 27 TeV proton–proton collider.

mH [GeV] σtH+t̄H [fb] Scale+FS [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%] σtH [fb] σt̄H [fb]

124.59 90.35 +6.4
−14.6 1.2 3.4 3.6 59.15 31.21

125.09 90.12 +6.4
−14.7 1.2 3.4 3.6 58.96 31.11

125.59 89.72 +6.4
−14.8 1.2 3.4 3.6 58.70 31.02

Table 17: NLO QCD cross sections for the t−channel tH and t̄H production at the 14 TeV LHC.

new tables, the cross section for σγ was computed using the LUXqed_plus_PDF4LHC15_nnlo429

PDF set. For completeness, we also included an update for the 13 TeV cross sections using this430

PDF set.431

2. As far as the loop-induced gg → ZH process is concerned, we remind that this channel starts432

contributing only at NNLO in the pp → ZH cross section. Nevertheless, due to the gluonic433

luminosity, its relative size is important, especially at large center-of-mass energies. Due to the434

fact that it is a loop-induced channel, this contribution is known exactly (i.e. retaining finite values435

for the top mass) only at LO. However, because of its numerical size, and due to the fact that it436

contributes to the total cross section with a leading-order-like scale uncertainty, it is important to437

compute it at higher order. Exact NLO corrections to gg → ZH are not yet available. The numbers438

in the tables are obtained using a Born-improved HEFT approach, which essentially consists in439

computing the process at LO exactly, and rescaling it with the NLO/LO K-factor obtained in the440

mt → ∞ limit. NLL threshold effects have also been included. At order α3
S there are however441

many other gluon-gluon initiated subprocesses that are not yet calculated. It is reasonable to expect442

that for VH the correction to the loop induced process will be the first at order α3
S to be evaluated443

in the near future, so that this contribution can provide an order of magnitude estimate of the444

remaining perturbative uncertainty coming from the missing higher orders.445

2.2.2.4 tt̄H and tH446

Cross sections are computed in the same setup of YR4. Results for tt̄H are shown in Tabs. 15 and 16,447

and for tH in Tabs. 17 and 18.448
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mH [GeV] σtH+t̄H [fb] Scale+FS [%] αs [%] PDF [%] PDF+αs [%] σtH [fb] σt̄H [fb]

124.59 419.0 +5.0
−12.3 1.3 2.6 2.9 263.3 155.7

125.09 417.9 +5.0
−12.5 1.3 2.6 2.9 262.8 155.1

125.59 416.4 +5.0
−12.6 1.3 2.6 2.9 261.8 154.7

Table 18: NLO QCD cross sections for the t−channel tH and t̄H production at a 27 TeV proton–proton
collider.

2.2.3 Projections of uncertainty reductions for the HL-LHC449

This section discusses improvements to the theoretical predictions that may be possible on the timescale450

of the HL-LHC. Estimates of potential reductions in current theoretical uncertainties are made where451

possible and potential limiting factors identified.452

2.2.3.1 Gluon fusion453

Improving substantially on any of the current sources of uncertainty represents a major theoretical chal-454

lenge that should be met in accordance with our ability to utilise said precision and with experimental455

capabilities. However, future improvements on the uncertainties presented in Section 2.2.2.1 would also456

lead to a better understanding of the correlations between the various sources of uncertainty, which ul-457

timately will result in a further reduction of the theory error. The computation of subleading mass and458

EW corrections is currently being addressed by several groups, and therefore it is likely to be achieved459

in the next decade. Although such computations will allow for a better control over some sources of460

uncertainty, their final impact on the full theoretical error is likely to be moderate, as current estimates461

indicate. Another source of error that might improve in the forthcoming years is that related to the parton462

densities. In particular, the extraction of N3LO PDFs would lead to the disappearance of the PDF-TH463

uncertainty. Similar considerations apply to the error on the strong coupling constant, that will be re-464

duced due to more accurate extractions. Overall, the above progress would ultimately lead to a notable465

reduction of the uncertainties of Figure 1.466

2.2.3.2 Vector boson fusion467

VBF Higgs boson production is currently known at a very high theoretical accuracy. In the structure-468

function approximation, the cross section has been computed fully inclusively at N3LO accuracy in QCD.469

Fiducial calculations in the same approximation exist at NNLO accuracy in QCD. The only contribution470

which is currently unknown is the contribution from two-loop diagrams with gluon exchange between471

the two VBF quark lines. The conceptual difficulty is that it is a 2 → 3 process and that currently472

there are no methods available for evaluating two-loop diagrams with more than four external legs. It473

is realistic that such methods will become available before the HE-LHC is in operation. Beyond the474

VBF approximation, the full NLO corrections in both the strong and electroweak coupling have been475

computed. The electroweak contributions are of the same order as, or in certain phase space regions476

even larger than, the NNLO QCD corrections. Taking all of this into account, it has been estimated477

that the VBF cross section under typical VBF cuts has an accuracy at the 1% level. In order to connect478

these calculations to experimental measurements one would ideally need merged 2- and 3-jet samples at479

the NLOPS level or even better a full NNLOPS generator for VBF. It is realistic that this will become480

available within the next few years and certainly before the HL-/HE-LHC phases.481

2.2.3.3 V H production482

At the time of writing, the numbers shown in Section 2.2.2.3 are the best estimates available for the483

gg → ZH contribution. Due to the progress made in the last couple of years for the computation of484
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top-mass effects at NLO in Higgs-boson pair production, it is foreseable that, in the forthcoming years485

(definitely in the timescale of HL/HE LHC), an exact NLO result (including finite-mt effects) will be486

available also for gg → ZH . If one assumes that a pattern similar to what was found for di-higgs487

production ( [26]) also holds for gg → ZH , one can expect that the total NLO/LO K-factor will be488

slightly smaller than in the HEFT limit (from 1.9–2.0 to ∼1.6) and the final scale uncertainty for the489

gg → ZH cross section will decrease from 18–25% to about 15%.490

The above results have been obtained for a stable Higgs boson. For the Higgs boson decay to491

bottom quarks, it is known that higher-order corrections to the mbb lineshape are relevant, as shown in492

recent [27] and also recently confirmed in [28]. Although explicit studies are not available, one can493

expect that effects similar to those observed at 13–14 TeV in the region mbb < mH will persist also at494

higher energies.495

The matching of fixed-order corrections to parton showers (PS) is available for the pp → V H496

signal processes, at NLO as well as at NNLO [29]. For the signal itself, the uncertainty due to PS effects497

is not a major issue, as it amounts to about 2–3% level for a stable Higgs boson.498

As for Higgs decays to bottom quarks, a fixed-order study [28] suggests that higher-order cor-499

rections to the mbb shape are not always very well modelled by a LO + parton shower treatment of the500

H → bb̄ decay. Event generators as the one developed in Ref. [29], and improvements thereof for the501

treatment of radiation off b-quarks ( [30]), will allow to assess this issue in the forthcoming years. A502

solid prediction of the H → bb̄ decay, also matched to parton-showers, can definitely be expected in the503

timescale of HL/HE LHC.504

Furthermore, when the exact gg → ZH computation at NLO will be computed, a NLO matching505

to parton-shower will be straightforward to achieve, thereby improving on the currently available more506

advanced treatments, where a LO-merging of the exact matrix elements for gg → ZH and gg → ZH+1-507

jet is performed.508

Finally, as for the VH and VHJ event generators, recently there has been also the completion of509

the NLO EW corrections matched to the parton shower [31] showing once again the relevance of the EW510

corrections for the distributions for both the fixed order and the matched predictions.511

2.2.3.4 tt̄H and tH512

The cross sections for tt̄H and tH production are known at NLO accuracy in QCD and, in the case513

of tt̄H , NLO EW corrections have also been calculated. The corresponding theoretical uncertainty is514

of the order of 10–15% and is mainly induced by the residual scale dependence and, to a lesser extent,515

by PDF uncertainties. A drastic improvement can only come from the calculation of the NNLO QCD516

corrections. Given the ongoing rapid progress in cross section calculations with NNLO accuracy in517

QCD, it is foreseeable that NNLO QCD corrections to tt̄H and tH will become available in the next518

decade. In this scenario it is reasonable to expect a factor-two improvement of the theoretical accuracy.519

On the other hand, the extraction of the tt̄H signal is at the moment mainly limited by the the-520

oretical uncertainties in the modelling of the background, mainly tt̄bb̄ and tt̄W+jets, via Monte Carlo521

generators. The reliable assessment of the related uncertainties and their further reduction are the main522

goals of an ongoing campaign of theoretical studies within the HXSWG. On a time scale of 5–10 years523

such background uncertainties may be reduced by a factor two to three.524

2.2.4 Dependence of gluon-fusion cross section at 14 and 27 TeV onmH525

The dependence of the inclusive gluon-fusion cross-section on the Higgs boson mass is shown in Ta-526

bles 19 and 20, for pp collisions at
√
s = 14 and 27 TeV, respectively.527
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mH [GeV] Cross Section [pb] + δTh. [%] - δTh. [%] ±δ(PDF+αS) [%] ±δαS [%] ±δ PDF [%]
125.09 54.72 4.29 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85

124.59 55.10 4.29 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86

125.59 54.34 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85

120.00 58.85 4.37 −6.61 3.23 2.63 1.87

120.50 58.42 4.37 −6.60 3.22 2.63 1.87

121.00 58.00 4.36 −6.58 3.22 2.63 1.87

121.50 57.56 4.35 −6.57 3.22 2.62 1.86

122.00 57.15 4.34 −6.55 3.22 2.62 1.86

122.50 56.75 4.33 −6.54 3.21 2.62 1.86

123.00 56.35 4.32 −6.52 3.21 2.62 1.86

123.50 55.95 4.31 −6.51 3.21 2.61 1.86

124.00 55.56 4.30 −6.49 3.21 2.61 1.86

124.10 55.48 4.30 −6.49 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.20 55.41 4.30 −6.49 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.30 55.33 4.30 −6.49 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.40 55.25 4.30 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.50 55.17 4.30 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.60 55.10 4.29 −6.48 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.70 55.02 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.80 54.94 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86

124.90 54.86 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86

125.00 54.79 4.29 −6.47 3.20 2.61 1.86

125.10 54.71 4.29 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85

125.20 54.64 4.28 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85

125.30 54.56 4.28 −6.46 3.20 2.61 1.85

125.40 54.48 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85

125.50 54.41 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85

125.60 54.33 4.28 −6.45 3.20 2.61 1.85

125.70 54.26 4.28 −6.44 3.20 2.61 1.85

125.80 54.18 4.27 −6.44 3.20 2.60 1.85

125.90 54.11 4.27 −6.44 3.20 2.60 1.85

126.00 54.03 4.27 −6.44 3.20 2.60 1.85

126.50 53.66 4.26 −6.42 3.19 2.60 1.85

127.00 53.29 4.25 −6.41 3.19 2.60 1.85

127.50 52.92 4.25 −6.40 3.19 2.60 1.85

128.00 52.56 4.24 −6.38 3.19 2.60 1.85

128.50 52.20 4.23 −6.37 3.18 2.59 1.85

129.00 51.85 4.22 −6.35 3.18 2.59 1.85

129.50 51.50 4.21 −6.34 3.18 2.59 1.84

130.00 51.15 4.20 −6.33 3.18 2.59 1.84

Table 19: The gluon-fusion cross-section in pp collisions at
√
s = 14 TeV, for different values of the

Higgs boson mass mH .
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mH [GeV] Cross Section [pb] + δTh. [%] - δTh. [%] ±δ(PDF+αS) [%] ±δαS [%] ±δ PDF [%]
125.09 146.65 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95

124.59 147.55 4.55 −6.45 3.30 2.67 1.95

125.59 145.75 4.52 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95

120.00 156.35 4.64 −6.60 3.33 2.69 1.97

120.50 155.36 4.63 −6.58 3.33 2.69 1.97

121.00 154.36 4.62 −6.56 3.33 2.69 1.97

121.50 153.38 4.61 −6.55 3.32 2.68 1.96

122.00 152.41 4.60 −6.54 3.32 2.68 1.96

122.50 151.45 4.59 −6.52 3.32 2.68 1.96

123.00 150.50 4.58 −6.50 3.31 2.68 1.96

123.50 149.56 4.57 −6.49 3.31 2.67 1.96

124.00 148.64 4.56 −6.47 3.31 2.67 1.95

124.10 148.45 4.56 −6.47 3.31 2.67 1.95

124.20 148.27 4.56 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95

124.30 148.08 4.55 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95

124.40 147.90 4.55 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95

124.50 147.72 4.55 −6.46 3.31 2.67 1.95

124.60 147.53 4.55 −6.45 3.30 2.67 1.95

124.70 147.35 4.54 −6.45 3.30 2.67 1.95

124.80 147.17 4.54 −6.44 3.30 2.67 1.95

124.90 146.99 4.54 −6.44 3.30 2.67 1.95

125.00 146.81 4.54 −6.44 3.30 2.67 1.95

125.10 146.63 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.20 146.45 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.30 146.27 4.53 −6.43 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.40 146.09 4.53 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.50 145.91 4.52 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.60 145.73 4.52 −6.42 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.70 145.55 4.52 −6.41 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.80 145.37 4.52 −6.41 3.30 2.66 1.95

125.90 145.20 4.52 −6.41 3.30 2.66 1.95

126.00 145.02 4.51 −6.40 3.30 2.66 1.95

126.50 144.14 4.50 −6.39 3.29 2.66 1.94

127.00 143.26 4.49 −6.37 3.29 2.66 1.94

127.50 142.40 4.48 −6.36 3.29 2.65 1.94

128.00 141.54 4.48 −6.34 3.28 2.65 1.94

128.50 140.69 4.47 −6.33 3.28 2.65 1.94

129.00 139.84 4.46 −6.31 3.28 2.65 1.93

129.50 139.00 4.46 −6.30 3.27 2.64 1.93

130.00 138.18 4.45 −6.29 3.27 2.64 1.93

Table 20: The gluon-fusion cross-section in pp collisions at
√
s = 27 TeV, for different values of the

Higgs boson mass mH .

2.2.5 PDF uncertainty expectations at the HE/HL-LHC528

Rabah Abdul Khalek, Shaun Bailey, Jun Gao, Lucian Harland-Lang, and Juan Rojo529
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PDFs in the HL-LHC era. The detailed understanding of the quark and gluon structure of the530

proton, quantified by the parton distribution functions (PDFs) [32–34], is an essential ingredient for the531

theoretical predictions at hadron colliders. PDF uncertainties represent one of the dominant theoretical532

systematic errors both for direct searches of new physics beyond the Standard Model (bSM) [35] as well533

as in the profiling of the Higgs boson sector [5]. Therefore, improving our knowledge of the proton534

structure is an essential task for the high-precision physics program to be carried out at future runs of the535

LHC, including the HL-LHC era.536

Modern global PDF fits [36–39] include a wide range of LHC measurements in processes such537

as the production of jets, weak gauge bosons, and top quark pairs, among others. Recent breakthroughs538

in the calculation of NNLO QCD and NLO QED and electroweak corrections to most PDF-sensitive539

processes have been instrumental in allowing for the full exploitation of the information provided by the540

LHC measurements. The impact of high-precision LHC data combined with state-of-the art perturbative541

calculations has been quantified for many of the processes of interest, such as top-quark pair produc-542

tion [40, 41], the transverse momentum spectrum of Z bosons [42], direct photon production [?, 43], D543

meson production in the forward region [44–46],W production in association with charm quarks [47,48],544

and inclusive jet production [49, 50].545

From the point of view of PDF determinations, the availability of the immense data samples at the546

HL-LHC will permit a significant extension of the kinematic coverage of PDF-sensitive measurements547

as well as a marked improvement in their statistical and systematic uncertainties. In this contribution, we548

summarise the main results of our PDF projections for the HL-LHC era presented in [51]. The main idea549

is to quantify the impact of the future HL–LHC measurements on the proton PDFs and their uncertainties,550

with emphasis on their implications for Higgs physics. Specifically, we quantify the constraints of the551

HL–LHC pseudo-data on the PDF4LHC15 set [52–55] by means of the Hessian Profiling method [56]552

(see also [57]). We choose the PDF4LHC15 set since it broadly represents the state-of-the-art under-553

standing of the proton structure.554

In Fig. 2 we show the kinematical coverage in the (x,Q2) plane of the HL–LHC pseudo-data555

included in this analysis. As indicated there, we have simulated pseudo-data for the following pro-556

cesses: top quark pair production, high-mass and forward Drell-Yan W,Z production, direct photon and557

inclusive jet production, the transverse momentum of Z bosons, and the production of W bosons in as-558

sociation with charm quarks. The HL–LHC pseudo-data therefore spans a wide region in the kinematic559

plane, namely 6× 10−5 < x < 0.7 and 40 GeV < Q < 7 TeV. In particular, one sees that the HL-LHC560

coverage of the large-x region, where current PDF fits exhibit large uncertainties, is markedly improved561

as compared to available LHC measurements.562

Results. As an illustration of the impact of individual sets of HL-LHC pseudo-data, in Fig. 3 we563

show the comparison between the HL–LHC projected measurements and the theoretical predictions for564

the lepton rapidity distribution in forward W+charm production and for the invariant mass mtt̄ distribu-565

tion in top-quark pair production. These two particular datasets probe the poorly-known strange quark566

and the gluon at large-x, respectively. The theory calculations are shown both before (PDF4LHC15) and567

after profiling. In the bottom panel, we show the same results normalised to the central value of the orig-568

inal theory calculation. In both cases we see that the expected precision of the HL-LHC measurements is569

rather higher than the current PDF uncertainties, and therefore we observe a marked improvement once570

they are included in PDF4LHC15 via the Hessian profiling.571

In this study we have considered three different scenarios for the experimental systematic uncer-572

tainties of the HL–LHC pseudo-data. These scenarios, ranging from more conservative to more opti-573

mistic, differ among them in the reduction factor applied to the systematic errors of the reference 8 TeV574

or 13 TeV measurements, see [51] for more details. In particular, in the optimistic scenario we assume a575

reduction of the systematic errors by a factor 2.5 (5) as compared to the reference 8 TeV (13 TeV) mea-576

surements, while for the conservative scenario we assume no reduction in systematic errors with respect577

to the 8 TeV reference. Reassuringly, we obtain that the main results of our study depend only mildly in578
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Fig. 2: The kinematical coverage in the (x,Q2) plane of the HL–LHC pseudo-data.

Fig. 3: Comparison between the HL–LHC pseudo-data and the theoretical predictions for forward W+charm
production (left) and for the invariant mass mtt̄ distribution in top-quark pair production (right). The theory
calculations are shown both before (PDF4LHC15) and after profiling.

the specific assumption for the values of this reduction factor.579

In Fig. 4 we compare the PDF4LHC15 set with the strange quark and gluon PDFs obtained once580

the entire set of HL-LHC pseudo-data summarised in Fig. 2 has been included via profiling. We show581

results both in the conservative (A) and optimistic (C) scenarios for the projections of the experimental582

systematic uncertainties. We observe that the impact of the HL–LHC pseudo-data is reasonably similar583

in both scenarios. This is due to the fact that we have chosen those processes which will benefit from a584

significant improvement in statistics, independent of the specific assumption about the systematic errors.585

These then tend to lie in kinematic regions where the PDFs themselves are generally less well determined.586

We also observe a marked reduction of the PDF uncertainties in all cases. In the case of the gluon PDF,587

there is an improvement of uncertainties in the complete relevant range of momentum fraction x. This588
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Fig. 4: Comparison of the PDF4LHC15 set with the profiled sets with HL–LHC pseudo-data. We show the strange
(left) and gluon (right) PDFs normalized to the central value of the baseline.

Ratio to baseline 10 GeV ≤MX ≤ 40 GeV 40 GeV ≤MX ≤ 1 TeV 1 TeV ≤MX ≤ 6 TeV

gluon-gluon 0.50 (0.60) 0.28 (0.40) 0.22 (0.34)

quark-quark 0.74 (0.79) 0.37 (0.46) 0.43 (0.59)

quark-antiquark 0.71 (0.76) 0.31 (0.40) 0.50 (0.60)

Table 21: The reduction of the PDF uncertainties as compared to the PDF4LHC15 baseline for different initial
partonic combinations in the optimistic (conservative) scenario.

is a direct consequence of the fact that we have included several HL–LHC processes that have direct589

sensitivity to the gluon content of the proton, including jet, direct photon, and top quark pair production,590

as well as the transverse momentum of Z bosons. As we discuss next, this has direct implications for the591

phenomenology of Higgs boson production.592

Implications for Higgs physics. In Table 21 we indicate the reduction of the PDF uncertainties593

in comparison to the PDF4LHC15 baseline for different initial partonic combinations (that is, a value of594

1 corresponds to no improvement). Results are presented for three different bins of the invariant mass595

MX of the produced system for the three initial states relevant for Higgs production: gluon-gluon (for596

gg → h and tt̄h), quark-quark (for vector boson fusion) and quark-antiquark (for associatedWh and Zh597

production). The values shown outside (inside) the brackets correspond to the optimistic (conservative)598

scenario. We can see that for the MX region relevant for the SM Higgs boson production, as well as599

for related bSM Higgs-like scalars, namely 40 GeV ≤ MX ≤ 1 TeV, the HL-LHC pseudo-data leads600

to a reduction by almost a factor four in the optimistic scenario in the gg channel, and around a factor601

three in the qq̄ and qq channels. This implies that precision calculations of Higgs production at the HL-602

LHC should be possible with significantly reduced PDF uncertainties compared to current state-of-the-art603

predictions.604

To illustrate this improvement, in Fig. 5 we present the comparison of the predictions for SM Higgs605

production at
√
s = 14 TeV between the PDF4LHC15 baseline and the profiled PDF sets. Specificially,606

we show Higgs boson production in gluon fusion with heavy top quark effective theory, both inclusive607

and decaying into bb̄ as a function of pb,min
T (left), and then in association with a hard jet as a function608

of its transverse momentum pjet,min
T (right). The calculations have been performed using MCFM8.2 with609
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Fig. 5: Comparison of the predictions for SM Higgs production cross-sections at
√
s = 14 TeV between the

PDF4LHC15 baseline and the profiled PDF sets with HL–LHC pseudo–data.

leading-order matrix elements. The marked reduction of PDF uncertainties is consistent with the values610

reported in Table 21.611

Finally, there are two caveats to be added concerning this study. First we have only considered612

a subset of all possible measurements of relevance for PDF fits at HL–LHC. Second, possible data613

incompatibility has not been accounted for fully. These may strengthen and weaken, respectively, the614

constraining powers of future LHC data on PDFs.615

The results of this study are made publicly available in the LHAPDF6 format [58], for the three616

scenarios that have been considered, and can be downloaded from:617

https://data.nnpdf.science/HLLHC_YR/PDF4LHC15_nnlo_hllhc_scen1.tgz618

https://data.nnpdf.science/HLLHC_YR/PDF4LHC15_nnlo_hllhc_scen2.tgz619

https://data.nnpdf.science/HLLHC_YR/PDF4LHC15_nnlo_hllhc_scen3.tgz620

2.2.6 Progress on Higgs boson specific MC generators621

To be written by: Simone Alioli, Stefan Höche, Fabio Maltoni and Stefan Prestel622

TODO: This text will be provided only by January623

Monte Carlo’s for Higgs Physics.624

High-Lumi and High-energy625

General purpose Monte Carlo’s Total and differential cross section calculators Dedicated MC’s626

What are the improvements that are foreseen in the coming years that could change the field.627

Where the most of the results can be expected? For what? NNLO+PS?628

Collecting references for MINLO, Sherpa so that people can find where to look.629

Table?630

Instead of showing an actual plot, we show a mock-plot where the various features which are most631

important are summarized.632

What can we say it would be needed and in the ball park of the feasible stuff. Examples for main633

channels.634

– approx rapidity at N3LO for gluon-fusion635

– N3LO VBF is available inclusive => exclusive?636
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– NNLO+NLL as the next revolution for ggH, VH, VBF,...637

– top / bottom mass effects638

Organise it in terms of methods and developments and then physics channels.639

Fabio: Simone: StefanP: StefanH:640

2.3 Overview of experimental analysis for the Higgs boson measurement channels641

Written by: M. Delmastro, P. Milenovic, P. Francavilla, A. de Wit642

2.3.1 Extrapolation assumptions643

The results presented in this Section are based on the extrapolation to an expected integrated luminosity644

of 3000 fb−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV of the corresponding ATLAS and CMS Run-2 results. For some of the645

Higgs decay final states (ATLAS: WW ∗, Zγ, tt̄H , ττ ; CMS: bb̄) the extrapolation is performed on646

results obtained with the 2015-2016 36 fb−1 datasets; the remaining final state analyses (ATLAS: γγ,647

ZZ∗, bb̄ and µµ) use the results based on the 2015+2016+2017 80 fb−1 data samples. The starting points648

of the extrapolated results are measurements based on datasets of size O(1%) of the expected HL-LHC649

integrated luminosity. The extrapolations are in this respect very limited with respect to the potential650

reach of the real HL-LHC analyses, which large statistics will allow to probe corners of the phase space651

inaccessible at the LHC Run-2.652

In addition to the increase in integrated luminosity, in most of the studies the extrapolations also653

account for the increase of signal and background cross-sections from
√
s = 13 TeV to 14 TeV. In those654

cases, the signal yields have been scaled according to the Higgs boson production cross sections values655

at 13 and 14 TeV, as reported in Ref. [5]. Similarly, the background yields have been scaled according656

to the parton luminosity ratio between 13 and 14 TeV, as reported in Ref. [4], by taking into account657

whether the background process is predominantly quark pair or gluon pair initiated.658

Object reconstruction efficiencies, resolutions and fake rates are assumed to be similar in the Run-659

2 and HL-LHC environments, based on the assumption that the planned upgrades of the ATLAS and660

CMS detectors will compensate for the effects of the increase of instantaneous luminosity and higher661

pile-up environment at HL-LHC. For the systematic uncertainties which include experimental, signal662

and background components, two scenarios have been considered. The first scenario (S1) assumes the663

same values as those used in the published Run-2 analyses. The second scenario (S2) implements a664

reduction of the systematic uncertainties according to the improvements expected to be reached at the end665

of HL-LHC program in twenty years from now: the correction factors follow the recommendations from666

Ref. [59]. In certain analyses some of the systematic uncertainties are treated in a specific way, and this is667

discussed explicitly in each corresponding section. In all analyses, the theory uncertainties for signal and668

background are generally halved, except where more precise extrapolated values have been provided.669

Details on the projections of theoretical uncertainties are given in Section 2.2.3. The reduction of the670

theory uncertainties in gluon-fusion Higgs production is for instance associated to a better understanding671

of their correlation of their components, leading to their sum in quadrature in scenario S2, instead of the672

linear sum used in S1 (see Section 2.2.3.1 for details). The uncertainties related to missing higher orders673

in theory calculations are in particular discussed in Section 2.2.5: these uncertainties are halved in all674

analyses extrapolation in scenario S2, even though some larger improvements are expected in some cases675

(e.g. gluon-fusion Higgs production). The uncertainty on the luminosity is set to 1%. The uncertainty676

related to Monte Carlo samples statistics is assumed to be negligible.677

The extrapolated results are generally limited by systematic uncertainties. It is worth noting that,678

despite all efforts to design proper projections, the values of the systematic uncertainties of the Run-2679

analyses cannot fully account for the HL-LHC conditions and process understanding. The systematic680
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models in current Run-2 analyses are in fact designed for the needs of Run-2, and hence lack flexibil-681

ity and details needed to account for full-fledged HL-LHC analyses. In this sense, these extrapolated682

uncertainties are to be considered an approximation. Future analyses will exploit and gain sensitivity683

from phase space regions that are not accessible yet, or use analysis techniques that reduce the impact of684

systematic uncertainties.685

In the following, all analyses segment the selected events according to the objects produced in686

association with the Higgs boson decay products and their topology, in order to maximize the sensitivity687

to the main Higgs production modes (ggH+ bb̄H , VBF, V H = qqZH+ggZH+WH and top = tt̄H+688

tH) and to reduce the uncertainties on the respective cross sections. Details on how this segmentation is689

performed, and on the event selection and categorisation in the various analyses, are found in the Run-2690

analysis references quoted in each section.691

2.3.2 H → γγ692

The measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H → γγ channel is is performed using the events693

that contain two isolated photon candidates passing good quality requirements in the precision regions of694

the detectors. Events are further segmented according to the objects accompanying the diphoton system,695

in order to maximize the sensitivity to the main Higgs production modes (ggH + bb̄H , VBF, V H =696

qqZH + ggZH + WH and top = tt̄H + tH) and to reduce the uncertainties on the respective cross697

sections, as well as to the Simplified Template Cross Section (STXS, first introduced in Refs. [5, 60])698

in the merged version of Stage-1. The Higgs production cross sections are measured for a Higgs boson699

absolute rapidity |yH | smaller than 2.5, and with further requirements on the objects campaigning the700

diphoton system (e.g. jet pT). The H → γγ signal is extracted by means of a combined signal-plus-701

background fit of the diphoton invariant mass spectra in the various event categories, where both the702

continuous background and the signal resonance are parameterized by analytical functions. The shape703

properties of the signal PDF are obtained by MC simulation, and constrained by performance studies704

of the photon energy scale and resolution. The background PDF is completely determined by the fit705

on data, with systematic uncertainties attributed to the specific choice of functional form following the706

procedure described in Ref. [61] or using the discrete profiling method [62]. More details on the analyses707

methods can be found in most recent measurements in the H → γγ channel published by ATLAS [63]708

and CMS [64].709

The perfromance of the measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H → γγ channel at710

HL-LHC is extrapolated from the most recent measurements by ATLAS with 80 fb−1 [63]. The main711

systematic uncertainties affecting the results are the background modelling uncertainty, missing higher712

order uncertainties causing event migrations between the bins, photon isolation efficiencies and jet un-713

certainties. On top of the common assumptions mentioned in Section 2.3.1, the results include a 10%714

increase of the background modeling systematic uncertainties, to account for the potentially worst knowl-715

edge of the background composition in each analysis category at HL-LHC: this assumption has anyway716

negligible impact. In the Run-2 analyses, a conservative 100% uncertainty on the heavy flavour reso-717

nant background in top-sensitive categories is applied. Measurements by ATLAS and CMS of the heavy718

flavour content, or the b-jet multiplicity, are expected to better constrain these contributions: for the S2719

scenario extrapolation, this uncertainty is therefore halved.720

Figure 6 show the ratio of the extrapolatedH → γγ ATLAS measurements of the main four Higgs721

production modes to their respective theoretical SM predictions in the scenario S2. The reduction of the722

total uncertainty with respect to the 80 fb−1 results ranges from a factor of about 2(3) for the S1 (S2)723

scenario for the ggH + bb̄H , VBF, top cross sections, to a factor of about 5(6) for the V H cross section.724
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Fig. 6: Ratio of the cross-section times branching fraction measurements of the main four Higgs produc-
tion modes in the H → γγ decay channel to their respective theoretical SM predictions, as extrapolated
at the HL-LHC for scenario S2 by ATLAS.

2.3.3 H → Zγ → 2` γ725

Due to the small branching fraction in the SM, theH → Zγ decay has not yet been observed at the LHC.726

The experimental observed limits at the 95% confidence level are currently 6.6 times the SM prediction727

for a Higgs boson mass of 125.09 GeV by ATLAS and 3.9 times the SM prediction for a Higgs boson728

mass of 125 GeV by CMS, based on the analyses of 36 fb−1 of pp collision at
√
s = 13 TeV described729

in Ref. [?, 65].730

The analyses select event with an isolated photon candidate passing good quality requirements731

in the precision regions of the detectors, and a dilepton system with properties compatible with that732

of the decay of a Z boson. Events are separated according to lepton flavour, the event kinematical733

properties, and the present of jets compatible with the VBF production of the Higgs boson, in order to734

maximize the signal sensitivity. The signal is sought for by means of a combined signal-plus-background735

fit of the photon-dilepton invariant mass spectra in various event categories, where both the continuous736

background and the signal resonance are parameterized by analytical functions. The Run-2 analyses737

are strongly driven by statistical uncertainty, and the main systematic uncertainties are from the bias738

associated to the background modeling.739

The extrapolations to HL-LHC are performed with a simple scaling approach, assuming the same740

signal and background modeling used in the Run-2 analyses. All experimental and systematic uncertain-741

ties are considered to remain the same, except the uncertainty associated to the background modeling,742

which is taken to be negligible.743

The ATLAS expected significance to the SM Higgs boson decaying in Zγ is 4.9 σ with 3000 fb−1.744

Assuming the SM Higgs production cross section and decay branching ratios, the signal strength is745

expected to be measured with a ±0.24 uncertainty. The cross section times branching ratio for the746

pp → H → Zγ process is projected to be measured as 1.00 ± 0.23 times the SM prediction. Even747

at the HL-LHC scenario S1, the analysis sensitivity to H → Zγ will remain driven by the statistical748

uncertainty. The dominant source of systematic uncertainty in the extrapolation is that associated to the749

missing higher order uncertainties.750
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Fig. 7: Ratio of the cross-section times branching fraction measurements of the main four Higgs pro-
duction modes in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channel to their respective theoretical SM predictions, as
extrapolated at the HL-LHC for scenario S2 by ATLAS.

2.3.4 H → ZZ∗ → 4`751

The measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` channel is performed using the752

events that contain at least two same-flavour opposite-sign dilepton pairs, chosen from isolated elec-753

trons and muons candidates passing good quality requirements in the precision regions of the detectors.754

Additional constraints on the kinematical properties of the lepton pair associated with the decay of the755

on-shell Z boson, and on the global topology of the event, helps to improve the signal to background756

ratio. The four-lepton invariant mass resolution is improved by correcting for the emission of final-state757

radiation photons by the leptons. The H → ZZ∗ → 4` signal is extracted from the four-lepton invari-758

ant mass spectra in the different event categories, after having evaluated the background components759

using simulation to constrain their shapes, and data control region to extrapolate their normalization in760

the signal regions. Signal to background sensitivity is in general enhanced using the multivariate and/or761

matrix-element based techniques. More details on the analyses methods can be found in most recent762

measurements in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` channel published by ATLAS [66] and CMS [67].763

The performance of the measurement of the Higgs boson properties in theH → ZZ∗ → 4` at HL-764

LHC is extrapolated from the most recent measurements by ATLAS with 80 fb−1 [66]. The dominant765

systematic uncertainties affecting the extrapolation of the ggH cross section measurement are the lepton766

reconstruction and identification efficiencies, and pile-up modeling uncertainties. The VBF and VH767

cross-sections are primarily affected by the uncertainty on the jet energy scale and resolution, and by768

the missing higher order uncertainties. These and the parton shower modeling primarily affects the769

extrapolated top cross section.770

The VBF, VH and top measurements in the H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channel remain largely dom-771

inated by statistical uncertainty when extrapolated to 3000 fb−1 while the ggH + bb̄H cross section is772

dominated by systematic uncertainties both in scenario S1 ans S2. Figure 7 show the ratio of the ex-773

trapolated H → ZZ∗ → 4` ATLAS measurements of the main four Higgs production modes to their re-774

spective theoretical SM predictions in the scenario S2. The H → ZZ∗ → 4` measurements at HL-LHC775

are expected to reach a level of precision comparable to the projected uncertainty on the corresponding776

theory predictions.777
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Fig. 8: Ratio of the cross-section times branching fraction measurements of the main four Higgs produc-
tion modes in the H →WW ∗ → eνµν decay channel to their respective theoretical SM predictions, as
extrapolated at the HL-LHC for scenario S2 by ATLAS.

2.3.5 H → WW ∗ → `ν `ν778

The measurement of the Higgs boson properties in the H →WW ∗ → eνµν channel is performed us-779

ing the events that contain two opposite-charged isolated leptons passing good quality requirements in780

the precision region of the detectors and missing transverse momentum. Additional requirements on the781

event kinematical properties are applied to reduce the various background components (e.g. requirements782

on the dilepton invariant mass, transverse mass of the di-lepton + MET system). Events are categorized783

as a function of the jet multiplicity in order to exploit the different background composition in different784

categories, and to help extracting the Higgs ggH and VBF production cross sections. The normalizations785

of the top (tt̄ andW+t), andZ → ττ backgrounds are set using dedicated control regions of the same jet786

multiplicity as the signal category to which the normalization is transferred. In case of the (non-resonant)787

WW background, its normalization is eithere determined using dedicated control regions (ATLAS ap-788

proach) or by using theoretical prediction with corresponding uncertainty on it (CMS approach). More789

details on the analyses methods can be found in most recent measurements in the H →WW ∗ → eνµν790

channel published by ATLAS [68] and CMS [69].791

The performance of the measurements of Higgs boson properties in the H →WW ∗ → eνµν792

channel at HL-LHC is extrapolated from the most recent measurements in this channel performed by793

ATLAS with 80 fb−1 [68]. These measurements are completely dominated by systematic uncertainties,794

and their extrapolation to the S2 scenario shows the expected reduction by a factor two. The measurement795

of the ggH cross section by branching fraction is dominated by theoretical PDF uncertainty, followed796

by Experimental uncertainties affecting the signal acceptance, including uncertainties on the jet energy797

scale and flavour composition, and lepton misidentification; the VBF result suffers of similar dominant798

uncertainties. Figure 8 shows the ratio of the extrapolated H →WW ∗ → eνµν ATLAS measurements799

of the main four Higgs production modes to their respective theoretical SM predictions in scenario S2.800

2.3.6 H → τ+τ−
801

The measurement of the Higgs boson in the H → τ+τ− channel considers the leptonic (τlep) and the802

hadronic (τhad) decays of the τ lepton. Three subs-channels (τlepτlep, τlepτhad and τhadτhad) are defined803

by requirements on the number of hadronically decaying τ -leptons candidates and leptons (electrons or804

muons) in the event. Candidate events are divided into categories using kinematic properties to target805
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cases in which the Higgs boson is produced with a boost (pT > 100 GeV), primarily from gluon fu-806

sion, and cases primarily produced from vector boson fusion, in which the Higgs boson is produced807

with two jets separated in pseudo-rapidity. Additional requirements are employed to discriminate signal808

from background. One of the most important variable is the mass of the ττ system, calculated in AT-809

LAS with the Missing Mass Calculator [70], and in CMS with a dynamical likelihood technique named810

SVFit [71]. The normalization of the dominant backgrounds (Z → `+`−, tt̄, Fake-τhad) is determined811

using dedicated control regions, or extracted directly in each signal region (Z → τ+τ−, the dominant812

and irreducible background). More details on the analysis methods can be found in the most recent813

measurements in the H → τ+τ− channels published by ATLAS [72] and CMS [73].814

The studies presented here are performed based on a previous analysis, in which the ATLAS Col-815

laboration analyzed the 2015/2016 proton-proton collision dataset collected at
√
s = 13 TeV, which816

corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1 [72]. The measurements of the cross sections for817

the gluon fusion and vector boson fusion production modes are dominated by systematic uncertainties,818

as can be seen in Table 22, which lists the total expected uncertainties on the cross sections normalised to819

their SM values as well as the different contributions from different types of uncertainties. The dominant820

contributions, the experimental and background modelling errors, are due to uncertainties on jet cali-821

bration and resolution, on the reconstruction of the EmissT , and on the determination of the background822

normalization from signal and control regions. These results are compared to the SM prediction in Figure823

9; the SM uncertainties are divided by two compared to their current values, which approximately corre-824

sponds to the scaling expected from S2 scenario. The figure shows that at the HL-LHC the measurement825

will reach a level of precision which is similar to the theory predictions. These systematic uncertainties826

are dominated by the theoretical errors on the signal acceptance for the gluon fusion measurement both827

for S1 and S2. In the measurement of the vector boson fusion cross section, the effects of the experi-828

mental errors and uncertainties on the background modelling become more relevant, expecially in S2.829

Table 22: Expected results for the production mode cross-section measurement in the H → τ+τ−

channel with 36 fb−1 of Run 2 data and at the HL-LHC. Uncertainties are reported relative to the SM
cross section at the corresponding center-of-mass energy. Both scenarios have been considered for the
systematic uncertainties in the HL-LHC extrapolation.

Experiment, Process ATLAS, ggF ATLAS, VBF
Scenario S1 S2 S1 S2
Total uncertainty +23.1%

−18.5%
+12.3%
−10.8%

+9.3%
−9.3%

+8.0%
−7.6%

Statistical uncert. +3.1%
−3.1%

+3.1%
−3.1%

+3.4%
−3.4%

+3.4%
−3.4%

Experimental uncert. +6.0%
−6.2%

+4.1%
−3.9%

+5.2%
−5.6%

+4.9%
−4.5%

Signal theory uncer. +20.3%
−16.0%

+10.4%
−9.0%

+6.3%
−5.3%

+2.7%
−3.3%

Background theory uncer. +8.0%
−5.5%

+3.1%
−2.4%

+3.4%
−3.4%

+3.8%
−3.8%

830

2.3.7 H → bb̄831

The measurement of the Higgs boson in the H → bb̄ channel presented here considers the Higgs boson832

production in association with a vector boson (V = W/Z). Searches for H → bb̄ in association with833

a vector boson drove the recent observation of this decay mode reported by the ATLAS and CMS Col-834

laborations [74, 75]. The analyses make use of leptonic decays of the vector boson for triggering and to835

reduce the multi-jet background: the final states of the VH system covered in the analyses always contain836

two b-jets and either zero, one or two electrons or muons. Both leptons are required to have the same837
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Fig. 9: Comparison, for H → τ+τ+ final state applying scenario S2, between the expected precision
on production-mode cross section times branching ratio normalised to their SM expectation at HL-LHC
and the theoretical uncertainty on the SM prediction.

flavour in the two lepton selection. Major backgrounds arising from SM production of vector boson838

plus heavy- or light-flavour jets, in addition to tt̄ production, are controlled and constrained via dedi-839

cated control regions. The b-jet energy resolution is improved by using multivariate energy regression840

techniques (CMS), or sequential corrections (ATLAS), and a boosted decision tree is used to improve841

the discrimination between signal and background. The distribution of this multivariate discriminator is842

used as the discriminating variable in the signal extraction fit.843

The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have both recently reported the observation of the H → bb̄844

decay [74, 75]. The studies presented here are performed by extrapolating this most recent ATLAS845

H → bb̄ measurements using a dataset corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 78.9 fb−1, and by846

extrapolating a previous analysis by the CMS Collaboration. In this previous analysis evidence for the847

H → bb̄ decay in the VH production mode was reported using a dataset corresponding to an integrated848

luminosity of 35.9 fb−1 [76].849

Figure 10 shows the extrapolation of the signal strength uncertainty per-channel (CMS) and per-850

production mode (ATLAS). The details of the contributions of different sources of uncertainty in sce-851

narios S1 and S2 for the projection of the ATLAS and CMS analyses are shown in Table 23. The large852

improvement, by a factor 2.5–3, in the uncertainty of the measurement for the WH (1-lepton channel)853

compared to the Run-2 results (around 45%) is caused by the integrated luminosity scaling of the uncer-854

tainty in the modelling of the W boson pT distribution for both the collaborations, being the dominant855

uncertainty in scenario S1.856

Both in scenario S1 and S2 the largest component of the systematic uncertainty is theoretical. This857

arises from the uncertainty in the gluon-induced ZH (gg → ZH) production cross section due to QCD858

scale variations. The gg → ZH process contributes a small fraction of the total ZH process. Despite859

this, the uncertainty in the production cross section for this process due to QCD scale variations becomes860

dominant because it is very large: 25% for the gg → ZH process, compared to approximately 0.7% for861

the qq → ZH process [5]. The theoretical uncertainties on the gg → ZH production are reduced to 15%862

in the S2. An important contribution to the uncertainty is due to category-acceptance uncertainties in the863

dominant Z + bb and W + bb backgrounds due to QCD scale variations, as well as the uncertainty in the864

qq → ZH and WH production cross section due to QCD scale variations. To improve the precision of865

the measurement it is therefore important to improve these theoretical uncertainties.866
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Expected uncertainty
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5
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1 lept. 0.05 (Stat); 0.09 (S2); 0.16 (S1)

2 lept. 0.08 (Stat); 0.09 (S2); 0.10 (S1)

Combined 0.03 (Stat); 0.05 (S2); 0.07 (S1)

w/ Run 2 syst. uncert. (S1)

w/ YR18 syst. uncert. (S2)

w/ Stat. uncert. only
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Fig. 10: Extrapolation of the uncertainties estimated by the CMS collaboration (left) and by the ATLAS
collaboration (right). The figure gives the uncertainties per-channel and on the combined signal strengths
on the left, and per-production mode on the right. Values are given for the S1 (with Run 2 systematic
uncertainties [76]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) scenarios, as well as a scenario in which
all systematic uncertainties are removed. Only the S2 scenario is presented in the plot by the ATLAS
collaboration (S1 is presented in Table 23).

In the future, and at the HL-LHC in particular, the b-tagging efficiency may change. The con-867

ditions could worsen the efficiency, but at the same time new detectors and new techniques could also868

lead to an improvement in the b-tagging efficiency. The effect of changes in b-tagging efficiency on869

the overall signal strength uncertainty has been evaluated by the CMS collaboration, showing that an870

improvement of 10% in the b-tagging efficiency leads to a relative improvement in the signal strength871

uncertainty of up to 6% [77].872

2.3.8 H → µ+µ−
873

The H → µ+µ− analyses search for a narrow peak in the dimuon invariant mass over a smooth back-874

ground which is dominated by the irreducible Z → µ+µ− background. Events must have two opposite-875

charge muons passing loose quality selections to retain as much signal as possible. The overall sensitivity876

to this decay mode is improved by using multivariate techniques, or by categorizing the selected events877

into two set of signal regions which separate the signal events produced in vector boson fusion (catheter-878

ized by the presence of jets) from the rest (produced in gluon fusion). In this second case, the two set of879

signal regions are further divided in sub-categories based on multivariate classifiers, or based on signal880

purity and muon momemtum resolution. More details on the analysis methods can be found in the most881

recent searches of the H → µ+µ− channels published by ATLAS [78] and CMS [79].882

The studies presented here are performed based on a previous analysis, in which the ATLAS883

Collaboration analyzed the 2015-2017 proton-proton collision dataset collected at
√
s = 13 TeV, which884

corresponds to an integrated luminosity of 79.8 fb−1 [78]. In addition to the standard extrapolation885

procedure, the di-muon signal widths are reduced by 15-30% thanks the improvements expected from886

the performance of the tracker system upgrade ITk [80]. In this analysis, the Z → µ+µ− background887

is fully determined by data, and it is modelled by fitting the di-muon invariant mass mµµ distribution in888

each category using a Breit-Wigner function convolved with a gaussian summed to a smooth function.889

The results of the Run-2 analysis with 79.8 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13 TeV are compared to the890

results of HL-LHC with 3000 fb−1 of data at s
√
s = 14 TeV in Table 24. In both the S1 and S2 scenarios,891

the analysis is limited by the statistical uncertainty, while the leading systematic uncertainty are the bias892
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Table 23: Contributions of particular groups of uncertainties, expressed as percentages, in S1 (with
Run 2 systematic uncertainties [76]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) for the CMS and
ATLAS analysis. The total uncertainty is decomposed into four components: signal theory, background
theory, experimental and statistical. In the CMS results, the signal theory uncertainty is further split into
inclusive and acceptance parts, and the contributions of the b-tagging and JES/JER uncertainties to the
experimental component are also given. In the ATLAS results, the contributions of the four groups of
uncertainties are presented for pp→WH , qq → ZH and gg → ZH separately.

Experiment CMS
Process pp→ V H

Scenario S1 S2
Total uncertainty 7.3% 5.1%
Statistical uncert. 3.2% 3.2%
Experimental uncert. 2.6% 2.2%

b-tagging 2.2% 2.0%
JES and JER 0.7% 0.6%

Signal theory uncer. 5.4% 2.6%
Inclusive 4.6% 2.2%
Acceptance 2.7% 1.3%

Background uncert. 2.8% 2.3%

Experiment ATLAS
Process pp→WH qq → ZH gg → ZH

Scenario S1 S2 S1 S2 S1 S2
Total uncertainty +14.9%

13.8%
+10.4%
−10.0%

+14.4%
−13.6%

+12.3%
−11.9%

+60.3%
−50.0%

+45.9%
−43.8%

Statistical uncert. +4.1%
−4.1%

+4.1%
−4.1%

+9.9%
−9.6%

+9.2%
−9.1%

+38.7%
−34.8%

+35.6%
−33.2%

Experimental uncert. +4.8%
−4.7%

+4.4%
−4.3%

+6.5%
−6.2%

+5.7%
−5.5%

+26.8%
−24.4%

+20.8%
−20.4%

Signal theory uncer. +8.0%
−7.0%

+4.6%
−4.1%

+6.2%
−5.6%

+3.1%
−2.8%

+19.0%
−13.9%

+9.6%
−8.0%

Background uncert. +10.8%
−10.0%

+7.2%
−6.9%

+5.4%
−4.9%

+4.9%
−4.5%

+20.5%
−20.7%

+17.7%
−18.1%

Table 24: Expected precisions on the signal strength measurement in the H → µ+µ− channels with
3000 fb−1 of HL-LHC data with the two systematic uncertainties scenarios. For the HL-LHC extrapola-
tion, the improved ITk resolution has been emulated.

Experiment, Process ATLAS, Combination

Scenario S1 S2
Total uncertainty +15%

−14%% +13%
−13%%

Statistical uncert. +12%
−13%% +12%

−13%%

Experimental uncert. +3%
−3%% +2%

−2%%

Theory uncer. +8%
−5%% +5%

−4%%

introduced by the choice of the function describing the background (spurious signal uncertainty), and the893

uncertainties on the modelling of the signal (their reduction in S2 contributes to an overall improvement894
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ATLAS
pT

H [GeV] 0-10 10-15 15-20 20-30 30-45 45-60 60-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-1000
H → γ γ 6.5% 5.9% 6.2% 6.0% 6.5% 6.7% 6.0% 5.4% 6.3% 9.5%
H → ZZ 9.0% 8.1% 8.9% 6.9% 6.3% 6.8% 6.8% 6.2% 6.7% 13.2% 24.3
Combination 5.5% 4.8% 5.0% 4.7% 5.0% 5.1% 4.6% 4.4% 5.4% 8.7%

CMS
pT

H [GeV] 0-15 15-30 30-45 45-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-600 600-∞
H → γ γ 5.1% 6.8% 7.1% 6.9% 7.1% 6.7% 7.1% 9.9% 32.5%
H → ZZ 5.4% 5.7% 5.0% 5.5% 9.6%
H → bb none 38.2% 37.1%
Combination 3.7% 4.4% 5.0% 4.7% 4.8% 4.7% 5.2% 8.5% 25.4%

Table 25: Relative uncertainties on the projected pT
H spectrum measurements by ATLAS and CMS

under S1 at 3000 fb−1.

of 10% on the precision of the measurement).895

2.4 Fiducial and differential cross-section measurements896

Written by: M. Delmastro, T.Klijnsma897

2.4.1 Measurements usingH → γγ,H → ZZ∗ → 4`, (boosted) H → bb decay channels898

Written by: M. Delmastro, T. Klijnsma899

In the context of Higgs boson property measurements, one of the main goals of HL-LHC, differential900

measurements provide a probe of various Higgs boson properties by looking at distortions of differential901

distributions. The pT
H distribution is of particular interest, as potential new physics may reside in the902

tails of the distribution, which cannot be measured in inclusive measurements [81–83]. Differential903

Higgs boson production cross section measurements are available for a range of observables from both904

the ATLAS [84–89] and CMS [67, 90–94] Collaborations at
√
s = 8 and 13 TeV.905

The most recent pT
H spectra at

√
s = 13 TeVfrom both the ATLAS [89] and CMS [94] Collabo-906

rations are projected to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The projection of the pT
H spectrum mea-907

surement by the CMS Collaboration is shown in Fig. 11, for both scenarios S1 and S2. The corresponding908

relative uncertainties are respectively given in Tables 25 and 26. With respect to the uncertainties at the909

current integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1, the uncertainties at 3000 fb−1 in the higher pT
H region are910

about a factor of ten smaller. This is expected, as the uncertainties in this region remain statistically911

dominated. The uncertainties in the lower pT
H region are however no longer statistically dominated, as912

can been seen by comparing Table 25 with Table 26, where the reduced systematic uncertainties in S2913

yield a reduction in the total uncertainty of up to 25% compared to S1.914

Figure 12 shows the ATLAS projections to 3000 fb−1 of the differential measurements of pT
H , the915

Higgs rapidity |yH |, the jet multiplicity Njets of jets with pT > 30 GeV and the transverse momentum916

of the leading jet accompaigning the Higgs boson pj1H , as obtained by combining the measurement in the917

H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4` channels, in scenarios S1 and S2. The relative uncertainties affecting the918

pT
H measurement are given in Tables 25 and 26. The ATLAS combined pT

H measurement extrapolation919

exhibits relative uncertainties ranging from about 5% in the lower pT
H bins to about 9% in the highest920

pT
H bin in scenario S1, reducing to uncertainties ranging from ∼ 4% to ∼ 8% in scenario S2.921

Due to a different choice of pT
H binning by ATLAS and CMS, and the lack of a more sophisticated922

study of the correlation of systematic uncertainties, it was chosen not to combine the projected spectra923

presented above. Instead, the projections from CMS are scaled to an integrated luminosity of 6000 fb−1,924

providing a proxy estimate of the overall sensitivity of an eventual combination of measurements by925
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Fig. 11: Projected differential cross section for the pT
H spectrum at an integrated luminosity of

3000 fb−1, under S1 (upper, with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [94]) and S2 (lower, with YR18 sys-
tematic uncertainties).

ATLAS
pT

H [GeV] 0-10 10-15 15-20 20-30 30-45 45-60 60-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-1000
H → γ γ 5.3% 4.6% 4.9% 4.7% 5.4% 5.7% 4.9% 4.2% 5.1% 8.7%
H → ZZ 8.3% 7.6% 8.3% 6.3% 5.7% 6.2% 6.3% 5.7% 6.4% 13.1% 23.2%
Combination 4.5% 3.8% 3.9% 3.6% 4.1% 4.2% 3.7% 3.5% 4.5% 8.2%

CMS
pT

H [GeV] 0-15 15-30 30-45 45-80 80-120 120-200 200-350 350-600 600-∞
H → γ γ 5.1% 4.6% 5.1% 4.8% 4.9% 4.5% 5.1% 8.6% 32.2%
H → ZZ 5.4% 4.8% 4.1% 4.7% 9.1%
H → bb none 31.4% 36.8%
Combination 3.7% 3.3% 4.2% 3.7% 4.0% 3.8% 4.4% 8.0% 24.5%

Table 26: Relative uncertainties on the projected pT
H spectrum measurements by ATLAS and CMS

under S2 at 3000 fb−1.

the two experiments. Figure 13 shows the CMS projection at 6000 fb−1, with the same systematic926

scaling as for the projection at 3000 fb−1. As expected at very high integrated luminosity, the systematic927

uncertainties dominate the statistical ones.928

2.4.2 Measurement of pT (H) spectrum in ttH production mode929

Written by: N. Wardle, J. Langford930

This section describes the strategy for measuring the differential pT cross section for Higgs boson931

production in association with at least one top quark, and decaying to photons (ttH + tH, H → γ γ ), at the932

High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) with the CMS Phase-2 detector. The H → γ γ decay mode provides a933

final state in which the decay of the Higgs boson can be fully reconstructed, and a direct measurement934

of the pT differential cross-section can be made.935
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Fig. 12: Differential cross sections measured by ATLAS in the full phase space, extrapolated to the full
HL-LHC luminosity for the combination of the H → γγ and H → ZZ∗ → 4` decay channels for (a)
Higgs boson transverse momentum pT

H , (b) Higgs boson rapidity |yH |, (c) number of jets Njets with
pT > 30 GeV, and (d) the transverse momentum of the leading pj1H . For each point both the statistical
(error bar) and total (shaded area) uncertainties are shown. Two scenarios are shown: one with the current
Run2 systematic uncertainty (S1) and one with scaled systematic uncertainties (S2).

The expected precision of the analysis is determined based on simulated proton-proton (pp) events,936

at a centre of mass energy of 14 TeV. Simulated signal and background events are generated using a com-937

bination of POWHEG v2.0 [95,96], MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO v2.2.2 [97], SHERPA v2.2.5 [98],938

and interfaced with PYTHIA v8.205 [?]. The signal and background events are processed with DELPHES [?],939

using the CMS Phase-2 card, to simulate the response of the upgraded CMS detector to showered parti-940

cles. Full details of the analysis can be found in Ref. [].941

2.4.2.1 Analysis strategy942

An event selection is applied to the simulated background and signal events following a similar strategy943

to the CMS run-2 H → γ γ strategy. The events are required to contain two photons, with |ηγ | < 2.4944

excluding the region 1.44 < |ηγ | < 1.57, with an invariant mass satisfying 100 < < 180 GeV, where945

the leading-pT (sub-leading-pT ) photon satisfies pγT / > 1/3 (1/4). The two photons are also required to946

be separated by ∆Rγγ > 0.4. The photons must also be isolated, which is achieved by requiring that the947

sum of charged transverse momentum in a cone of radius ∆Rγ = 0.4, centred on the photon direction,948

is less than 0.3 pγT . For events where more than one photon pair passes the selection, then the pair with949
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Fig. 13: Projected differential cross section for the pT
H spectrum at an integrated luminosity of 6000 fb−1

(representing the sensitivity achievable by an eventual ATLAS and CMS combination), under scenarios
S1 and S2.

closest to the Higgs boson mass is chosen.950

In order to isolate the production of the Higgs boson in association with top quarks, the selection951

requires all events to have at least one b−tagged jet. Such events are separated into two orthogonal952

categories based on the decay products of the top quark, a hadronic category and a leptonic category. In953

the hadronic category, events must contain at least 3 jets, clustered using the anti-kT algorithm with a954

cone size of 0.4, separated by ∆R > 0.4 with respect to both photon candidates. The jets are required to955

have pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 4. In the leptonic category, only 2 jets are required, however, in addition,956

at least one isolated muon or electron in the event. The muons or electrons must satisy pT > 20 GeV and957

|η| < 2.4, excluding the region 1.44 < |ηγ | < 1.57 for electrons. The muons must satisfy an isolation958

requirement that the sum of all reconstructed particles pT , inside a cone of radius ∆R = 0.4, excluding959

the muon itself, is less than 0.25 times the transverse momentum of the muon. In addition, for electrons,960

the invariant mass of pairs formed from the electron and either selected photon, meγ , is required to961

be greater than 95 GeV to reduce contamination from Z → e+e− decays. Events which as selected962

in the leptonic category are excluded from the hadronic selection to maintain orthogonality of the two963

categories. For the signal extraction boosted decision tree (BDT) classifiers are trained independently in964

each channel, which distinguish between signal-like and background-like events, using input variables965

related to the kinematics of the events, such as the lepton and jet momenta and pseudo-rapidities, and966

the scalar sum of transverse momentum of all final state objects in the event. Events are required to have967

output BDT values greater than some threshold which are tuned to provide the best sensitivity to κλ.968

The hadronic category is further split into two different regions of BDT output, for events with diphoton969

transverse momentum () less than 350 GeV, to reduce the contamination of events.970

Finally, the events are further divided into six bins of , given in Tab. 27, making a total of 17971

categories.972

Experimental systematic uncertainties are included in the signal model, which can cause migration973

both between the different categories and in and out of the fiducial region. The dominant experimental974
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or bin boundaries (GeV)
0 45 80 120 200 350 ∞

Table 27: bin boundaries which define the regions for which the differential cross sections are measured.
These also correspond to the bins in which the hadronic and leptonic event categories are sub-divided.

uncertainties include uncertainties in the reconstruction and identification efficiencies for photons and975

b jets as well as uncertainties on the energy scale and resolution of reconstructed jets. Furthermore,976

theoretical uncertainties are included on the rates of and contamination, which modify both the overall977

normalisation and the relative contamination between the different categories for these processes. The978

background estimation will be determined directly from the mass sidebands in the data and therefore the979

uncertainties on the background will be entirely statistical in nature. However, the impact of increasing980

the rate of fake photons in the background component has been studied and was found to reduce the981

sensitivity to κλ by roughly 10% when in the worst case scenario.982

2.4.2.2 Differential cross-section results983

In order to account for resolution effects, the signal events are separated based on the at generator level.984

Signal and background models are constructed using the simulated events in each category. The signal985

model accounts for the relative populations of events from the different production processes as well as986

from different bins, and the diphoton mass resolution expected from events in each category. The back-987

ground model is constructed from a fit of smoothly falling functions to the weighted sum of simulated988

background samples, accounting for the different fake photon rates for each source of background. The989

differential cross-section is determined from and a simultaneous maximum likelihood fit to an Asimov990

data set corresponding to 3ab−1, and assuming SM Higgs boson production in each category. System-991

atic uncertainties are accounted for through the introduction of constrained nuisance parameters in the992

log-likelihood, which are profiled.993

The results of this fit are given in figure 14. The results shown are unfolded back to a fiducial994

region which is common to both the hadronic and leptonic selections, and shown using only the hadronic995

or leptonic categories, and their combination. The theoretical uncertainties displayed on the predicted996

ttH + tH cross section are calculated by modifying the renormalisation and factorisaton scales up and997

down by a factor of 2.998

2.5 Direct and indirect probing of top Yukawa coupling999

2.5.1 Measurements in ttH and tH production modes1000

by A. Calandri, M. Schröder1001

One of the main targets of the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) upgrade is to achieve precision1002

measurements of the Higgs boson properties. The Yukawa coupling of the Higgs boson to the top quark is1003

expected to be of the order of unity and could be partially sensitive to effects beyond the Standard Model1004

(SM). Therefore, a direct measurement of the coupling of the Higgs boson to top quarks is extremely1005

important to access possible deviations in the top quark’s Yukawa couplings due to couplings to new1006

particles. Such a measurement can be performed by measuring the rate of the process where the Higgs1007

boson is produced in association with a pair of top quarks (ttH) or a single top quark (tH). Even though1008

the ttH process is characterised by a small cross section compared to the dominant gluon fusion Higgs1009

boson production (approximately two orders of magnitude smaller), the signature with top quarks in1010

the final state can be exploited to reconstruct the event and gives access to many Higgs boson decay1011

modes. The SM tH production cross-section is yet smaller by a factor five, but due to interference effects1012

between diagrams with top-Higgs and W-boson-Higgs couplings, the process allows access to the sign1013
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of the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling. The ATLAS and CMS Collaborations have searched for the ttH and1014

tH production with LHC Run 2 data of 2015, 2016, and 2017, and observed the Higgs boson production1015

in association with a top-quark pair [99, 100]. The analyses are sensitive to a large variety of final-state1016

event topologies, H→WW∗, H→ZZ∗, H→ τ+τ−, H→ bb and H→ γγ. Dedicated multivariate analysis1017

techniques, including boosted decision trees and deep neural networks, that combine the information of1018

several discriminating variables, as well as classifiers based on a matrix element method are utilised to1019

identify the signal against the background.1020

In this Section, projections based on dedicated analyses with 36 fb−1 of Run-II data of 2016 are1021

presented, which target the ttH, H→ bb channel with leptonic decays of the tt system [101,102] and the1022

ttH multi-lepton final state [103], where the Higgs boson decays into a pair of Z and W vector bosons1023

or into τ leptons. Furthermore, results are presented for the projection of a search for tH production that1024

considers all of the above decay channels.1025

2.5.1.1 Sensitivity to ttH production in the bb and multi-lepton final states1026

The ttH analyses in the H → bb final state benefit from the large branching ratio. At the same time, the1027

relatively poor b jet energy resolution, the large jet combinatorics, and the sizeable background of SM1028

processes with large modelling uncertainties, in particular tt +heavy-flavour jet (tt+HF) production, pose1029

major challenges. The expected relative precision of the ttH, H → bb signal strength (µ) measurement1030

for the ATLAS and CMS analyses [77, 104] reach the level of XX–XX% and 7–11% at 3000 fb−1 for1031

ATLAS and CMS, respectively, depending on the scenario and the assumptions of the tt+HF background1032

modelling, as detailed below.1033

Table 28 shows a breakdown of the contributing sources of uncertainty in the CMS analysis;1034

their evolution with integrated luminosity is depicted in Fig. 15. Compared to the result at 35.9 fb−1,1035

the relative contribution of the experimental uncertainties, such as the b-tagging uncertainty, remains1036

approximately the same, while the signal-theory uncertainty component increases and becomes the major1037

uncertainty component, mostly driven by the inclusive cross-section uncertainty on the SM prediction1038

entering µ. The statistical uncertainty becomes small compared to the systematic components. A similar1039
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Table 28: Breakdown of the contributions to the expected uncertainties on the ttH signal-strength µ in the
H→ bb channel at different luminosities for the scenarios S1 and S2 at CMS. The uncertainties are given
in percent relative to µ = 1. Results with 35.9 fb−1 are intended for comparison with the projections to
higher luminosities and differ in parts from [?] for consistency with the projected results: uncertainties
due to the limited number of Monte Carlo statistics have been omitted and the assumptions in S1/S2 on
the theory uncertainties are applied.

S1 S2
Source 35.9 fb−1 3000 fb−1 35.9 fb−1 3000 fb−1

Total 48.7 11.1 46.1 7.3
Stat 26.7 2.9 26.7 2.9
SigTh 10.8 8.7 5.0 4.4
BkgTh 28.6 4.1 25.6 3.5

tt + HF XS 14.6 0.8 16.5 0.7
Exp 17.4 4.2 16.6 2.6

Luminosity 1.6 1.8 0.5 0.8
B tagging 12.0 2.8 10.8 1.6
JES 10.9 1.6 11.3 1.6
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Fig. 15: Expected uncertainties on the ttH signal strength in the H → bb channel as a function of the
integrated luminosity under the S1 (left) and S2 (right) scenarios at CMS. Shown are the total uncertainty
(black) and contributions of different groups of uncertainties. Results with 35.9 fb−1 are intended for
comparison with the projections to higher luminosities and differ in parts from [?] for consistency with
the projected results: uncertainties due to the limited number of MC events have been omitted and the
assumptions in S1/S2 on the theory uncertainties are applied.

behaviour is observed in the ATLAS analysis.1040

In both analyses, a rather sizeable reduction of the uncertainties related to the modelling of the1041

tt + HF background, which relies on MC simulation, is observed. Relevant nuisance parameters are1042

constrained to a few percent, such as the nuisance parameters describing the difference between four1043

and five-flavour scheme calculations which is treated as a 2-point systematic uncertainty in the ATLAS1044

analysis (Fig. 16) or the nuisance parameters describing the additional tt+HF cross-section uncertainties1045

in the CMS analysis (Table 28 and Fig. 15). This is attributed to the increasing power of the profile1046

likelihood fit to constrain the uncertainties.1047

The results illustrate that the background modelling, which has been designed to work well with1048

35.9 fb−1 of data, will need to be refined at 3000 fb−1, requiring improved simulations or in-situ measure-1049

ments of the tt + HF processes themselves. The observed constraints on the tt + HF background model1050
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Fig. 16: Ranking of the ten most significant systematics uncertainties under S2 in the single lepton (a)
and dilepton (b) final states at ATLAS listed in accordance to their post-fit impact on the ttH cross section.

systematics uncertainties shown in Fig. 16 demonstrate that there will be enough data at the HL-LHC to1051

obtain further information about the background beyond the current modelling. The level at which the1052

nuisance parameters are constrained at 3000 fb−1, corresponding to a few percent cross-section uncer-1053

tainty, demonstrate the level of sensitivity at which the data will be able to distinguish different models1054

and sets a benchmark for the required precision. Monte Carlo prediction will thus need to improve1055

sufficiently to match the data within the uncertainties expected at 3000 fb−1.1056

Following the expected improvement by a factor two to three in the theoretical uncertainties on the1057

tt + HF cross-section calculation described in Section 2.2.3.4, ATLAS and CMS have also performed the1058

ttH, H→ bb extrapolation assuming that the reduction of the tt + HF modelling uncertainties is limited1059

to factors of two (in scenario S1) and three (in scenario S2) relative to the uncertainty at 35.9 fb−1. In1060

this case, the obtained relative tt+HF modelling uncertainties are approximately 23% (S1) and 15% (S2)1061

in the ATLAS analysis as reported in Table 30 and approximately 15% (S1) and 10% (S2) in the CMS1062

analysis. These results enter the combined coupling measurement presented in Sections 2.6 and 2.7. The1063

impact of limiting the constraints of the tt + HF uncertainties on the total uncertainties on the extracted1064

parameters is relatively small, e.g. the uncertainty on κt increases by approximately 10% and 15% in1065

CMS and ATLAS, respectively.1066

In conclusion, ttH production in the H → bb final state will provide a powerful channel to probe1067

the top-Higgs Yukawa coupling at the HL-LHC. The control of the tt + HF background is crucial, and1068

it is expected to benefit from measuring relevant quantities from data, thus mitigating the impact of1069

theoretical uncertainties.1070

ATLAS performs the extrapolation to HL-LHC also for the ttH multilepton final state [104] where1071

the Higgs boson decays into a pair of Z and W vector bosons or into τâĂŹs. Table ?? shows the results on1072
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Final state Scenario ∆tot/σSM ∆stat/σSM ∆exp/σSM ∆sig/σSM ∆bkg/σSM ∆µsig

tt̄H,H → bb̄ Run 2, 36 fb−1 +0.61
−0.61

+0.22
−0.22

+0.27
−0.28

+0.10
−0.09

+0.47
−0.47

+0.15
−0.15

(single lepton) HL-LHC S1 +0.25
−0.20

+0.02
−0.02

+0.10
−0.10

+0.08
−0.06

+0.22
−0.17

+0.10
−0.11

HL-LHC S2 +0.18
−0.15

+0.02
−0.02

+0.09
−0.09

+0.06
−0.05

+0.14
−0.11

+0.08
−0.07

tt̄H,H → bb̄ Run 2, 36 fb−1 +1.06
−1.08

+0.51
−0.51

+0.32
−0.31

+0.11
−0.12

+0.90
−0.92

+0.14
−0.14

(dilepton) HL-LHC S1 +0.32
−0.26

+0.06
−0.06

+0.13
−0.13

+0.08
−0.07

+0.27
−0.21

+0.11
−0.09

HL-LHC S2 +0.23
−0.20

+0.06
−0.06

+0.11
−0.11

+0.06
−0.06

+0.17
−0.15

+0.08
−0.08

Table 29: Breakdown of the contributions to the expected uncertainties on the ttH cross section in the
H→ bb channel at different luminosities for the scenarios S1 and S2 at ATLAS. As discussed in the text,
the extrapolation assumes the limitations on the reduction of the tt + HF modelling to a factor 2 and a
factor 3 of the Run 2 prior uncertainties (Section 2.2.3.4). Therefore, the additional modelling uncertainty
used for the extrapolation is 23% in S1 and 15% in S2. Uncertainties due to the limited number of Monte
Carlo statistics have been omitted and the assumptions in S1/S2 on the theory uncertainties are applied.

Final state Scenario ∆tot/σSM ∆stat/σSM ∆exp/σSM ∆sig/σSM ∆bkg/σSM ∆µsig

tt̄H,H →ML Run 2, 36 fb−1 +0.40
−0.40

+0.33
−0.34

+0.15
−0.15

+0.10
−0.10

+0.13
−0.13

+0.13
−0.13

(no τ ) HL-LHC S1 +0.18
−0.18

+0.04
−0.04

+0.13
−0.14

+0.08
−0.08

+0.12
−0.12

+0.11
−0.11

HL-LHC S2 +0.17
−0.17

+0.04
−0.04

+0.12
−0.13

+0.05
−0.05

+0.09
−0.09

+0.07
−0.07

tt̄H,H →ML Run 2, 36 fb−1 +0.64
−0.64

+0.54
−0.54

+0.29
−0.29

+0.10
−0.09

+0.14
−0.13

+0.13
−0.13

(with τ ) HL-LHC S1 +0.27
−0.28

+0.07
−0.07

+0.23
−0.23

+0.09
−0.08

+0.12
−0.12

+0.11
−0.11

HL-LHC S2 +0.25
−0.25

+0.07
−0.07

+0.22
−0.22

+0.05
−0.05

+0.07
−0.07

+0.07
−0.07

Table 30: Breakdown of the contributions to the expected uncertainties on the ttH cross section in the
multilepton channel at different luminosities for the scenarios S1 and S2 at ATLAS. Uncertainties due
to the limited number of Monte Carlo statistics have been omitted and the assumptions in S1/S2 on the
theory uncertainties are applied.

the extrapolation to 3000 fb− under S1 and S2. As shown in the ranking plot in Figure 17, in the τ final1073

state, the dominant uncertainty pertains to the object reconstruction for such a channel. It is also worth1074

noting that the main theoretical systematics concerns the modelling of the tt+V background. Finally, fake1075

lepton uncertainties are moderately constrained as well: this is due to the absence of reduction factor of1076

prior uncertainties for such a source of systematics under S1 and S2.1077

2.5.1.2 Sensitivity to tH production1078

The sensitivity to the tH process at the HL-LHC is determined by extrapolating a combination of Run 21079

analyses based on 35.9 fb−1 of data at
√
s = 13 TeV [105]. Two of these analyses are dedicated searches1080

for tHq: one targets a multi-lepton final state [106] in which the Higgs boson decays to WW, ZZ or τ τ1081

pairs, and the other targets the H → bb decay [107]. In both analyses the presence of at least one central1082

b tagged jet and an isolated lepton from the top quark decay is required. Furthermore, the presence1083

of a light quark jet at high pseudorapidity, a unique feature of the tHq production mode, is exploited.1084

Both analyses also rely heavily on multivariate techniques to discriminate the signal against the large1085

tt+jets background. The � final state is also utilised, via a reinterpretation of the inclusive H → γ γ1086

analysis [64]. In this analysis the tHq and tHW processes primarily contribute to the“tt̄H leptonic” and1087

“tt̄H hadronic” event categories, and these are included in the combination.1088

In Figure 18 the variation of the expected upper limits on µtH is shown as a function of the inte-1089
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Fig. 17: Ranking of the ten most significant systematics uncertainties under S2 in the ttH final state with
(a) and without (b) τ leptons in the ATLAS analysis listed in accordance to their post-fit impact on the
ttH cross section.

grated luminosity for the S1 and S2 scenarios. The limits are determined assuming a background-only1090

hypothesis in which the ttH process is considered as following the SM expectation (µttH = 1). In order1091

to minimize further assumptions on the rate of ttH production, µttH is treated as a free parameter in the1092

fit. In the S1 scenario the expected median upper limit on µtH at 3000 fb−1 is determined to be 2.35.1093

The corresponding value in S2 is 1.51. With the 3000 fb−1 dataset and foreseen reduction in systematic1094

uncertainties in S2, the expected upper limit on µtH improves by about a factor of eight with respect to1095

the current exclusion.1096

The evolution of the expected uncertainty on the measurement of µtH, assuming the SM rate, is1097

given in Table 31. Values are given for two cases of background: one in which µttH is unconstrained in1098

the fit, and one in which it is fixed to the SM value of 1. In the latter case the uncertainties are reduced by1099

around 10% at 3000 fb−1, indicating that a precise simultaneous measurement of the ttH signal strength1100

will be needed to obtain the optimal sensitivity to the tH channel. In both cases it is found that the1101

reduced systematic uncertainties in S2 improve the precision by up to 30%.1102

2.5.2 Constraints from differential measurements1103

Written by: T. Klijnsma1104

Higgs boson couplings can be constrained by fitting theoretical predictions for pT
H [108–110] to1105

data, exploiting not only the overall normalization (as is done in inclusive measurements [81–83]), but1106

also the shape of the distribution. One of the first constraints on Higgs boson couplings using differential1107

Higgs boson production cross sections was made in Ref. [108]. The limits κc ∈ [−16, 18] at 95% CL1108
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Fig. 18: The variation of expected upper limit on µtH with integrated luminosity for two projection
scenarios S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [105]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties).

Table 31: The ±1σ uncertainties on expected µtH=1 for scenarios S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertain-
ties [105]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) at all three luminosities, considering also the
case when µttH is fixed at the SM value 1.

µttH floating µttH fixed

S1
35.9 fb−1 +6.2

−5.8
+5.8
−5.4

300 fb−1 +2.9
−2.8

+2.5
−2.4

3000 fb−1 +1.2
−1.2

+1.1
−1.0

S2
35.9 fb−1 +6.2

−5.8
+5.8
−5.3

300 fb−1 +2.2
−2.2

+2.0
−2.0

3000 fb−1 +0.9
−0.9

+0.8
−0.8

were found, using data collected by the ATLAS Collaboration at
√
s = 8 TeV [111], corresponding to an1109

integrated luminosity of 20.3 fb−1. More recently, the CMS Collaboration performed a similar fit using1110

data [94] collected at
√
s = 13 TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 36.1 fb−1. The limits1111

on κb and κc are discussed in Section , whereas the interpretation in terms of κt and cggh, the anomalous(REF TO FLAVOR
SECTION HERE)
(REF TO FLAVOR
SECTION HERE)

1112

direct coupling to the gluon field, is discussed here. The projected simultaneous limits on κt and cggh at1113

3000 fb−1 are shown in Fig. 20, assuming branching fractions that scale according to SM predictions. It1114

is expected to observe the loop in the gluon-fusion production process, which is clear from the fact that1115

heavy top mass limit, given by the point (κt = 0, cggh =∼ 1/12), is excluded.1116

In order to determine solely the constraint obtained from the distribution (and not the overall nor-1117

malization), the fit is repeated with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance parameters with no1118

prior constraint, effectively profiling the overall normalization. With this parametrization, the sensitivity1119

to the sign of κt coming from the H → γ γ branching fraction is lost. The fits obtained this way are shown1120

in Fig. 20; although less significantly, the loop is still distinguished from the point-like coupling to the1121

gluon field, using only the information in the shape of the distribution.1122

2.6 Combination of Higgs boson measurement projections1123

To be written by: R. Di Nardo, A. Gilbert, H. Yang1124

The projections documented in this section are based on the extrapolation of the following analyses:1125
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Fig. 19: Projected simultaneous fit for κt and cggh, assuming a coupling dependence of the branching
fractions for Scenario 1 (left) and Scenario 2 (right). The one standard deviation contour is drawn for
the combination (H → γ γ , H → ZZ, and H → bb), the H → γ γ channel, and the H → ZZ channel in
black, red, and blue, respectively. For the combination the two standard deviation contour is drawn as
a black dashed line, and the shading indicates the negative log-likelihood, with the scale shown on the
right hand side of the plots.
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Fig. 20: Projected simultaneous fit for κt and cggh with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance
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– H → γ γ , with ggH, VBF, VH and ttH production [64, 99, 112],1126

– H → ZZ(∗) → 4`, with ggH, VBF, VH and ttH production [113, 114],1127

– H →WW(∗) → `ν`ν, with ggH, VBF and VH production [68, 115],1128

– H → τ τ , with ggH and VBF production [72, 116],1129

– VH production with H → bb decay [74, 76],1130

– Boosted H production with H → bb decay [117],1131

– ttH production with H → leptons [103, 118],1132

– ttH production with H → bb [101, 119, 120],1133

– H → µµ, with ggH and VBF production [79, 121],1134

– H → Zγ , with ggH and VBF production [122].1135

The projected results given in this section are based on the combined measurement of these chan-1136

nels [123, 124]. In the following results the signal model in the H → µµ channel is modified to account1137

for the improved dimuon mass resolution in the Phase-2 ATLAS and CMS tracker upgrades [80, 125].1138

In CMS, it is estimated that the reduced material budget and improved spatial resolution of the upgraded1139

tracker will yield a 40% improvement in the relative di-muon mass resolution, for example a reduc-1140

tion from 1.1% to 0.65% for muons in the barrel region. In ATLAS, instead, it is expected a reduction1141

of the di-muon invariant mass resolution between 15% and 30% depending on the analysis categories1142

(forward/central).1143

Projections are given for three different set of measurements:1144

– Higgs boson production cross sections in different decay channels: the parameter of interest1145

are the cross sections times branching fractions for ggF, VBF, WH, ZH and ttH production in each1146

relevant decay mode, normalized to their SM predictions.1147

– Higgs boson production cross sections: the parameters of interest are the production cross sec-1148

tions normalized to the corresponding SM predictions σi/σ
SM
i where i = ggH, VBF, WH, ZH1149

and ttH, assuming the SM values for the branching fractions. The small contribution from bbH is1150

grouped with ggH while The ZH process includes ZH production with gluon-gluon initial state.1151

The overall theoretical uncertainties on the inclusive SM cross sections predictions are not in-1152

cluded, while the uncertainties on the branching ratios are included as the values are assumed to1153

be given by the SM.1154

– Higgs boson branching fractions: the parameter of interest are the branching fractions normal-1155

ized to the corresponding SM values BRf/BRSM
f , where f = ZZ, WW, γ γ , τ τ , bb, µµ, Zγ1156

assuming the SM cross sections for the production modes. In this case the uncertainties on the1157

decay branching ratios are not included, while the overall QCD scales and PDF+αS uncertainties1158

on the inclusive production cross sections are included.1159

For each projection, the uncertainty is decomposed in four components: statistical, experimental,1160

background theory and signal theory. The combination is based on the assumption that these components1161

are independent within each experiment. Among them, the statistical and experimental uncertainties1162

are treated as fully uncorrelated between the two experiments, while the signal and background theory1163

uncertainties are assumed to be fully correlated. An important aspect of the projected measurements is1164

how the correlations between the measured parameters are expected to evolve. Correlations arise when1165

analysis channels are sensitive to more than one production or decay mode and the chosen fit observables1166

do not fully distinguish between these. In addition, correlations may arise when the same systematic1167

uncertainties apply to multiple production or decay modes.1168

In the ATLAS-CMS combination of each set of measurements described before, all the quantities1169

are combined at the same time, making use of the complete covariance matrix of the ATLAS and CMS1170
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input projections and thus taking into account all correlations between them, using the BLUE method-1171

ology as described in Ref. [126]. This is particularly important for the BR measurements, where the1172

theoretical uncertainties on the SM predictions for the per-production-mode cross sections are taken into1173

account introducing non-negligible correlation among the branching ratios, as well as for the results given1174

for the parametrisations based on the coupling modifier presented in Section 2.7. Due to the different1175

approaches concerning the theoretical uncertainties used in the extrapolations by the two experiments,1176

the covariance matrix for the theoretical uncertainties of the various set of measurements looks different1177

between ATLAS (smaller correlations) and CMS (larger correlations) . As a result of this difference,1178

when combining with the methodology of Ref. [126], a smaller uncertainty is obtained compared to the1179

case when the correlation among the measurements are not taken into account.1180

2.6.1 Production mode cross-sections in different decay channels1181

The expected±1σ uncertainties on the production mode cross sections in the different decay channels in1182

S2 are summarized in Figure 21 for ggH and VBF, in Figure 22 for WH and ZH, in Figure 23. These are1183

shown for ATLAS, CMS and their combination. There are few cases where the extrapolation is currently1184

available only for one experiment (e.g. only gg → Hbb in CMS, and only H → Zγ in ATLAS). In these1185

cases, the combined result is obtained by using the same available extrapolation for both experiments.1186

The correlations between the different production mode cross-sections in different decay channels are in1187

general small, with the exception of the ZH and WH measurements in the H → ZZ decay (where given1188

the large anti-correlation also the VH cross-section is reported) and the and VBF production mode cross1189

sections in the H → µµ decay.1190

TODO: to add few consideration on the combined results for the dominant unc. components1191

The numerical values of the expected±1σ uncertainties on the per-production-mode cross sections1192

in the different decay channels for the ATLAS and CMS projections are given in Table 32. The table gives1193

the breakdown of the uncertainty into four components: statistical, signal theory, background theory1194

and experimental for both scenarios S1 and S2. Additionally, the numerical values for the ATLAS-1195

CMS combination in scenario S2 are also given, with the uncertainty decomposed in three components:1196

statistical, experimental and theory.1197

2.6.2 Cross sections per-production mode1198

The expected ±1σ relative uncertainties on the per-production-mode cross sections parameters in S21199

for ATLAS, CMS and their combination are summarized in Figure 24. In scenario S2 the contribution1200

from the statistical, experimental and theoretical uncertainties to the total error for the combined and1201

VBF cross section measurements is similar. For WH and ZH production cross section measurements,1202

the statistical and theoretical uncertainty are the dominant one. Finally, the total uncertainty on the1203

ttH production cross section measurement is dominated by the theoretical uncertainty, which is almost1204

a factor two larger with respect to the other components. The numerical values of the expected ±1σ1205

uncertainties on the per-production-mode cross sections for the ATLAS and CMS projections are given1206

in Table 33. The table gives the breakdown of the uncertainty into four components: statistical, signal1207

theory, background theory and experimental for both scenarios S1 and S2. Additionally, the numerical1208

values for the ATLAS-CMS combination in scenario S2 are also given, with the uncertainty decomposed1209

in three components: statistical, experimental and theory.1210

2.6.3 Branching ratios per-decay mode1211

The expected ±1σ uncertainties on the per-decay-mode branching ratios normalized to the SM expecta-1212

tions in S2 for ATLAS, CMS and their combination are summarised in Figure 25. The numerical values1213

given in Table 34 where the the breakdown of the uncertainty into four components in both S1 and S21214

is provided. Additionally, the numerical values for the ATLAS-CMS combination in scenario S2 are1215
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Fig. 21: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the ggH (top) and VBF (bottom) production cross sections in the different decay modes
normalized to the SM predictions for ATLAS(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds
to the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the
additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. In the cases
where the extrapolation is performed only by one experiment, same performances are assumed for the
other experiment and this is indicated by a hatched bar. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected
±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the ggH (top) and VBF (bottom) pro-
duction cross sections in the different decay modes normalized to the SM predictions for the combination
of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey
box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line
respectively.
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Fig. 22: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the WH (top) and ZH (bottom) production cross sections in the different decay modes
normalized to the SM predictions for ATLAS(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds
to the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the
additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. In the cases
where the extrapolation is performed only by one experiment, same performances are assumed for the
other experiment and this is indicated by a hatched bar. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected
±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the WH (top) and ZH (bottom) produc-
tion cross sections in the different decay modes normalized to the SM predictions for the combination
of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey
box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line
respectively.
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Table 32: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the per-production-mode cross
sections in the different decay modes for ATLAS (left) and CMS (right). Values are given for both
S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [123]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The total
uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background
theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).TODO: add combined S2 results

ATLAS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]

Total Stat Exp SigAcc BkgTh

σ
γγ
ggH

S1 5.2 1.7 4.7 1.1 1.2
S2 3.6 1.7 3.0 0.9 0.5

σ
ZZ
ggH

S1 4.9 2.0 3.7 1.8 1.9
S2 3.9 2.0 3.0 1.0 1.0

σ
WW
ggH

S1 6.0 1.2 3.2 3.7 3.4
S2 4.3 1.2 2.7 2.1 2.4

σ
ττ
ggH

S1 10.6 3.3 5.0 7.5 4.4
S2 8.2 3.3 4.4 5.4 2.7

σ
µµ
ggH

S1 19.9 17.9 2.8 8.0 0.1
S2 18.5 17.9 2.7 3.8 0.1

σ
Zγ
ggH

S1 33.3 31.1 4.9 10.1 0.3
S2 33.3 31.1 4.9 10.1 0.3

σ
γγ
VBF

S1 12.0 4.4 7.3 8.2 2.1
S2 8.9 4.4 5.5 5.4 0.9

σ
ZZ
VBF

S1 13.0 9.6 5.1 6.8 2.1
S2 11.8 9.6 5.1 4.5 1.2

σ
WW
VBF

S1 10.3 3.3 3.9 7.7 4.5
S2 6.6 3.3 2.9 4.0 2.8

σ
ττ
VBF

S1 8.7 3.7 4.1 5.5 3.8
S2 7.8 3.7 4.8 3.2 3.6

σ
µµ
VBF

S1 38.7 32.5 11.7 17.1 0.2
S2 36.1 32.5 11.7 10.4 0.3

σ
Zγ
VBF

S1 68.2 62.2 10.9 25.0 0.5
S2 68.2 62.2 10.9 25.0 0.5

σ
γγ
WH

S1 14.8 13.1 5.2 4.0 1.3
S2 13.8 13.1 3.3 2.8 0.7

σ
ZZ
VH

S1 18.7 17.3 4.2 5.4 2.2
S2 18.1 17.3 3.4 4.1 1.7

σ
bb
WH

S1 14.1 4.3 4.9 7.3 10.1
S2 10.1 4.4 4.1 4.2 6.9

σ
γγ
ZH

S1 17.0 14.9 5.1 6.3 1.3
S2 15.7 14.9 3.2 3.7 0.6

σ
bb
ZH

S1 7.0 3.5 2.7 4.0 3.6
S2 5.2 3.5 2.0 2.1 2.4

σ
γγ
ttH

S1 10.0 4.6 5.9 6.4 1.5
S2 7.4 4.6 4.1 3.9 0.5

σ
ZZ
ttH

S1 20.5 18.6 4.1 7.3 1.7
S2 19.3 18.6 3.1 3.8 0.9

σ
WWττ
ttH

S1 22.1 6.3 18.2 7.0 8.1
S2 20.2 6.3 17.9 4.3 5.1

σ
bb
ttH

S1 19.9 3.2 4.2 7.4 17.8
S2 14.2 3.2 3.4 4.4 12.7

CMS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]

Total Stat Exp SigAcc BkgTh

σ
γγ
ggH

S1 3.9 1.9 3.3 0.7 1.0
S2 2.8 1.9 2.1 0.8 0.9

σ
ZZ
ggH

S1 4.1 2.1 2.7 1.2 1.7
S2 3.0 2.1 1.8 0.8 0.7

σ
WW
ggH

S1 3.6 1.2 1.5 2.9 1.0
S2 2.5 1.2 1.2 1.6 0.9

σ
ττ
ggH

S1 5.7 2.6 3.5 3.3 1.7
S2 4.6 2.6 2.9 2.3 0.7

σ
bb
ggH

S1 34.3 20.6 10.0 23.7 3.2
S2 24.7 20.6 2.6 12.2 1.5

σ
σσ
ggH

S1 15.9 13.4 8.0 2.6 1.9
S2 13.5 13.4 2.0 1.4 0.6

σ
γγ
VBF

S1 22.1 5.2 19.9 7.9 1.3
S2 12.7 5.2 10.9 4.0 0.3

σ
ZZ
VBF

S1 15.1 11.7 1.8 8.8 2.4
S2 13.3 11.7 1.3 5.9 0.8

σ
WW
VBF

S1 8.1 6.3 2.0 4.4 1.8
S2 7.2 6.3 1.6 2.8 1.1

σ
ττ
VBF

S1 4.9 3.8 2.0 2.8 1.5
S2 4.2 3.8 1.3 1.2 0.4

σ
σσ
VBF

S1 57.3 53.2 11.3 18.0 4.5
S2 54.0 53.2 2.6 9.5 1.0

σ
γγ
WH

S1 14.3 13.6 3.7 2.0 1.4
S2 13.8 13.6 1.7 1.5 0.2

σ
ZZ
WH

S1 47.9 46.5 7.8 11.2 2.8
S2 47.8 46.5 3.8 4.0 0.8

σ
WW
WH

S1 15.6 12.9 6.5 5.3 2.2
S2 13.7 12.9 3.1 2.9 1.5

σ
bb
WH

S1 16.0 5.6 9.8 5.3 10.8
S2 9.4 5.6 5.1 2.2 5.1

σ
γγ
ZH

S1 23.5 23.1 2.9 3.1 1.5
S2 23.2 23.1 1.2 2.4 0.4

σ
ZZ
ZH

S1 82.3 75.7 16.4 26.3 7.6
S2 78.4 75.7 9.9 15.1 1.3

σ
WW
ZH

S1 18.5 17.2 3.5 5.3 2.4
S2 17.7 17.2 3.0 2.8 1.7

σ
bb
ZH

S1 7.9 4.2 2.3 5.6 3.1
S2 6.0 4.2 1.9 2.9 2.6

σ
γγ
ttH

S1 9.3 7.7 3.9 3.5 1.0
S2 8.4 7.7 2.7 1.9 0.2

σ
ZZ
ttH

S1 24.6 23.6 4.2 4.9 2.5
S2 24.2 23.6 3.1 2.6 1.8

σ
WW
ttH

S1 11.2 4.2 9.1 1.8 4.5
S2 8.7 4.2 6.9 1.1 3.0

σ
bb
ttH

S1 15.9 2.8 3.9 0.0 15.2
S2 10.8 2.8 2.7 0.1 10.0

σ
ττ
ttH

S1 16.5 8.7 13.1 3.4 3.5
S2 14.2 8.7 10.9 1.6 2.1
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Fig. 23: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the ttH production cross section in the different decay modes normalized to the SM
predictions for ATLAS (blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and
experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution
to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. In the cases where the extrapolation
is performed only by one experiment, same performances are assumed for the other experiment and
this is indicated by a hatched bar. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties
in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the ttH production cross sections in the different decay
modes normalized to the SM predictions for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For
each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental and
theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively.

also given, with the uncertainty decomposed in three components: statistical, experimental and theory.1216

The S2 uncertainties for the combined ATLAS-CMS extrapolation range from XX–XX%, with the1217

exception of that on Bµµ at XX% and on BZγ at XX%. In projections of both experiments, The S11218

uncertainties are up to a factor of XX larger than those in S2, reflecting the larger systematic component.1219

The systematic uncertainties generally dominate in both S1 and S2. In S2 the signal theory uncertainty is1220

the largest, or joint-largest, component for all parameters except BRµµ and BZγ , which remain limited1221

by statistics due to the small branching fractions.1222

The correlations range up to XXXX, and are largest between modes where the sensitivity is dom-1223

inated by gluon-fusion production. This reflects the impact of the theory uncertainties affecting the SM1224

prediction of the gluon-fusion production rate.1225

2.7 Kappa interpretation of the combined Higgs boson measurement projections1226

To be written by: R. Di Nardo, A. Gilbert, H. Yang1227

In this section combination results are given for a parametrisation based on the coupling modifier,1228

or κ-framework [4]. A set of coupling modifiers, ~κ, is introduced to parametrize potential deviations from1229

the SM predictions of the Higgs boson couplings to SM bosons and fermions. For a given production1230

process or decay mode j, a coupling modifier κj is defined such that,1231
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Expected relative uncertainty
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Fig. 24: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the per-production-mode cross sections normalized to the SM predictions for ATLAS
(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic
uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty due
to theoretical systematic uncertainties. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertain-
ties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the per-production-mode cross sections normalized to
the SM predictions for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement, the
total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties
are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively.

Table 33: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the per-production-mode cross
sections normalized to the SM values for ATLAS (left) and CMS (right). Values are given for both
S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [123]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The total
uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background
theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).TODO: add combined S2 results

ATLAS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]

Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh

σggH
S1 3.5 0.8 2.1 2.1 1.6
S2 2.4 0.8 1.7 1.2 1.0

σVBF
S1 5.5 2.0 2.7 3.7 2.1
S2 4.2 2.0 2.3 2.2 1.7

σWH
S1 9.3 4.0 4.0 5.1 5.4
S2 7.7 4.0 3.4 3.3 4.5

σZH
S1 6.2 3.4 2.4 3.4 3.0
S2 4.8 3.4 1.8 2.0 2.1

σttH
S1 6.7 1.9 3.1 3.7 4.3
S2 5.3 1.9 2.8 2.4 3.3

CMS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]

Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh

σggH
S1 2.4 0.8 1.2 1.6 0.9
S2 1.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.6

σVBF
S1 4.1 2.6 2.1 2.0 1.3
S2 3.5 2.6 1.6 1.8 0.3

σWH
S1 8.1 4.6 5.2 2.6 3.3
S2 6.4 4.6 3.2 1.5 2.7

σZH
S1 6.7 3.9 2.1 4.3 2.5
S2 5.4 3.9 1.7 2.4 2.3

σttH
S1 5.8 1.8 3.1 1.9 4.1
S2 4.6 1.8 2.4 1.1 3.4
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Fig. 25: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 system-
atic uncertainties) on the per-decay-mode branching ratios normalized to the SM predictions for ATLAS
(blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic
uncertainties, while the hatched grey area represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty
due to theoretical systematic uncertainties. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncer-
tainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties) on the per-decay-mode branching ratios normalized
to the SM predictions for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations. For each measurement,
the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental and theory uncertainties
are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively.

κ2
j = σj/σ

SM
j or κ2

j = Γj/ΓjSM. (6)

In the SM, all κj values are positive and equal to unity. Six coupling modifiers corresponding to1232

the tree-level Higgs boson couplings are defined: κW , κZ , κt , κb , κτ and κµ . In addition, the effective1233

coupling modifiers κg , κγ and κZγ are introduced to describe ggH production, H → γ γ decay and1234

H → Zγ decay loop processes. The total width of the Higgs boson, relative to the SM prediction, varies1235

with the coupling modifiers as ΓH/Γ
SM
H =

∑
j Bj

SMκ
2
j/(1 − BBSM), where Bj

SM is the SM branching1236

fraction for the H → jj channel and BBSM is the Higgs boson branching fraction to BSM final states. In1237

the results for the κj parameters presented here BBSM is fixed to zero and only decays to SM particles1238

are allowed. Projections are also given for the upper limit on BBSM when this restriction is relaxed, in1239

which an additional constraint that |κV| < 1 is imposed.1240

The expected uncertainties for the coupling modifier parametrization for ATLAS, CMS and their1241

combination for scenario S2 are summarized in Figure 26 while the numerical values are provided in1242

Table 35. For the combined measurement in S2, the uncertainty components contribute at a similar level1243

for κγ , κW , κZ and κτ . The signal theory remains the main component for κt and κg , while κµ and κZγ1244

are limited by statistics.1245

The expected uncertainties on BBSM and ΓH/Γ
SM
H for the parametrisation with BBSM ≥ 0 and1246

|κV| ≤ 1. The 1σ uncertainty on BBSM is 0.035 (0.048) in S1 and 0.027 (0.032) in S2 for CMS1247

(ATLAS), where in the latter case the statistical uncertainty is the largest component. The expected1248
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Table 34: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the Higgs boson branching
ratios normalized by the SM expectations for ATLAS (left) and CMS (right). Values are given for both
S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [123]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The total
uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background
theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).TODO: add combined S2 results

ATLAS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]

Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh

Bγγ
S1 6.0 1.2 4.7 3.4 1.3
S2 3.9 1.2 2.9 2.2 0.6

BWW S1 6.0 1.0 2.8 4.4 2.7
S2 4.4 1.0 2.4 3.2 1.6

BZZ S1 5.5 1.6 3.0 4.0 1.6
S2 3.8 1.6 2.7 1.9 0.9

Bbb S1 7.6 2.0 2.4 5.0 4.8
S2 5.0 2.0 1.9 2.8 3.2

Bττ
S1 5.8 1.7 2.7 4.3 2.3
S2 4.4 1.7 2.5 2.7 1.7

Bµµ
S1 14.9 12.7 3.2 6.8 0.3
S2 13.6 12.7 3.2 3.6 0.4

BZγ S1 24.2 20.3 4.5 12.2 0.0
S2 24.2 20.3 4.5 12.2 0.2

CMS
3000 fb−1 uncertainty [%]

Total Stat Exp SigTh BkgTh

Bγγ
S1 4.4 1.3 2.6 3.3 0.3
S2 3.0 1.3 1.7 1.9 0.3

BWW S1 4.0 1.0 1.4 3.5 1.0
S2 2.8 1.0 1.1 2.2 0.9

BZZ S1 5.0 1.6 2.5 3.5 1.9
S2 3.2 1.6 1.7 2.1 0.7

Bbb S1 7.0 2.1 2.3 5.2 3.6
S2 4.7 2.1 1.7 2.4 2.9

Bττ
S1 3.9 1.6 1.9 2.6 1.5
S2 2.9 1.6 1.4 1.9 0.6

Bµµ
S1 12.8 9.1 7.6 4.7 0.8
S2 9.6 9.1 1.7 2.6 0.8

uncertainty for the ATLAS-CMS combination on BBSM is XXXX in S2.1249

The correlation coefficients between the coupling modifiers are in general larger compared to the1250

one related to the signal strength (up to +XX ). One reason for this is that the normalisation of any1251

signal process depends on the total width of the Higgs boson, which in turn depends on the values of the1252

other coupling modifiers. The largest correlations involve κb , as this gives the largest contribution to the1253

total width in the SM. Therefore improving the measurement of the H → bb process will improve the1254

sensitivity of many of the other coupling modifiers at the HL-LHC.1255

Projections have also been determined for an alternative parametrization, based on ratios of the1256

coupling modifiers (λij = κi/κj). A reference combined coupling modifier is defined which scales the1257

yield of a specific production and decay process. This is chosen to be = κgκZ/κH , where κH =
∑

j Bj
SM.1258

This parametrization requires no assumption on the total width of the Higgs boson. The results of this1259

projection for ATLAS, CMS and their combination in S2 are given in Fig 27. The numerical values for1260

both S1 and S2 for the projections of the two experiments and their combination for S2 are given in1261

Table 36.1262

2.8 Higgs couplings precision overview in the Kappa-framework and the nonlinear EFT1263

by Jorge de Blas, Oscar Catà, Otto Eberhardt, and Claudius Krause1264

After the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC, and the first exploration of the couplings of the new1265

particle at Run I and Run II, which achieved an overall precision at the level of ten percent, one of the1266

main goal of Higgs studies at the HL-LHC or HE-LHC will be to push such limits to a percent level.1267

In this section we study the projected precision that would be possible at such high luminosity1268

and high energy extensions of the LHC from a global fit to modifications of the different single-Higgs1269
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Fig. 26: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the coupling modifier parameters for ATLAS (blue) and CMS (red). The filled coloured
box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched grey area
represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncertainties.
(right) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic uncer-
tainties) on the coupling modifier parameters for the combination of ATLAS and CMS extrapolations.
For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical, experimental
and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively.

couplings. Other important goals of the Higgs physics program at the HL/HE-LHC, such as extend-1270

ing/complementing the onshell studies with the study of differential distributions, or getting access to the1271

Higgs trilinear coupling will be covered in other parts of this document.1272

In order to study single-Higgs couplings we will connect with the κ-formalism. This will be1273

introduced in sec. 2.8.1, where we will also show its connection with the more powerful language of1274

effective field theories. In sec. 2.8.2 we will detail the fit procedure, the HL/HE-LHC projections used1275

in our analysis, as well as the corresponding references for the analysis to current experimental data.1276

In sec. 2.8.3 we present the results of the fit to the projected HL/HE-LHC uncertainties both in the κ-1277

formalism and in the more general nonlinear EFT. In particular, we will present the expected sensitivities1278

to deviations on the Higgs couplings at the HL/HE-LHC, and compare with the recent results obtained1279

using current data from [127]. In order to make contact with the discussion of composite Higgs scenarios1280

in section 9.8, we also translate the results from the fit to the HL/HE-LHC data in the EFT formalism in1281

terms of the parameters of those models.1282

A more general analysis, going beyond pure modifications of Higgs couplings and (i) allowing1283

for new physics also (in the gauge sector?) of the EW interactions and (ii) combining the results of1284

the Higgs fit with those from EW precision observables and diboson measurements will be presented in1285

section 8.3. This fit will become relevant (once all these processes have comparable sensitivities?)1286

when the precision on the Higgs measurements goes below the threshold were the sensitivity to other1287

EW interactions is comparable to that from current EW precision tests.1288
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Table 35: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the coupling modifier parame-
ters.Values are given for both S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncertainties [123]) and S2 (with YR18 system-
atic uncertainties). The total uncertainty is decomposed into four components: statistical (Stat), signal
theory (SigTh), background theory (BkgTh) and experimental (Exp).TODO: to add comb results for
S2 as well

3000 fb−1

Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp

κγ
S1 3.7 0.9 2.2 1.4 2.5
S2 2.5 0.9 1.4 0.9 1.7

κW
S1 3.1 0.8 1.9 1.9 1.3
S2 2.2 0.8 1.2 1.3 1.1

κZ
S1 2.6 0.8 1.8 1.2 1.1
S2 1.8 0.8 1.0 0.8 0.9

κg
S1 4.2 1.0 3.2 2.2 1.4
S2 3.0 1.0 2.1 1.6 1.1

κt
S1 6.3 1.1 4.9 3.4 1.6
S2 4.2 1.1 2.6 2.7 1.4

κb
S1 6.2 1.6 3.7 4.1 2.3
S2 4.4 1.6 2.2 2.8 2.0

κτ
S1 3.7 1.1 2.6 1.8 1.7
S2 2.8 1.1 1.6 1.2 1.6

κµ
S1 7.7 6.4 3.6 1.4 1.9
S2 7.0 6.4 1.9 0.9 1.8

κZγ
S1 12.7 10.2 6.9 1.4 2.5
S2 12.4 10.2 6.3 0.9 2.4

CMS
3000 fb−1

Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp

κγ
S1 2.9 1.1 1.8 1.0 1.7
S2 2.0 1.1 0.9 0.8 1.2

κW
S1 2.6 1.0 1.7 1.1 1.1
S2 1.8 1.0 0.9 0.8 0.8

κZ
S1 2.4 1.0 1.7 0.9 0.9
S2 1.7 1.0 0.9 0.7 0.7

κg
S1 4.0 1.1 3.4 1.3 1.2
S2 2.5 1.1 1.7 1.1 1.0

κt
S1 5.5 1.0 4.4 2.7 1.6
S2 3.5 1.0 2.2 2.1 1.2

κb
S1 6.0 2.0 4.3 2.9 2.3
S2 4.0 2.0 2.0 2.2 1.8

κτ
S1 2.8 1.2 1.8 1.1 1.4
S2 2.0 1.2 1.0 0.9 1.0

κµ
S1 6.7 4.7 2.5 1.0 3.9
S2 5.0 4.7 1.3 0.8 1.1

2.8.1 Kappa-formalism and the nonlinear EFT1289

TODO: This section was moved from the previous subsection and still needs to be polished!1290

The κ-formalism was introduced in [3, 4] as an interim framework to report on the measurements of the1291

Higgs-boson couplings and characterize the nature of the Higgs boson. The κi are defined as ratios of1292

measured cross sections and decay widths with respect to their SM expectation, i.e.1293

κ2
X =

σ(Xi → h+Xf )

σ(Xi → h+Xf )SM
, κ2

Y =
Γ(h→ Y )

Γ(h→ Y )SM
, (7)

so that the SM is recovered for κi = 1.1294

The κ-framework, defined at the level of signal strengths, was appropriate for the observables1295

under study at Run I, which tested deviations in event rates. For Run II and the analyses required at the1296

HL-LHC, differential distributions are needed. In order to study event shapes the formalism, as defined1297

by eq. (7), is clearly insufficient and has to be extended.1298

A closely related issue is how to relate the κ-framework to a QFT description. A naive interpreta-1299

tion of the κ factors as rescalings of SM Higgs couplings has been attempted, but this prescription is not1300

necessarily consistent with QFT principles and has limitations that obstruct a successful implementation.1301

More precisely, the following caveats apply:1302

1. In this prescription, only QCD corrections, which are factorizable, can be taken into account.1303

Electroweak corrections cannot be implemented consistently.1304
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Fig. 27: (left) Summary plot showing the total expected ±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the ratios of coupling modifier parameters for ATLAS (blue) and CMS (red). The filled
coloured box corresponds to the statistical and experimental systematic uncertainties, while the hatched
grey area represent the additional contribution to the total uncertainty due to theoretical systematic uncer-
tainties. (right) Summary plot showing the total expected±1σ uncertainties in S2 (with YR18 systematic
uncertainties) on the ratios of coupling modifier parameters for the combination of ATLAS and CMS ex-
trapolations. For each measurement, the total uncertainty is indicated by a grey box while the statistical,
experimental and theory uncertainties are indicated by a blue, green and red line respectively.

2. Gauge invariance and unitarity are generically broken by ad-hoc variations of the SM couplings.1305

3. In processes that are loop-induced in the SM, such as h → γγ or gg → h, care has to be taken.1306

A rescaled local coupling, for example for h → γγ, does not yield an overall κ2
γ factor, since1307

the process is not mediated by the local interaction only. In these loop processes the interplay of1308

different couplings, most prominently κt, has to be consistently included.1309

The way to circumvent the objections above is to work not at the level of rescaled couplings but at the1310

level of Lagrangians, where locality, unitarity and gauge invariance are automatically implemented. In1311

order to be as general as possible, an upgrade of the κ-formalism should be embedded in the language of1312

EFTs.1313

Here we will discuss the interpretation of the κ factors within the electroweak chiral Lagrangian
(EWChL), also denoted as HEFT in the literature. Within this EFT, and only projecting out the leading
contributions to processes with a single Higgs, one finds [127–129]

Lfit = 2cV

(
m2
WW

+
µ W

−µ + 1
2m

2
ZZµZ

µ
) h
v
−
∑
ψ

cψmψψ̄ψ
h

v

+
e2

16π2 cγFµνF
µν h

v
+

e2

16π2 cZγZµνF
µν h

v
+

g2
s

16π2 cg〈GµνG
µν〉h

v
,

(8)

where mi is the mass of particle i, ψ ∈ {t, b, c, τ, µ}, and the ci describe the modifications of the Higgs1314

couplings.1315
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Table 36: The expected ±1σ uncertainties, expressed as percentages, on the ratios of coupling mod-
ifier parameters for ATLAS and CMS. Values are given for both S1 (with Run 2 systematic uncer-
tainties [123]) and S2 (with YR18 systematic uncertainties). The total uncertainty is decomposed into
four components: statistical (Stat), signal theory (SigTh), background theory (BkgTh) and experimental
(Exp).TODO: to add comb results for S2 as well

3000 fb−1

Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp

κgZ
S1 3.2 0.8 2.6 0.9 1.5
S2 2.1 0.8 1.4 0.5 1.3

λγZ
S1 3.4 1.0 2.1 0.8 2.4
S2 2.5 1.0 1.3 0.5 1.7

λWZ
S1 2.9 0.9 1.8 1.4 1.5
S2 2.2 0.9 1.1 1.0 1.4

λZg
S1 4.4 1.3 3.5 1.6 1.6
S2 3.3 1.3 2.4 1.3 1.4

λtg
S1 6.0 1.3 5.2 1.8 1.8
S2 3.9 1.3 3.0 1.4 1.6

λbZ
S1 5.4 1.6 3.2 3.3 2.2
S2 4.0 1.6 1.9 2.3 2.0

λτZ
S1 3.6 1.2 2.5 1.4 1.8
S2 2.7 1.2 1.5 0.9 1.6

λµZ
S1 7.7 6.4 3.5 0.9 2.1
S2 7.0 6.4 1.9 0.5 1.9

λZγZ
S1 12.7 10.2 6.9 0.9 2.6
S2 12.3 10.2 6.3 0.5 2.5

CMS
3000 fb−1

Total Stat SigTh BkgTh Exp

κgZ
S1 3.2 0.8 2.7 0.9 1.2
S2 1.9 0.8 1.4 0.4 0.8

λγZ
S1 2.6 1.0 1.1 1.0 1.8
S2 1.8 1.0 0.7 0.2 1.2

λWZ
S1 2.3 0.9 1.4 1.0 1.3
S2 1.6 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.9

λZg
S1 3.9 1.4 3.2 1.1 1.4
S2 2.6 1.4 1.8 0.7 1.1

λtg
S1 5.8 1.2 5.0 1.8 1.9
S2 3.5 1.2 2.5 1.3 1.6

λbZ
S1 5.2 1.7 3.4 2.6 2.3
S2 3.4 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7

λτZ
S1 2.6 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.6
S2 1.9 1.2 0.9 0.4 1.2

λµZ
S1 6.6 4.7 2.2 1.1 4.0
S2 5.0 4.7 1.1 0.4 1.2

The previous Lagrangian differs from a naive rescaling of Higgs couplings, even though super-1316

ficially it might seem to be equivalent. In particular, the Standard Model is consistently recovered in1317

eq. (8) for1318

cSM
i =

{
1 for i = V, t, b, c, τ, µ

0 for i = g, γ, Zγ.
(9)

which is not the case for a naive coupling rescaling. The crucial point is that the coupling modifiers in1319

eq. (8) are not the full EFT, but just the relevant projection for the processes under study at non-trivial1320

leading order in unitary gauge. Since the couplings differ from the SM ones, the previous Lagrangian,1321

taken in isolation, would be non-renormalizable and break unitarity. These requirements are reinstated1322

once eq. (8) is understood as part of the EWChL.1323

The EWChL [130–147] is a bottom-up effective field theory (EFT), constructed with the particle1324

content and symmetries of the SM. These are the same requirements adopted in the construction of the1325

SMEFT. The main difference between both EFTs concerns the Higgs field. In the EWChL, the Higgs1326

boson, h, is included as a scalar singlet, with couplings unrelated to the ones of the Goldstone bosons1327

of EWSB. Therefore, h is not necessarily part of an SU(2) doublet and consequently the leading-order1328

Lagrangian is non-renormalizable, i.e. loop divergences require the addition of new counterterms. The1329

inclusion of the (finite) number of counterterms at each loop order makes the theory consistent. The1330

procedure is analogous to the one employed in Chiral Perturbation Theory, whence the name EWChL.1331

Counterterms needed for the 1-loop renormalization [148–150] are included as NLO operators [146]1332

and are therefore suppressed by a loop factor with respect to the leading order. The theory is thus1333
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renormalizable order by order in the loop expansion. The embedding of the EFT as a loop expansion1334

can equivalently be expressed as an expansion in chiral dimensions [147], which allows to identify the1335

counterterms in a straightforward way. Further details and justifications of the expansion are discussed1336

in [129, 146, 147, 151].1337

Focussing on the leading effects of the measured processes only, the full EWChL reduces to the1338

Lagrangian in eq. (8). Note that it includes only single-Higgs processes, as the κ-formalism also de-1339

scribes only single-Higgs processes. If needed, eq. (8) can also be extended to describe other processes,1340

simply by projecting the relevant operators already present in the EWChL. For instance, for double-Higgs1341

production from gluon fusion three more operators should be added, corresponding to the interactions1342

h3, t̄th2, ggh2 [5, 152–154]. Double-Higgs production is discussed in more details in section 3.1.2.1.1343

Since the observed processes are mediated by both tree level and one-loop amplitudes at the first non-1344

vanishing order, operators of leading order in the EFT (first line of eq. (8)) and next-to-leading order in1345

the EFT (second line of eq. (8)) have to be included [129]. Corrections beyond the leading ones, both1346

strong and electroweak, can also be incorporated to arbitrary order in the description of Higgs processes.1347

These corrections involve additional operators, not present in eq. (8), but contained in the EWChL.1348

Understood as corrections to the SM, the κ factors can also be generated with the SMEFT (see1349

e.g. [155] and the discussion in [156]). The main differences between both EFT descriptions are the1350

following: (i) in the EWChL, deviations from the SM appear at leading order, and O(1) corrections to1351

the κ factors can be easily accommmodated. In the SMEFT, the corrections to the SM appear at NLO,1352

and therefore smaller effects, typically at the precent level, are expected; (ii) In the SMEFT the Higgs is1353

assumed to be a weak doublet. The EWChL instead describes a generic scalar and is therefore closer to1354

the spirit of the κ formalism of testing the nature of the Higgs boson.1355

As stated above, the couplings in eq. (8) can receive a priori large contributions and have to be1356

considered as O(1) numbers. This is the expectation if new physics contains strongly-coupled new1357

interactions. In some of these scenarios, new-physics interactions can be progressively decoupled from1358

the SM, and it is therefore useful to understand the Wilson coefficients in eq. (8) as functions of the1359

parameter ξ = v2/f2, where v ≈ 246 GeV is the electroweak vacuum expectation value, and f is the1360

scale of new physics. The latter could correspond, for example, to the scale of global symmetry breaking1361

in composite Higgs models (see the discussion in sec. 9.8). The SM is then recovered for ξ = 0. For1362

ξ � 1, one can perform an expansion in ξ on top of the loop expansion in the EWChL. This yields a1363

double expansion in ξ and 1/16π2 [157], in the spirit of the strongly-interacting light Higgs (SILH) [1].1364

The expected size of the Wilson coefficients is then1365

ci = cSM
i +O(ξ). (10)

The mapping of the Wilson coefficients ci to the κi parameters is done using the relations of the signal1366

strengths computed from the Lagrangian in eq. (8). The necessary formulas can be found in [127, 128].1367

These relations can be written as1368

κi = |fi(cj)| ≡
|Ai(cj)|
|Ai(cSM

j )|
, (11)

where A is the corresponding transition amplitude of each process. The absolute value on the right hand1369

side is necessary, as the loop functions of the light fermions (b, τ, µ, . . . ) for the κγ and κg are complex.1370

The inverse of eq. (11) is, however, not a well-defined function. We can still obtain an approx-1371

imate inverse, to connect both formalisms in the opposite direction. This can be easily obtained if we1372

assume that all the imaginary parts are negligible. While this is a good approximation for some of the1373

coefficients in fi(cj), for example for the coefficient of ct, it is not the case for the coefficients of the1374

light fermion loops, where real and imaginary parts are of similar size. Nevertheless, as long as the Wil-1375

son coefficients stay relatively close to the SM value, neglecting the imaginary parts completely is still1376

a good approximation, because in κg (κγ) the real part of the top loop (top and W loops) contribution1377

dominates over all the other terms.1378
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With the assumption of vanishing imaginary parts, eq. (11) becomes1379 

κV
κt
κb
κ`
κg
κγ

 =



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 1.055 −0.055 0 1.3891 0

1.2611 −0.2683 0.0036 0.0036 0 −0.3039

 ·


cV
ct
cb
cτ
cg
cγ

 . (12)

These numbers also include the leading QCD corrections of the h → γγ and gg → h amplitude.1380

An explicit comparison of this approximation and the full formulas shows only negligible numerical1381

differences. The inverse of eq. (12) is1382 

cV
ct
cb
cτ
cg
cγ

 =



1 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
0 −0.76 0.04 0 0.72 0

4.15 −0.88 0.012 0.012 0 −3.29

 ·


κV
κt
κb
κ`
κg
κγ

 . (13)

With these relations one can translate the results of a κi fit into the EWChL formalism and vice-versa. In1383

order to do so, however, it is important to have all the relevant information about the fits. In particular,1384

the median and errors of the parameters are not sufficient, since there may be also significant correlations1385

between them.1386

TODO: Previously written here (to be polished):1387

1388

1389

2.8.2 The fit to HL/HE-LHC Higgs precision data1390

The fits presented in this section have been performed using the HEPfit package [158, 159], and fol-1391

lowing a statistical Bayesian approach. The prior for the different model parameters both in the EFT1392

and in the κ framework are taken as flat, centered around the SM solution, and restricting the ranges to1393

avoid other solutions present due to the parametrization invariances of the different formalisms. Since1394

no sensitivity to the H → cc̄ channel at the HL/HE-LHC has been reported yet we fix the corresponding1395

parameters controlling the Hcc̄ interactions to their SM values (cc, κc = 1). 4
1396

To assess the sensitivity to deviations from the SM, we assume the future measurements are SM-1397

like and include them in the likelihood of the fit assuming Gaussian distributions with standard deviations1398

given by the corresponding experimental uncertainty.1399

The analysis of current constraint has been taken directly from [127], it is based on the experi-1400

mental data from [67, 69, 73, 78, 81, 87, 101–103, 118, 120, 122, 160–185]. For the HL-LHC fits we use1401

[We will use when available] the corresponding ATLAS and CMS projections presented in section ??1402

of this document. For the systematics and theory uncertainties we use the 2 possible scenarios presented1403

in section ??: S1, for which the systematics are kept as in current values, and S2, where experimental1404

systematics are reduced with the luminosity and theory errors are reduced. Finally, we use our “naive”1405

estimates for the HE-LHC uncertainties, derived from the detailed HL-LHC projection by scaling the1406

statistical uncertainties according with the changes in the production cross section going from 14 TeV1407

to 27 TeV, as well as the different luminosities (3 ab−1 for the HL-LHC and 15 ab−1 in the HE-LHC).1408

Other experimental and theory uncertainties are kept as in the HL-LHC case, and we use the same S11409

and S2 scenarios. To be conservative, no further scaling with the HE-LHC luminosity is applied in the1410

scenario S2, i.e. it is kept as in the HL-LHC estimates.1411

4See [127] for a discussion of the multiplicities of the different solutions in the fit as well as the effect of letting the charm
coupling float in the fits in absence of a significant direct constraint.
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2.8.3 Results1412

[PRELIMINARY: Based on preliminary CMS numbers from July + Our own guesstimates for1413

HELHC (explained above). To be updated when the final experimental projections are available.1414

Conclusions may therefore change.]1415

1416

In Table 37 we show the results of the fit for the different scenarios discussed above for the non-1417

linear Higgs effective Lagrangian. The numbers reported for the HE-LHC are obtained assuming the1418

HL-LHC precision on the Higgs coupling is available at that time. No form of correlation between the1419

HL-LHC and HE-LHC estimates is included, and therefore the results may be too optimistic. We also1420

show the same results in Figure 28, where we also indicate the bound obtained at the HE-LHC alone.1421

The analogous results for the fit using the κ formalism are presented in Table 29 and Figure 29. To make1422

the comparison between the 2 approaches within the same theoretical grounds, we assume custodial1423

symmetry as well as the absence of extra exotic decays of the Higgs in the κ fit. Focusing our attention1424

on the HL-LHC, and taking the conservative S1 scenario as the reference, we observe an improvement1425

on the knowledge of Higgs coupling of at least a factor of 2-3 with respect to current experimental1426

limits. The improvement is more notorious for channels that benefit from very high statistics, such as1427

the H → µ+µ− channel, with a precision almost 6 times better than in the current fit. Further progress1428

is expected once we include the HE-LHC numbers, getting close to the 1% level of precision for the1429

Higgs couplings to vector bosons and τ leptons, assuming theory and systematic uncertainties can be1430

kept under control at the same level at the HL-LHC. One must be careful with the interpretation of these1431

results though, since they implicitly assume only modifications in the Higgs couplings with respect to the1432

SM or, in other words, that any other interaction entering on the relevant Higgs processes is known to be1433

SM-like with infinite precision. At the level of precision we observe, close to the 1%, this may not be a1434

justified assumption given current bounds on other electroweak interactions that could modify, e.g. VBF1435

or VH associated production. This comment applies even more for the uncertainties obtained assuming1436

the reduced theory and systematic uncertainties which, in particular, predict a subpercent precision for1437

the Higgs coupling to vector bosons. We believe this to be too aggressive and that a realistic assessment1438

of the HE-LHC uncertainties requires an equally realistic study of the experimental precisions at that1439

machine, as well as the results of a full global fit combining Higgs data with other relevant observables1440

of the EW sector. We refer to section 8 for more details in this regard.1441

Current limits [127] HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 HE-LHC S1 HE-LHC S2
cV 1.01± 0.06 ±0.021 ±0.015 ±0.013 ±0.008

ct 1.04+0.09
−0.1 ±0.049 ±0.028 ±0.031 ±0.016

cb 0.95± 0.13 ±0.046 ±0.034 ±0.03 ±0.02
cτ 1.02± 0.1 ±0.027 ±0.02 ±0.017 ±0.011

cµ 0.58+0.4
−0.38 ±0.069 ±0.052 ±0.035 ±0.02

cg −0.01+0.08
−0.07 ±0.044 ±0.025 ±0.028 ±0.14

cγ 0.05± 0.2 ±0.081 ±0.055 ±0.051 ±0.032

Table 37: Current and future constraints on ci as shown in Figure 28.

2.9 Probing of anomalous HVV interactions1442

2.9.1 Probes using differential distributions of CP sensitive observables1443

To be written by: F. Piccinini, F. Yu, A. Shivaji, ???1444

By S. Boselli, C. M. Carloni Calame, G. Montagna, O. Nicrosini, F. Piccinini, A. Shivaji, F. Yu, Maria1445

Moreno Llacer et al.1446
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Fig. 28: Current and future constraints on ci. The left line of each coupling is the current bound of [127].
The central line is the projection to the HL-LHC with scenario 1 in light red and scenario 2 in dark red.
The right line is the projection to HE-LHC (including HL) with scenario 1 in light blue and scenario 2 in
dark blue.

Current limits [127] HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 HE-LHC S1 HE-LHC S2
κV 1.01± 0.06 ±0.021 ±0.015 ±0.013 ±0.008

κt 1.04+0.09
−0.1 ±0.049 ±0.028 ±0.031 ±0.016

κb 0.94± 0.13 ±0.046 ±0.034 ±0.03 ±0.02
κτ 1.0± 0.1 ±0.027 ±0.02 ±0.017 ±0.011

κµ 0.58+0.4
−0.38 ±0.069 ±0.052 ±0.035 ±0.02

κg 1.02+0.08
−0.07 ±0.035 ±0.022 ±0.024 ±0.13

κγ 0.97± 0.07 ±0.028 ±0.02 ±0.017 ±0.011

Table 38: Current and future constraints on κi as shown in Figure 29.

We present prospects for studies on CP-odd couplings in the couplings of the Higgs boson with1447

the eletroweak gauge bosons as well as in the Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson with fermions, in1448

particular with τ+τ− pairs.1449

2.9.1.1 CP-odd V V H couplings1450

While a large number of studies assessing the impact of CP-even effective operators on Higgs physics1451

is available in the literature (see for instance our analysis in Ref. [186] and the references therein),1452

the present analysis is focused on the impact of CP-odd effective operators on the interactions among1453

the Higgs boson and the electroweak bosons. In the Higgs basis, the CP-violating sector of the BSM1454

Lagrangian affecting V V H couplings is given by,1455

LCPV =
H

v

[
c̃γγ

e2

4
AµνÃ

µν + c̃Zγ
e

√
g2

1 + g2
2

2
ZµνÃ

µν + c̃ZZ
g2

1 + g2
2

4
ZµνZ̃

µν + c̃WW
g2

2

2
W+
µνW̃

−µν
]

(14)

where, g1 and g2 are the U(1)Y and SU(2)L gauge coupling constants. Out of the above four parameters1456

only three of them are independent. In particular,1457

c̃WW = c̃ZZ + 2s2
θ c̃Zγ + s4

θ c̃γγ . (15)
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Fig. 29: Current and future constraints on κi. The left line of each κ is the current bound of [127]. The
central line is the projection to the HL-LHC with scenario 1 in light red and scenario 2 in dark red. The
right line is the projection to HE-LHC (including HL) with scenario 1 in light blue and scenario 2 in dark
blue.

Process Combination Theory Systematic Statistical

H → ZZ

ggF 0.06 0.05 0.04 0.02
VBF 0.17 0.10 0.10 0.10
WH 0.16 0.06 0.07 0.13
ZH 0.21 0.08 0.09 0.18
ttH 0.20 0.12 0.05 0.15

Table 39: Estimated relative uncertainties on the determination of single-Higgs production channels. The
estimation of experimental uncertainties is for the high-luminosity LHC (14 TeV center of mass energy
and 3 ab−1 integrated luminosity) []. The theoretical uncertainties are taken from [].

The processes which are sensitive to CPV operators are the Higgstrahlung processes (WH and1458

ZH), the vector boson fusion (VBF) and the Higgs decay into four charged leptons (H → 4`). Here we1459

focus on angular observables which are sensitive to CPV effects. Indeed, since the total cross-section is1460

a CP-even quantity, the 1/Λ2 effects of CPV operators can affect the shape of some specific kinematic1461

distributions only.1462

2.9.1.2 Global Fit1463

To study the sensitive on CP-violating parameters c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ at HL and HE-LHC, we perform a χ2 fit1464

using the signal strength (µi,f ) as the observable. We can build a χ2 as follows:1465

χ2(c̃Zγ , c̃ZZ) =
∑
i,f

(µi,f − µobs.
i,f )2

∆2
i,f

(16)

The signal strength, µi,f is function of the BSM parameters and it is defined as,1466

µi,f = µi × µf (17)

=
σBSM
i

σSM
i

× BRBSM
f

BRSM
f

. (18)
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The uncertainty, ∆2
i,f includes theoretical, experimental systematic and statistical uncertainties1467

which are added in quadrature to obtain the total uncertainty. The one-sigma uncertainties for the high-1468

luminosity (14 TeV center of mass energy and 3 ab−1 integrated luminosity) are given in table 39. As-1469

suming same acceptance efficiency, we scale the statistical uncertainties at 14 TeV and 3 ab−1 luminosity1470

appropriately to obtain the statistical uncertainties at 27 TeV and 15 ab−1 luminosity. The theoretical1471

and systematic uncertainties are kept unchanged.1472

When considering kinematic distribution in the fit, we estimate the statistical uncertainty in each1473

bin by scaling the overall statistical uncertainty by the fraction of number of events in each bin. On1474

the other hand, the theoretical and systematic uncertainties are assumed to be the same in all the bins1475

implying a very conservative scenario.1476

Since we are interested in the sensitivity on the CPV parameters that can be reached at HL and HE1477

LHC for which we don’t have any data, we take µobs.
i,f = 1 implying that the future data would be consis-1478

tent with the SM hypothesis. In the current analysis we consider all the production channels and Higgs1479

decaying to four charged-lepton that is, i = ggF,VBF, ZH,WH, tt̄H and f = 4`(2e2µ, 4e, 4µ). The1480

projected uncertainties in these channels for HL-LHC are given in table 39. Note that only the H → 4`1481

decay mode has a non-trivial kinematic distribution and therefore other decay modes in the present anal-1482

ysis have been ignored. All the results in the following sections are presented taking MH =125 GeV.1483

1484

Production signal strengths : Inclusive1485

1486

The first step is to calculate the signal strengths for the relevant production channels in presence1487

of the CP-violating parameters c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ . We use MG5 [] to obtain the inclusive cross sections1488

in presence of these parameters. We have generated the required UFO model file for MG5 using the1489

FeynRules package []. At 14 TeV, the production signal strengths are given by,1490

µ14TeV
ZH = 1.00 + 0.54 c̃2

Zγ + 2.80 c̃2
ZZ + 0.95 c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (19)

µ14TeV
WH = 1.00 + 0.84 c̃2

Zγ + 3.87 c̃2
ZZ + 3.63 c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (20)

µ14TeV
VBF = 1.00 + 0.25 c̃2

Zγ + 0.45 c̃2
ZZ + 0.45 c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (21)

At 27 TeV, the corresponding signal strengths are given by,1491

µ27TeV
ZH = 1.00 + 0.63 c̃2

Zγ + 3.26 c̃2
ZZ + 1.11 c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (22)

µ27TeV
WH = 1.00 + 0.98 c̃2

Zγ + 4.48 c̃2
ZZ + 4.16 c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (23)

µ27TeV
VBF = 1.00 + 0.32 c̃2

Zγ + 0.67 c̃2
ZZ + 0.65 c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (24)

The BSM predictions for VBF are derived using following cuts,1492

pT (j) > 20 GeV, |η(j)| < 5,∆ηjj > 3,mjj > 130 GeV.

The V H production modes are more sensitive to c̃ZZ parameters. The ggF and tt̄H production channels1493

are unaffected in presence of CP-violating V V H couplings. Therefore,1494

µ14TeV
ggF = µ27TeV

ggF = 1.00 (25)

µ14TeV
tt̄H = µ27TeV

tt̄H = 1.00. (26)

In the present analysis we do not consider any kinematic distribution in the production channels.1495

1496
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Decay signal strength : Inclusive1497

1498

Now we turn to the calculation of signal strength for the decay channel H → 4`. This decay1499

channel receives contributions from 2e+2e− (4e), 2µ+2µ− (4µ) and e+e−µ+µ− (2e2µ) final states.1500

We use the latest version of the Hto4l event generator [186] to obtain the partial decay widths in these1501

channels in presence of c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ . Both the e and µ are treated massless. The ratio of the partial1502

decay widths in BSM and in SM (RΓ) for different channels are given by,1503

RΓ(H → 2e2µ) = 1 + 1.174 c̃2
Zγ + 0.00291 c̃2

ZZ + (−0.00762) c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (27)

RΓ(H → 4e) = RΓ(H → 4µ)

= 1 + 1.106 c̃2
Zγ + 0.00241 c̃2

ZZ + (−0.00595) c̃Zγ c̃ZZ . (28)

The above expression for Higgs decay into 4e is obtained after applying a selection cut of 4 GeV on the1504

leading and subleading lepton pairs of opposite sign.1505

In the present analysis, we also assume that total Higgs decay width remains unchanged in pres-1506

ence of BSM. In this case, the signal strength for decay is just the ratio of decay widths in BSM and in1507

SM.1508

µ4` =
ΓBSM

4`

ΓSM
4`

= 1 + 1.138 c̃2
Zγ + 0.00265 c̃2

ZZ + (−0.00674) c̃Zγ c̃ZZ (29)

We note that, the dependence of the 4` decay signal strength on the parameter c̃ZZ is very weak.1509

1510

Decay signal strength : Differential1511

1512

In our analysis, we are interested in assessing the role of kinematic distributions in H → 4` decay1513

channel which are affected by CP-violating V V H couplings, in improving the sensitivity on c̃Zγ and1514

c̃ZZ at HL and HE-LHC. The Higgs rest frame angle φ between the decay planes of the two intermediate1515

gauge bosons is one of the most sensitive kinematic observables to the CP-Violating V V H couplings.1516

We have considered 50 bins of φ-distribution to perform the fit at differential level. For each bin, we1517

calculate the signal strength (µj4`, j = 1 → 50) corresponding to Eq. 29 which is also sensitive to linear1518

terms in c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ .1519

2.9.1.3 Result: HL and HE-LHC Analysis1520

The results of the χ2 fit are displayed in Fig. 30 and Fig. 31. In these results, incl. refers to the fit1521

obtained using the total partial decay width information in the H → 4` channel, while diff. refers to the1522

fit obtained using φ-distribution in H → 4` decay. In Fig. 30, we show 1σ and 2σ bounds on c̃Zγ and1523

c̃ZZ in a one parameter (1P) analysis. At the inclusive level we gain better sensitivity on c̃ZZ than on1524

c̃Zγ when going from HL-LHC to HE-LHC. However, due to a stronger dependence of µ4` on c̃Zγ the1525

effect of using φ-distribution in the fit is larger for c̃Zγ than for c̃ZZ .1526

In Fig. 31, we provide 1σ contour lines in the c̃Zγ − c̃ZZ plane. We can see that the parameters1527

c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ are weekly correlated. Once again we find that using φ-distribution in the fit improves our1528

sensitivity on CP-violating parameters significantly. The parameter c̃ZZ is mainly constrained by the1529

production channels V H and VBF. We have given a summary of 1σ bounds on c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ obtained1530

from our analysis for HL and HL-LHC in Table 40.1531
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Fig. 30: χ2 dependence on CP-violating parameters taking one parameter non-zero at a time at HL (3
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Fig. 31: 1σ reach on c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ at HL (3 ab−1) and HE (15 ab−1) LHC. Preliminary

2.9.1.4 h→ τ+τ−1532

The most promising direct probe of CP violation in fermionic Higgs decays is the τ+τ− decay channel,1533

which benefits from a relatively large τ Yukawa giving a SM branching fraction of 6.3%. Measuring the1534

CP violating phase in the tau Yukawa requires a measurement of the linear polarizations of both τ leptons1535

and and the azimuthal angle between them. This can be done by analyzing tau substructure, namely the1536

angular distribution of the various components of the tau decay products.1537

The main τ decay modes studied include τ± → ρ±(770)ν, ρ± → π±π0 [187–192] and τ± →1538

π±ν [193–195]. Assuming CPT symmetry, collider observables for CP violation must be built from1539

differential distributions based on triple products of three-vectors. In the first case, h → π±π0π∓π0νν,1540

angular distributions built only from the outgoing charged and neutral pions are used to determine the1541

CP properties of the initial τ Yukawa coupling. In the second case, h→ π±π∓νν, there are not enough1542

reconstructible independent momenta to construct an observable sensitive to CP violation, requiring1543
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XXXXXXXXXXXAnalysis
Parameter

c̃Zγ c̃ZZ Case

HL-LHC (4`, incl.) [-0.20,0.20] [-0.19,0.19] 1P
HL-LHC (4`, incl.) [-0.26,0.26] [-0.26,0.26] 1Pmarg.
HL-LHC (4`, diff.) [-0.10,0.10] [-0.17,0.17] 1P
HL-LHC (4`, diff.) [-0.13,0.13] [-0.22,0.22] 1Pmarg.
HE-LHC (4`, incl.) [-0.17,0.17] [-0.14,0.14] 1P
HE-LHC (4`, incl.) [-0.22,0.22] [-0.20,0.20] 1Pmarg.
HE-LHC (4`, diff.) [-0.04,0.04] [-0.07,0.07] 1P
HE-LHC (4`, diff.) [-0.06,0.06] [-0.10,0.10] 1Pmarg.

Table 40: Summary of 1σ bounds on c̃Zγ and c̃ZZ from various analysis considered here. 1P refers to
the case where only one parameter is non-zero while 1Pmarg. refers to the case in which one of the two
parameters is marginalized. Preliminary

additional kinematic information such as the τ decay impact parameter.1544

In the kinematic limit when each outgoing neutrino is taken to be collinear with its corresponding1545

reconstructed ρ± meson, the acoplanarity angle, denoted Φ, between the two decay planes spanned by1546

the ρ± → π±π0 decay products is exactly analogous to the familiar acoplanarity angle from h→ 4` CP-1547

property studies. Hence, by measuring the τ decay products in the single-prong final state, suppressing1548

the irreudicible Z → τ+τ− and reducible QCD backgrounds, and reconstructing the acoplanarity angle1549

of ρ+ vs. ρ−, the differential distribution in Φ gives a sinusoidal shape whose maxima and minima1550

correspond to the CP-phase in the τ Yukawa coupling.1551

An optimal observable using the colinear approximation was derived in [190]. Assuming 70%1552

efficiency for tagging hadronic τ final states, and neglecting detector effects, the estimated sensitivity for1553

the CP-violating phase of the τ Yukawa coupling using 3 ab−1 at the HL-LHC is 8.0◦. A more sophisti-1554

cated analysis [191] found that detector resolution effects on the missing transverse energy distribution1555

degrade the expected sensitivity considerably, and as such, about 1 ab−1 is required to distinguish a pure1556

scalar coupling (CP phase is zero) from a pure pseudoscalar coupling (CP phase is π/2).1557

At the HE-LHC, the increased signal cross section for Higgs production is counterbalanced by1558

the increased background rates, and so the main expectation is that improvements in sensitivity will be1559

driven by the increased luminosity and more optimized experimental methodology. Rescaling with the1560

appropriate luminosity factors, the optimistic sensitivity to the τ Yukawa phase from acoplanarity studies1561

is 4-5◦, while the more conservative estimate is roughly an order of magnitude worse.1562

2.9.1.5 t t̄ h1563

CP violation in the top quark-Higgs coupling is strongly constrained by EDM measurements and Higgs1564

rate measurements [196]. However, these constraints assume that the light quark Yukawa couplings and1565

hWW couplings have their SM values. If this is not the case, the constraints the phase of the top Yukawa1566

coupling relax.1567

Assuming the EDM and Higgs rate constraints can be avoided, the CP structure of the top quark1568

Yukawa can be probed directly in pp → tt̄h. Many simple observables, such as mtt̄h and pT,h are1569

sensitive to the CP structure, but require reconstructing the top quarks and Higgs.1570

Some tt̄h observables have been proposed recently that access the CP structure without requir-1571

ing full event reconstruction. These in include the azimuthal angle between the two leptons in a fully1572

leptonic t/bart decay with the additional requirement that the pT,h > 200 GeV [197], and the angle1573

between the leptons (again in a fully leptonic t/t̄ system) projected onto the plane perpendicular to the1574

h momentum [198]. These observables only require that the Higgs is reconstructed and are inspired by1575
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the sensitivity of ∆φ
`
+
`
− to top/anti-top spin correlations in pp → tt̄ [199]. The sensitivity of both of1576

these observables improves at higher Higgs boost (and therefore higher energy), making them promising1577

targets for the HE-LHC, though no dedicated studies have been carried out to date.1578

2.9.2 Experimental constraints on anomalous HVV couplings1579

2.9.2.1 Experimental constraints from H → Z Z (∗) → 4` decays1580

K. Prokofiev1581

The projections for anomalous coupling measurements from H → ZZ(∗) → 4` decays at the
HL-LHC were studied within the context of the last ECFA HL-LHC Experiments Workshops in 2013
and 2014 [200]. The obtained limits are quantified in terms of the effective couplings gi introduced in
the invariant amplitude describing the interaction of a spin-0 particle and and two spin-one gauge bosons
introduced in Refs. [201] and [4]. The couplings g1, g2 and g3 correspond to the interaction with the CP-
even and g4 to the interaction with the CP-odd boson, respectively. The direct measurement of couplings
is free of assumptions on the size of the interference effects and its results can be expressed in terms of
the (fgi , φi) parametrisation:

fgi =
|gi|2σ2

i

|g1|2σ2
1 + |g2|2σ2

2 + |g4|2σ2
4

; φgi = arg

(
gi
g1

)
.

In this analysis g2 and g4 are measured separately, assuming the simultaneous presence of only g1 and of1582

the coupling under study, this corresponds to set g2 = 0 (g4 = 0) in the expression of fg4
(fg2

) above.1583

The analysis was performed by fitting the observables based on the analytical calculation of Lead-1584

ing Order Matrix Element describing H → ZZ(∗) → 4` decays in the presence of anomalous cou-1585

plings. The final fit is based on Monte Carlo modelling of the expected signal at each bin of the1586

(<(gi)/g1;=(gi)/g1) plane, where gi represents g2 or g4. The irreducible ZZ background was sup-1587

pressed by using a dedicated Boosted Decision Tree discriminant.1588

Following the event selection and applying the fit methodology described above, the expected ex-1589

clusion of the non-Standard Model contributions given the Standard Model data is evaluated for 300 and1590

3000 fb−1. Examples of the corresponding exclusion plots are given in Figure 32. With a conservative1591

analysis limits of fg4
< 0.037 at 95% CL and fg2

< 0.12 at 95% CL for 3000 fb−1 are obtained. This1592

allows a sensitive test of the tensor structure of the H → ZZ couplings at the HL-LHC.1593

2.9.2.2 Experimental constraints from production and decay in H → Z Z (∗) → 4` channel1594

U. Sarica1595

Anomalous contributions in the spin-0 tensor structure of HVV interactions can be characterized by1596

coefficients a2, a3, Λ1, and ΛQ defined in Refs. [202, 203]. The a2 and a3 coefficients have one-to-1597

one correspondence with the g2 and g4 coefficients mentioned in Section 2.9.2.1. The contribution to1598

the total cross section from these coefficients are parameterized in terms of their fractional contribution1599

to on-shell H → 2e2µ decays via the fractions fai and phases φai [202, 203]. Constraints on these1600

anomalous contributions can further be improved by including off-shell Higgs boson production. An1601

enhancement of signal events is expected in the presence of either anomalous HVV couplings or large1602

Higgs boson total width, ΓH [5, 203, 204].1603

In the study from Ref. [77], only the tensor structure proportional to a3 is considered using either1604

the combination of on-shell and off-shell events or with only on-shell events with 4` decay, following1605

the techniques described in Refs. [5, 202, 204]. Constraints are placed in terms of fai cos (φai) with the1606

assumptions φai = 0 or π, aZZ
i = aWW

i , and ΓH = ΓSM
H in the case of limits from the combined on-shell1607

and off-shell likelihood parameterization.1608
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Fig. 32: Results of the g4-sensitive fits projected onto the (|g4|/g1, φg4
) plane for 3000 fb−1. The shaded

area corresponds to the most restrictive exclusion of the three observables.

The projections are shown in Fig. 33 and summarized in Table 41. Systematic uncertainties are1609

found to have a negligible effect on the results for fa3 cos (φa3) using either on-shell and off-shell events1610

combined or only on-shell events, so only the case when systematic uncertainties are as in Run 2 [204],1611

is shown.1612

Table 41: Summary of the 95% C.L.intervals for fa3 cos (φa3), under the assumption ΓH=Γ
SM
H

for

projections at 3000 fb−1 [77]. The constraints are multiplied by 104, and the values are given only for
the case when systematic uncertainties are as in Run 2 [204].

Parameter Scenario Projected 95% CL interval

fa3 cos (φa3) Only on-shell [−1.8, 1.8]× 10−4

fa3 cos (φa3) On-shell and off-shell [−1.6, 1.6]× 10−4
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lines represent the effect of removing all systematic uncertainties. The dashed horizontal lines indicate
the 68% and 95% CLs, and the fa3 cos (φa3) scans assume ΓH = ΓSM

H .
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3 Di-Higgs production and Higgs self couplings1613

3.1 NLO cross sections1614

3.1.1 SM Calculation1615

3.1.1.1 HH production in subdominant channels1616

by Eleni Vryonidou1617

√
s (TeV) ZHH WHH VBF HH ttHH tjHH

14 0.359+1.9%
−1.3% ± 1.7% 0.573+2.0%

−1.4% ± 1.9% 1.95+1.1%
−1.5% ± 2.0% 0.948+3.9%

−13.5% ± 3.2% 0.0383+5.2%
−3.3% ± 4.7%

27 0.963+2.1%
−2.3% ± 1.5% 1.48+2.3%

−2.5% ± 1.7% 8.21+1.1%
−0.7% ± 1.8% 5.27+2.0%

−3.7% ± 2.5% 0.254+3.8%
−2.8% ± 3.6%

Table 42: Signal cross section (in fb) for HH production at NLO QCD.

Results have been obtained within the MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [97] framework, as in Ref.1618

[205]. The renormalisation and factorisation scale was set tomHH/2 and varied up and down by a factor1619

of two to obtain the scale uncertainties. The 5-flavour PDF4LHC NLO Monte Carlo PDF set was used to1620

obtain the results (LHAPDF: 90500). TheWHH results are the sum of theW+ andW− cross-sections.1621

Similarly tjHH involves both top and anti-top production.1622

3.1.1.2 Probing the Higgs boson self-coupling in di-Higgs production with full mt-dependence at NLO1623

QCD1624

by Gudrun Heinrich, Stephen Jones, Matthias Kerner, Gionata Luisoni, Ludovic Scyboz1625

While the couplings of the Higgs boson to vector bosons are very well measured meanwhile, and1626

the couplings to third generation fermions also start to be well constrained and seem to confirm the1627

Standard Model, the Higgs boson self-coupling could still reveal clear signs of New Physics. As it is not1628

too far-fetched to have BSM scenarios in mind where the trilinear Higgs boson coupling λ is different1629

from the SM value at the O(10%) level, while the deviations in other Higgs boson couplings are at the1630

percent level, we consider λ variations only in this section. In particular, we announce a version of the1631

ggHH code [26, 206, 207] implemented in the POWHEG-BOX-V2 [95] where variations of λ are accessible1632

to the user in a parton shower Monte Carlo program at full NLO.1633

3.1.1.3 Total cross sections at different values of the trilinear coupling1634

In Table 43 we list total cross sections at 14 TeV and 27 TeV for various values of the trilinear Higgs1635

coupling λ.1636

The results have been obtained using the parton distribution functions PDF4LHC15_nlo_100_pdfas [?,1637

52, 208, 209], along with the corresponding value for αs for both the NLO and the LO calculation. The1638

masses have been set to mh = 125 GeV, mt = 173 GeV, and the top quark width has been set to zero.1639

The scale uncertainties are the result of a 7-point scale variation around the central scale µ0 = mhh/2,1640

with µR,F = cR,F µ0, where cR, cF ∈ {2, 1, 0.5}, except that the extreme variations (cR, cF ) = (2, 0.5)1641

and (cR, cF ) = (0.5, 2) are omitted.1642

Table 43 also shows that the K-factors do vary substantially as functions of the trilinear coupling.1643

This fact is illustrated in Fig. 34, where it is demonstrated that the K-factor takes values between 1.571644

and 2.161645
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λBSM/λSM σNLO@14TeV [fb] σNLO@27TeV [fb] K-fac.@14TeV K-fac.@27TeV

1 32.88+13.5%
−12.5% 127.7+11.5%

−10.4% 1.66 1.62
2 14.91 59.10 1.58 1.52

2.4 13.81 53.67 1.65 1.60
3 19.82 69.84 1.97 1.89
5 98.42 330.61 2.21 2.18
0 73.84 275.29 1.79 1.78
-1 137.69 504.9 1.87 1.83

Table 43: Total cross sections for Higgs boson pair production at full NLO. The given uncertainties are
scale uncertainties.
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Fig. 34: Variation of the NLO K-factor with the trilinear coupling,
√
s = 14 TeV.

3.1.1.4 Differential cross sections at 14 TeV and 27 TeV1646

In Figs. 35 and 36 we show the mhh distribution for various values of chhh = λBSM/λSM. The ratio1647

plots show the differential K-factors.1648
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Fig. 35: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for various values of λ (relative to λSM) at 14 TeV.

. . . add 27TeV plots including ratio plots, to be completed1649

Fig. 37 shows the Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions at NLO as a function of chhh as1650

3-dimensional heat maps. The other couplings are fixed to their SM values.1651
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Fig. 36: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for λ/λSM = −1, 3, 5) at 14 TeV.

Fig. 37: 3-dimensional visualisation of the mhh distribution at 14 TeV, as a function chhh.

3.1.2 Di-Higgs production in the non-linear EFT with fullmt-dependence at NLO QCD1652

by Gerhard Buchalla, Alejandro Celis, Matteo Capozi, Gudrun Heinrich, Ludovic Scyboz1653

3.1.2.1 The Higgs sector in the non-linear EFT framework1654

Below we will describe the potential impact of physics beyond the Standard Model through a non-
linear Effective Field Theory (EFT), also called the electroweak chiral Lagrangian including a light
Higgs boson [146, 147, 149]. This framework provides us with a consistent EFT for New Physics in the
Higgs sector, where the Higgs field is an electroweak singlet h, independent of the Goldstone matrix
U = exp(2iϕaT a/v). The latter transforms as U → gLUg

†
Y under the SM gauge group. The symmetry

is non-linearly realised on the Goldstone fields ϕa, therefore the name non-linear EFT. More details
about this framework already have been given in Section ??. Therefore we restrict ourselves to stating
the part of the Lagrangian relevant for our study of anomalous Higgs couplings:

L ⊃ −mt

(
ct
h

v
+ ctt

h2

v2

)
t̄ t− chhh

m2
h

2v
h3 +

αs
8π

(
cggh

h

v
+ cgghh

h2

v2

)
GaµνG

a,µν . (30)

To lowest order in the SM ct = chhh = 1 and ctt = cggh = cgghh = 0. In general, all couplings1655

may have arbitrary values of O(1). Note that we have extracted a loop factor from the definition of the1656

Higgs-gluon couplings.1657

The leading-order diagrams are shown in Fig. 38.1658

Examples for virtual diagrams at NLO are shown in Fig. 39. For further details we refer to1659

Ref. [154].1660
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Fig. 38: Higgs-pair production in gluon fusion at leading order in the non-linear EFT Lagrangian.

Fig. 39: Examples of virtual diagrams contributing at NLO QCD.

3.1.2.2 Total cross sections for 14 and 27 TeV at some benchmark points1661

In the following we will show results for some benchmark points, specified in Table 44, some of them1662

having been first defined in Refs. [210]. The results at 14 TeV and 27 TeV are given in Table 45. Note that1663

our conventions for cggh and cgghh differ from the ones in Ref. [210, 211], the relations are cggh = 2
3cg1664

and cgghh = −1
3c2g, where cg, c2g are the couplings defined in Refs. [210,211]. We also take into account1665

recent constraints on cggh from Refs. [127, 212] and the limits on the Higgs boson pair production cross1666

section from Refs [213, 214]. This is why we do not show results for the original benchmark point 51667

anymore, as its value for cggh is outside the 2-sigma band of a combined fit of cggh, ct from single Higgs1668

production data [127, 212]. Benchmark point 6 is interesting because its value for chhh is near the point1669

where maximal destructive interference takes place between triangle-type and box-type contributions if1670

the other couplings are SM-like, leading to a total cross section which is below the SM value.1671

Benchmark chhh ct ctt cggh cgghh
5a 1 1 0 2/15 4/15

6 2.4 1 0 2/15 1/15

7 5 1 0 2/15 1/15

8a 1 1 1/2 4/15 0
SM 1 1 0 0 0

Table 44: Benchmark points used for the distributions shown below.

Table 45 shows that the total cross sections increase by a factor of 3.5-5 when increasing the1672

centre-of-mass energy from 14 TeV to 27 TeV. The increase for B5a is largest because of the large value1673

of cgghh, which yields a contribution growing linearly with energy.1674

3.1.2.3 HH invariant mass distributions at 14 and 27 TeV at some benchmark points1675

In Figs. 40 and 41 we show Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for the benchmark points 71676

and 8a. For both of them the shape of the distribution is very different from the SM one, and the K-1677
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Benchmark σNLO [fb] K-factor scale uncert. stat. uncert. σNLO
σNLO,SM

[%] [%]
B5a [14 TeV] +x, −y
B5a [27 TeV] +x, −y
B6 [14 TeV] 24.69 1.89 +2, −11 2.1 0.75
B6 [27 TeV] +x, −y
B7 [14 TeV] 169.41 2.07 +9, −12 2.2 5.14
B7 [27 TeV] 598.20 2.11 +8, −10 2.0 4.68
B8a [14 TeV] 41.70 2.34 +6, −9 0.63 1.27
B8a [27 TeV] 179.52 2.33 +4, −7 0.49 1.40
SM [14 TeV] 32.95 1.66 +14, −13 0.1 1
SM [27 TeV] 127.7 1.62 +12, −10 0.1 1

Table 45: Total cross sections at 14 and 27 TeV at NLO (2nd column), K-factor σNLO/σLO (3rd column),
scale uncertainty (4th column), statistical uncertainty (5th column) and the ratio to the SM total cross
section at NLO (6th column).

factor is non-homogeneous over the whole mhh-range. Benchmark point 7 is characterised by a large1678

enhancement of the low mhh region, induced by the large value of chhh. The lower ratio plot shows1679

the ratio of the two approximations “Born-improved HEFT" and “FTapprox" to the full NLO, where the1680

former denotes the mt →∞ limit rescaled by the mt-dependent LO, while FTapprox includes the Born-1681

improved mt → ∞ limit for the virtual part and the full mt-dependence for the real radiation part. One1682

can see from Fig. ?? that these approximations are off by about 20% even below the 2mt threshold.1683

Therefore one cannot claim that the mt → ∞ limit works well in the region below ∼ 400 GeV. As the1684

triangle-type contributions are dominating for chhh = 5, their full mt-dependence plays a significant1685

role.1686

Benchmark point 8a shows a characteristic dip near mhh = 2mt and an enhancement in the tail1687

compared to the SM. As the total cross section for B8a is very similar to the SM one, both at 14 TeV1688

and at 27 TeV, this is an example where the discriminating power of differential information is very1689

important.1690
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Fig. 40: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for benchmark point 7, chhh = 5, ct = 1, ctt =
0, cggh = 2/15, cgghh = 1/15, at 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right).
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Fig. 41: Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions for benchmark point 8a, chhh = 1, ct = 1, ctt =
0.5, cggh = 4/15, cgghh = 0, at 14 TeV (left) and 27 TeV (right).

3.1.2.4 Characterising the BSM parameter space1691

The total cross section can be written in terms of the 15 coefficients A1, . . . , A15, at LO [210, 215] and
in terms of 23 coefficients at NLO [154].

σNLO/σNLO
SM =

A1 c
4
t +A2 c

2
tt +A3 c

2
t c

2
hhh +A4 c

2
gghc

2
hhh +A5 c

2
gghh +A6 cttc

2
t +A7 c

3
t chhh
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2
gghcgghh . (31)

Based on our results forA1, . . . , A23, we produce heat maps for the ratio σ/σSM , varying two of the five1692

parameters, while for the fixed parameters the SM values are used, along with σLO
SM [14 TeV] = 19.85 fb,1693

σNLO
SM [14 TeV] = 32.95 fb. The couplings are varied in a range which seems reasonable when taking1694

into account the current constraints on the Higgs coupling measurements as well as recent limits on the1695

di-Higgs production cross section [213, 214].1696
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Fig. 42: Iso-contours of σ/σSM : (a) chhh versus ctt and (b) chhh versus cgghh at
√
s = 14 TeV.

Fig. 42 shows variations of the triple Higgs coupling chhh in combination with ctt and cgghh at1697
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√
s = 14 TeV. We observe that the deviations from the SM cross section can be substantial. In Fig. 43
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Fig. 43: K-factors for the total cross section at
√
s = 14 TeV as a function of the different couplings.

1698

we show the K-factors as a function of the coupling parameters, with the others fixed to their SM values.1699

It shows that the K-factors exhibit a much stronger dependence on the coupling parameters once the1700

full top quark mass dependence is taken into account when compared to the results in the mt → ∞1701

limit [152, 216].1702

Fig. 44 shows the Higgs boson pair invariant mass distributions as a function of (a) ctt and (b)1703

cgghh as 3-dimensional heat maps. In case (a) the other couplings are fixed to their SM values. We can1704

see that large values of |ctt| lead to a substantial increase of the cross section, in particular at low mhh1705

values. In case (b) the other couplings are fixed to their SM values except for chhh, which is fixed to

0
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Fig. 44: 3-dimensional visualisation of the mhh distribution (in units of fb/GeV) at 14 TeV as a function
of (a) ctt and (b) cgghh. In case (a) all other couplings are fixed to their SM values, in case (b) chhh = 2.4.

1706

chhh = 2.4 in order to demonstrate the following point: varying only chhh, the mhh distribution shows1707

a dip in the differential cross section just below mhh ∼ 2mt for chhh ∼ 2.4, while the low mhh region1708

gets enhanced for larger values of chhh, see Section 3.1.1.2. However, this pattern can get destroyed1709

by non-zero Higgs-gluon contact interactions. While cggh is increasingly well constrained meanwhile,1710

cgghh still could be relatively large. We can see from Fig. 44(b) that the dip is not present for very low1711

(negative) cgghh values and also gets very shallow for values of cgghh ∼ 0.4. Therefore it would be1712

premature to conclude that a dip in the mhh distribution points to a value of chhh close to 2.4.1713
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We also point out that the LO and NLO Ai coefficients for both the total cross section and the1714

mhh distributions at both 14 TeV and 27 TeV are available as ancillary files, coming with the arXiv1715

submission. These data files allow to reconstruct the full NLO result for any point in the 5-dimensional1716

parameter space.1717

3.2 Double Higgs measurements and trilinear coupling: experimental prospects1718

TO DO: Complete the introduction.1719

The production of HH pairs through gluon-gluon fusion is considered, with an expected cross-1720

section of 36.69+2.1%
−4.9% fb at 14 TeV [217]. The NNLOFTapprox is used, for a Higgs boson mass of 1251721

GeV. Scale uncertainties are reported as superscript/subscript. The estimated top quark mass uncertainty1722

of the NNLOFTapprox predictions is also presented, together with PDF and αS uncertainties. PDF1723

uncertainties are estimated within the Born-improved approximation. The calculation is performed in1724

the on-shell top quark mass scheme, and studies of the uncertainty related to the scheme choice are in1725

progress.1726

3.2.1 Measurements with the ATLAS experiment1727

Editor: E. Petit, ATLAS authorlist in preparation.1728

A direct measurement of the Higgs boson trilinear self-coupling λHHHcan be made via the study1729

of Higgs boson pair production. Only the dominant production mechanism at hadron colliders, gluon1730

fusion, is considered, with the other production mechanisms being more than an order magnitude smaller.1731

The Feyman diagram which exhibits a λHHHdependence interferes destructively with the box diagram1732

that is independent of λHHH , thus a small increase in the value of λHHHdecreases the expected HH1733

production cross section, and modifies the distributions of event kinematics.1734

The small SM non-resonant HH production cross section means that it is necessary to consider1735

final states where at least one of the two Higgs bosons decays into a final state with a large branching1736

ratio, ieH → bb̄. The most promising decays channels areHH → bb̄bb̄,HH → bb̄ττ andHH → bb̄γγ1737

with branching ratios of 33.9, 7.3 and 0.26% respectively.1738

The expected performance for the bb̄bb̄ and bb̄ττ channels is assessed through extrapolation of1739

measurements performed by the ATLAS detector using 24.3 fb−1 and 36.1fb−1 of data, respectively,1740

obtained at
√
s = 13 TeV during Run 2. The expected performance for the bb̄γγ channel is assessed1741

through the use of truth-level Monte Carlo (MC) samples. These MC samples have been adjusted with1742

parameterised functions to estimate the response of the upgraded ATLAS detector at the HL-LHC, as-1743

suming a mean pile-up rate <µ> = 200. An 8% improvement in b-tagging efficiency is expected for all1744

channels as a result of improvements to the inner tracker [218]. This improvement is factored into the1745

bb̄bb̄ and bb̄ττ extrapolations, and it is included in the smearing functions used in the bb̄γγ analysis.1746

The systematic uncertainties follow the common recommendations for HL-LHC studies [219].1747

3.2.1.1 The HH → bb̄bb̄ channel1748

Projections for this channel were made by extrapolating from the ATLAS Run 2 analysis of 24.3 fb−1
1749

of 13 TeV data, described in Ref. [218]. This extrapolation assumes similar detector performance to1750

Run 2. Four central jets with transverse momentum higher than 40 GeVare paired to construct the Higgs1751

boson candidates. Additional requirements are made on Higgs boson mass and transverse momentum,1752

and the pseudorapidity between the two Higgs boson candidates. The acceptance times efficiency of the1753

full event selection for the SM signal is of 1.6%, and around 95% of the background consists of multijet1754

events. This dominant background is assessed using data-driven techniques.1755

The largest source of systematic uncertainty comes from the ability to model the QCD multi-jet1756

background using control regions in data. A conservative assumption in the extrapolation is made that1757
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the systematic uncertainties related to this background are left unchanged. Figure 45a shows the impact1758

of this uncertainty on the results.1759
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Fig. 45: (a) Expected 95% CL upper limit on σHH × BR(HH → bb̄bb̄)/σSMHH , as a function of the
background modelling uncertainties, which are each scaled by a common, constant factor relative to the
corresponding uncertainty in the Run 2 analysis (i.e. the current uncertainties correspond to 1 here). The
limit achievable assuming the overall uncertainty to scale with luminosity as 1/

√
(L) is shown by the

star point. The limit obtained when considering only statistical uncertainties is shown as the dashed line.
The extrapolated sensitivities has been calculated assuming a jet pT threshold of 40 GeV. (b) Stacked
mHH histograms of the tt and multijet backgrounds extrapolated from 24.3 to 3000 fb−1. The predicted
SM non-resonant Higgs boson pair production signal is shown as the line..

The final analysis discriminant, mhh, showed in Figure 45b is the invariant mass of the selected1760

four-jet system, after a correction based on the known Higgs boson mass. The significance neglecting the1761

systematic uncertainties is 1.39 standard deviation, while it is 0.61 standard deviation when the current1762

systematic uncertainties are included. If the systematic uncertainty on the multijet background were1763

scaled by the luminosity the significance would be XX standard deviations. The high number of pile-1764

up events at the HL-LHC cause difficulties in maintaining high acceptance when triggering on multijet1765

final states. Ref. [220] proposes a trigger menu which thresholds corresponding to asking for jets with1766

a transverse energy higher than 75 GeV. In the scenario without systematic uncertainties this would1767

degrades the sensitivity by 50% relative to the threshold used by default in this extrapolation.1768

3.2.1.2 The HH → bb̄ττ channel1769

Results [221] for this channel are computed by extrapolating from the Run 2 analysis of 36.1 fb−1 of1770

13 TeV data [222], which currently sets the world’s strongest limit by a single channel on the di-Higgs1771

production. The leptonic/hadronic and hadronic/hadronic decay modes of the τ -lepton are considered,1772

the first one being separated in two categories, depending on the trigger used. A multivariate analysis1773

with a boosted decision tree (BDT) is performed to separate the signal from the background processes.1774

The Run 2 BDT distributions are scaled to the integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1, taking into account1775

the change of cross-section with the increased centre-of-mass energy. The binning of those BDT dis-1776

tributions also redefined to take into account the increased number of events. A profile-likelihood fit is1777

applied to the BDT score distributions shown in Figures 46a to 46c.1778

In the Run 2 analysis one of the dominant systematic uncertainty is the one coming from the1779

limited statistics of the MC samples used to estimate the background. In the baseline scenario, following1780

the prescriptions of Ref. [?], this uncertainty is neglected. Different scenarios are considered: the one1781
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Fig. 46: (a), (b), (c) PLACEHOLDER Distributions of the BDT score for the three categories, extrapo-
lated to 3000 fb−1 of data:. The distributions are shown after the fit to the background-only hypoth-
esis and the signal is scaled to the expected limit. (plot from [222], to be replaced). (d) PLACE-
HOLDER Minimum negative-log-likelihood as a function of κλ, calculated by performing a conditional
signal+backgrond fit to the background and SM signal, with different hypotheses of systematic uncer-
tainties considered.

in which the systematic uncertainties remain the same as for the Run 2 analysis; the scenario with the1782

current systematic uncertainties but neglected MC statistical uncertainties and the baeline scenario for1783

systematic uncertainties. The effect on those various scenarios is shown in Figure 46d.1784

The expected significance without systematic uncertainties is of 2.46 standard deviations, while it1785

is 2.13 standard deviations when the baseline scenario for the systematic uncertainties is considered.1786
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For the measurement of κλ the output score of a BDT trained on the κλ = 20 signal is used as the1787

final discriminant. This was shown to provide similar performance with BDTs trained specifically for1788

every κλ value, as κλ = 20 corresponds to a softer mhh spectrum, which is where the nominal BDT is1789

less sensitive. The minimum negative-log-likelihood for a SM signal hypothesis is shown in Figure 46d.1790

3.2.1.3 The HH → bb̄γγ channel1791

The analysis [221] is based on truth level particles convoluted with the detector resolution, efficiencies1792

and fake rates computed for µ = 200 which were extracted from fully simulated samples using the detec-1793

tor layout described in Ref. [218]. The selection is made using a multivariate analysis with a BDT using1794

the full kinematic information of the event, in particular to reject the continuum and ttH backgrounds.1795

The diphoton invariant mass distribution, mγγ , is shown in Figure 47a. The number of signal, single1796

Higgs and continuum background in a 123-127 GeV window is 6.5, 3.2 and 3.7 respectively.1797

The systematic uncertainties follow the prescriptions of Ref. [?]. Their effect is very small since1798

this channel will still be dominated by statistical uncertainties at the end of the HL-LHC programm. The1799

expected significance was evaluated to be 2.10 and 2.03 standard deviations with and without systematic1800

uncertainties.1801

The sensitivity of the analysis to κλ is assessed by using the mhh distribution for events in a 1231802

< mγγ< 127 GeV. This distribution is shown in Figure 47b for different values of κλ and split into eight1803

categories. It should be noted that the BDt was trained on the SM signal only, so the constraints on κλ1804

are slighlty pessimistic. Using separate BDT’s trained on specific values of κλ would bring negligible1805

improvements at negative values of κλ, but up to 1σ reduction in the expected limit at high positive1806

values of κλ.1807
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Fig. 47: (a) Distribution of mγγ following the BDT response cut. (plot from [218], to be replaced). (b)
Distributions of mbb̄γγ for combined signal and background events passing the BDT selection and the
requirement 123 GeV< mγγ< 127 GeV, for various values of κλ.

3.2.1.4 Combined results1808

The combination of various channels is realised by constructing a combined likelihood function that1809

takes into account data, models and correlated systematic uncertainties from all channels.1810

Setting appropriate nuisance parameters (NP) to be correlated with one another induced a negli-1811

gible change in the combination results compared to assuming all nuisance parameters are uncorrelated.1812

No strong correlation between any of the NP are found by the fits, with the exception of some corre-1813

lation between the background models of the bb̄bb̄ and bb̄ττ channels. Theoretical uncertainties on the1814
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cross-sections have negligible impact on the combined results.1815

The combined significance is 3.54 and 3.02 standard deviations with and without systematic un-1816

certainties included.1817

The combined sensitivity of the three channels to κλ is assessed by generating an Asimov dataset1818

containing the background plus SM signal. The ratio of the negative-log-likelihood of the maximum1819

likelihood fit for κλ was calculated and shown in Figure 48. A morphing technique [223] is used to1820

generate signal distributions of mhh for any arbitrary value of κλ.1821
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Fig. 48: Maximum likelihood for κλ divided by the maximum likehood for κλ = 1 for (a) the fits with
only statistical uncertainties and (b) the fits with all systematic uncertainties as nuisance parameters. The
black circles show the results for the combination, while the coloured markers show the values coming
from the individual channels. The dashed lines at − ln

(
Lκλ/Lκλ=1

)
= 0.5 and 2.0 indicate the values

corresponding to the 1σ and 2σ confidence interval, respectively (assuming an asymptotic χ2 distribution
of the test statistic).

The 68% Confidence Intervals for κλ, from the likelihood ratio test performed on the Asimov1822

dataset created from the backgrounds and the SM HH signal are 0.4 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.7 and 0.25 ≤ κλ ≤1823

1.9 with and without systematic uncertainties respectively. The Confidence Intervals per channel are1824

summarised in Table 46.1825

Statistical-only Statistical + Systematic
HH → bb̄bb̄ −0.4 ≤ κλ ≤ 4.3 −2.3 ≤ κλ ≤ 6.4
HH → bb̄ττ 0.2 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.0 ∪ 5.9 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.2 0.0 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.3 ∪ 5.7 ≤ κλ ≤ 7.8
HH → bb̄γγ 0.0 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.1 0.0 ≤ κλ ≤ 2.1
combined 0.4 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.7 0.25 ≤ κλ ≤ 1.9

Table 46: 68% Confidence Intervals for κλ, estimated for an Asimov dataset containing the backgrounds
plus SM signal.

Assuming the SM HH signal the expected exclusion significance for the κλ = 0 hypothesis, i.e.1826

no Higgs self-coupling, is 1.4 and 1.8 standard deviations with and without systematic uncertainties1827

respectively.1828
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3.2.2 Measurements with the CMS experiment1829

by A. Benaglia, M. Bengala, O. Bondu, L. Borgonovi, S. Braibant, L. Cadamuro, A. Carvalho, C.1830

Delaere, M. Delcourt, N. de Filippis, E. Fontanesi, M. Gallinaro, M. Gouzevitch, J. R. Komaragiri, D.1831

Majumder, K. Mazumdar, F. Monti, G. Ortona, L. Panwar, N. Sahoo, R. Santo, G. Strong, M. Vidal, S.1832

Wertz1833

The work described in this section studies the prospects for HH production at the HL-LHC ex-1834

ploring five decay channels bbbb, bbτ τ , bbWW (WW → `ν`′ν ′ with `, `′ = e, µ), bbγγ , and bbZZ1835

(ZZ → ```′`′ with `, `′ = e, µ). The corresponding branching fractions and the total number of HH1836

events expected to be produced at the HL-LHC assuming
√
s = 14 TeV and an integrated luminosity of1837

3000 fb−1 are reported in Table 47.1838

Table 47: Branching fraction of the five decay channels considered in the CMS HH prospects, and
corresponding number of events produced at the end of HL-LHC operations assuming

√
s = 14 TeV

and an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The symbol ` denotes either a muon or an electron. In
the bbWW decay channel, ` from the intermediate production of a τ lepton are also considered in the
branching fraction.

Channel bbbb bbτ τ bbWW(`ν`ν) bbγγ bbZZ(````)
B [%] 33.6 7.3 1.7 0.26 0.015
Number of events 37000 8000 1830 290 17

A parametric simulation based on the DELPHES [?] software is used to model the CMS detector1839

response in the HL-LHC conditions. The DELPHES simulation accounts for the effects of multiple over-1840

lapping hadron interactions (“pileup”) by overlapping simulated minimum-bias events with on average1841

200 interactions per bunch crossing. The performance of reconstruction and identification algorithms1842

for electrons, muons, tau decays to hadrons (τ h) and a neutrino, photons, jets (including the identifi-1843

cation of those containing heavy flavour particles), and the missing transverse momentum vector ~pmiss
T1844

is parametrised based on the results obtained with a full simulation of the CMS detector and dedicated1845

reconstruction algorithms.1846

3.2.2.1 The HH → bbbb channel1847

While characterised by the largest branching fraction among the HH final states, the bbbb decay channel1848

suffers from a large contamination from the multijet background that makes it experimentally challeng-1849

ing. Two complementary strategies are explored here to identify the signal contribution. For those events1850

where the four jets from the HH → bbbb decay can all be reconstructed separately, also referred to as1851

the “resolved” topology, the usage of multivariate methods is explored to efficiently identify the signal1852

contribution in the overwhelming background. In cases where the invariant mass of the HH system,1853

mHH , is large, the high Lorentz boost of both Higgs bosons may results in a so-called “boosted” event1854

topology where the two jets from a H → bb decay overlap and are reconstructed as a single, large-area1855

jet. Resolved topologies correspond to the large majority of SM HH events, giving the largest sensitiv-1856

ity on this signal. Boosted topologies help to suppress the multijet background and provide sensitivity1857

to BSM scenarios where the differential HH production cross section is enhanced at high mHH by the1858

presence of ggHH and ttHH effective contact interactions.1859

In the resolved topology, events are pre-selected by requiring four jets with pT > 45 GeV and1860

|η| < 3.5 that satisfy the medium b-tagging working point, corresponding to a b jet identification effi-1861

ciency of approximately 70% for a light flavour and gluon jet misidentification rate of 1%. Triggers are1862

assumed to be fully efficient in the phase space defined by these selection. While this appears to be com-1863

patible with current upgrade studies of the CMS trigger system, scenarios where the minimal jet trigger1864
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pT threshold is increased have been studied, and the loss in sensitivity corresponds to approximately 10%1865

and 25% for a 10 and 30 GeV increase, respectively.1866

The four selected b tagged jets are combined into the two Higgs boson candidates H1 and H2,1867

choosing the pairs of jets with the minimal invariant mass difference. The invariant mass of the two1868

Higgs candidates is required to satisfy the relation:1869 √(
mH1
− 120 GeV

)2
+
(

mH2
− 120 GeV

)2
< 40 GeV (32)

i.e. a circular selection where the center and radius are chosen based on the expected response and1870

resolution of the CMS detector. The center in both cases is below the Higgs boson mass because of the1871

energy lost in B hadron decays involving neutrinos that escape detection.1872

Because of the very large QCD multijet background, a multivariate discriminant, in the form1873

of a boosted decision tree (BDT), is trained to identify the HH signal contribution and used as the1874

discriminant variable. Other background processes considered are tt and single Higgs boson production.1875

The output of the BDT discriminant is shown in Fig. 49.1876
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Fig. 49: BDT output distribution for the signal and background processes considered in the bbbb re-
solved search.

The boosted topology offers a good handle to investigate effective Higgs boson contact interactions1877

predicted in BSM scenarios that enhance the HH production cross section at high mHH values. For1878

that reason, the prospects in this channels focus on anomalous couplings and make use of the shape1879

benchmarks signals already described on section FIXME: section ref . Large radius jets, clustered1880

with the anti-kT algorithm with a cone radius of 0.8 (AK8 jets), are used to identify the overlapping b1881

jets. The event is required to contain at least two AK8 jets with pT > 300 GeV and |η| < 3. The two1882

highest pT jets are chosen in case multiple candidates satisfy such requirements. The soft drop [224,225]1883

jet grooming algorithm is used to remove soft and collinear components of the jet and retain the two1884

subjets associated with the showering and hadronization of the two b quarks from the H → bb decay.1885

A selection is applied on the N-subjetiness variable [?] to reduce the background contamination, mostly1886

represented by dijet production from QCD interactions. Algorithms for the b jet identification are applied1887

on the subjets with a working point corresponding to an efficiency of about 49% for genuine b jets for a1888

misidentification rate of light flavour and gluon jets of about 1%. Events are divided in two categories if1889

they contain exactly three (3b category) or exactly four (4b category) b-tagged subjets.1890
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The invariant mass of the two selected AK8 , MJJ , is used to look for the presence of a signal. Its1891

distribution is shown in Fig. 50 for the two event categories.1892

./section3/plots/CMS/TODO.pdf

Fig. 50: Invariant mass of the two selected AK8 jets in the boosted bbbb HH serach. FIXME: place-
holder

3.2.2.2 The HH → bb̄ττ channel1893

The bb̄ττ final state is experimentally favourable thanks to its sizable branching fraction of 7.3% and the1894

moderate background contamination. Out of the six possible decay channels of the ττ system, the µτ h,1895

eτ h, and τ hτ h final states are considered here, corresponding together to about 88% of the total. Events1896

in three channels are selected requiring the presence of a τ hcandidate in association to an isolated muon,1897

electron, or another τ hdepending on the final state considered. Events in all the three categories above1898

are then required to contain at least two b-tagged jets with pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 2.4.1899

The main backgrounds are tt and Drell-Yan production of τ pairs. The separation is experimentally1900

challenging because of the incomplete reconstruction of the event due to the presence of neutrinos from1901

τ decays that escape detection.1902

To improve the separation of the signal from the background, state-of-the-art machine learning1903

techniques are studied in this projection. The discriminant consists of a fully connected deep neural net-1904

work (DNN), consisting of three hidden layers of 100 neurons, trained to separate the HH signal from the1905

backgroun processes using a wide set of kinematic variables. Three discriminants are separately trained1906

for the three ττ decay channels, where advanced optimisation techniques are explored and applied to1907

maximise the expected sensitivity. The resulting output of the DNN discriminant in the three channels is1908

shown in Fig. ??. FIXME: placeholder1909

3.2.2.3 The HH → bb̄γγ channel1910

The bb̄γγ channel was the most sensitive to a SM-like signal at CMS with data [?] and remains the most1911

sensitive for the projections. The excellent resolution of the di-photon mass, clean trigger signature with1912

2 high pT isolated photons, over-constrained and fully reconstructed final state is a strong asset to reduce1913

the background contamination. The branching fraction is low compared to other channels, but still high1914

enough to observe few 100-th of events after 3 ab−1.1915

The two leading photons satisfying the loose working point pT,1 > mγγ/3 GeV and pT,2 >1916
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mγγ/4 GeV and |η| < 2.5 are selected and we constraint 100 < mγγ < 150 GeV. Fiducial region1917

between the barrel and endcap calorimeters is rejected. For this selection defined as is Run II [?] the1918

trigger is expected to be fully efficient. The working point chosen for photon identification and isolation1919

selects about 90% of photons within the required kinematic region.1920

The H → bb candidate is built from the two leading jets that satisfy pT > 25 GeV and |η| < 2.5.1921

The fiducial acceptance if this defined by Run II analysis. The Phase II tracker allows to extend the b-1922

tagging region up to |η| = 4, but the impact on this analysis is very limited. The background from light1923

flavour jets is suppressed by requiring both jets to satisfy a loose working point of the b tagging algorithm,1924

corresponding to a 90% efficiency for a genuine b-jet (and 10% misidentification efficiency). The dijet1925

invariant mass is required to be between 80 and 190 GeV. The main background to this analysis is coming1926

from nonresonant production of γγ + 2 jets. A contribution of ≈ 10% of the events is expected, for the1927

photon identification working point chosen in this analysis, from γ jet +2 jets where a jet is identified as1928

photon1929

A multivariate variable (BDT) is constructed to separate theHH signal from ttH → γγ. This lat-1930

ter contribution is the dominant source of single H → γγ background that have the same properties than1931

HH production for the main discriminating variable mγγ . The BDT is trained to identify the presence1932

of decay products from W bosons originating from top quark decays. The working point used allows to1933

reject 75% of ttH → γγ events, while preserving 95% of the signal.1934

The signal extraction procedure is performed in purity categories obtained by training a classifica-1935

tion BDT. This latter try to separate γγ + 2 jets from the signal using kinematic (helicity angles, pT and1936

directions of the γs and jets) and b-tagging varibles. We define 2 categories, the high purity with the best1937

ration signal over background and the medium purity one. The lowest purity events similar to γγ+2 jets1938

are rejected.1939

We also define 3 categories in mHH variable that is well approximated by MX = Mγγbb−Mγγ −1940

Mbb + 250 GeV: 250 < MX < 350 GeV , 350 < MX < 480 GeV and 480 < MX GeV. The first one1941

have no impact on SM-like HH analysis but helps to constrain the Higgs self-coupling.1942

In each of the 3 × 2 categories the signal is extracted by a parametric maximum likelihood fit of1943

the signal and background in 2 dimensions: mγγ ×mjetjet.1944

3.2.2.4 The HH → bb̄`ν`ν channel1945

We consider here HH final states containing two b jets and two neutrinos and two leptons, either electrons1946

or muons. The decay channels involved are thus H → bb in association with either a H → Z(``)Z(νν)1947

or a H → W(`ν)W(`ν) decay. While the analysis described in the following is optimised for HH →1948

bbWW decays, that provide the largest branching fraction, the contribution of Higgs boson decays to1949

both WW and ZZ, globally denoted as VV, is considered. Decays of the VV system to tau leptons1950

subsequently decaying to electrons or muons with the associated neutrinos are also considered in the1951

simulated signal samples. The corresponding branching fraction for the VV→ `ν``ν` decay is 1.73 %.1952

The dominant and subdominant background processes are the tt production in its fully leptonic1953

decay mode, and Drell-Yan production of lepton pairs in association with jets. As both are irreducible1954

background processes, i.e., they result in the same final state as the signal, the kinematic properties of the1955

signal and background events are used and combined in an artificial Neural Network (NN) discriminant1956

to enhance the sensitivity.1957

Events are required to contain two leptons of opposite electric charge (e+e−, µ+µ−, e±µ∓), and1958

with pT greater than 25 GeV and 15 GeV for ee events, 20 GeV and 10 GeV for µµ events, 25 GeV1959

and 15 GeV for µe events, 25 GeV and 10 GeV for eµ events, for the higher and lower pT lepton,1960

respectively. Electrons and muons in the pseudo-rapidity range |η| < 2.8 are considered, except the1961

1.444 < |η| < 1.5666 being rejected for electrons. A dilepton mass requirement of m`` > 12 GeV is1962

applied to all flavour combinations in order to suppress lepton onia resonances.1963
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Jets are required to have pT > 20 GeV, |η| < 2.8, and be separated from identified leptons1964

by a distance of ∆R =

√
∆φ2 + ∆η2 > 0.3. The magnitude of the negative vector sum of all PF1965

candidates is referred to as pmiss
T . Selected jets must also satisfy the medium working point of the b1966

tagging algorithm.1967

A neural network (NN) discriminant is used to improve the signal-to-background separation. In a1968

phase space dominated by tt production, the NN utilizes information related to object kinematics. The1969

variables provided as input to the NN exploit the presence of two Higgs bosons decaying into two b-1970

jets on the one hand, and two leptons and two neutrinos on the other hand, which results in different1971

kinematics for the di-lepton and di-jet systems between signal and background processes. The set of1972

variables used as input is:m``, mjj, ∆R``, ∆Rjj, ∆φ``,jj, defined as the ∆φ between the di-jet and the di-1973

lepton systems, p``T , p
jj
T , min

(
∆Rj,`

)
, and MT, defined as MT =

√
2p``T pmiss

T (1− cos(∆φ(``,pmiss
T ))).1974

The output of the nN discriminant is shown in Fig. ?? FIXME: PLaCEHOLDER1975

3.2.2.5 The HH → bb̄ZZ(4l) channel1976

Up to now, the low signal rate leads to consider mostly final states with a sizable branching ratio. In view1977

of HL-LHC, some rare but clean processes have been re-considered because of the increasing available1978

statistics and the challenging conditions due to the enormous number of pile-up events.1979

Events are required to have at least four identified and isolated (isolation < 0.7) muons (electrons)1980

with pT > > 5(7) GeV and |η| > 2.8, where muons (electrons) are selected if passing the Loose (Medium)1981

Working Point identification. Z boson candidates are formed from pairs of opposite-charge leptons (...)1982

requiring a minimum angular separation between two leptons of 0.02. At least two di-lepton pairs are1983

required. The Z candidate with the invariant mass closest to the nominal Z mass is denoted as Z1; then,1984

among the other opposite-sign lepton pairs, the one with the highest pT > is labelled as Z2. In order1985

to improve the sensitivity to the Higgs boson decay, Z candidates are required to have an invariant mass1986

in the range [40, 120] GeV (Z1) and [12, 120] GeV (Z2), respectively. At least one lepton is required1987

to have pT > > 20 GeV and a second is required to have pT > > 10 GeV. On figure 51 we show the1988

resolution of the reconstructed H → ZZ → 4l after baseline selections. The four leptons invariant mass1989

is requested to be in the range [120,130] GeV. At least two (but not more than three) identified b-jets,1990

reconstructed with the anti-kT algorithm inside a cone of radius R = 0.4, are required; a B-Tag Medium1991

working point, exploiting the presence of the MIP Timing Detector (MTD) [], is assumed. The di-jet1992

mass is required to be in the range [80, 160] GeV and the angular distance between the 2 b-jets has to be1993

between 0.5 and 2.3. The signal is them extracted with a cut-and-count analysis.1994

Fig. 51: PLACEHOLDER Invariant mass distribution of the four leptons selected at the end of the CMS
analysis for the bb4l final state.

3.2.2.6 Combined results1995

The five decay channels are combined statistically. Assuming the presence of the SM HH signal, the1996

total significance is of FIXME: xxx σ, while the upper limit on the SM HH cross section assuming the1997

background only hypothesis corresponds to FIXME: xxx×σHH . The contributions from the five decay1998

channels and the combined expected sensitivities are reported in Tab. ??.1999

In case a HH signal is found at the HL-LHC with a signifance compatible with the one detailed2000

above, the observation can be used to constrain the trilinear Higgs boson self-coupling λHHH . Under2001

the assumption that all the other Higgs boson couplings correspond to the SM value, the expected de-2002

pendence of the likelihood function on kλ = λHHH/λ
SM
HHH is shown in Fig. ?? FIXME: placeholder2003

. The reader can observe the presence of two minims, one corresponding to kλ = 1 and the second at2004
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Table 48: Upper limit at the 95% confidence level, significance, projected measurement at 68% confi-
dence level of the Higgs boson self coupling λHHH for the five channels studied and their combination.

Channel Significance [σ] 95% CL limit on µ = σHH/σ
SM
HH λHHH at 68% CL

bbbb xxx xxx
bbτ τ xxx xxx
bbWW(`ν`ν) xxx xxx
bbγγ xxx xxx
bbZZ(````) xxx xxx
Combined xxx xxx

larger kλ values. The latter is a consequence of the dependence of the total HH production cross section2005

as a function of kλ, that is symmetric around kλ ≈ 2.5. The degeneracy is reduced once differential2006

information on the mHH distribution are used, as done with the mass categorisation used in the bbγγ2007

search. The projected measurement of the Higgs boson self-coupling corresponds to [xxx, yyy] at 68%2008

CL and to [xxx, yyy] at 95% CL.2009

Similarly, assuming the absence of any HH signal, it is possible to exclude at the 95% CL values2010

of kλ below xxx or above yyy, as shown in Fig. ?? FIXME: placeholder . In particular, the enhanced2011

HH cross section for kλ = 0 will allow to establish the existence of a Higgs boson self coupling at the2012

HL-LHC, as this hypothesis will be excluded at the 95% CL.2013

3.2.3 Combination of measurements2014

A simple combination is performed of the measurements from the ATLAS and CMS collaborations de-2015

scribed in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. The channels are treated as uncorrelated, in particular because the2016

systematic uncertainties that we could expect to be correlated between the experiments, suche as the2017

theory uncertainties and the luminosity uncertainty have little impact on the individual results. The sig-2018

nificance are added in quadrature and the negative-log-likelihood are simply added together. A summary2019

of the different expected significances, as well as the combination, are shown in Table 49. The minimum2020

negative-log-likelihoods are shown in Figure 52.2021

Statistical-only Statistical + Systematic
ATLAS CMS ATLAS CMS

HH → bb̄bb̄ 1.39 XX 0.61 XX
HH → bb̄ττ 2.46 XX 2.13 XX
HH → bb̄γγ 2.10 XX 2.03 XX
HH → bb̄llνν - XX - XX
HH → bb̄ZZ(4l) - XX - XX
combined 3.54 XX 3.02 XX

Combined Combined
XX XX

Table 49: Significance in standard deviations of the individual channels as well as their combination.

Considering only the statistical uncertainties the trilinear coupling modifier is measured to be:2022

1+XX
−XX at 68% CL

1+XX
−XX at 95% CL
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Considering all systematic uncertainties the trilinear coupling modifier is measured to be:2023

1+XX
−XX at 68% CL

1+XX
−XX at 95% CL

The 68% CI for each channel in each experiment, as well as the combination are shown in Fig-2024

ure 52b.2025

Assuming the SM HH signal the expected exclusion significance for the κλ = 0 hypothesis, i.e.2026

no Higgs self-coupling, is XX and XX standard deviations with and without systematic uncertainties2027

respectively.2028
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Fig. 52: (a) PLACEHOLDER, DUMMY NUMBERS Minimum negative-log-likelihood as a function of
κλ, calculated by performing a conditional signal+backgrond fit to the background and SM signal. The
coloured lines correspond to the combined ATLAS and CMS results by channel, and the black line to
their combination. The dashed lines at −2∆ln(L) = 1 and 4 indicate the values corresponding to a 1 σ
and 2 σ confidence interval respectively (assuming an asymptotic χ2 distribution of the test statistics).
(b) PLACEHOLDER, DUMMY NUMBERS Expected measured values of κλ for the differents channels
for the ATLAS in blue and the CMS experiment in red, as well as the combined measurement. The black
error bars show the total uncertainty on each measurement while the boxes correspond to the statistical
uncertainties.

TO DO: add a discussion once the results once available.2029

3.3 Double Higgs measurements and trilinear coupling: alternative methods2030

3.3.1 Prospects for hh → (bb̄)(WW ∗) → (bb̄)(`+`−ν`ν̄`)2031

by Jeong Han Kim, Minho Kim, Kyoungchul Kong, Konstantin T. Matchev, Myeonghun Park2032

In this section, we discuss the discovery prospects for double Higgs production in the hh →2033

(bb̄)(WW ∗) channel. In order to increase sensitivity in the dilepton channel [226–228], we propose a2034

novel kinematic method, which relies on two new kinematic functions, Topness and Higgsness [229].2035

They characterize features of the major (tt̄) background and of hh events, respectively. The method2036
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also utilizes two less commonly used variables, the subsystem MT2 (or subsystem M2) [230–232] for2037

tt̄ and the subsystem
√
ŝmin (or subsystem M1) [232–234] for hh production. For any given event,2038

Topness [229, 235] quantifies the degree of consistency to dilepton tt̄ production, where there are 62039

unknowns (the three-momenta of the two neutrinos, ~pν and ~pν̄) and four on-shell constraints, for mt, mt̄,2040

m
W

+ and m
W
− , respectively. The neutrino momenta can be fixed by minimizing the quantity2041

χ2
ij ≡ min

/~pT=~pνT+~pν̄T


(
m2
bi`

+
ν
−m2

t

)2

σ4
t

+

(
m2
`
+
ν
−m2

W

)2

σ4
W

+

(
m2
bj`
−
ν̄
−m2

t

)2

σ4
t

+

(
m2
`
−
ν̄
−m2

W

)2

σ4
W

 , (33)

subject to the missing transverse momentum constraint, /~pT = ~pνT + ~pν̄T . Since there is a twofold2042

ambiguity in the paring of a b-quark and a lepton, we define Topness as the smaller of the two χ2s,2043

T ≡ min
(
χ2

12 , χ
2
21

)
. (34)

In double Higgs production, the two b-quarks arise from a Higgs decay (h → bb̄), and therefore2044

their invariant mass mbb can be used as a first cut to enhance the signal sensitivity. For the decay of the2045

other Higgs boson, h→WW ∗ → `+`−νν̄, we define Higgsness [229] as follows:2046

H ≡ min


(
m2
`
+
`
−
νν̄
−m2

h

)2

σ4
h`

+

(
m2
νν̄ −m2

νν̄,peak

)2

σ4
ν

(35)

+min
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+
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+
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∗


 ,

where mW
∗ is the invariant mass of the lepton-neutrino pair which resulted from the off-shell W . It2047

satisfies 0 ≤ mW
∗ ≤ mh −mW and mpeak

W
∗ = 1√

3

√
2
(
m2
h +m2

W

)
−
√
m4
h + 14m2

hm
2
W +m4

W is the2048

peak in the mW
∗ distribution. mpeak

νν̄ = mpeak
`` ≈ 30 GeV is the location of the peak in the dσ

dmνν̄
or dσ

dm``
2049

distribution [229, 236].2050

The σ values in Eqs. (33) and (35) result from the experimental uncertainties and intrinsic particle2051

widths. In principle, they can be treated as free parameters and tuned using a neutral network (NN), a2052

boosted decision tree (BDT), etc. In our numerical study, we use σt = 5 GeV, σW = 5 GeV, σW ∗ = 52053

GeV, σh` = 2 GeV, and σν = 10 GeV. The main contribution in Eq. (35) comes from the on-shell2054

conditions for the Higgs and the W , while the effects of the invariant mass of the two neutrinos and the2055

off-shell W are minor.2056

Along with Higgsness and Topness, we adopt the subsystem ŝ
(``)
min for h→ W±W ∗∓ → `+`−νν̄2057

[233, 234] and the subsystem MT2 for the bb̄ system (M (b)
T2 ) and the lepton system (M (`)

T2 ) [231]. The2058

variable ŝ(v)
min is defined as ŝ(v)

min = m2
v + 2

(√
|~P v
T |2 +m2

v|/~pT | − ~P v
T · /~pT

)
[232–234], where (v) rep-2059

resents a set of visible particles under consideration, while mv and ~P v
T are their invariant mass and2060

transverse momentum, respectively. It provides the minimum value of the Mandelstam invariant mass ŝ2061

which is consistent with the observed visible 4-momentum vector. The MT2 is defined as MT2(m̃) ≡2062

min
{

max
[
MTP1

(~pνT , m̃), MTP2
(~pν̄T , m̃)

]}
where m̃ is the test mass for the daughter particle and the2063

minimization over the transverse masses of the parent particles MTPi
(i = 1, 2) is performed over the2064

transverse neutrino momenta ~pνT and ~pν̄T subject to the /~pT constraint [230–232, 237–240].2065

Events for the signal and all relevant background processes were simulated as described in Ref. [229].2066

After basic selection cuts, we use the kinematic information discussed above for further background sup-2067

pression. Distributions of M (b)
T2 , M (`)

T2 and
√
ŝ

(``)
min are shown in Fig. 53, while scatter distributions of2068
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Fig. 53: Distributions for signal (hh) and all backgrounds (tt̄, tt̄h, tt̄V , ``bj and ττbb) for M (b)
T2 , M (`)

T2

and
√
ŝ

(``)
min after loose baseline selection cuts defined in Ref. [229]. The vertical lines at M (b)

T2 = 190

GeV, M (`)
T2 = 6 GeV and

√
ŝ

(``)
min = 130 GeV mark the optimized cuts.
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Fig. 54: Scatter distribution of (logH , log T ) for signal (hh in the left) and backgrounds (tt̄, tt̄h, tt̄V ,
``bj and ττbb in the middle) after loose baseline selection cuts. The right panel shows the expected
discovery significance at the 14 TeV LHC with 3 ab−1 as a function of the triple Higgs coupling κ3.
We obtain each curve by applying the same set of cuts optimized for the SM point (κ3 = 1) to non-SM
points (κ3 6= 1) for NSM

sig = 35 in black, NSM
sig = 20 in red and NSM

sig = 10 in blue. The curves in the left
and middle panel are the optimized cuts for the NSM

sig = 20 case. The three symbols ♦,© and � display
the signal significance using CMS-NN [226], CMS-BDT [227] and BDT [228], respectively.

Topness and Higgsness are displayed in Fig. 54. The right panel in Fig. 54 shows the expected signal2069

significance at the HL-LHC as a function of the triple Higgs coupling κ3. We obtain each curve by apply-2070

ing the same set of cuts optimized for the SM point (κ3 = 1) to non-SM points (κ3 6= 1) for NSM
sig = 352071

in black, NSM
sig = 20 in red and NSM

sig = 10 in blue. The three symbols ♦, © and � show the signal2072

significance using CMS-NN [226], CMS-BDT [227] and BDT [228], respectively.2073

Finally Fig. 55 shows the significance for observing an anomalous Higgs self-coupling at the 142074

TeV LHC with an integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 and at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1, respectively. For the2075

HL-LHC, we follow the analysis presented in Ref. [229]. The red solid curves are obtained with nominal2076

efficiencies for b (mis-)tagging (εb→b = 0.7, εc→b = 0.2 and εj→b = 0.01) [241]. The HL-LHC will2077

rule out the Higgs self-coupling outside the range (−0.5, 3.2). The four vertical dashed lines in the left2078

panel represent the expected 95% CL exclusion of κ3 in the bbbb channel (black, from Ref. [242]), in2079

the bbγγ channel (blue, from Ref. [243] and green from Ref. [244]) and in the bbττ channel (cyan, from2080

Ref. [153]). We notice that the sensitivity in the bbWW ∗ channel is comparable to the sensitivity in2081

those other channels. For the 27 TeV study, we normalize our signal cross section to 139.9 fb [245], and2082

use K factors of K = 1.56 for tt̄ production [246], K = 1.28 for tt̄h [247], K = 1.54 for tt̄V and a2083

conservative K = 2 for ``bb̄ and ττbb̄ [229]. Our result shows that the 27 TeV collider could observe2084

double Higgs production at 5σ for a wide range of values for κ3 and would be able to exclude κ3 outside2085
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DL result for k =1 3

Number of signal events

*

*

14 TeV, 3 ab
-1

Number of signal events
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<latexit sha1_base64="Jcu9SH6013J56XahRxL6+B3euog=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY8OKxgv2AdinZdLYNzSZLkhXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPWFwMM7M2TmjVLBjfX9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycto3KNMMWU0LpbkQNCi6xZbkV2E010iQS2Ikmd/N65wm14Uo+2mmKYUJHksecUeusTj+K87o/G1Sqfs1fiKxDUEAVCjUHla/+ULEsQWmZoMb0Aj+1YU615UzgrNzPDKaUTegIew4lTdCE+WLdGbl0zpDESrsnLVm4vydymhgzTSLXmVA7Nqu1uflfrZfZ+DbMuUwzi5ItP4ozQawi89vJkGtkVkwdUKa525WwMdWUWZdQ2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82ros4SnAOF3AFAdxAA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3L/VevHfvY9m64RUzZ/BH3ucP196PLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jcu9SH6013J56XahRxL6+B3euog=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY8OKxgv2AdinZdLYNzSZLkhXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPWFwMM7M2TmjVLBjfX9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycto3KNMMWU0LpbkQNCi6xZbkV2E010iQS2Ikmd/N65wm14Uo+2mmKYUJHksecUeusTj+K87o/G1Sqfs1fiKxDUEAVCjUHla/+ULEsQWmZoMb0Aj+1YU615UzgrNzPDKaUTegIew4lTdCE+WLdGbl0zpDESrsnLVm4vydymhgzTSLXmVA7Nqu1uflfrZfZ+DbMuUwzi5ItP4ozQawi89vJkGtkVkwdUKa525WwMdWUWZdQ2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82ros4SnAOF3AFAdxAA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3L/VevHfvY9m64RUzZ/BH3ucP196PLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jcu9SH6013J56XahRxL6+B3euog=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY8OKxgv2AdinZdLYNzSZLkhXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPWFwMM7M2TmjVLBjfX9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycto3KNMMWU0LpbkQNCi6xZbkV2E010iQS2Ikmd/N65wm14Uo+2mmKYUJHksecUeusTj+K87o/G1Sqfs1fiKxDUEAVCjUHla/+ULEsQWmZoMb0Aj+1YU615UzgrNzPDKaUTegIew4lTdCE+WLdGbl0zpDESrsnLVm4vydymhgzTSLXmVA7Nqu1uflfrZfZ+DbMuUwzi5ItP4ozQawi89vJkGtkVkwdUKa525WwMdWUWZdQ2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82ros4SnAOF3AFAdxAA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3L/VevHfvY9m64RUzZ/BH3ucP196PLg==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Jcu9SH6013J56XahRxL6+B3euog=">AAAB7nicbZBNSwMxEIZn/az1q+rRS7AInspuEfRY8OKxgv2AdinZdLYNzSZLkhXK0h/hxYMiXv093vw3pu0etPWFwMM7M2TmjVLBjfX9b29jc2t7Z7e0V94/ODw6rpycto3KNMMWU0LpbkQNCi6xZbkV2E010iQS2Ikmd/N65wm14Uo+2mmKYUJHksecUeusTj+K87o/G1Sqfs1fiKxDUEAVCjUHla/+ULEsQWmZoMb0Aj+1YU615UzgrNzPDKaUTegIew4lTdCE+WLdGbl0zpDESrsnLVm4vydymhgzTSLXmVA7Nqu1uflfrZfZ+DbMuUwzi5ItP4ozQawi89vJkGtkVkwdUKa525WwMdWUWZdQ2YUQrJ68Du16LXD8UK82ros4SnAOF3AFAdxAA+6hCS1gMIFneIU3L/VevHfvY9m64RUzZ/BH3ucP196PLg==</latexit>

25
<latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZThDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZThDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZThDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AzBsZzI2qy5Ws53me9httywZ+3g=">AAAB7nicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmE3Y1QQn6EFw+KePX3ePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iARXBvX/XZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhUfX4pKPjVDFss1jEqhdQjYJLbBtuBPYShTQKBHaD6d283n1CpXksH80sQT+iY8lDzqixVncQhFnjOh9Wa27dXYisg1dADQq1htWvwShmaYTSMEG17ntuYvyMKsOZwLwySDUmlE3pGPsWJY1Q+9li3ZxcWGdEwljZJw1ZuL8nMhppPYsC2xlRM9Grtbn5X62fmvDWz7hMUoOSLT8KU0FMTOa3kxFXyIyYWaBMcbsrYROqKDM2oYoNwVs9eR06jbpn+aFRa14VcZThDM7hEjy4gSbcQwvawGAKz/AKb07ivDjvzseyteQUM6fwR87nD993jzM=</latexit>

1.5
<latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4iH9xXhXJpeISaa8depLegWN5LI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutmkuxOhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEihUHX/XYKG5tb2zvF3dLe/sHhUfn4pGXiVDPeZLGMdSeghkuheBMFSt5JNKdRIHk7GN/N6+0nro2I1SNOE+5HdKhEKBhFa3V6QZh51etZv1xxq+5CZB28HCqQq9Evf/UGMUsjrpBJakzXcxP0M6pRMMlnpV5qeELZmA5516KiETd+tth3Ri6sMyBhrO1TSBbu74mMRsZMo8B2RhRHZrU2N/+rdVMMb/1MqCRFrtjyozCVBGMyP54MhOYM5dQCZVrYXQkbUU0Z2ohKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+lcdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDCc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9K1I9q</latexit>

2.5
<latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQcvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQcvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQcvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vZC1oeHSaqU6Fl38falR4Fa+87A=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSouix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLNa9XrWL1fcqrsQWQcvhwrkavTLX71BzNIIpWGCat313MT4GVWGM4GzUi/VmFA2pkPsWpQ0Qu1ni31n5MI6AxLGyj5pyML9PZHRSOtpFNjOiJqRXq3Nzf9q3dSEt37GZZIalGz5UZgKYmIyP54MuEJmxNQCZYrbXQkbUUWZsRGVbAje6snr0KpVPcsPtUr9Ko+jCGdwDpfgwQ3U4R4a0AQGAp7hFd6cifPivDsfy9aCk8+cwh85nz9MW49r</latexit>

3.5
<latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSquix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yCp4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSquix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yCp4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSquix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yCp4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="9iEdKkohJwVOHxa2e6bJwRGxKlU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSquix4MVjBfsBbSib7aZdutnE3YlQQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3iCRwqDrfjuFtfWNza3idmlnd2//oHx41DJxqhlvsljGuhNQw6VQvIkCJe8kmtMokLwdjG9n9fYT10bE6gEnCfcjOlQiFIyitTq9IMwuqlfTfrniVt25yCp4OVQgV6Nf/uoNYpZGXCGT1Jiu5yboZ1SjYJJPS73U8ISyMR3yrkVFI278bL7vlJxZZ0DCWNunkMzd3xMZjYyZRIHtjCiOzHJtZv5X66YY3viZUEmKXLHFR2EqCcZkdjwZCM0ZyokFyrSwuxI2opoytBGVbAje8smr0KpVPcv3tUr9Mo+jCCdwCufgwTXU4Q4a0AQGEp7hFd6cR+fFeXc+Fq0FJ585hj9yPn8ATeKPbA==</latexit>

3.0
<latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSKuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrIOXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSKuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrIOXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSKuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrIOXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="xyKdSb/QqVz8w1xrNFRFrawFGfM=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSKuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutmkuxuhhP4JLx4U8erf8ea/cdvmoK0vLDy8M8POvEEiuDau++0UNja3tneKu6W9/YPDo/LxSUvHqWLYZLGIVSegGgWX2DTcCOwkCmkUCGwH47t5vf2ESvNYPpppgn5Eh5KHnFFjrU4vCLOrqjvrlytu1V2IrIOXQwVyNfrlr94gZmmE0jBBte56bmL8jCrDmcBZqZdqTCgb0yF2LUoaofazxb4zcmGdAQljZZ80ZOH+nshopPU0CmxnRM1Ir9bm5n+1bmrCWz/jMkkNSrb8KEwFMTGZH08GXCEzYmqBMsXtroSNqKLM2IhKNgRv9eR1aNWqnuWHWqV+ncdRhDM4h0vw4AbqcA8NaAIDAc/wCm/OxHlx3p2PZWvByWdO4Y+czx9GSY9n</latexit>

2.0
<latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOvgFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOvgFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOvgFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tgBEy9fGoeoxBAh/LLYTrb3ZvOI=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6hHL4tF8FSSIuix4MVjBfsBbSib7aRdutnE3Y1QQv+EFw+KePXvePPfuG1z0NYXFh7emWFn3jAVXBvP+3ZKG5tb2zvl3cre/sHhkXt80tZJphi2WCIS1Q2pRsEltgw3ArupQhqHAjvh5HZe7zyh0jyRD2aaYhDTkeQRZ9RYq9sPo7xe82YDt+rVvIXIOvgFVKFQc+B+9YcJy2KUhgmqdc/3UhPkVBnOBM4q/UxjStmEjrBnUdIYdZAv9p2RC+sMSZQo+6QhC/f3RE5jradxaDtjasZ6tTY3/6v1MhPdBDmXaWZQsuVHUSaIScj8eDLkCpkRUwuUKW53JWxMFWXGRlSxIfirJ69Du17zLd/Xq42rIo4ynME5XIIP19CAO2hCCxgIeIZXeHMenRfn3flYtpacYuYU/sj5/AFEwo9m</latexit>

4.0
<latexit sha1_base64="MiLt02g7cjdC5K0k1ThXw/y3CQU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSUqjHghePFewHtKFstpt26WYTdydCCf0TXjwo4tW/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1d1LtPXBsRqwecJdyP6FiJUDCK1uoNgjCrV935sFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzUsfw1GMUsjrpBJakzfcxP0M6pRMMnnpUFqeELZlI5536KiETd+ttx3Tq6sMyJhrO1TSJbu74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZr22MP+r9VMMb/xMqCRFrtjqozCVBGOyOJ6MhOYM5cwCZVrYXQmbUE0Z2ohKNgRv/eRN6NSqnuX7WqVZz+MowgVcwjV40IAm3EEL2sBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8EfO5w9H0I9o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MiLt02g7cjdC5K0k1ThXw/y3CQU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSUqjHghePFewHtKFstpt26WYTdydCCf0TXjwo4tW/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1d1LtPXBsRqwecJdyP6FiJUDCK1uoNgjCrV935sFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzUsfw1GMUsjrpBJakzfcxP0M6pRMMnnpUFqeELZlI5536KiETd+ttx3Tq6sMyJhrO1TSJbu74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZr22MP+r9VMMb/xMqCRFrtjqozCVBGOyOJ6MhOYM5cwCZVrYXQmbUE0Z2ohKNgRv/eRN6NSqnuX7WqVZz+MowgVcwjV40IAm3EEL2sBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8EfO5w9H0I9o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MiLt02g7cjdC5K0k1ThXw/y3CQU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSUqjHghePFewHtKFstpt26WYTdydCCf0TXjwo4tW/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1d1LtPXBsRqwecJdyP6FiJUDCK1uoNgjCrV935sFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzUsfw1GMUsjrpBJakzfcxP0M6pRMMnnpUFqeELZlI5536KiETd+ttx3Tq6sMyJhrO1TSJbu74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZr22MP+r9VMMb/xMqCRFrtjqozCVBGOyOJ6MhOYM5cwCZVrYXQmbUE0Z2ohKNgRv/eRN6NSqnuX7WqVZz+MowgVcwjV40IAm3EEL2sBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8EfO5w9H0I9o</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="MiLt02g7cjdC5K0k1ThXw/y3CQU=">AAAB73icbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL4tF8FSSUqjHghePFewHtKFstpt26WYTdydCCf0TXjwo4tW/481/47bNQVtfWHh4Z4adeYNECoOu++0UtrZ3dveK+6WDw6Pjk/LpWcfEqWa8zWIZ615ADZdC8TYKlLyXaE6jQPJuML1d1LtPXBsRqwecJdyP6FiJUDCK1uoNgjCrV935sFxxq+5SZBO8HCqQqzUsfw1GMUsjrpBJakzfcxP0M6pRMMnnpUFqeELZlI5536KiETd+ttx3Tq6sMyJhrO1TSJbu74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZr22MP+r9VMMb/xMqCRFrtjqozCVBGOyOJ6MhOYM5cwCZVrYXQmbUE0Z2ohKNgRv/eRN6NSqnuX7WqVZz+MowgVcwjV40IAm3EEL2sBAwjO8wpvz6Lw4787HqrXg5DPn8EfO5w9H0I9o</latexit>

DL result for 3 = 1
<latexit sha1_base64="4jkqIGWIIxBK101capqotPLWxRg=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokUwVUkZgAGpEgwMDEWiD6mJIsd1WqtOYtkOUhX1E1j4FRYGEGJlZONvcNIM0HKmo3Pu1T33+JxRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR8aJwKSNYxaLno8kYTQibUUVIz0uCAp9Rrr++Crzuw9ESBpH92rCiRuiYUQDipHSkmceO36QXt9CQWTCFAxiAac1J0Rq5AfQGSPOkXd6adc8s2rVrRxwkdgFqYICLc/8cgYxTkISKcyQlH3b4spNkVAUMzKtOIkkHOExGpK+phEKiXTT/KEpPNLKIA8TxJGCufp7I0WhlJPQ15NZVDnvZeJ/Xj9Rwbmb0ognikR4dihIGFQxzNqBAyoIVmyiCcKC6qwQj5BAWOkOK7oEe/7lRdJp1G3N7xrV5kVRRxkcgENwAmxwBprgBrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjGJnH/yB8fkDxGSbtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4jkqIGWIIxBK101capqotPLWxRg=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokUwVUkZgAGpEgwMDEWiD6mJIsd1WqtOYtkOUhX1E1j4FRYGEGJlZONvcNIM0HKmo3Pu1T33+JxRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR8aJwKSNYxaLno8kYTQibUUVIz0uCAp9Rrr++Crzuw9ESBpH92rCiRuiYUQDipHSkmceO36QXt9CQWTCFAxiAac1J0Rq5AfQGSPOkXd6adc8s2rVrRxwkdgFqYICLc/8cgYxTkISKcyQlH3b4spNkVAUMzKtOIkkHOExGpK+phEKiXTT/KEpPNLKIA8TxJGCufp7I0WhlJPQ15NZVDnvZeJ/Xj9Rwbmb0ognikR4dihIGFQxzNqBAyoIVmyiCcKC6qwQj5BAWOkOK7oEe/7lRdJp1G3N7xrV5kVRRxkcgENwAmxwBprgBrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjGJnH/yB8fkDxGSbtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4jkqIGWIIxBK101capqotPLWxRg=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokUwVUkZgAGpEgwMDEWiD6mJIsd1WqtOYtkOUhX1E1j4FRYGEGJlZONvcNIM0HKmo3Pu1T33+JxRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR8aJwKSNYxaLno8kYTQibUUVIz0uCAp9Rrr++Crzuw9ESBpH92rCiRuiYUQDipHSkmceO36QXt9CQWTCFAxiAac1J0Rq5AfQGSPOkXd6adc8s2rVrRxwkdgFqYICLc/8cgYxTkISKcyQlH3b4spNkVAUMzKtOIkkHOExGpK+phEKiXTT/KEpPNLKIA8TxJGCufp7I0WhlJPQ15NZVDnvZeJ/Xj9Rwbmb0ognikR4dihIGFQxzNqBAyoIVmyiCcKC6qwQj5BAWOkOK7oEe/7lRdJp1G3N7xrV5kVRRxkcgENwAmxwBprgBrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjGJnH/yB8fkDxGSbtw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="4jkqIGWIIxBK101capqotPLWxRg=">AAACEHicbVC7TsMwFHXKq5RXgJHFokUwVUkZgAGpEgwMDEWiD6mJIsd1WqtOYtkOUhX1E1j4FRYGEGJlZONvcNIM0HKmo3Pu1T33+JxRqSzr2ygtLa+srpXXKxubW9s75u5eR8aJwKSNYxaLno8kYTQibUUVIz0uCAp9Rrr++Crzuw9ESBpH92rCiRuiYUQDipHSkmceO36QXt9CQWTCFAxiAac1J0Rq5AfQGSPOkXd6adc8s2rVrRxwkdgFqYICLc/8cgYxTkISKcyQlH3b4spNkVAUMzKtOIkkHOExGpK+phEKiXTT/KEpPNLKIA8TxJGCufp7I0WhlJPQ15NZVDnvZeJ/Xj9Rwbmb0ognikR4dihIGFQxzNqBAyoIVmyiCcKC6qwQj5BAWOkOK7oEe/7lRdJp1G3N7xrV5kVRRxkcgENwAmxwBprgBrRAG2DwCJ7BK3gznowX4934mI2WjGJnH/yB8fkDxGSbtw==</latexit>

14 TeV, 3 ab�1
<latexit sha1_base64="JOUu+lsTWlnNUgIwerrw0/6yZD8=">AAACEnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEBZVdFbQM2FhGyEXIxjA7OauDsxdmzoph2Wew8VVsLBSxtbLzbZxNUqjxh4GP/5zDnPP7iRQaHefLmpqemZ2bLy2UF5eWV1bttfWWjlPFocljGatLn2mQIoImCpRwmShgoS+h7d+eFfX2HSgt4qiBgwS6IbuORCA4Q2P17F3PDzL3mDagtUfzqhcyvPEDeuQh3KMKM8r8/Crbd/Nqz644B85QdBLcMVTIWPWe/en1Y56GECGXTOuO6yTYzZhCwSXkZS/VkDB+y66hYzBiIehuNjwpp9vG6dMgVuZFSIfuz4mMhVoPQt90Fivrv7XC/K/WSTE47WYiSlKEiI8+ClJJMaZFPrQvFHCUAwOMK2F2pfyGKcbRpFg2Ibh/T56E1uGBa/jisFI7HsdRIptki+wQl5yQGjknddIknDyQJ/JCXq1H69l6s95HrVPWeGaD/JL18Q2oCJwp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JOUu+lsTWlnNUgIwerrw0/6yZD8=">AAACEnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEBZVdFbQM2FhGyEXIxjA7OauDsxdmzoph2Wew8VVsLBSxtbLzbZxNUqjxh4GP/5zDnPP7iRQaHefLmpqemZ2bLy2UF5eWV1bttfWWjlPFocljGatLn2mQIoImCpRwmShgoS+h7d+eFfX2HSgt4qiBgwS6IbuORCA4Q2P17F3PDzL3mDagtUfzqhcyvPEDeuQh3KMKM8r8/Crbd/Nqz644B85QdBLcMVTIWPWe/en1Y56GECGXTOuO6yTYzZhCwSXkZS/VkDB+y66hYzBiIehuNjwpp9vG6dMgVuZFSIfuz4mMhVoPQt90Fivrv7XC/K/WSTE47WYiSlKEiI8+ClJJMaZFPrQvFHCUAwOMK2F2pfyGKcbRpFg2Ibh/T56E1uGBa/jisFI7HsdRIptki+wQl5yQGjknddIknDyQJ/JCXq1H69l6s95HrVPWeGaD/JL18Q2oCJwp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JOUu+lsTWlnNUgIwerrw0/6yZD8=">AAACEnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEBZVdFbQM2FhGyEXIxjA7OauDsxdmzoph2Wew8VVsLBSxtbLzbZxNUqjxh4GP/5zDnPP7iRQaHefLmpqemZ2bLy2UF5eWV1bttfWWjlPFocljGatLn2mQIoImCpRwmShgoS+h7d+eFfX2HSgt4qiBgwS6IbuORCA4Q2P17F3PDzL3mDagtUfzqhcyvPEDeuQh3KMKM8r8/Crbd/Nqz644B85QdBLcMVTIWPWe/en1Y56GECGXTOuO6yTYzZhCwSXkZS/VkDB+y66hYzBiIehuNjwpp9vG6dMgVuZFSIfuz4mMhVoPQt90Fivrv7XC/K/WSTE47WYiSlKEiI8+ClJJMaZFPrQvFHCUAwOMK2F2pfyGKcbRpFg2Ibh/T56E1uGBa/jisFI7HsdRIptki+wQl5yQGjknddIknDyQJ/JCXq1H69l6s95HrVPWeGaD/JL18Q2oCJwp</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="JOUu+lsTWlnNUgIwerrw0/6yZD8=">AAACEnicbZC7SgNBFIZnvcZ4W7W0GUwEBZVdFbQM2FhGyEXIxjA7OauDsxdmzoph2Wew8VVsLBSxtbLzbZxNUqjxh4GP/5zDnPP7iRQaHefLmpqemZ2bLy2UF5eWV1bttfWWjlPFocljGatLn2mQIoImCpRwmShgoS+h7d+eFfX2HSgt4qiBgwS6IbuORCA4Q2P17F3PDzL3mDagtUfzqhcyvPEDeuQh3KMKM8r8/Crbd/Nqz644B85QdBLcMVTIWPWe/en1Y56GECGXTOuO6yTYzZhCwSXkZS/VkDB+y66hYzBiIehuNjwpp9vG6dMgVuZFSIfuz4mMhVoPQt90Fivrv7XC/K/WSTE47WYiSlKEiI8+ClJJMaZFPrQvFHCUAwOMK2F2pfyGKcbRpFg2Ibh/T56E1uGBa/jisFI7HsdRIptki+wQl5yQGjknddIknDyQJ/JCXq1H69l6s95HrVPWeGaD/JL18Q2oCJwp</latexit>

Fig. 55: Significance for observing an anomalous Higgs self-coupling at the 14 TeV LHC with an
integrated luminosity of 3 ab−1 (left) and at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1 (middle). Right: the effect of using a
Deep Learning algorithm to improve the discovery significance for κ3 = 1 shown in the right panel of
Fig. 54.

the range (0.2, 1.8) (for a comparative study in the bbγγ channel, see Ref. [248] (vertical, dashed lines2086

in the middle panel)).2087

In summary, we obtained a significant increase in the signal sensitivity for hh production in the2088

dilepton channel compared to previous analyses [226–228]. The method can be easily incorporated into2089

more advanced algorithms for further improvement. For example, using deep learning (convolutionary2090

neutral network) slightly improves the discovery significance, see the right panel of Fig. 55. The dis-2091

cussed method is very general and can be easily applied to other processes such as the semi-leptonic2092

final state, resonant hh production, non-resonant production with more than one Higgs boson, etc. It is2093

straightforward to generalize the idea to different topologies in searches for other BSM particles as well.2094

3.3.2 Prospects for bbγγ: Bayesian optimization and BDT2095

by Alexandre Alves, Tathagata Ghosh, and Kuver Sinha2096

Searches for double Higgs pair production in the bb̄γγ channel are an important target for the2097

future. In this section, we study this problem at the 14 TeV LHC in two steps, following [249]:2098

(i) We first propose a Bayesian optimization approach to select cuts on kinematic variables and2099

study its performance compared to manual and random cuts, taking into account systematic uncertainties.2100

We demonstrate our results with the Python algorithm Hyperopt .2101

(ii) We next perform a joint optimization of kinematic cuts and boosted decision trees (BDT)2102

hyperparameters to further discriminate signal and background events. For our calculations, we use the2103

XGBoost implementation of BDTs for Python.2104

3.3.2.1 Signal and Backgrounds2105

For the simulation of the signal, we use MadGraph5_aMC@NLO_v2.3.3 [?], to generate pp→ hh process2106

exclusively at the leading order (LO). The simulation of our signal include both the triangle and box2107

diagrams. We scale our LO cross-section by the partial NNLO K-factor of 2.27 [250], calculated in the2108

large quark mass limit and use the resulting production cross section of 36.8 fb.2109

The following backgrounds were taken into account in our study: (i) bb̄γγ; (ii) Zh with Z → bb̄2110

and h → γγ; (iii) bb̄h with h → γγ; (iv) tt̄h → bb̄ + γγ + X; (v) jjγγ where the light-jets jj are2111

mistaken for a b-jet pair in the detector; (vi) bb̄jj, where the light-jets jj are mistaken for a photon pair;2112

(vii) cc̄γγ, where a c-jet is mistagged as a b-jet; (viii) bb̄γj, where one light-jet is mistaken for a photon;2113

(ix) cc̄γj where the c-jets are mistagged as bottom jets and the light-jet as a photon. We note that the2114

bb̄γj, cc̄γγ, and cc̄γj backgrounds were neglected in several early studies.2115

The cross section normalizations for the backgrounds from (i) - (v) are taken from ref. [215],2116
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which we consider reliable. In order to obtain the distributions of the kinematic variables of interest, we2117

pass our simulated events to PYTHIA_v6.4 [251] for showering, hadronization and underlying event and2118

finally to DELPHES_v3.3 [?] for detector simulation. For all further details of our signal and background2119

simulation, we refer to our paper [249].2120

The following basic cuts were applied on both signal and background:2121

pT (j) > 20 GeV, pT (γ) > 20 GeV, |η(j)| < 2.5, |η(γ)| < 2.5

100 GeV < |Mjj | < 150 GeV, 100 GeV < |Mγγ | < 150 GeV . (36)

The number of backgrounds events after imposing the basic cuts for 3 ab−1 of integrated luminosity is2122

shown in Table 50.

signal bb̄γγ cc̄γγ jjγγ bb̄γj tt̄h cc̄γj bb̄h Zh total backgrounds
42.6 1594.5 447.7 160.3 137 101.1 38.2 2.4 1.8 2483

Table 50: The number of signal and the various types of backgrounds considered in this work after
imposing the basic cuts of eq. (36) for 3 ab−1 of data. We found bb̄jj negligible after cuts and after
estimating the probability of the jet pair faking a photon pair.

2123

3.3.2.2 Bayesian Optimization2124

The bb̄γγ channel has been studied by several groups using cut and count strategies. Once signal and2125

background cross sections are normalized to the proper values, one finds that the analysis of any partic-2126

ular group does not radically outperform that of any other. For a detailed comparison, we refer to Table2127

2 of [249].2128

Bayesian optimization offers a systematic way to obtain the most optimal cuts on a set of kinematic2129

variables. The algorithm we utilize is implemented in the Python library HyperOpt , based on the so-2130

called sequential model-based optimization (SMBO) technique [252–254].2131

The kinematic variables used in our study are: (i) transverse momentum of b-jets and photons:2132

pT (b) and pT (γ); (ii) bb̄ and γγ invariant masses: Mbb and Mγγ , where signal events exhibit resonance2133

peaks at mh; (iii) transverse momentum of bb̄ and γγ: pT (bb) and pT (γγ); (iv) invariant mass of two2134

b-jets and two photons: Mbbγγ ; (v) distance between pairs of b-jets and photons: ∆R(bb), ∆R(γγ) and2135

∆R(bγ), where ∆R =

√
(∆η)2 + (∆φ)2 in the pseudo-rapidity and azimuthal angle plane (η, φ); (vi)2136

the fraction ET /Mγγ for the two hardest photons in the event; these are variables used in experimental2137

searches as in ref. [?, 255].2138

In Figure 56, we display the results obtained from the Bayesian optimization of cuts on the above2139

kinematic variables. We see that after 100-200 trials, the signal significance does not change much and2140

the optimized cuts achieved a significance of 2.81σ against 2.1σ of the manual search of ref. [215], a2141

34% improvement. If bb̄γj, cc̄γγ, and cc̄γj backgrounds are incorporated, the Bayesian search reached2142

2.48σ against 1.85σ of the cuts of ref. [215], again roughly the same improvement. The performance of2143

the Bayesian algorithm is also displayed in Figure 56.2144

3.3.2.3 BDT Analysis2145

We now turn to a discussion of the BDT analysis, for which we utilize the XGBoost implementation2146

of BDTs for Python. XGBoost is chosen for its good discrimination performance, speed and capacity2147

of parallelization. For our analysis we simulated ∼ 880000; depending on the cuts, however, the total2148

number of events usually drops to around 100000–300000 events which also turned out to be a sufficient2149

number of samples to keep overfitting under control.2150
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Fig. 56: Left panel: The left panel shows the optimized search with the TPE algorithm in HyperOpt
with no systematic errors. The inset frame in the left plot shows the significance as a function of the
number of trials. S/

√
B is used to compute the signal significance. The black dashed line represents

the results obtained with the cuts of Azatov et. al., ref. [215]. Right panel: The S/
√
B + (εBB)2

significance metric as a function of εB , the systematic uncertainty in the total background rate. The red
line represents the default cuts of Azatov et. al., the black dashed assumes an optimized strategy just for
the 0% systematics point, while for the solid upper line, the algorithm was solicited to learn the best cuts
for each systematics level from 0 to 20%. In the inner plot we show the S/B ratio for the point-to-point
optimization case.

Using HyperOpt, we perform a joint optimization of the kinematic variables introduced pre-2151

viously in conjunction with the following BDT hyperparameters: the number of boosted trees,2152

the learning rate, the maximum depth of the trees, and the minimum sum of instance weight2153

needed in a child to continue the splitting process of the tress, min_child_weight. All the BDT results2154

were obtained from a 5-fold cross validation by randomly splitting training and testing samples at the2155

proportion of 2/3 and 1/3 of the total sample, respectively. We allowed for 300 trials in HyperOpt.2156

Hyperparameters like the number of boosted trees, maximum depth of the trees and the2157

min_child_weight are directly related to the complexity of the algorithm by controlling the number,2158

size and configuration of the trees. The learning rate, also known as shrinkage in this context, is2159

a parameter that controls the weight new trees have to further model the data. A large value permits a2160

larger effect from new added trees and might lead to more severe overfitting. There are other parameters2161

which can be eventually used to prevent overfitting and loss of generalization power, but we found that2162

tuning these parameters was sufficient to achieve a good performance.2163

A comparative result of a simple cut and count analysis and a sequential optimization of cuts and2164

BDT hyperparameters are presented Table 51. We note that BDT outperforms simple cut and count,2165

even when cutting is performed using Bayesian optimization. This is due to the better discrimination2166

between the signal and background classes achieved by the machine learning algorithms as they find2167

more profound correlations among the kinematic features and those classes. These correlations cannot2168

be fully explored in simple/manual rectangular cut-and-count analyses.2169

However, there is a trade-off between the efficiency of the cuts and the ML performance which is2170

usually neglected in phenomenological works where these tools are employed. The reasoning is simple:2171

cutting harder cleans up more backgrounds but weakens the correlations between the kinematic variables2172

and the event classes, thereby decreasing the ML performance. On the other hand, relaxing the cuts2173

makes the correlations stronger helping to boost ML but the discrimination power gained might not be2174

enough to get a good significance with a large number of surviving back- ground events. Hence, a joint2175

optimization of cuts and BDT hyperparameters improve the performance of our analysis further.2176
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systematics (%) Cut-and-count BDT
0 2.34[1.76] 3.88
10 1.93[1.43] 3.57
20 1.51[1.0] 3.10

Table 51: Signal significances for cut-and-count and BDT for 0, 10 and 20% systematics. We took
all backgrounds into account for the computation of the AMS with optimized cuts and an integrated
luminosity of 3 ab−1 at the 14 TeV LHC. The bold-face numbers represent the significances expected
with the level of systematics anticipated by the experimental collaborations in refs. [?,?,?]. The numbers
inside brackets are the significances computed with the default cuts of Azatov et. al., ref. [215], which
we took as baseline results.
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Fig. 57: Left panel: We show the results of the effects of imposing hard cuts on ∆Rb1γ1
for the BDT

performance, see [249] for further details. Right panel: The histogram of number of cut strategies
producing a given significance interval in a BDT-aided classification analysis. The inset plot shows
the significance as a function of the number of HyperOpt trials. No systematics are assumed, the back-
grounds are those of ref. [215] and the S/

√
B used to compute the signal significances. The black dashed

line represents the results obtained with the default cuts of Azatov et. al., ref. [215].

The maximum AMS significance is 4.0σ for a joint optimization analysis of cuts and BDT hyper-2177

parameters. The final selections of the kinematic variables and BDT hyperparameters are the following2178

pT (1) > 72 GeV, pT (2) > 20 GeV; ∆Rij > 0.15, ∆Rii < 3.6;Mbb̄γγ > 370 GeV, pTii >2179

145 GeV, Mb1γ1
> 100 GeV; |Mbb −mh| < 27 GeV, |Mγγ −mh| < 11 GeV; number of trees =2180

157; learning rate = 0.101; maximum tree depth = 14; min_child_weight = 5. We have de-2181

noted pT (1) as the leading b-jet or photon, and pT (2) as the next-to-leading b-jet or photon.2182

The results are shown in Figure 57. The left panel shows the normalized ∆Rb1γ1
histograms for2183

the signal and the bb̄γγ continuum background, the signal efficiency (background rejection) is the red2184

(blue) line, and the area under the Receiver-Operator curve (ROC), AUC, is the dashed line. The bigger2185

the AUC, the better the performance of a cut-and-count analysis based on that distribution. On the right2186

panel, we show the histogram of number of cut strategies producing a given significance interval in a2187

BDT-aided joint optimization analysis. Finding this optimal performance from the competition between2188

hard cuts and an ML algorithm is the core of the method presented in the section.2189

3.4 HE prospects2190

3.4.1 Theory studies2191

by Dorival Gonçalves, Tao Han, Felix Kling, Tilman Plehn and Michihisa Takeuchi2192
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Higgs pair production pp → hh offers a direct path to pin down the Higgs self-coupling λ at a2193

hadron collider [?, ?]. Theoretical studies as well as current analyses point to the bb̄γγ decay as the2194

most promising signature at the LHC [?]. For the high-luminosity LHC (HL-LHC), ATLAS and CMS2195

projections indicate a very modest sensitivity to the Higgs self-coupling [?]. In the optimistic scenario2196

that we can neglect systematic uncertainties, those studies indicate that the LHC will probe the coupling2197

at 95% confidence level −0.8 < κλ < 7.7, where the SM value is κλ = λ/λSM = 1, falling short in2198

precision in comparison to other Higgs property measurements at the LHC, and far from satisfactory in2199

probing the Higgs potential. For example, O(1) determination of κλ would be required to test some of2200

the EW Baryogenesis models [?].2201

Because of the rapidly growing gluon luminosity at higher energies, the hh production cross sec-2202

tion increases by about a factor of 4 (40) at 27 (100) TeV. This means that at the HE-LHC with the2203

anticipated integrated luminosity of 15 ab−1 the number of events in the bb̄ γγ channel increases by a2204

factor 4× 5 = 20 to around 5k events. A 100 TeV hadron collider with a projected integrated luminosity2205

of 30 ab−1 features another increase by a factor 10× 2 = 20, to around 100k expected Higgs pair events2206

in the Standard Model. This estimate shows how the combination of increased energy and increased2207

luminosity slowly turns Higgs pair production into a valid channel for precision measurements [?].2208

3.4.1.1 Information in Distributions2209

Previous studies have shown that multivariate analysis, taking into account kinematic distributions, gives2210

a substantially better reach on the Higgs self coupling over the purely rate-based analysis [?, ?, ?, ?]. In2211

the following, we therefore summarize which kinematic features include information about the Higgs2212

self-coupling.2213

At leading order, Higgs pair production receives contributions both from a triangular loop dia-2214

gram sensitive to the Higgs-self coupling and from a box or continuum diagram. The box contribution2215

completely dominates the total rate over most of the phase space, making the Higgs coupling measure-2216

ments a challenge. While we can define a number of kinematic observables describing the continuum2217

backgrounds, the measurement of the Higgs self-coupling relies on a simple 2 → 2 process with two2218

independent kinematic variables.2219

Three distinct phase space regions provide valuable information on a modified Higgs self-coupling,2220

all from a large destructive interference between the triangle and box contributions. First, there is the2221

threshold [?, ?] in the partonic center of mass energy mhh ≈ 2mh. Based on the effective Higgs-gluon2222

Lagrangian [?] we can therefore write the corresponding amplitude for Higgs pair production as2223

αs
12πv

(
κλλSM

s−m2
h

− 1

v

)
→ αs

12πv2 (κλ − 1)
SM
= 0 . (37)

While the heavy-top approximation is known to give a poor description of the signal kinematics as a2224

whole, it does describe the threshold dependence correctly [?]. This indicates that we can search for a2225

deviation of the Higgs self-coupling by looking for an enhancement of the rate at threshold. Second,2226

an enhanced sensitivity to the self-coupling appears as top mass effect. For large positive values of2227

λ absorptive imaginary parts lead to a significant dip in the combined rate at the threshold mhh ≈2228

2mt [?, ?]. The sharpest interference dip takes place near κλ ≈ 2 while for negative values of κλ the2229

interference becomes constructive. Finally, the triangular and box amplitudes have a generally different2230

scaling in the limit mhh � mh,mt [?, ?]. While the triangle amplitude features an explicit suppression2231

of either m2
h/m

2
hh or m2

t /m
2
hh at high invariant mass, the box diagrams drops more slowly towards the2232

high-energy regime. This explains why a rate based analysis focussing on the high di-Higgs mass region2233

only has limited sensitivity. The impact of all three kinematic features can be quantified statistically and2234

indicate that essentially the full information on the Higgs self-coupling can be extracted through a shape2235

analysis of the mhh distribution [?].2236
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Fig. 58: Kinematic distributions (dashed lines with left vertical axes) and significance distribution (solid
lines with right vertical axes) assuming a Higgs self-coupling with κλ = 0, 1, 2 for the HE-LHC. The
significance describes the discrimination of an anomalous self-coupling κλ 6= 1 from the SM hypothesis
κλ = 1.

In Fig. 58 we present the signal and background distributions for three relevant kinematic vari-2237

ables: mhh, pT,h and ∆Rγγ . Using the MADMAX approach [?], based on the Neyman Pearson Lemma2238

we also estimate the maximum significance with which any multi-variate analysis will be able to extract2239

an anomalous self-coupling κλ 6= 1. The corresponding differential distribution of maximum signifi-2240

cance are shown as solid lines in Fig. 58. In addition to the signal features, the significance is limited by2241

the rapidly dropping backgrounds, covering both of the above-mentioned regions with an enhanced de-2242

pendence on the triangle diagram. In the absence of background, the significance indeed peaks between2243

the production threshold and the top-mass threshold [?]. The drop towards large values of mhh is a com-2244

bination of the dominance of the box diagram in the signal and the limited number of expected signal2245

events. The significance with which we can extract modified self-couplings either smaller (κλ = 0) or2246

larger (κλ = 2) than in the Standard Model shows a similar phase space dependence. The only difference2247

is a slightly harder significance distributions for κλ = 2, an effect of the dip at mhh ≈ 2mt.2248
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a 100 TeV collider (full). Left: sensitivity in terms of the total rate, demanding two b-tags among the
two or three leading jets and assuming |mγγ −mh| < 1 GeV. Right: sensitivity for three mass windows
|mγγ −mh| < 1, 2, 3 GeV. We assume the SM hypothesis with κλ = 1 and use a binned log-likelihood
analysis of the mhh distribution.
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3.4.1.2 Detector-Level Analysis2249

Based on our findings above, we now design a detailed analysis strategy to extract the Higgs self-coupling2250

with a focus on the shape of the mhh distribution [?]. Our signal is pp → hh + X → bb̄ γγ + X . The2251

signal and background samples are generated with MADGRAPH5+PYTHIA8 [?, ?], including one extra2252

jet using the MLM scheme [?].2253

In the final state we demand two b-tagged jets and two isolated photons with the minimal accep-2254

tance and trigger cuts2255

pT,j > 30 GeV, |ηj | < 2.5, pT,γ > 30 GeV, |ηγ | < 2.5, ∆Rγγ,γj,jj > 0.4 . (38)

The background to our bb̄ γγ signal consists of other Higgs production modes (tt̄h, Zh) with h → γγ,2256

continuum bb̄γγ production, and of multi-jet events with light-flavor jets faking either photons or b-jets2257

(jjγγ, bb̄γj) [?].2258

The proper simulation of efficiencies and fake rates are a key ingredient for a realistic background
estimate in this analysis. For the HE-LHC and the future 100 TeV collider we follow the ATLAS projec-
tions [?]. The efficiency for a tight photon identification can be well parametrized by

εγ→γ = 0.863− 1.07 · e−pT,γ/34.8 GeV , (39)

and a jet-to-photon mis-identification rate by

εj→γ =

{
5.30 · 10−4 exp

(
− 6.5

(
pT,j/(60.4 GeV)− 1

)2 ) for pT,j < 65 GeV ,

0.88 · 10−4 [exp
(
− (pT,j/(943 GeV)

)
+ 248 GeV/pT,j

]
for pT,j > 65 GeV .

(40)

This leads to a photon efficiency of about 40% at pT,γ = 30 GeV, saturating around 85% for pT,γ >2259

150 GeV. Note that the Higgs decay products tend to be soft, pT,γ ∼ mh/2. For b-tagging, we adopt an2260

efficiency with εb = 0.7 associated with mis-tag rates of 15% for charm quarks and 0.3% for light flavors.2261

These flat rates present a conservative estimate from the two dimensional distribution on (pTj , ηj) shown2262

in the HL-LHC projections [?]. Encouragingly, the small light flavor fake rate projections result in a2263

strong suppression for the initially dominant jjγγ background.2264

To control the continuum backgrounds, we require two Higgs mass windows,

|mbb −mh| < 25 GeV, |mγγ −mh| < 1 GeV. (41)

An obvious way to enhance the Higgs pair signal is to improve the resolution on the reconstructed2265

photons and b-jets from the Higgs decays. We adopt the rather conservative resolution for mbb as in2266

Eq. (41). Any improvement on it in experiments would be greatly helpful for the signal identification2267

and background separation.2268

To take the information in the the differential distributionmhh into account, we employ a binned2269

log-likelihood analysis based on the CLs method, using the full mhh distribution to extract κλ [?]. As2270

a starting point, we show the 5σ determination on the Higgs pair signal strength for the SM hypothesis2271

κλ = 1 as a function of the luminosity in the left panel of Fig. 59. Here we require two b-tagged2272

jets among the two or three leading jets. We decompose the latter case in two sub-samples (bb, bbj)2273

and (jbb, bjb). We see how exploring the extra-jet emission significantly improves the significance as2274

compared to the standard procedure adopted in the literature. The 5σ measurement for HE-LHC is2275

pushed from 2.8 ab−1 to below 2.3 ab−1.2276

In the right panel of Fig. 59 we show the discovery reach for the Higgs pair signal at HE-LHC2277

and a 100 TeV collider for three di-photon invariant mass resolutions described by a Gaussian width of2278

0.75, 1.5, 2.25 GeV and corresponding Higgs mass windows |mγγ −mh| < 1, 2, 3 GeV. As resolution2279
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Fig. 60: Confidence level for separating an anomalous Higgs self-coupling hypothesis from the Standard
Model κλ = 1.

of 1.5 GeV has already been achieved at the LHC [256]. Higgs pair production will be discovered at the2280

HE-LHC with approximately 2.5 ... 5 ab−1 and at the 100 TeV collider with 0.2 ... 0.3 ab−1 of data, in2281

both cases well below the design luminosity.2282

As commented in the introduction, there exist physics scenarios in which the Higgs self-coupling
could be modified at the level of order one deviation from the SM value. The accurate measurement of
the Higgs self-coupling via Higgs pair production at future colliders has the best promise to uncover the
new physics associated with the Higgs sector. In Fig. 60, we show the accuracy on this measurement.
We find that the Higgs self-coupling can be measured with a precision

κλ ≈ 1± 15% at 68% CL and κλ ≈ 1± 30% at 95% CL (HE-LHC, 27 TeV, 15 ab−1),

κλ ≈ 1± 5% at 68% CL and κλ ≈ 1± 10% at 95% CL (100 TeV, 30 ab−1). (42)

While our conclusions on the determination of Higgs-self-interaction at future hadron colliders2283

are robust and important, there is still room to improve. Although the final state bb̄ γγ is believed to2284

be the most sensitive channel because of the background suppression and signal reconstruction, there2285

exist complementary channels such as gg → hh→ bb̄ τ+τ−, bb̄ W+W−, bb̄ bb̄, etc. The kinematics-2286

based measurement and the all features related to QCD radiation at higher energies should be equally2287

applicable to all of them.2288

by Samuel Homiller and Patrick Meade2289

The Higgs self-coupling plays a central role in the spontaneous breaking of electroweak symmetry,2290

and governs a pure elementary scalar interaction – one that has never been observed in nature. Unfor-2291

tunately, due to the small rate of hh production, measuring the Higgs self-coupling at a 14 TeV appears2292

exceedingly difficult unless it deviates substantially from the Standard Model value [244, 257]. A pre-2293

cision measurement of the Higgs self-coupling is thus one of the primary goals of any higher energy2294

collider. In this section we use the convention2295

Vint = λ3
m2
h

2v
h3 + λ4

m2
h

8v2h
4 (43)

such that in the SM λ3 = 1.2296

While the prospects of a 100 TeV collider in measuring the self-coupling have been well studied2297

[258], relatively less attention has been paid to intermediate energy colliders such as HE-LHC. Previous2298

studies indicate that the hh → bb̄γγ channel has the most promising signature at hadron colliders, and2299
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this is expected to be true at 27 TeV as well. However, the bb̄γγ channel still suffers from significant2300

backgrounds from particle misidentification in the detector, making a dedicated detector study including2301

these effects essential. Finally, as discussed below, single-Higgs production – including through gluon-2302

fusion – is a significant background that must be properly understood to accurately project the capabilities2303

of HE-LHC. In what follows, we present a projection of the capabilities of a HE-LHC to measure the2304

self-coupling with these intricacies carefully considered.2305

3.4.1.3 Signal and Background Simulations2306

The signal and background samples generated for this study are summarized in Table 52. We also show2307

the cross sections of 14 TeV samples generated for validation with previous projections.2308

The details of the signal and background simulations mimic those in Ref. [259]. The pp →2309

hh → bb̄γγ signal is simulated at leading order using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [97, 260] using the2310

NNPDF2.3LO PDF set [261] including all finite top mass effects. The MADSPIN package [262] was2311

used for the Higgs boson decays and PYTHIA 8 [263] for the showering and hadronization of events.2312

The LO signal is normalized to match the state of the art NNLO/NNLL calculation with finite top mass2313

effects included at NLO in QCD [245]. Additional samples with the self-coupling modified to values2314

between −1 and 10 times the SM value were also generated. Representative kinematic distributions of2315

the signal at parton level are shown in Fig. 61.2316
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Fig. 61: (Left:) The transverse-momentum distribution of the true Higgs bosons generated in our 27
TeV samples, prior to showering and detector smearing, for several different values of λ3. (Center:) The
same, but for the Higgs pseudorapidity. Right: The same, but for the distribution of the true Higgs pair
invariant mass.

Backgrounds to the bb̄γγ decay channel include single Higgs production modes, non-resonant2317

QCD backgrounds, as well as Z(bb̄)γγ and tt̄(+γ) production. We include all backgrounds where up to2318

two additional photons or b-jets can arise from either misidentified light jets or electrons misidentified as2319

photons.2320

The background from single Higgs production via gluon fusion (ggF (γγ)) was generated in MAD-2321

GRAPH with up to two extra partons allowed in the matrix element, with no additional k-factor due to2322

the already present real emissions. Events from other single Higgs production modes were generated2323

directly in PYTHIA 8 at LO and normalized based on the recommendations in Ref. [5]. The remaining2324

backgrounds were generated in MADGRAPH interfaced with PYTHIA 8 for showering and hadronization,2325

with one additional jet allowed in the matrix element with MLM matching [264, 265] to the parton2326

shower.2327

3.4.1.4 Detector Simulation2328

To approximate the effects of detector resolution and reconstruction efficiencies, we use DELPHES 3 with2329

a dedicated card developed to approximate the performance of ATLAS and CMS at HL-LHC. We take2330

this as a reasonable benchmark for the expected performance after the HE-LHC upgrade.2331
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Process Generator σ ·BR [fb] Order QCD Expected Events
14 TeV 27 TeV (27 TeV, 15 ab−1)

h(bb̄)h(γγ) MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 0.11 0.41 NNLO/NNLL 209.6 ± 0.2
tt̄h(γγ) PYTHIA 8 1.40 6.54 NLO 286.8 ± 1.6
Zh(γγ) PYTHIA 8 2.24 5.58 NLO 67.1 ± 0.7
ggF (γγ) MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 83.2 335.1 N3LO 349.7 ± 9.5

bb̄γγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 3.4× 102 9.5× 102 LO 414.6 ± 10.3
cc̄γγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 4.4× 102 1.5× 103 LO 185.7 ± 4.2
jjγγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 5.9× 103 1.4× 104 LO 63.3 ± 3.8
bb̄jγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 1.1× 106 3.4× 106 LO 199.6 ± 9.4
cc̄jγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 4.8× 105 1.6× 106 LO 25.3 ± 3.0
bb̄jj MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 3.7× 108 1.5× 109 LO 155.4 ± 8.2

Z(bb̄)γγ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 2.61 5.23 LO 21.5 ± 0.4

tt̄ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 6.7× 105 2.9× 106 NNLO 11.6 ± 3.3
tt̄γ MADGRAPH/PYTHIA 8 1.7× 103 7.9× 103 NLO 145.0 ± 10.3

Total Background 1925.8 ± 22.7
Significance (S/

√
B) 4.77 ± 0.14

Table 52: List of signal and background processes, the event generator used to simulate the matrix
element and parton shower, and the cross section of each process along with the corresponding order in
QCD at which the cross section is normalized. In the right-most column we show the expected number
of events after all the event selection criteria have been applied.

With respect to the DELPHES setup used in [259], the card here has an improved E-Cal resolution2332

and assumes a higher photon identification efficiency, but a somewhat degraded dijet mass resolution.2333

Aside from resolution and efficiency effects, particle misidentification in the detector is also an important2334

source of backgrounds to hh → bb̄γγ. To avoid issues with MC statistics, we implement b-tagging and2335

jet mistagging rates at analysis level using a reweighting scheme, with probabilities taken as functions2336

of the jet pT as in Ref. [259]. These probabilities correspond to roughly pb→b ≈ 70%, pc→b ≈ 20%2337

and pj→b . 1%. The probability for a light jet to fake a photon in the detector is also included via2338

reweighting at analysis level as a function of pT (see [259]) which peaks at 5× 10−4 for pT,j ∼ 60 GeV2339

before falling exponentially to ∼ 1× 10−4.2340

3.4.1.5 Results and Limits on the Self-Coupling2341

To isolate the hh→ bb̄γγ signal, we implement selection cuts as follows:2342

– At least 2 isolated photons and b-tagged jets with leading pT > 60 GeV and sub-leading pT >2343

35 GeV, all with |ηγ,b| < 2.5.2344

– pT,γγ , pT,bb̄ > 125 GeV.
– ∆Rbb̄,∆Rγγ < 3.5.

– |mγγ − 125.0 GeV| < 4.0 GeV.
– |mbb̄ − 125.0 GeV| < 25 GeV.

– njets < 6 for jets with pT > 30 GeV, |η| < 2.5.
– No isolated leptons with pT > 25 GeV.
– | cos θhh| < 0.8.

2345

where cos θhh is the decay angle of the Higgs boson pair evaluated in the lab frame (see Fig. 62).2346

Note that cuts on the pT and ∆R of the γγ and bb̄ pair are tightly correlated with the invariant2347

mass of the hh system. As seen in Fig. 62 the photon pair pT has strong discriminating power for the2348

SM hh signal, but for non-SM values of λ3, the signal and background become more degenerate.2349

The final selection efficiency is 3.4%, and the expected number of events from each signal/background2350

channel after applying all the cuts and detector effects is given in Table 52 assuming 15 ab−1 integrated2351

luminosity at HE-LHC. The uncertainty for each sample is estimated by partitioning the full event sample2352
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Fig. 62: Normalized distributions of (Left:) the pT of the reconstructed h → γγ and (Right:) the
magnitude of cos θhh, the Higgs decay angle defined in the text. We show the distributions for the signal
with λ3 = 1 and 5 as well as several representative backgrounds.
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Fig. 63: The expected number of signal events in a hypothetical experiment assuming the signal and
background rates computed in Table 52 at L = 15 ab−1 for HE-LHC with the regular detector perfor-
mance assumption. The black dashed line indicates the expected number of events from signal while
the green (yellow) regions show the 1σ (2σ) uncertainty regions arising from a likelihood scan with the
statistical and MC uncertainties on the signal and background counts. The red curve shows the expected
number of events from signal in a background free measurement as a function of λ3, accounting for the
changes in the signal acceptance due to kinematic differences at different λ3

in to subsamples and computing the standard deviation of the results from each subsample.2353

The largest backgrounds are from continuum bbγγ and single Higgs production and decay to γγ.2354

Particularly, we see that the ggF induced mode contributes anO(1) background, despite being neglected2355

in previous studies. The accurate modeling of the extra jets that arise in the hadron collision is a necessity2356

for properly understanding this contribution. Other large backgrounds arise from processes where a jet2357

is reconstructed as a photon – even when two fake photons are needed. Finally, we see that tt̄ and2358

tt̄γ are not insignificant backgrounds with the set of cuts we’ve applied. Several of these backgrounds2359

might be mitigated by exploring the additional kinematic information in events with multiple jets, but2360

the single-Higgs production backgrounds are difficult to reduce in light of the true h→ γγ present.2361

To understand the attainable precision on λ3, we assume a hypothetical observation of S+B events2362
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after all selection cuts with S and B as in Table 52. This allows us to derive 68 and 95% confidence2363

intervals on the expected number of signal events using a likelihood scan, including only the MC and2364

statistical uncertainties. The expected number of signal events with 15 ab−1 integrated luminosity is2365

plotted in Fig. 63 along with the 1σ (2σ) regions in green (yellow).2366

We can also compute the expected number of events at 15 ab−1 as a function of λ3, taking into2367

account both the varying σhh cross section and the modified acceptance due to changes in the signal2368

kinematics. The resulting curve is shown in red in Fig. 63. The intersection of this curve with the 1 and2369

2σ regions indicate the expected precision on λ3 in the absence of systematic uncertainties. We find2370

λ3 ∈ [0.58, 1.45] at 68% C.L. (44)

Note that, as a result of the destructive interference between the triangle and box diagrams leading2371

to hh production, there is a degeneracy in the expected number of events around λ3 ∼ 5. However,2372

the kinematic structure of the hh signal is very different at large values of λ3, and such values could be2373

easily rejected using differential measurements (e.g, with mhh = mbb̄γγ or pT,hh), so the degeneracy can2374

be safely ignored for the purposes of this work.2375

In conclusion, we find that with a full account of the detector effects and backgrounds to hh →2376

bb̄γγ, a cut based analysis leads to an expected significance of 4.77 ± 0.14σ, corresponding to a 45%2377

measurement of the Higgs self-coupling at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1. Future improvements can be made2378

both by considering other decay channels (e.g., hh → bb̄bb̄, bb̄ττ , and bb̄WW ) and by exploiting the2379

additional information present in the hh invariant mass distribution, as discussed elsewhere in this report.2380

3.4.2 ATLAS studies2381

Editor E. Petit, ATLAS authorlist in preparation.2382

The results presented in Section 3.2.1 were extended to provide estimates of the prospects at the2383

HE-LHC, assuming a centre of mass collision energy of 27 TeV and 15 ab−1 of data.2384

The assumption is made that the detector performance will be the same as of the HL-LHC ATLAS2385

detector. Comparisons between simulation at centre of mass energy of 14 and 27 TeV show that the2386

kinematic of the Higgs boson decay particles, as well as the mHH distribution are similar. However the2387

pseudorapidity of the particle tends to point more frequently in the forward region, which would decrease2388

the acceptance by around 10%. This effect is not taken into account and the impact is expected to be2389

small.2390

The event yields for the various background processes are scaled by the luminosity increase and2391

the cross-section ratio between the two centre of mass energies. For the signal the cross-section of 139.92392

fb is used [217].2393

Without including systematic uncertainties a significance of XX and XX standard deviations is2394

expected for the bb̄γγ and bb̄ττ channels respectively. The hypothesis of no Higgs self-coupling can2395

be excluded with a significance of XX and XX standard deviations respectively. Finally the κlambda2396

parameter is expected to be measured with a 68% CI precision of XX% and XX% respectively. With the2397

bb̄γγ channel, if the HL-LHC systematic uncertainties were considered this precision would be XX%,2398

dominated by the uncertainty on the photon energy resolution. If this uncertainty were divided by a factor2399

2 then the precision would be XX%.2400

TO DO: add a comparison between the ATLAS and theory predictions when official results avail-2401

able.2402
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3.5 Indirect probes2403

3.5.1 Indirect probes through single Higgs boson production2404

Bizon, Gorbahn, Haisch, Maltoni, Pagani, Shivaji, Zanderighi, Zhao2405

In this section we discuss the possibility of indirectly extract information on the trilinear self2406

interaction of the Higgs boson via precise measurements of single-Higgs production [266–274] at the2407

HL-LHC and HE-LHC. This strategy is complementary to the direct measurement via double-Higgs2408

production, which already at leading order, i.e. at one loop in the case of gg → HH , depends on the2409

trilinear Higgs self interaction. In the case of single-Higgs production, on the contrary, the Higgs self2410

interactions enter only via one-loop corrections, i.e., at the two-loop level for the gluon-fusion (ggF )2411

production mode. The effects of modified Higgs self interactions are therefore generically much smaller,2412

but for single-Higgs production processes the precision of the experimental measurements is and will2413

be much better than for double-Higgs production. This, and the fact that for single-Higgs production2414

many different final states and both inclusive as well as differential measurements are possible will lead2415

to competitive indirect determinations of the trilinear Higgs self coupling. In [275,276] also electroweak2416

(EW) precision observables have been considered to this purpose.2417

In the following subsection, we will briefly recall the calculation framework introduced in [267,2418

268]. We also provide numerical results for the effects due to a modified trilinear Higgs coupling in2419

the most important inclusive and differential single-Higgs production cross sections as well as the Higgs2420

branching ratios. Based on these results, we will analyse the sensitivity of the HL-LHC and HE-LHC in2421

constraining the trilinear Higgs self interactions.2422

3.5.1.1 Theoretical framework2423

The effects of anomalous Higgs interactions can be extracted from experimental data via the signal2424

strength parameters µfi , which are defined for any specific combination of production and decay channel2425

i→ H → f as follows2426

µfi ≡ µi × µ
f =

σ(i)

σSM(i)
× BR(f)

BRSM(f)
. (45)

Here the quantities µi and µf are the production cross sections σ(i) (i = ggF, VBF, WH , ZH , tt̄H ,2427

tHj) and the branching ratios BR(f) (f = γγ, ZZ,WW, bb̄, ττ, µµ) normalised to their SM values,2428

respectively. Assuming on-shell production, the product µi×µf therefore corresponds to the rate for the2429

i→ H → f process normalised to the corresponding SM prediction.2430

The quantities µi and µf that enter the definition of µfi in (45) can be expressed as2431

µi = 1 + δσλ3
(i) , µf = 1 + δBRλ3

(f) , (46)

where δσλ3
(i) and δBRλ3

(f) are the deviations induced by an anomalous trilinear Higgs self interaction2432

to the production cross sections and branching ratios, respectively. This definition can be straightfor-2433

wardly extended to the differential level and one has µfi = µi = µf = 1 in the SM.2434

In single-Higgs production, the trilinear Higgs self interactions start to enter only at the one-loop2435

level in the case of vector boson fusion (VBF),WH , ZH , tt̄H , tHj production, while in the case of ggF2436

production and the decays H → gg, γγ one has to calculate two-loop EW corrections. The appearance2437

of the quadrilinear Higgs self coupling in single-Higgs processes is further delayed by one loop order.2438

For the strategy discussed here, the anomalous trilinear Higgs self interactions can be equivalently2439

parameterised either via an anomalous trilinear coupling2440

λ3 ≡ κ3λ
SM
3 (47)
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Fig. 64: Examples of NLO contribution of the Higgs self-coupling to single Higgs observables. Top:
Contribution to the Higgs self-coupling, which generates a global correction to all amplitudes. Bottom:
Examples of diagrams contributing to the ggF (left) and tt̄H (right) production modes.

where λSM
3 = m2

H/(2v
2) with v = (

√
2GF )−1/2 ' 246 GeV the EW vacuum expectation value, or via2441

the corresponding dimension-six operator2442

O6 = −λ
SM
3 c6

v2 |Φ|6 , (48)

with Φ denoting the usual SM Higgs doublet. In the normalisation adopted in (48), the simple relation2443

κ3 = 1 + c6 , (49)

is obtained and allows to translate constraints on the coupling modifier κ3 into bounds on the Wilson2444

coefficient c6 and vice versa.2445

In the presence of modified trilinear Higgs self interactions, all single-Higgs production and decay2446

channels receive two types of contributions [267, 268], as shown in Fig 64: firstly, a process and kine-2447

matic dependent one, denoted as C1 hereafter, which is linear in c6 or κ3 and second, a universal one2448

proportional to the Higgs wave function renormalisation constant ZH , which is proportional to κ2
3 and2449

therefore contains both a linear and quadratic piece in c6. The quantity δσλ3
(i) introduced in (46) as well2450

as any differential distribution related to it can thus be written as5
2451

δσλ3
(i) = (κ3 − 1)Cσ1 +

(
κ2

3 − 1
)
δZH = c6C

σ
1 +

(
2c6 + c2

6

)
δZH , (50)

where δZH denotes the one-loop correction to the Higgs wave function renormalisation constant asso-2452

ciated to modifications of the trilinear Higgs self coupling. In the case of the decays, the effects due2453

to Higgs wave function renormalisation cancel in the branching ratios, and as a result the quantities2454

δBRλ3
(f) defined in (46) take the following form2455

δBRλ3
(f) = (κ3 − 1)

(
CΓ

1 − CΓtot
1

)
= c6

(
CΓ

1 − CΓtot
1

)
. (51)

Here CΓtot
1 is an effective term that describes the process dependent corrections to the total decay width2456

of the Higgs boson.2457

5This equation is in reality a linearised version of the complete formula that is used for extracting the results in Section ...
and involves the Higgs wave function resummation [268, 272]. Also (51) is a linear expansion.
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Cσ1 [%] ggF VBF WH ZH ttH tHj

13 TeV 0.66 0.64 1.03 1.19 3.51 0.91

14 TeV 0.66 0.64 1.03 1.18 3.47 0.89

27 TeV 0.66 0.62 1.01 1.16 3.20 0.79

Table 53: Cσ1 coefficients for inclusive single-Higgs production cross sections at different CM energies.

pT (H) [GeV] [0, 25] [25, 50] [50, 100] [100, 200] [200, 500] > 500

VBF 0.97 0.88 0.73 0.58 0.45 0.29

ZH 2.00 1.75 1.21 0.51 0.01 −0.10

WH 1.70 1.49 1.04 0.44 0.01 −0.09

tt̄H 5.31 5.07 4.38 3.00 1.27 0.17

tHj 1.23 1.18 1.02 0.74 0.33 −0.06

Table 54: Cσ1 coefficients for single-Higgs production processes at 13 TeV in different pT (H) bins.

pT (H) [GeV] [0, 25] [25, 50] [50, 100] [100, 200] [200, 500] > 500

VBF 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.62 0.52 0.29

ZH 2.00 1.74 1.21 0.50 0.00 −0.10

WH 1.70 1.49 1.04 0.44 0.01 −0.09

tt̄H 5.00 4.78 4.14 2.86 1.23 0.22

tHj 1.06 1.03 0.91 0.69 0.33 0.02

Table 55: Same as table 54 but for a CM energy of 27 TeV.

CΓ
1 [%] γγ ZZ WW gg

on-shell H 0.49 0.83 0.73 0.66

Table 56: CΓ
1 coefficients for the phenomenologically relevant decay modes of the Higgs boson.

In the following we provide the values of theC1 coefficients that are used in the numerical analyses2458

presented in section ??. The given values correspond to the input2459

GF = 1.1663787× 10−5 GeV−2 , mW = 80.385 GeV ,

mZ = 91.1876 GeV , mH = 125 GeV , mt = 172.5 GeV .
(52)

For these parameters one finds numerically [268]2460

δZH = −1.536× 10−3 , C
Γtot
1 = 2.3× 10−3 . (53)

In the calculations of production cross sections and distributions, the renormalisation and factorisation2461

scales are taken to be µR = µF = 1
2

∑
f mf with mf the masses of the particles in the final state and2462

PDF4LHC2015 [52] parton distribution functions are used. On the other hand, the dependence of the C12463

coefficients on µR, µF and the PDF set is negligible.2464

In table 53 we list the values of Cσ1 for the various production modes at different centre of2465

mass (CM) energies. One first notices that WH , ZH and especially ttH production depend stronger2466
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on the anomalous trilinear Higgs self coupling than the ggF, the VBF and the tHj channel. Further-2467

more, in the case of WH , ZH and ttH production the loop corrections contributing to Cσ1 feature a2468

Sommerfeld enhancement, which results in an increased sensitivity to anomalous trilinear Higgs self in-2469

teractions at low energies [268,269,272]. This feature is illustrated in tables 54 and 55 where we give the2470

values of Cσ1 in bins of the Higgs transverse momentum pT (H) for pp collisions at 13 TeV and 27 TeV,2471

respectively.6 Table 56 finally provides the values of the CΓ
1 coefficients for the decay modes of the2472

Higgs boson that are relevant in our numerical study.2473

Notice that all the formulas and numbers presented in this subsection take into account only effects2474

associated to an anomalous trilinear Higgs self coupling. The extension to more general and physically2475

motivated scenarios that include also other new-physics effects is simple and has been worked out in [270,2476

272]. It consists in adding to (50) and (51) the effects of other anomalous interactions such as a modified2477

top Yukawa coupling or altered/new gauge-Higgs vertices. In the next subsection, we perform a global2478

analyses of the constraints on λ3 that the HL-LHC and the HE-LHC should be able to set. We thereby2479

follow the lines of the study [270], using the results for the coefficients C1 provided above.2480

As discussed in refs. [270, 272], the constraints that can be set on c6 critically depend on the2481

interplay between the following aspects:2482

– The number of additional parameters related other anomalous interactions.2483

– The number of independent measurements considered in the analysis.2484

– The inclusion of differential information.2485

– The assumptions on the theoretical and experimental (statistical and systematic) errors.2486

In the next section we explore this interplay for the cases of the HL- and HE-LHC following2487

the lines of the study presented in refs. [270] augmented with the new results provided in this section.2488

Independent analyses performed by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations with a full-fledged treatment of2489

all the correlations among experimental uncertainties are desirable. It is worth noting that, when other2490

anomalous interactions are also considered, the effects of ZBSM
H are degenerate with those in general2491

affecting the Higgs wave-function normalisation, typically parameterised via the Wilson coefficient CH .2492

Thus, the coefficients Cσ1 and therefore the differential distributions have a primary role in the extraction2493

of the information on κ3 from measurements of single Higgs production.2494

We also recall that limits on κ3 or equivalently c6 obtained with this strategy are sensible only2495

when |κ3| < 20; as discussed in refs. [268] this limit guarantees that the perturbative loop expansion is2496

converging and that the leading missing higher orders depending on κ3 − 1 = c6 are below 10% level.2497

On the contrary, as discussed in refs. [274, 277], when the information from double Higgs production2498

is considered a more cautious limit |κ3| < 6 should be adopted in order to achieve both perturbative2499

unitarity and the convergence of the loop expansion.2500

3.5.2 Indirect probes of the trilinear coupling through differential distributions measurements2501

N. Wardle, J. Langford2502

As detailed in the previous section, an alternative approach to probing the Higgs boson self-2503

coupling is to measure deviations of the inclusive and differential Higgs boson production rates. Contri-2504

butions to single Higgs boson production from the Higgs boson self-coupling are sizeable for production2505

in association with a pair of top quarks (ttH) or a single top-quark (tH). The contributions are greatest in2506

these production modes due to the large mass of the top quark. Differential cross section measurements,2507

in particular as a function of the Higgs boson transverse momentum pHT , allow one to disentangle the ef-2508

fects of modified Higgs boson self-coupling values from other effects such as the presence of anomalous2509

top–Higgs couplings.2510

6Results for a different binning or different observables can be easily obtained with the code presented in [272].
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pT (H) [GeV] [0, 45] [45, 80] [80, 120] [120, 200] [200, 350] > 350

ttH 5.31 4.73 3.92 2.79 1.42 0.42

tH 1.32 1.19 1.00 0.75 0.40 0.06

VH 1.66 1.23 0.77 0.35 0.02 −0.09

Table 57: Process dependant C1 values for each bin of pHT .

3.6 Constraints on the Higgs boson self coupling2511

The differential cross-section measurements, described in section 2.4.2, are used to extract a constraint2512

on the Higgs boson self-coupling (λ3), by parameterising deviations from SM predictions as described in2513

the previous section. The kinematic dependance of these deviations are determined by reweighting signal2514

events, on an event by event basis, using the tool described in Ref. [?], which calculates λ3-dependent2515

corrections to the tree level cross-sections as a function of the kinematic properties of the event, and is2516

encapsulated as a varying C1 coefficient. The value of C1 depends on both the Higgs boson production2517

mode and the kinematic properties of the event. Table 57 shows the values ofC1 calculated in the fiducial2518

region for ttH and tH production, in each bin of pHT .2519

In addition, the contribution from V H production is included by similarly calculating the C12520

values for V H, H → γ γ events. For the contribution of gg → H and to account for modifications of the2521

H → γ γ decay width, the parameterisations which have been calculated for inclusive events provided in2522

Ref. [268] are used directly.2523

Figure 65 shows a scan of the profile log-likelihood, as a function of κλ, is shown in . In the scan,2524

all other Higgs boson couplings are assumed to attain their SM values. For the purposes of constraining2525

κλ, theoretical uncertainties in the differential ttH + tH cross section, as described section 2.4.2, are2526

included in the signal model. The results when only including the hadronic or leptonic categories are2527

shown in addition to the result obtained from their combination.2528
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Fig. 65: Profile log-likelihood scan as a function of κλ. The individual contributions of the statistical
and systematic uncertainties are separated by performing a likelihood scan with all systematics removed.
Additionally, the contributions from the hadronic and leptonic channels have been separated, shown in
red and purple, respectively.

The profiled log-likelihood in the region around 5 < κλ < 15 results from the behaviour of the2529

parameterisations which modify the predicted cross sections. For the ttH production mode, the derivative2530

of the predicted cross section with respect to κλ changes sign in this region, such that the predicted cross2531
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section is relatively stable for different values of κλ. This degeneracy is however somewhat resolved by2532

the other production modes for which the change in sign occurs at different values of κλ. With 3ab−1
2533

of data collected by CMS at the HL-LHC, this result shows that a constraint of −4.1 < κλ < 14.1 at2534

the 95% confidence level (CL) is acheivable from the differential cross-section measurement of a single2535

Higgs boson decay channel produced in association with tops, using data from only one of the two2536

general purpose detectors at the HL-LHC.2537

The ttH + tH differential cross section measurements are also sensitive to other potential BSM2538

effects, such as those which give rise to anomalous top–Higgs couplings. A two-dimensional profile2539

log-likelihood scan is shown in Fig. 66 as a function of κλ and µH . The parameter µH is a multiplicative2540

scaling factor which is common to all Higgs boson production modes and all pHT bins. Even with this2541

additional parameter, constraints on κλ are still achievable, owing to the information retained in the2542

shape of the pHT distribution. The constraint on κλ is −7.1 < κλ < 14.1 at the 95% CL, when the2543

log-likelihood is also profiled with respect to µH .2544
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Fig. 66: Results of the two-dimensional likelihood scan in κλ-vs-µH , where µH allows all Higgs boson
production modes to scale relative to the SM prediction. The 68% and 95% confidence level contours
are shown by the solid and dashed lines respectively. The SM expectation is shown by the black cross.

3.6.1 Global fit2545

Stefano Di Vita, Gauthier Durieux, Christophe Grojean, Jiayin Gu, Zhen Liu, Giuliano Panico, Marc2546

Riembau, Thibaud Vantalon2547

In the previous chapter (cite) it as been shown that assuming the trilinear is the only coupling2548

deviating from its SM value that single Higgs observable can give competitive bound with double Higgs2549

production, see also Refs. [267–269, 272, 275], electroweak process where the Higgs trilinear enter at2550

the two loop level have also been studied in [276]. Nevertheless, departures of the Higgs self-coupling2551

from its SM prediction signal the existence of new dynamics that, in general, would leave an imprint2552

on other Higgs couplings as well which have a strong impact on the bound as shown by Ref. [270].2553

The importance of a global fit is therefore two-fold, namely to assess the robustness of the studies that2554

take into account deformations exclusively in the Higgs trilinear, and to single out the sensitivity on the2555

single-Higgs couplings that is required to minimize the impact of the possible correlations.2556
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Fig. 67: PRELIMINARY χ2 analysis of the Higgs self-coupling δκλ using single- and double-Higgs
processes for the HL-LHC at 13 TeV and 3 ab−1. Left: Comparison of the constraints obtained using
differential single-Higgs processes (green), with the ones using differential double-Higgs data together
with inclusive single-Higgs measurements (blue). Right: Comparison of the constraints from differential
single- and double-Higgs (orange), with those from differential double-Higgs data together with inclusive
single-Higgs measurements (blue).

To include the effect of the different deformations away from the SM, we use the EFT frame-2557

work described in Ref. [270], where 9 parameters describe the deviations of the single-Higgs couplings.2558

In particular, we consider three7 parameters for the Yukawa interactions (δyt, δyb, δyτ ,), two for the2559

contact interactions with gluons and photons (cgg , cγγ), rescalings of the SM hZZ and hWW interac-2560

tions (parametrized by one coefficient, δcz , if custodial symmetry is unbroken), and three coefficients2561

(czz, cz�, czγ) parametrizing interactions of the Higgs with the electroweak bosons that have non-SM2562

tensor structures. Note that two combinations of the last three parameters are constrained by diboson2563

data, showing an interesting interplay between the gauge and the Higgs sectors. A global fit on the2564

Higgs self-coupling, parametrized by δκλ (which is zero in the SM) using only inclusive single Higgs2565

observables, and taking into account the additional 9 EFT deviations described above, suffers from a flat2566

direction. To lift it, it is necessary to include data from differential measurements of those processes,2567

since the single-Higgs deformations and δκλ tend to affect the distributions in complementary ways.2568

The global fit for the HL-LHC is summarized in Fig. 67. In the left plot, we show in green the2569

∆χ2 including only single-Higgs data, both in an exclusive study (dotted), and after profiling over all the2570

other parameters (solid). The width of the lines corresponds to different assumptions on the extrapolation2571

of the projected experimental sensitivities on the inclusive signal strenghts, to differential ones. We can2572

see that, in a global fit, the constraint on the trilinear is worsened due to correlations (mainly with the2573

top yukawa δyt and the contact interaction with gluons cgg, and, to a lesser degree, between δyb and2574

δcz refer to fig4 if we include it). The fit to differential double-Higgs data and inclusive single-Higgs2575

measurements, taken from the study in Ref. [215], is depicted in blue. In the right plot we can see that,2576

while double-Higgs is clearly driving the bound, differential single-Higgs data is nonetheless relevant as2577

it can help lift the degenerate minima around δκλ ∼ 5.2578

We now discuss projections for the HE-LHC at 27 TeV with 15 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. For2579

the uncertainties we perform a simple extrapolation where the theory and systematic uncertainties are2580

kept the same as in the HL-LHC projections, while the statistical uncertainty is rescaled accordingly2581

[248]. We show the results in Fig. 68. In the left plot, in pink, we present the χ2 analysis using the2582

projections for the single-Higgs channels at HE-LHC at the inclusive level. Inclusive measurements2583

7If other fermionic decay channels can be observed, further parameters can be included, with no effect on the number of
degrees of freedom.
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Fig. 68: PRELIMINARYχ2 analysis of the Higgs self-coupling δκλ using single-Higgs processes for the
HE-LHC at 27 TeV and 15 ab−1. Left: indirect Right: indirect, direct, conbimation

are able to lift the flat direction due to the measurement of the th + j production and the zγ decay.2584

The combination with the full HL-LHC analysis closes the flat direction and the second minimum can be2585

excluded at∼ 95% CL. In the right plot the fit using differential observables in single-Higgs production at2586

HE-LHC is shown in blue. The differential information is enough to lift the flat directions and the single-2587

Higgs data is more constraining than the full HL-LHC combination, even in the global fit. Combination2588

with HL-LHC gives a constraint of about |δκλ| . 2 at 95% CL. Moreover, the combination (in red)2589

reduces the impact of the correlations.2590

Since it is expected that the theory and systematic uncertainties will change over time, in Fig. 692591

we explore how our findings are affected if both uncertainties are rescaled by a common factor. Getting2592

more than a factor two improvement on those uncertainties, which is a rather reasonable benchmark,2593

does not significantly improve the constraints, and we conclude that the precision is limited by statistics.2594
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Fig. 69: ∆χ2 = 1 and ∆χ2 = 3.85 contour regions on the anomalous Higgs self-coupling δκλ for the
HE-LHC projections, as a function of the common rescaling factor of both the theory and systematic
uncertainties with respect to the HL-LHC projections. The dashed lines indicate the constraints for
an exclusive fit to δκλ, while the solid lines indicate the constraints after profiling over the remaining
parameters.
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3.7 Implications2595

3.7.1 Implications for flavor models2596

by Martin Bauer, Marcela Carena and Adrián Carmona2597

In 2HDMs, the term H1H2 ≡ HT
1 (iσ2)H2 is a SM singlet which can however be charged under

an additional U(1) flavor symmetry. This is an interesting possibility that allows to generate the different
fermion masses with a Froggatt-Nielsen (FN) mechanism where the flavon is replaced by the H1H2

operator. In this way, the new physics scale Λ where the higher dimensional FN operators are generated
is tied to the electroweak scale, leading to much stronger phenomenological consequences. Let us assume
for concreteness a type-I like 2DHM with the following Yukawa Lagrangian

LY ⊃ yuij
(
H1H2

Λ2

)nuij
q̄iLH1u

j
R + ydij

(
H†1H

†
2

Λ2

)ndij
q̄iLH̃1d

j
R + y`ij

(
H†1H

†
2

Λ2

)neij
¯̀i
LH̃1e

j
R + h.c. ,

(54)

where H̃1 ≡ iσ2H
∗
1 as usual and the charges nu,d,e are a combination of theU(1) charges ofH1, (H1H2)

and the different SM fermion fields. For simplicity, we set the flavor charges of (H1H2) and H2 to 1 and
0, respectively, such that

nuij = aqi − auj , ndij = aqi − adj , neij = a`i − aej , (55)

if we denote by aqi , aui , . . . , the U(1) charges of the SM fermions. In general, the fermion masses are
given by

mψ = yψε
nψ v√

2
ε =

v1v2

2Λ2 =
tβ

1 + t2β

v2

2Λ2 , (56)

with the vacuum expectation values 〈H1,2〉 = v1,2 and tβ ≡ v1/v2. Besides being able to accommodate2598

the observed hierarchy of SM fermion masses and mixing angles for the right assignment of flavor2599

charges [], this framework can lead to enhanced diagonal Yukawa couplings between the Higgs and the2600

SM fermions while having suppressed FCNCs. If we denote by h and H the two neutral scalar mass2601

eigenstates, with h being the observed 125 GeV Higgs, the couplings between the scalars ϕ = h,H and2602

SM fermions ψLi,Ri = PL,Rψi in the mass eigenbasis read2603

L = gϕψLiψRj
ϕ ψ̄LiψRj + h.c. (57)

with i, such that ui = u, c, t, di = d, s, b and ei = e, µ, τ . This induces flavor-diagonal couplings

gϕψLiψRi
= κϕψi

mψi

v
=
(
gϕψi(α, β) + nψi f

ϕ(α, β)
) mψi

v
, (58)

as well as flavor off-diagonal couplings

gϕψLiψRj
= fϕ(α, β)

(
Aij

mψj

v
−
mψi

v
Bij
)
. (59)

The flavor universal functions in (58) and (59) read

ghψi =
cβ−α
tβ

+ sβ−α , gHψi = cβ−α −
sβ−α
tβ

, (60)

and

fh(α, β) = cβ−α
( 1

tβ
− tβ

)
+ 2sβ−α , fH(α, β) = −sβ−α

( 1

tβ
− tβ

)
+ 2cβ−α , (61)
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Fig. 70: Br(H → hh) as a function of cos(β − α) and tanβ for MH = M
H
± = 550 GeV and

MA = 450 GeV. The dashed contours correspond to constant values |κhψ| for nψ = 1.

where cx ≡ cosx, sx ≡ sinx. One can see that, unless all flavor charges for a given type of fermions2604

are equal, the off-diagonal elements in matrices A and B lead to FCNCs which are chirally suppressed2605

by powers of the ratio ε, see [278] for more details.2606

The scalar couplings to the different gauge bosons are the same as in a normal type-I 2HDM while
the scalar coupling between the heavy Higgs H and two SM Higgs scalars h, as well as the triple Higgs
coupling can be expressed as [279, 280]

gHhh =
cβ−α
v

[(
1−fh(α, β)sβ−α

)(
3M2

A−2m2
h−M2

H

)
−M2

A

]
, (62)

ghhh = −3

v

[
fh(α, β)c2

β−α(m2
h −M2

A) +m2
hsβ−α

]
, (63)

where MA is the pseudoscalar mass. The U(1) flavor symmetry restricts the number of allowed terms in2607

the scalar potential forbidding e.g. terms proportional to H1H2. The interesting feature is that one can2608

rewrite such self scalar interactions with the help of the function fh(α, β), since it is somehow related2609

to the combination H1H
†
2 appearing in both the scalar potential and the higher dimensional operators2610

generating the different Yukawa couplings. Therefore, the parameter space for which fh(α, β) � 12611

and cβ−α 6= 0 leads to maximally enhanced diagonal couplings of the SM Higgs to fermions (58) as2612

well as to an enhancement of the trilinear couplings (62) and (63). For maximally enhanced Yukawa2613

couplings, the mass of the heavy Higgs H cannot be taken arbitrarily large and resonant Higgs pair2614

production has to be present. This correlation between the enhancement of the Higgs Yukawa couplings2615

κhψ and Br(H → hh) is illustrated for MH = MA = M
H
± = 500 GeV in Fig. 70 where we plot2616

the dependence of Br(H → hh) on cβ−α and tβ . The dashed contours correspond to constant values2617

of |κhψ| for nψ = 1. This correlation does not dependent of the factor nψ, although nψ > 1 leads to a2618

larger enhancement. The two exceptions for which this correlation breaks down are the limits cβ−α ≈ 02619

and cβ−α ≈ ±1. Whereas the second case is strongly disfavoured by SM Higgs couplings strength2620

measurements, the first one (which corresponds to the decoupling limit) is at odds with the flavor model,2621

for it requires large values of the spurion µ3 ∝MA which softly breaks the U(1) flavor symmetry.2622

The enhancement in Br(H → hh) shown in Figure 70 is partially cancelled in the production2623

cross section σ(gg → H) for large values of tβ due to the fact that σ(gg → H) ∝ 1 + 1/t2β − (κht )2,2624

with κht ≈ 1. However, the cross-section σ(gg → h → hh) is not suppressed for such values of tβ and2625

the combination of both contributions leads to a continuous enhancement in the di-Higgs cross-section.2626

There is therefore a non-trivial interplay between resonant and non-resonant contributions, which we2627

illustrate in the left panel of Fig. 71, where we plot both contributions assuming as a function of κhψ2628

for fixed values of cβ−α (which is a monotonic function of tβ). We assume a center-of-mass energy of2629
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Fig. 71: Left: Cross section for Higgs pair production in units of the SM prediction as a function of κhψ
for cβ−α = −0.45 (−0.4) and MA = 450 GeV , MH = M

H
± = 550 GeV in blue (green) at

√
s = 27

TeV. Right: Invariant mass distribution for the different contributions to the signal with cβ−α = −0.45

and κhψ = 5 (blue), κhψ = 4 (green) and κhψ = 3 (red) at
√
s = 27 TeV, respectively.

√
s = 27 TeV and set MA = 450 GeV and MH = M

H
± = 550 GeV, while choosing two different2630

values of cβ−α = −0.45 and −0.4. Dashed (dotted) lines correspond to the non-resonant (resonant)2631

contributions, whereas the solid lines represent the full σ(gg → hh) in the 2HDM in units of the SM2632

prediction, both at LO and NLO. Solid lines show the NLO results, while the solid shaded lines mark the2633

values of κψ excluded by perturbativity and unitarity constraints [281]. More details about the calcula-2634

tion of the signal and plots for
√
s = 13 TeV can be found in Ref. [278]. The values of κhψ in Fig. 712635

correspond to nψ = 1 but values of O(10) and larger are obtained for nψ > 1. We also show in the right2636

panel of Fig. 71 the invariant mass distribution for the different contributions to the di-Higgs signal for2637

cβ−α = −0.45 and three different values of κhψ = 3, 4 and 5. The interesting feature is that, when the en-2638

hancement in the Higgs Yukawa couplings is large enough, the interference between both non-resonant2639

and resonant contributions turns the broad peak into a shoulder in the dσ/dmhh distribution for the total2640

cross section, as shown for the case κhψ = 5 by the blue line in the right panel of Fig. 71. Resolving such2641

shape in the invariant mass distribution can be quite challenging. We encourage a dedicated analysis con-2642

sidering the corresponding dσ/dmhh templates to maximize the sensitivity to features in the di-Higgs2643

invariant mass distribution from the simultaneous enhancement of ghhh, gHhh and κhψ.2644

2645

3.7.2 Implications for theories of electroweak phase transition2646

by Jonathan Kozaczuk, Andrew Long, Jose Miguel No, and Michael J. Ramsey-Musolf2647

Introduction. Explaining the origin of the cosmic matter-antimatter asymmetry is a key open problem at2648

the interface of high energy physics and cosmology. A number of scenarios have been proposed, ranging2649

in energy scales from ∼ 1012 and above to below the electroweak scale and corresponding to different2650

eras in cosmic history. One of the most compelling – electroweak baryogenesis – ties the generation of2651

the asymmetry to electroweak symmetry breaking (for a review, see Ref. [282]). In this scenario, the2652

universe must have undergone a first order phase from the electroweak symmetric to broken phase at a2653

temperature TEW ∼ 100 GeV. If such a transition occurred, then there must have also existed sufficiently2654

active CP-violating interactions to produce the observed asymmetry. Neither requirement is satisfied by2655

the Standard Model. The symmetry-breaking transition for a 125 GeV Higgs boson is known to be of2656

a crossover type, and the CP-violating interactions encoded in the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix2657
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are too feeble to have produced the observed asymmetry. Thus, viable EWBG requires physics beyond2658

the Standard Model (BSM) that couples to the Higgs boson.2659

The HE LHC would provide new opportunities to search for this BSM physics. Studies of di-Higgs2660

production, measurements of the Higgs triple self-coupling, and precision tests of other Higgs couplings2661

are particularly interesting as probes of the new interactions needed for a first order electroweak phase2662

transition (EWPT). For the first order phase transition to be sufficiently strong, so as to provide the2663

needed conditions for EWBG, the new interactions must be mediated by particles with masses below2664

roughly one TeV, making them accessible to pp collisions at
√
s = 28 TeV. While a definitive program2665

of searching for these interactions would likely require higher center of mass energy, the HE LHC would2666

significantly extend the reach over what is accessible at the HL LHC. Below, we provide a few key2667

examples that illustrate this possibility.2668

Higgs Potential at Finite Temperature. The nature of the EWSB transition is governed by the temperature-2669

dependent Higgs potential, VEFF(ϕ, T ). In the regime where T >> MW , this potential takes the simple2670

form2671

VEFF(ϕ, T ) = D(T 2 − T 2
0 )ϕ2 − (ET + e)ϕ3 + λ̄ϕ2 + · · · . (64)

In the SM one has e = 0, while D, T0, E and λ̄ are all non-vanishing functions of the zero temperature2672

parameters of the theory (e.g., gauge, Yukawa, and Higgs self-couplings). At any temperature, the2673

minimum of energy is obtained when ϕ equals its vacuum expectation value v(T ), with v(0) = 2462674

GeV. The Higgs boson field is just the difference H = ϕ− v(0).2675

At sufficiently high temperatures, the minimum of the potential resides at the origin, i.e., v(T ) = 0.2676

As the universe cools, however, the minimum eventually moves away from the origin, corresponding to2677

the onset of EWSB. The details of this evolution, and the nature of the transition (first order, second2678

order, or crossover) depends on the values of the couplings in Eq. (64). Since the latter are determined2679

by the T = 0 interactions, measurements of Higgs boson properties allow one to infer the thermal history2680

of electroweak symmetry breaking.2681

Assuming the SM form of the T = 0 Higgs potential and Higgs couplings to other SM particles,2682

lattice studies imply that for a 125 GeV Higgs boson, the symmetry-breaking transition is of a cross2683

over type [283–286]. Thus, one of the three “Sakharov conditions" for successful baryogenesis [287]2684

– out of equilibrium dynamics – would not have been satisfied, thereby precluding EWBG. However,2685

the presence of additional scalar particles that interact with the Higgs boson could yield a first order2686

EWPT even for a 125 GeV Higgs boson (see e.g., [282, 288]). A sufficiently strong first order EWPT2687

may arise if these interactions induce changes in the zero-temperature vacuum structure of the scalar2688

potential and/or generate finite-temperature quantum corrections that modify the parameters in Eq. 64.2689

In addition, the presence new neutral scalars that may also obtain vacuum expectation values may allow2690

for a richer thermal history than in the SM universe, including the presence of new symmetry-breaking2691

phases that preceded the presence of the “Higgs phase" [289–291].2692

Collider Probes. Existing searches for new scalars at the LHC, together with present measurements of2693

Higgs boson properties, generally rule out a strong first order transition if the new scalars are charged2694

under S(3)C [292, 293]. In contrast, interactions involving scalars that carry only EW quantum numbers2695

(EW multiplets) or no SM quantum numbers at all (singlets) are considerably less constrained. Cross2696

sections for directly producing these scalars can be as small as a few fb when model parameters are2697

consistent with a strong first order EWPT. If one of these scenarios is realized in nature, then one may2698

or may not be able to discover it at the HL LHC. The higher energy and integrated luminosity of the HE2699

LHC would significantly expand this discovery potential.2700

Perhaps, the simplest illustration of this potential is the extension of the SM scalar sector with2701

a single real singlet scalar [294–306], the “xSM" [307] (for analogous studies with a complex singlet,2702

see [308, 309]). The xSM contains two Higgs-like scalars, h1 and h2 that are admixtures of the neutral2703

component of the SM Higgs doublet and the singlet. For a wide range or model parameters, the inter-2704
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actions in the xSM scalar potential can lead to a strong first order EWPT when the SM-like state h1 has2705

a mass of 125 GeV. The associated collider signatures direct and indirect effects: direct production of2706

scalar pairs; include modifications of the Higgs self-coupling, which may be as as large asO(1) or small2707

as a few percent; and a shift in the associated production (Zh1) cross section.2708

We consider first scalar pair production. In pp collisions, a pair of SM-like scalars h1 can be2709

produced through an on-shell h2, corresponding to the so-called “resonant di-Higgs production". Each2710

h1 then decays to the conventional Higgs boson decay products, yielding various combinations. The2711

possibilities for discovery through the “resonant di-Higgs production" process are illustrated in Fig. 72,2712

where the results are obtained by combining the 4τ and bb̄γγ final states [302] (for early studies of2713

resonant di-Higgs production, see, e.g.. Ref. [310]). Each colored band gives the projected significance2714

Nσ of observation as a function of the h2 mass, with the Nσ range obtained by varying over all other2715

model parameters consistent with a strong first order EWPT, constraints from EW precision observables,2716

and present LHC Higgs signal strength determinations. The maximum h2 mass consistent with a strong2717

first order EWPT is just below 900 GeV. Results are shown for different prospective center of mass2718

energies2719

At the time this work was completed, no analysis had been performed for
√
s = 27 TeV and 152720

ab−1 integrated luminosity. Consequently, we show in the left panel the reach for the LHC and a 1002721

TeV pp collider and in the right panel the corresponding reach for
√
s = 50, 100, and 200 GeV with 302722

ab−1. As one can see, the HL-LHC discovery potential is limited to a relatively modest portion of the2723

light h2 parameter space, whereas the FCC-hh with 30 ab−1 would enable discovery over the entire first2724

order EWPT-viable parameter space in this model. Interpolating by eye, one can anticipate that the reach2725

for the HE LHC will lie somewhere bewteen that of the LHC and the 50 TeV band in the right panel.2726
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Fig. 72: Discovery potential for the singlet-induced strong first order EWPT using resonant di-Higgs
production combining 4τ and bb̄γγ final states [302]. Vertical axis gives significance as a function of
the singlet-like scalar mass m2. Left panel gives comparison of the reach for the HL-LHC (blue band)
and the FCC-hh with 3 ab−1 and 30 ab−1 (purple and red bands, respectively) Right panel shows the
prospective reach for different center of mass energies, assuming 30 ab−1.

Beyond direct production, the HE LHC will provide opportunities to observe indirect signatures2727

of a strong first order EWPT through modifications of Higgs couplings. Considering first the xSM, the2728

mixing between the doublet and singlet states will modifications of the Higgs triple self coupling. This2729

possibility is indicated in Fig. 73, where we should he correlation between the critical temperature for2730

the first order EWPT and the triple self coupling. The vertical axis gives the ratio of the xSM triple self-2731

coupling of Higgs-like state h1 to its Standard Model value, corresponding to the quantity κλ introduced2732

earlier in this chapter. According to the analysis presented in the first part of Section 3.4.1, a 15%2733

determination of κλ may be possible using the bbγγ channel (however, see a parallel analysis later in that2734

section for a less optimistic projection). This sensitivity corresponds roughly to the width of the green2735
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band in Fig. 73. One can see that there exists a wide range of xSM parameter choices that would lead to2736

an observable deviation of κλ with the HE LHC.2737
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<latexit sha1_base64="lumEoXEPRs9QXKw72yyPqGffEOc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lumEoXEPRs9QXKw72yyPqGffEOc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lumEoXEPRs9QXKw72yyPqGffEOc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="lumEoXEPRs9QXKw72yyPqGffEOc=">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</latexit>

0.25
<latexit sha1_base64="hjrXxj+yYUicIaIMB86n3Ca+cVU=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8Ajxy0Ug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hjrXxj+yYUicIaIMB86n3Ca+cVU=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8Ajxy0Ug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hjrXxj+yYUicIaIMB86n3Ca+cVU=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8Ajxy0Ug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="hjrXxj+yYUicIaIMB86n3Ca+cVU=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglfdeKWoRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKZS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI1KObD46aJUvUm6z8AJnMI5BHAFVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8Ajxy0Ug==</latexit>

0.50
<latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH334auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmkrxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVESxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOFknv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH334auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmkrxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVESxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOFknv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH334auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmkrxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVESxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOFknv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="pJjlc4RmXLIPyd4PbHHTmLA31cE=">AAACWHiclVDLSgMxFL0dH334auvSzWARXHVmRNGFSEEXboQK9gFtKZk0bYN5DElGLUN/wa3+mn6NaTsL27rxQuBwHtybE0aMauP7XxlnY3NrO5vLF3Z29/YPiqVyU8tYYdLAkknVDpEmjArSMNQw0o4UQTxkpBU+38701gtRmkrxZCYR6XE0EnRIMTIzyq9e+P1ixa/683HXQZCCCqRT75cyN92BxDEnwmCGtO4EfmR6CVKGYkamhW6sSYTwMxqRjoUCcaJ7yfzYqXtimYE7lMo+Ydw5+zuRIK71hIfWyZEZ61VtRv6ldWIzvOolVESxIQIvFg1j5hrpzn7uDqgi2LCJBQgram918RgphI3tZ2mL19CW8pAYKPLKpBh5d0pGoXzzHqjGHp+kRj39X8wu4jZTsI0Hq/2ug+ZZNbD48bxSu067z8ERHMMpBHAJNbiHOjQAwxje4QM+M98OOFknv7A6mTRzCEvjlH8Aiz20UA==</latexit>

0.75
<latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="vmtycqYZU1hoJZ9hYXagzXWApvE=">AAACWHiclVBLS0JBFD7eHj56qS3bXJKglffeKGwRIdSiTWCQD1CRueOog/O4zMytRPwLbeuv1a9p1LtIbdOBgY/vwTnzhRGj2vj+V8rZ2t7ZTWeyub39g8OjfKHY0DJWmNSxZFK1QqQJo4LUDTWMtCJFEA8ZaYbju7nefCFKUymezSQiXY6Ggg4oRmZO+eXKVS9f8sv+YtxNECSgBMnUeoXUbacvccyJMJghrduBH5nuFClDMSOzXCfWJEJ4jIakbaFAnOjudHHszD2zTN8dSGWfMO6C/Z2YIq71hIfWyZEZ6XVtTv6ltWMzuO5OqYhiQwReLhrEzDXSnf/c7VNFsGETCxBW1N7q4hFSCBvbz8oWr64t5SHRV+SVSTH07pWMQvnmPVKNPT5JjHr2v5hdxG0mZxsP1vvdBI2LcmDx02WpepN0n4ETOIVzCKACVXiAGtQBwwje4QM+U98OOGknu7Q6qSRzDCvjFH8AmNa0Vw==</latexit>

1.00
<latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSxa3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiNJUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A07WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSxa3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiNJUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A07WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSxa3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiNJUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A07WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ElzaFHJr/rZrra89z9X88tNyqEU=">AAACWHiclVDJSgNBEK2MSxa3JB69DAbBU2ZGBD2IBPTgRYhgFkhC6Ol0kia9DN09agj5Ba/6a/o19iRzMIkXC5p+vKrHq3phxKg2vv+Vcba2d3azuXxhb//g8KhYKje1jBUmDSyZVO0QacKoIA1DDSPtSBHEQ0Za4eQu6bdeiNJUimczjUiPo5GgQ4qRSaig6vv9YsW3X1LuJghSUIG06v1S5rY7kDjmRBjMkNadwI9Mb4aUoZiReaEbaxIhPEEj0rFQIE50b7ZYdu6eWWbgDqWyTxh3wf5WzBDXespDO8mRGev1XkL+1evEZnjdm1ERxYYIvDQaxsw10k0udwdUEWzY1AKEFbW7uniMFMLG5rPi4jW0pTwkBoq8MilG3r2SUSjfvEeqscen6aCe/09mjbjVFGziwXq+m6B5UQ0sfrqs1G7S7HNwAqdwDgFcQQ0eoA4NwDCGd/iAz8y3A07WyS9HnUyqOYaVcso/g3e0TA==</latexit>

1.25
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Fig. 73: Parameter space scan for a singlet model extension of the Standard Model. The points indicate
a first order phase transition. These points lead to signals observable at future colliders. Shown is the
correlation between critical temperature Tc (vertical axis) and the HHH coupling scaled to its SM value
(horizontal axis). SM prediction for the latter is indicated as g111/g

SM
111 = 1. Adapted from Refs. [311]
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Fig. 74: EW phase diagram for the real triplet extension of the SM scalar sector. Horizontal axis gives
the triplet mass and vertical axis indicates the triplet-Higgs coupling. Light blue and green regions corre-
spond to cross-over and first order transitions. Dark green (“DR breaks down") and grey regions indicate
parameter choices for which the present non-perturbative computations are not applicable. Dashed lines
indicate relative shift in the Higgs diphoton decay rate. From Ref. [312].

Going beyond the xSM, one may also anticipate a strong first order EWPT in scalar sector exten-2738

sions carrying electroweak charge. Among the most widely studied such scenario is the Two Higgs Dou-2739

blet Model (2HDM). The authors of Refs. [313, 314] have shown that the strong phase transition would2740

be correlated with the presence of the2741

A0 → ZH0 decay and that a nearly definitive probe of this possibility could be achieved with the LHC.2742

An interesting alternative is a scalar EW triplet with vanishing hypercharge .Interactions between the2743

latter and the Standard Model doublet could lead to breaking of electroweak symmetry through either2744

a single transition to the Higgs phase or through a succession of transitions [289]. Recently, the latter2745

possibility has been explored in Ref. [312] using non-perturbative methods. In this work, it is shown2746

how a precise measurement of the Higgs diphoton decay rate could probe the nature of the transition in2747

this scenario. Fig. 74 illustrates this possibility. The horizontal and vertical axes give the triplet mass2748
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and coupling to Higgs boson, respectively. The light blue and green regions correspond to a cross-over2749

transition and first order phase transition, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the relative reduction2750

in the Higgs diphoton decay rate relative to the prediction for Standard Model. When combined with2751

knowledge of the triplet mass, a precise measurement of the diphoton decay rate would indicate whether2752

the transition is first order or crossover. some statement on expected κγ for HE LHC.2753
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4 High Energy Probes2754

An important aspect of both the HL and HE programs, is their enhanced sensitivity to the high-energy2755

tails of kinematic distributions. These constitute genuinely new observables with which we can realisti-2756

cally conceive high-energy precision tests that have been impossible at previous experimental facilities.2757

There are two reasons that make this precision program appealing. The first is that we can define the2758

high-energy region as that in which statistical uncertainty becomes comparable to systematic uncer-2759

tainty: in this way, high-energy precision probes are, by construction, expected to deliver the fastest2760

relative improvement with accumulated luminosity, contrary to other observables which are, sooner or2761

later, saturated by systematics.2762

The second reason why these tests are particular interesting is that the very framework in which2763

precision tests are conceived, that of Effective Field Theories (EFTs) - see section XXX ...Will we have2764

an EFT section in 2?- implies effects that grow with the energy E. In particular, at the dimension-6 level,2765

the expected growth is ∝ E2, implying a quadratic enhancement of the signal. As an order of magnitude2766

estimate, an LHC O(10%) measurement at 1 TeV, is equivalent in precision to a O(0.1%) measurement2767

at LEP (where at the Z-pole E ≈ 100 GeV). For this reason, the HL-LHC (and even more so its HE2768

upgrade) constitute an important continuation of the precision program.2769

In this chapter, we provide a perspective on the importance of these high-energy probes, and2770

collect a number of contributions that target energy-growing effects in the EFT framework. Our focus is2771

of course Higgs-physics; yet, in the high-energy limit E � mW , the longitudinal polarisations of gauge2772

bosons are also associated with the scalar sector, as can be understood by the Equivalence Theorem [315,2773

316], where external longitudinally-polarized vector states are represented in Feynman diagrams as the2774

corresponding scalar Goldstone bosons, up to corrections of order mW /E from diagrams with gauge2775

external lines. This brings us to study, in wider generality, processes involving gauge and Higgs bosons.2776

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 discuss the reach to modified Higgs sectors fromWZ,WH and ZH high-pT2777

distributions, while section 4.3 focusses on an additional class of effects, associated with new physics2778

in the transverse polarisations of vectors, that also modifies WZ processes. Drell-Yann processes also2779

constitute a very clean and powerful probe for new physics coupling to the electroweak bosons, as we2780

discuss in section 4.4. In sections 4.5 and 4.6 we motivate and study modifications of the hhWW2781

coupling, that can be tested in VBF processes. Finally, a more complete EFT discussion of the VBF2782

topology appears in section 4.7 and in section 4.8 for the same-sign case.2783

4.1 Electroweak Precision Tests in High-Energy Diboson Processes2784
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In this section we classify the leading new-physics effects that can be tested in diboson channels,2794

showing that they can be encapsulated in four real “high-energy primary” (HEP) parameters [317] . We2795

also assess the reach on these parameters at the HL-LHC and at future hadronic colliders, focusing in2796

particular on the fully leptonic WZ channel that appears particularly promising.2797

We are interested in processes which fulfill two conditions. First, their amplitudes must receive2798

BSM contributions that grow with E2 at the leading order (i.e., d = 6) in the EFT operator expansion.2799
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Second, the SM amplitudes must be constant and sizable at high energy, in such a way that, at the linear2800

order in the EFT Wilson coefficient, the E2-growth of the BSM amplitudes results into a E2-growth of2801

the differential cross-sections thanks to the SM-BSM interference. As explained in detail in Ref. [317],2802

only pp → VLVL and pp → VLh (see section 4.2) production processes enjoy quadratic energy growth2803

at the interference level; we thus focus on these in the rest of the section.82804

In order to assess the leading energy behavior, it is sufficient to study the amplitude in the unbroken2805

phase, where the EW bosons are massless and the GSM = SU(2)L × U(1)Y symmetry is exact. Given2806

that the Goldstone bosons live in the Higgs doublet H , together with the Higgs particle, GSM implies2807

that the high-energy behavior of the former ones are connected with the latter. This is the reason why2808

VLVL and VLh production processes, collectively denoted as ΦΦ′ in what follows, should be considered2809

together.2810

Focusing our interest to the production of ΦΦ′ out of a quark q′ with helicity λ′ and an anti-quark2811

q with helicity λ we can restrict the form of the BSM amplitudes that interfere with SM one. At order2812

E2/M2 in the EFT expansion the relevant BSM effects can be parametrized as corrections to the J = 12813

partial wave amplitudes [317], namely2814

δA
(
q′±q∓ → ΦΦ′

)
= fΦΦ

′

q
′
±q∓

(s) sin θ =
1

4
AΦΦ

′

q
′
±q∓

E2 sin θ∗ , (65)

where θ∗ is the scattering angle in the ΦΦ′ center of mass, and E =
√
s is the center of mass energy.2815

Eq. (65) shows that at the leading order in the SM EFT expansion each diboson process is sensitive2816

at high energy to a single constant new-physics parameter AΦΦ
′

q
′
±q∓

for every combination of initial or2817

final states. This can be taken real since its imaginary part does not interfere with the SM. In addition,2818

the SM symmetry group, which is restored in the high-energy limit, as previously explained, implies2819

several relations among these parameters [317]. As a consequence, only 4 HEP parameters are enough2820

to parametrize the BSM effects we are interested in. This is very non-trivial from an EFT perspective,2821

since a total of 6 anomalous couplings coming from d = 6 effective operators contribute to longitudinal2822

diboson processes. These couplings can be identified as δgZuL, δgZuR, δgZdL, δgZdR, δgZ1 and δκγ in the2823

notation of Ref. [320]. The relations between the HEP parameters and the 4 combinations of the low-2824

energy primaries that produce growing-with-energy effects are reported in the third column of table 58,2825

while the relations between the HEP and the Wilson coefficients in the SILH basis [1] are given by2826

a(3)
q =

g2

M2 (cW + cHW − c2W ) , a(1)
q =

g′2

3M2 (cB + cHB − c2B) , (66)

and2827

au = −2ad = 4a(1)
q . (67)

These relations can also be written using the Ŝ, T̂ , W and Y parameters (we follow the notation of2828

Ref. [321]) in addition to the two anomalous triple gauge couplings (aTGC), δgZ1 and δκγ . We have2829

a(3)
q = − g2

m2
W

(
c2
θW
δgZ1 +W

)
, a(1)

q =
g′2

3m2
W

(
Ŝ − δκγ + c2

θW
δgZ1 − Y

)
, (68)

which can be useful in order to compare HEP analyses from LHC with other experiments, such as LEP.2830

In the Warsaw basis [2], the HEP are transparently identified with contact interactions between2831

quarks and scalars 9
2832

au = 4
cuR

M2 , ad = 4
cdR

M2 , a
(1)
q = 4

c
(1)
L

M2 , a
(3)
q = 4

c
(3)
L

M2 . (69)

8Notice however that promising strategies to circumvent the non-interference problem have been recently proposed [318,
319], which allow for instance to “resurrect” interference effects in transverse vector bosons production, see also section 4.3.

9These relations, as well as those in eq. (66), are obtained by computing the diboson helicity amplitudes in the presence of
the EFT operators, and matching with the results of the low energy primaries. See Ref. [317] for details.
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Amplitude High-energy primaries Low-energy primaries

ūLdL →WLZL,WLh
√

2a(3)
q

√
2
g2

m2
W

[
cθW (δgZuL − δgZdL)/g − c2

θW
δgZ1

]
ūLuL →WLWL a(1)

q + a(3)
q − 2g2

m2
W

[
YLt

2
θW
δκγ + T

uL
Z δgZ1 + cθW δg

Z
dL/g

]
d̄LdL → ZLh

d̄LdL →WLWL a(1)
q − a(3)

q − 2g2

m2
W

[
YLt

2
θW
δκγ + T

dL
Z δgZ1 + cθW δg

Z
uL/g

]
ūLuL → ZLh

f̄RfR →WLWL, ZLh af − 2g2

m2
W

[
YfRt

2
θW
δκγ + T

fR
Z δgZ1 + cθW δg

Z
fR/g

]
Table 58: Parameter combinations (in the high- and in the low-energy primary bases) that control E2-
enhanced effects in each polarized longitudinal diboson production process. Here, T fZ = T f3 − Qfs2

θW
and YL,fR is the hypercharge of the left-handed and right-handed quark (e.g., YL = 1/6).

To illustrate the HL/HE-LHC reach on the high-energy primaries we focus on WZ production.
This channel gives access to the a(3)

q primary and has a very high sensitivity to new physics [317]. We
consider the fully leptonic final state

pp→W±Z + jets→ `ν`′ ¯̀′ + jets , with l, l′ = e, µ ,

which is likely to be measured with good accuracy and can benefit from a straightforward reconstruction2833

of the final-state leptons and a very low reducible background [322]. At the experimental level the2834

situation might not be too much different from the neutral Drell-Yan process, in which a measurement2835

with 2% relative systematic uncertainty of the differential cross-section was performed, with run-1 LHC2836

data, up to TeV energies [323]. A systematic uncertainty of 5% might be considered as a realistic goal2837

for the differential cross-section measurement in the leptonic WZ channel.2838

The main obstacle to obtain sensitivity to new physics is the potentially large contribution of the2839

other polarizations, which for our purposes constitute a background, since they are insensitive to the2840

new physics parameter a(3)
q . Due to the symmetry structure, the emission of transversely polarized W2841

and Z bosons in the central rapidity region is disfavored [317]. No suppression is instead expected for2842

longitudinally polarized gauge bosons, therefore it is advantageous to concentrate our analysis on central2843

scattering region, | cos θ∗| ∼ 0, or, equivalently, at large pT,V (pT,V > 1 TeV). We stress that other2844

diboson processes, e.g. pp → WW , do not enjoy this suppression of transverse vector boson emission,2845

therefore are expected to be less sensitive probes of the high energy primaries.2846

We now estimate the reach on a(3)
q based on a full NLO simulation of the pp → 3`ν process, see2847

Ref. [317]. We consider generation-level leptons momenta, but we include an overall detector efficiency2848

for reconstructing the three leptons that we estimate around 50% [324]. We furthermore apply standard2849

acceptance cuts on the leptons (see Table 59). The same-flavor and opposite-charge lepton pair with2850

invariant mass closer to the Z boson mass is taken as the Z candidate and the remaining lepton is taken2851

to be the decay product of the W boson. The missing transverse energy vector of the event (��~ET )2852

is estimated from the generation-level transverse neutrino momentum, to which we apply a Gaussian2853

smearing with standard deviation σ2
�ET i

= (0.5)2 ·∑f |pi| ·GeV .2854

In order to highlight the production of longitudinally polarized vector bosons in the central rapidity2855

region, it is useful to eliminate events with hard real radiation, which tend to be more abundant for2856

our background of transverse polarized gauge bosons. To tame real radiation events in a controlled2857

way we employ a selection on the transverse momentum of the WZ system, denoted by pT,V V =2858
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acceptance cuts pT,` > 30 GeV , |η`| < 2.4

analysis cuts
pT,V V /pT,V < 0.5
| cos θ∗| ≤ 0.5

Table 59: List of acceptance and analysis cuts.

|~pT,W + ~pT,Z | .10 We require pT,V V to be smaller than 50% of the transverse momentum of the gauge2859

bosons in the event, pT,V = min(pT,W , pT,Z) . We also impose a cut on the scattering angle in the WZ2860

center of mass frame | cos θ∗| ≤ 0.5 . The cuts are summarized in Table 59.2861

The kinematical variables described so far allow us to determine pT,Z and pT,W , and in turn pT,V2862

and pT,V V , used to construct the binned distribution and for the selection cuts. In order to extract | cos θ∗|2863

the neutrino rapidity is reconstructed by the standard technique of imposing the invariant mass of the2864

neutrino plus lepton system to be as close as possible to the physicalW boson mass. A twofold ambiguity2865

in the reconstruction is resolved by imposing the | cos θ∗| cut on both solutions, i.e. by retaining for the2866

analysis only events such that both the possible neutrino configurations satisfy the selection criteria.2867

We study the 3 collider energy options that correspond to the LHC (14 TeV), to the High-Energy2868

LHC (HE-LHC, 27 TeV) and to the FCC-hh (100 TeV). In each case we consider suitably designed pT,V2869

bins, namely2870

LHC: pT,V ∈ {100, 150, 220, 300, 500, 750, 1200} , (70)

HE-LHC: pT,V ∈ {150, 220, 300, 500, 750, 1200, 1800} ,
FCC: pT,V ∈ {220, 300, 500, 750, 1200, 1800, 2400} .

The binning is chosen such as to cover the kinematical regime that is accessible at each collider and it2871

is taken as fine as possible in order to maximize the BSM sensitivity. On the other hand, a minimum2872

bins size ∆pT,V /pT,V & 30% is required in order to avoid a degradation of the accuracy due to the pT,V2873

resolution.2874

The predicted cross-sections are used to construct the χ2, under the assumption that observations2875

agree with the SM, and are eventually used to derive 95% CL bounds on a(3)
q . The uncertainties in each2876

bin are the sum in quadrature of the statistical error, obtained from the SM expected events yield, and2877

of a systematical component (uncorrelated across bins) which we take as a fixed fraction (δsyst) of the2878

SM expectations. With this procedure we obtain, for different collider energies and luminosities and for2879

δsyst = 5%2880

HL-LHC, 3 ab−1: a(3)
q ∈ [−4.9, 3.9] 10−2 TeV−2

HE-LHC, 10 ab−1: a(3)
q ∈ [−1.6, 1.3] 10−2 TeV−2

FCC-hh, 20 ab−1: a(3)
q ∈ [−7.3, 5.7] 10−3 TeV−2 (71)

We see that the HE-LHC will improve the HL-LHC reach by a factor of 3, while a gain of nearly one2881

order of magnitude would be possible with the FCC-hh collider. The FCC-hh reach is comparable with2882

the one of CLIC, as extracted from the analysis in Ref. [326].2883

The results of eq. (71) rely on BSM cross-section predictions obtained by integrating up to very2884

high center of mass energies, formally up to the collider threshold. Therefore these limits assume that2885

the description of the underlying BSM model offered by the EFT is trustable in the whole relevant2886

kinematical regime, i.e. that the cutoff M of the BSM EFT is high enough. We quantify how large M2887

concretely needs to be for our results to hold by studying [327–329] how the limit deteriorates if only2888

10Alternatively, a jet veto might be considered, which however could lead to lower accuracy because of the experimental and
theoretical uncertainties in jets reconstruction. See also Ref. [325] for a different approach.
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Fig. 75: Expected 95% CL bounds from fully leptonic WZ on the high-energy primary parameter a(3)
q

as a function of the new physics scale M . The plots reports the results for the HL-LHC (orange lines),
HE-LHC (green lines) and FCC-hh (brown lines) for different values of the systematic uncertainties.

events with low WZ invariant mass, mWZ < mmax
WZ are employed. This obviously ensures that the limit2889

is consistently set within the range of validity of the EFT provided the EFT cutoff M is below mmax
WZ .2890

The results are reported in figure 75. Since the 95% CL interval is nearly symmetric around the origin2891

only the upper limit is reported in the figure for shortness.2892

Several conclusions can be drawn from figure 75. First of all we see that the reach saturates for2893

mmax
WZ below around 1.5 TeV at the HL-LHC if the systematic uncertainties are low, meaning that the2894

limits obtained without mWZ cut apply to theories with cutoff M above that threshold. The threshold2895

grows to around 3 and 4 TeV at the HE-LHC and at the FCC-hh, respectively. The figures show that2896

δsyst = 5% is sufficient to probe “Weak” theories in all cases, but it also shows that the impact of larger2897

or smaller uncertainties on the reach can be significant. Systematic errors at the δsyst = 5% level already2898

make an appreciable difference with respect to δsyst = 1%. This is due to the fact that the low-pT,V bins2899

have small statistical error and the reach in those bins benefits from lower systematics. The effect is even2900

more pronounced at the HE-LHC and at the FCC-hh, where even with δsyst = 2% the reach deteriorates2901

significantly with respect the ideal case δsyst = 1%. The fact that more accurate measurements would2902

improve the reach of future colliders is an element that should be taken into account in the design of the2903

corresponding detectors.2904

4.2 WH/ZH at high energy/luminosity2905

Shankha Banerjeea, Rick S. Guptaa, Christoph Englertb and Michael Spannowskya2906
aInstitute of Particle Physics Phenomenology, Durham University, Durham DH1 3LE, UK2907
bSUPA, School of Physics and Astronomy, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, UK2908

In this section we perform a collider study of the Higgs-strahlung process, pp → Z(`+`−)h(bb̄)2909

in the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) framework. We will see that the leading high2910

energy contribution to the pp → Zh process comes from the four contact interactions hZµūL,Rγ
µuL,R2911

and hZµd̄L,Rγ
µdL,R that appear in the dimension-6 Lagrangian. These are the same four EFT directions,2912

the so called “high energy primaries” that control high energy Wh, WW and WZ production (see2913

Ref. [330]). The (pseudo-)observables involved in these diboson processes (anomalous TGCs and Z-2914

pole observables) have already been constrained at LEP. We show in this note that because of the higher2915
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energies accessible at the LHC one can obtain bounds on these observables that are at least an order of2916

magnitude stronger than those obtained at LEP.2917

The vertices in the dimension 6 Lagrangian that contribute to the ff → V h (where V = W,Z)2918

process in unitary gauge are as follows,2919

∆L6 ⊃
∑
f

δgZf Zµf̄γ
µf + δgWud(W

+
µ ūLγ

µdL + h.c.) + ghV V h

[
W+µW−µ +

1

2c2
θW

ZµZµ

]

+δghZZ h
ZµZµ

2c2
θW

+
∑
f

ghZf
h

v
Zµf̄γ

µf + ghWud
h

v
(W+

µ ūLγ
µdL + h.c.) + κZγ

h

v
AµνZµν

+κWW
h

v
W+µνW−µν + κZZ

h

2v
ZµνZµν . (72)

Here we have used the Lagrangian presented in Ref. [320, 331], where αem, mZ and mW have been2920

used as input parameters and any corrections to the SM vector boson propagators have been traded in2921

favor of the vertex corrections. After summing over all V -polarizations, the leading piece in the high2922

energy cross-section deviation for ff → V h , is proportional to the four contact interactions: ghZf , with2923

f = uL, uR, dL and dR.11 Table 60, shows the linear combinations of Wilson coefficients contributing2924

to the four ghZf couplings in different EFT bases. The aforementioned directions are shown in the BSM2925

Primary basis of Ref. [320], where the Wilson coefficients are already constrained pseudo-observables.2926

In this basis we see that these can be written in terms of already constrained LEP (pseudo)observables.2927

Given the inability to control the polarization of the initial state partons in a hadron collider, the2928

process, in reality, only probes two of the above four directions. Taking only the interference term, we2929

find these directions to be2930

gZu = ghZuL +
gZuR

gZuL

ghZuR , g
Z
d = ghZdL +

gZdR

gZdL

ghZdR . (73)

At a given energy, a linear combination of the up-type and down-type coupling deviations, enters the2931

interference term for the pp → Zh process, gZp = gZu + Ld(ŝ)
Lu(ŝ)g

Z
d , where Lu,d is the uū, dd̄ luminosity2932

at a given partonic centre of mass energy. The luminosity ratio changes very little with energy: between2933

0.65 and 0.59 as
√
ŝ is varied from 1 to 2 TeV. Thus, to a good approximation, pp → Zh probes the2934

single direction,2935

gZp = ghZuL − 0.76 ghZdL − 0.45 ghZuR + 0.14 ghZdR . (74)

using ŝ = (1.5 TeV)2. Using Tab. 60, one can now write this in terms of the LEP-constrained pseudo-2936

observables,2937

ghZp = 2 δghZuL − 1.52 δghZdL − 0.90 δghZuR + 0.28 δghZdR

−0.14 δκγ − 0.89 δgZ1

ghZp = −0.14 (δκγ − Ŝ + Y )− 0.89 δgZ1 − 1.3 W (75)

where the first and second lines apply respectively to the general and universal case (third and fourth row2938

of Table 60).2939

To estimate the cut-off for our EFT, note that the ghV f couplings arise from current-current opera-2940

tors that can be generated, for instance, by integrating out at tree-level a heavy SU(2)L triplet (singlet)2941

vector W ′a (Z ′) that couples to SM fermion currents, f̄σaγµf (f̄γµf) with a coupling gf and to the2942

Higgs current iH†σa
↔
DµH (iH†

↔
DµH) with a coupling gH . This gives ghZf ∼ gHggfv

2/Λ2, where Λ is2943

11There exists a basis independent constraint at the dimension-6 level,
√

2 g
h
Wud = (g

h
ZdL
− ghZuL).
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EFT directions probed by high energy ff → V h production

Warsaw Basis [2] − 2g
cθW

v
2

Λ
2 (|T f3 |c1L − T f3 c3L + (1/2− |T f3 |)cf )

BSM Primaries [320] 2g
cθW

Yf t
2
θW
δκγ + 2δgZf − 2g

cθW
(T f3 c

2
θW

+ Yfs
2
θW

)δgZ1

SILH Lagrangian [1] g
cθW

m
2
W

Λ
2 (2|T f3 |ĉW − 2t2θW Yf ĉB)

Universal observables 2g
cθW

Yf t
2
θW

(δκγ − Ŝ + Y )− 2g
cθW

(T f3 c
2
θW

+ Yfs
2
θW

)δgZ1 − 2g
cθW

T f3 W

High Energy Primaries [330] − 2m
2
W

gcθW
(|T f3 |a(1)

q − T f3 a(3)
q + (1/2− |T f3 |)af )

Table 60: The linear combinations of Wilson coefficients contributing to the contact interaction couplings
ghZfwhere f = uL, dL, uR, dR. the direction for a given f can be read off from this table by substituting
the corresponding value of the SU(2)L and U(1)Y quantum numbers T f3 and Yf . Here ĉW = cW +
cHW − c2W and ĉB = cB + cHB − c2B . For the nomenclature of the operators, their corresponding
Wilson coefficients and observables see for eg. Ref. [330].

the mass of the massive vector and thus the cut-off for our EFT description. A universal coupling to the2944

SM fermions can arise via kinetic mixing of the heavy vector with the SM gauge bosons; this would give2945

gf = g/2 (gf = g′Y ), such that,2946

ghZuL,dL ∼
gHg

2v2

2Λ2 , ghZuR,dR ∼
gHgg

′YuR,dRv
2

Λ2 . (76)

For a given set of couplings {ghZuL , g
h
ZdL

, ghZuR , g
h
ZdR
}, the cut-off is evaluated using Eq. 76 with gH = 12947

(note that this is somewhat larger than the value corresponding to the SM hZZ coupling) and taking the2948

smallest of the four values.2949

2950

2951

For our collider analysis, we consider Z(`+`−)h production from a pair of quarks as well as from2952

a pair of gluons. For the decay of the Higgs boson, we find that at an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1,2953

the diphoton mode is not feasible as it yields less than 5 events at high energies (pT,Z > 150 GeV).2954

We thus focus on the decay h → bb̄ to obtain large statistics. The dominant backgrounds are then Zbb̄2955

and the irreducible Zh production in SM. Reducible contributions also arise from Z+ jets production2956

(where we include c-quarks but do not require that they are explicitly tagged). We employ the BDRS2957

approach [332] and demand a fat jet with a cone radius of R = 1.2. More details of the Monte-Carlo2958

analysis, the QCD corrections, the detailed cut-based and multivariate analyses (MVA) can be found in2959

Ref. [333]. Finally, we find a cut-based (MVA) SM Zh to Zbb̄ ratio of ∼ 0.26 (0.50).2960

To discriminate between the EFT signal and the irreducible SM Zh(bb̄) background we study the2961

growth of the EFT cross-section at high energies. This can be seen in Fig. 76 where we show the differen-2962

tial distribution with respect to MZh, the invariant mass of the leptons and the fat jet, for the EFT signal2963

as well as for the different backgrounds. The EFT signal corresponds to a point that can be excluded in2964

our analysis but is allowed by the LEP constraint. To fully utilise the shape deviation of the EFT signal2965

with respect to the background, we perform a binned log likelihood analysis assuming a 5% systematic2966

error taking only events below the cut-off (evaluated as explained below Eq. 76). To obtain the 95% CL2967

exclusion curve, we assume that the observed number of events would agree with the SM.2968

2969

2970

Taking into account only the SM-BSM interference term, we find the following per-mille level2971

bounds for 300 (3000) fb−1,2972

ghZp ∈ [−0.004, 0.004] ([−0.001, 0.001]) (77)
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Fig. 76: The differential distribution of events at an integrated luminosity of 300 fb−1 with respect to
MZh for the EFT signal as well as the different backgrounds. The EFT signal corresponds to the point
{ghZuL , g

h
ZdL

, ghZuR , g
h
ZdR
} = {−0.005, 0.0001,−0.010, 0.005} which is allowed by LEP bounds. The

vertical line shows the cut-off evaluated using Eq. 76

Fig. 77: The light blue (dark blue) region above shows the projection for the allowed region with 300
fb−1 (3 ab−1) data from the pp → Zh process in the δκγ − Ŝ vs δgZ1 plane for universal models. We
show in grey the allowed region after LEP bounds (taking the TGC λγ = 0, a conservative choice) are
imposed. In pink (dark pink) we show the region that corresponds to the projection from theWZ process
with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) data derived in Ref. [330] and the purple (green) region shows the region that
survives from a combination of the Zh and WZ projections with 300 fb−1 (3 ab−1) data.

The above bounds translate to a lower bound on the scale of new physics given by 2.4 TeV (4.4 TeV) at2973

300 fb−1 (3000 fb−1) using Eq. 76. To compare the above projections with existing LEP bounds, one2974

can now extract bounds on the LEP observables contributing to ghZp in Eq. 75 by turning them on one by2975

one. We show the results in Tab. 61. For the TGCs δgZ1 and δκγ , our projections are much stronger than2976

the LEP bounds and in the case of the Z-pole observables δgZf , that parametrize the deviations of the Z2977

coupling to quarks, they are comparable.2978

For the universal case, we perform a more detailed analysis. The results are shown in the δκγ − Ŝ2979

vs. δgZ1 plane in Fig. 77 for the interesting class of models where W = Y = 0 [330]. The direction2980

related to the pp → Zh interference term, i.e., ghZp = 0 (see Eq. 74 and the second line of Eq. 75) is2981

shown by the dashed blue line, whereas the direction orthogonal to it is shown by the dotted red line.2982

Once the LEP II bounds [334] from the e+e− → W+W− process are imposed, the allowed region2983
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Our Projection LEP Bound
δgZuL ±0.002 (±0.0007) −0.0026± 0.0016

δgZdL ±0.003 (±0.001) 0.0023± 0.001

δgZuR ±0.005 (±0.001) −0.0036± 0.0035

δgZdR ±0.016 (±0.005) 0.0016± 0.0052

δgZ1 ±0.005 (±0.001) 0.009+0.043
−0.042

δκγ ±0.032 (±0.009) 0.016+0.085
−0.096

Ŝ ±0.032 (±0.009) 0.0004± 0.0007
W ±0.003 (±0.001) 0.0000± 0.0006
Y ±0.032 (±0.009) 0.0003± 0.0006

Table 61: Comparison of the bounds obtained in this work with existing LEP bounds obtained by turning
on the LEP observables in Eq. 75 one by one and using Eq. 77. The LEP bounds on the Z coupling to
quarks has been obtained from Ref. [335], the bound on the TGCs from Ref. [334], the bound on Ŝ from
Ref. [336] and finally the bounds onW,Y have been obtained from Ref. [321]. Except for the case of the
bounds on δgZf , all of the bounds in the last column were derived by turning on only the given parameter
and putting all other parameters to zero. The numbers outside (inside) brackets, in the second column,
denote our bounds with L = 300 (3000) fb−1.

that remains is shown by the grey shaded area. We show the results of this work in blue (light (dark)2984

blue for results at 300 (3000) fb−1). The shape of the allowed region arises due to the fact that the2985

interference term vanishes along the dashed blue line and the squared term increases in magnitude as2986

we move away from the origin. This curves the allowed region away from the dashed line as we move2987

away from the origin. The accidental cancellation of the interference term means that our bounds are2988

susceptible to dimension-8 effects along this direction. On the other hand our bounds are more robust2989

and not susceptible to such effects in the orthogonal direction shown by the red dotted line.2990

As V V production constrains the same set of operators as the V h production in Fig. 77, we also2991

show the projected bound from the WZ process at 300 fb−1 obtained in Ref. [330] (see section 4.1).2992

Only the purple region remains when both these bounds are combined at 300 fb−1. This shrinks further2993

to the green region at 3000 fb−1. A drastic reduction in the allowed LEP region is thus possible by2994

considering the pp→ Zh at high energies.2995

4.3 Novel measurements of anomalous triple gauge couplings for the HE and HL-LHC2996

A. Azatov, D. Barducci, J. Elias-Miró and Elena Venturini2997

SISSA and INFN sezione di Trieste, Via Bonomea 265; I-34137 Trieste, Italy2998

In this work we are interested in the measurement of the Standard Model (SM) Triple Gauge2999

Couplings (TGCs). This is a classic test of the SM and a possible measurement of deviations from its3000

expectations would signify an invaluable piece of information for the theory beyond the SM. A consistent3001

way to parametrize such possible deviations is through the SM Effective Field Theory (EFT) approach.3002

We are going to consider the SM EFT as defined in [319], in particular we are going to focus on the3003

measurement of the EFT operator3004

O3W =
g

3!
εabcW a,µνW b

νρW
c,ρ
µ , (78)

which is associated to the the anomalous triple gauge coupling (aTGC) λz .3005

A precise determination of the TGC stems from the measurement of the 2 → 2 cross section3006

σ(qq̄ → V V ) [322, 337]. Naive dimensional analysis and standard EFT reasoning predicts that the3007
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energy scaling of such cross-section is given by3008

σ(qq̄ → V V ) ∼ g4
SM

E2

[
1 +

BSM6× SM︷ ︸︸ ︷
ci
E2

Λ2 +

BSM6
2︷ ︸︸ ︷

c2
i
E4

Λ4 + . . .

]
,

(79)

where the first factor g4
SM/E

2 accounts for the energy flux of the initial quarks, ci are the relevant Wilson3009

coefficients, and we have omitted numerical factors. In (79) we have explicitly indicated dimension six3010

squared (BSM6
2) and SM-dimension six interference terms (BSM6×SM).12 The ellipses in (79) are due3011

to corrections from operators of dimension ≥ 8, which we will neglect. The leading such term is an3012

interference term of the type BSM8×SM and it is of order O(E4/Λ4).3013

A closer inspection however reveals that the 2→ 2 diboson production through the dimension six3014

operator O3W has an interference piece with a suppressed energy scaling. Indeed, the energy scaling of3015

such process is3016

σ(qq̄ → V V ) ∼ g4
SM

E2

[
1 + C3W

m2
V

Λ2 + C2
3W

E4

Λ4 +O(E4/Λ4)

]
. (80)

This is a consequence of the helicity selection rules, see [318, 319, 338, 339]. The suppressed energy3017

scaling can be problematic for the correct EFT interpretation of the σ(qq̄ → V V ) measurement. Namely,3018

in view of (80), the sensitivity on C3W is largely dominated by the quadratic piece BSM2
6, which is3019

O(E4/Λ4). Furthermore, in this case, the measurements become insensitive to the sign of the Wilson3020

coefficient. The main objective of the present work is to improve the sensitivity to the linear piece3021

BSM6×SM. We will present two classes of solutions to achieve this goal. Firstly, in section ?? we will3022

show that the differential angular cross-section of the process qq̄ → V V → 4ψ has a large sensitivity3023

on BSM6×SM compared to the inclusive cross-section. Secondly, in section ?? we will show that3024

accounting for extra radiation qq̄ → V V + j also results in an improved sensitivity on the leading piece3025

BSM6×SM. These measurements are specially interesting in a HL/HE phase of the LHC, for which we3026

show the prospects below.3027

Next we will present two ways to improve the sensitivity to the aTGC λz by restoring the energy3028

growth g4
SM/E

2
[
1 + ciE

2/Λ2 + . . .
]

of the interference piece BSM6×SM of the O3W operator.3029

3030

Interference resurrection via angular distributions3031

The first way of enhancing the interference term is by noting that in a collider experiment instead of3032

the 2 → 2 process we actually measure a 2 → 4 scattering, i.e. vector bosons decay into fermions3033

qq̄ → V1V2 → 4ψ. Let us start by considering the differential cross section for the production of the3034

12Note that operators of dimension 7 necessarily violate either baryon or lepton number. We assume the scale of such
symmetry violation to be very large and therefore irrelevant for diboson physics at the LHC.
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polarized particles WT+ZT →WT+l+ l̄−
13

3035

dσ(qq̄ →WT+
l− l̄+)

dLIPS
=

1

2s

∣∣∣∑i(M
SM
qq̄→WT+

Zi
+MBSM

qq̄→WT+
Zi

)MZi→l− l̄+

∣∣∣2
(k2
Z −m2

Z)2 +m2
ZΓ2

Z

, (81)

where sum runs over intermediate Z polarizations and dLIPS ≡ (2π)4δ4(
∑
pi−pf )

∏
i d

3pi/
(

2Ei(2π)3
)

3036

is the Lorentz Invariant differential Phase Space. Then in the narrow width approximation the lead-3037

ing contribution to the interference, i.e. the cross term SM × BSM6 in 81, is given by dσint(qq̄ →3038

WT+
l− l̄+)/dφZ ∝ E2/Λ2 cos(2φZ), where φZ is the azimuthal angle between the plane defined by3039

the decaying leptons and the plane defined by the collision and WZ momenta, see Fig. 78. Note that3040

dσint(qq̄ →WT+
l− l̄+)/dφZ has the energy growth expected from naive dimensional analysis, see Eq. 79.3041

An analogous derivation goes through if we also consider the decay of the W gauge boson. The differ-3042

ential interference term for the process qq̄ →WZ → 4ψ is unsuppressed and modulated as3043

dσint(qq̄ →WZ → 4ψ)

dφZ dφW
∝ E2

Λ2 (cos(2φZ) + cos(2φW )) , (82)

where φW,Z are the corresponding azimuthal angles. Integrating 82 over the fermion phase space the3044

interference term vanishes as expected from the discussion above. Since the dependence on the two3045

azimuthal angles is additive, integrating over φW leads to a differential cross-section that is modulated3046

by cos(2φZ) and that features E2/Λ2 energy growth. We will use the result in Eq. 82 to prove the aTGC3047

λZ , with an increased overall sensitivity to both the magnitude and sign of the Wilson coefficient.3048

Following Ref. [318], we make a few remarks on the experimental measurement of φZ,W in Eq. 82.3049

The angle φZ can be determined up to an ambiguity φZ ↔ φZ ± π, since experimentally we can only3050

measure the charges but not the helicities of the leptons from Z decay. The reconstruction of the W3051

azimuthal angle φW in the lν final state suffers from an ambiguity φW ↔ π − φW due to the twofold3052

ambiguity in the determination of the neutrino momentum. Interestingly, none of these ambiguities af-3053

fects Eq. 82.3054

3055

Interference resurrection via jet emission3056

A second way to resurrect the expected energy growth of the interference term is based on the observa-3057

tion that the helicity selection rule holds only at leading-order [319]. So the next-to-leading-order (NLO)3058

effects will necessarily lead to the enhancement of the interference. Virtual effects are expected to be3059

suppressed by a factor O(αs/4π) with respect to the contributions coming from azimuthal modulation3060

discussed in the previous section. Alternatively we will consider processes with an extra hard jet emis-3061

sion, which will improve on the signal over the background ratio. In this case, since we are dealing with3062

the hard 2 → 3 process, the same polarization configuration qq̄ → V±V±g∓ is allowed both in SM and3063

in the BSM five point amplitude with the O3W insertion. Therefore the interference is not suppressed3064

and the leading quadratic energy scaling is restored by requiring an extra (hard) QCD radiation.3065

3066

Results3067

HL-LHC. In order to test the sensitivity of the High-Luminosity (HL) phase of the LHC on theO3W with3068

the proposed solution to the non-interference behaviour we proceed in the following way. We generate3069

with MadGraph5 aMC@NLO [97] parton level events for pp → W±Z decaying into a four leptons (elec-3070

tron and muon) final state together with events for the same process where we allow for a jet emission in3071

the initial state. We perform two different analyses (see [319] for more details): an inclusive one where3072

we restrict to events up to pjT < 100 GeV and do not bin on the φZ variable and an exclusive one where3073

we bin both on the jet transverse momentum and on φZ , where for the latter we define two bins with the3074

13 We ignore the longitudinal Z polarization which is subdominant at the LHC [340].
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threshold | cos(φZ)| = 1/
√

2. All together the results for the bound on the C3W Wilson coefficient are3075

reported in Fig. 79 as a function of the maximum transverse mass of the WZ system, which allows to3076

have an estimate of the validity of the EFT computation, see again [319] for a detailed discussion 14.3077

One might wonder if a simulation beyond the parton level accuracy might spoil these results. To3078

this end we have performed a more detailed simulation by showering the events through PYTHIA 8 [97]3079

and simulating the detector response via Delphes 3 [341]. By analysing the density of events in the two3080

azimuthal bins we found that with respect to the parton level case the relative difference is of at most a3081

few %, thus making our parton level analysis solid.3082
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Fig. 79: Bounds on the C3W Wilson coefficient for the inclusive and exclusive categories at the LHC 13
for 300 fb−1 (left) and 3000 fb−1 (right) of integrated luminosity.

HE-LHC. We now estimate the reach of a future HE phase of the LHC with
√
s = 27 TeV. For these3083

preliminary results we adopt the same binning, both in φZ and in jet transverse momentum, of the3084

previous section. We show the results in Fig. 80. We found a slight increase of order 30% on the reach3085

on C3W . We expect that a dedicated HE analysis will lead to a further improvement of these bounds; this3086

can be done by exploiting in a more efficient way the high energy tails of the differential distributions.3087

4.4 Electroweak Precision Tests in High-Energy Drell-Yan Processes3088

Simone Aliolia,b, Marco Farinac, Giuliano Panicod, Duccio Pappadopuloe,f ,3089

Joshua T. Rudermane, Riccardo Torreg,h and Andrea Wulzerh,i,j3090
aUniversitá degli Studi di Milano-Bicocca, 20126, Milano, Italy3091

bINFN, Sezione di Milano-Bicocca, 20126, Milano, Italy3092
cC.N.Yang Institute for Theoretical Physics, Stony Brook, NY 11794, USA3093

dIFAE and BIST, Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona, 08193 Bellaterra, Barcelona3094
eCenter for Cosmology and Particle Physics, Department of Physics, New York University, New York, NY 10003, USA3095

fBloomberg LP, New York, NY 10022, USA3096
gINFN, Sezione di Genova, Via Dodecaneso 33, 16146 Genova, Italy3097

hTheoretical Physics Department, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland3098
iInstitut de Théorie des Phénomenes Physiques, EPFL, Lausanne, Switzerland3099

jDipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia, Universitá di Padova and INFN Padova, Italy3100

The simplest process allowing to set constraints on EFT operators is Drell-Yan di-lepton and lepton-3101

neutrino production at high invariant mass, For Concreteness we focus on oblique corrections only,3102

14These results are obtained by keeping both the linear and the quadratic terms in the cross section determination.
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Fig. 80: Bounds on the C3W Wilson coefficient for the inclusive and exclusive categories at the LHC 27
for 300 fb−1 (left) and 3000 fb−1 (right) of integrated luminosity.

generalizations being rather obvious. These corrections can be parametrized in the electroweak sector3103

by the four oblique parameters S, T , W and Y . These correspond to four operators that modify the3104

propagators of the W and Z bosons both on the pole (S and T ) and off the pole, i.e. on the tails (W and3105

Y ). Hadron colliders can hardly compete with lepton colliders for pole observable. However, due to the3106

enhancement of the kinematic distributions with respect to the corresponding SM ones at high energy,3107

hadron colliders are particularly suited to study off-pole observables like W and Y . Deviations from the3108

SM proportional to W and Y can be parametrized through the two operators3109

− W

4m2
W

(DρW
a
µν)2 , − Y

4m2
W

(DρBµν)2 (83)

They modify the neutral and charged gauge boson propagators as3110

PN =

 1

q
2 − t

2
W+Y

m
2
Z

t
(
(Y+T̂)c2+s

2
W−Ŝ

)
(
c
2−s2

)(
q
2−m2

Z

) + t(Y−W)

m
2
Z

? 1+T̂−W−t2Y

q
2−m2

Z

− t
2
Y+W

m
2
Z


PC =

1+
((

T̂−W−t2Y
)
−2t

2(Ŝ−W−Y)
)
/(1−t2)

(q
2−m2

W )
− W

m
2
W

,

(84)

Studying the tails of the invariant mass distribution of two leptons and of the transverse mass of lepton-3111

neutrino, one can set constraints on these observables. For details on the procedure see ref. [342], also3112

extended to dijet and multijet analyses in ref.s [343, 344]. The prospect results for the HL-LHC and3113

HE-LHC are shown in fig. 813114

4.5 Testing the universal Higgs nonlinearity3115

D. Liu,a I. Low,a,b Z. Yin, b3116
a High Energy Physics Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL 60439, USA3117

b Department of Physics and Astronomy, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208, USA.3118

In this section we motivate precision measurements on the tensor structures of one Higgs cou-3119

plings with two electroweak gauge bosons (HVV) and two Higgses couplings with two electroweak3120

gauge bosons (HHVV) in HE/HL LHC. There exist special relations between HVV and HHVV cou-3121

plings in composite Higgs models that are universal, independent of the symmetry breaking pattern3122
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invoked in a particular model. These "universal relations" are controlled by a single input parameter, the3123

decay constant f of the pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone Higgs boson. Testing the universal relations requires3124

measuring the tensor structures of HVV and HHVV couplings to high precision. In particular, HHVV3125

interactions remains as one of the few untested predictions of the Standard Model Higgs boson, which3126

can be probed through the double Higgs production in the vector boson fusion (VBF) channel at the3127

LHC. Below we summarize the main results. The phenomenological details and theoretical foundation3128

can be found in Refs. [345–348]3129

At the leading two-derivative order, the HVV and HHVV couplings in composite Higgs models in3130

the unitary gauge is given by the following simple expression:3131

L(2) =
1

2
∂µh∂

µh+
g2f2

4
sin2 (θ + h/f)

(
W+
µ W

−µ +
1

2 cos2 θW
ZµZ

µ

)
, (85)

where v = 246 GeV, f is the decay constant of the composite Higgs boson and sin θ = v/f . This result3132

is independent of the symmetry breaking pattern of the strong composite sector in the UV, apart from the3133

overall normalization of f , which does depend on the UV model.3134

At the four-derivative level, we parameterize the HVV and HHVV couplings as follows:3135

L(4) =
∑
i

m2
W

m2
ρ

(
Chi Ihi + C2h

i I2h
i

)
, (86)

where the definition of the operators Ihi and I2h
i are presented in Table 62 and Table 63. On the other3136

hand, Chi and C2h
i are Wilson coefficients which depend on six unknowns (θ, c3, c

±
4 , c
±
5 ) in composite3137

Higgs models and on four unknowns (cW , cB, cHW , cHB) in the Standard Model Effective Field Theory3138

(SMEFT). In the above mρ = gρf is the typical mass scale of the new composite resonances. The3139

different Lorentz structures lead to different angular distributions in the decay products and, therefore,3140

can be measured accordingly. At the LHC Run 1, testing the tensor structure of HVV couplings was3141

among the top priorities and gave confidence to the Higgs nature of the 125 GeV resonance. (See, for3142

example, Ref. [349].) A similar program for HHVV coupling is currently lacking and should be pursued3143

at HE/HL LHC.3144
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Table 62: Single Higgs coupling coefficients Chi for the non-linearity case (NL) and the purely
dimension-6 contributions (D6) in SMEFT. Here cw, tw and cθ denote cos θW , tan θW and cos θ, re-
spectively, where θW is the weak mixing angle. Dµν denotes ∂µ∂ν − ηµν∂2. Hermitian conjugate of an
operator is implied when necessary.

Ihi Chi (NL) Chi (D6)
(1) hvZµD

µνZν
4c2w
c
2
w

(−2c3 + c−4 ) + 4

c
2
w

c+
4 cθ 2(cW + cHW ) + 2t2w(cB + cHB)

(2) hvZµνZ
µν −2c2w

c
2
w

(c−4 + 2c−5 )− 2

c
2
w

(c+
4 − 2c+

5 )cθ −(cHW + t2wcHB)

(3) hvZµD
µνAν 8(−2c3 + c−4 )tw 2tw(cW + cHW − cB − cHB)

(4) hvZµνA
µν −4(c−4 + 2c−5 )tw −tw(cHW − cHB)

(5) hvW
+
µ DµνW−ν 4(−2c3 + c−4 ) + 4c+

4 cθ 2(cW + cHW )

(6) hvW
+
µνW

−µν −4(c−4 + 2c−5 )− 4(c+
4 − 2c+

5 )cθ −2cHW

Table 63: The coupling coefficients C2h
i involve two Higgs bosons for universal nonlinearity case (NL)

and the dimension-six case in SMEFT (D6). A cross (×) means there is no contribution at the order we
considered. Notice C2h

i = Chi /2 for SMEFT at the dimension-6 level. c2θ and sθ denote cos 2θ and
sin θ, respectively.

I2h
i C2h

i (NL) C2h
i (D6)

(1) h
2

v
2ZµDµνZν 2c2w

c
2
w

(−2c3 + c−4 )cθ + 2

c
2
w

c+
4 c2θ

1
2C

h
1

(2) h
2

v
2ZµνZ

µν − c2w
c
2
w

(c−4 + 2c−5 )cθ − 1

c
2
w

(c+
4 − 2c+

5 )c2θ
1
2C

h
2

(3) h
2

v
2ZµDµνAν 4tw(−2c3 + c−4 )cθ

1
2C

h
3

(4) h
2

v
2ZµνA

µν −2tw(c−4 + 2c−5 )cθ
1
2C

h
4

(5) h
2

v
2W

+
µ DµνW−ν 2(−2c3 + c−4 )cθ + 2c+

4 c2θ
1
2C

h
5

(6) h
2

v
2W

+
µνW

−µν −2(c−4 + 2c−5 )cθ − 2(c+
4 − 2c+

5 )c2θ
1
2C

h
6

(7) (∂νh)
2

v
2 ZµZ

µ 8

c
2
w

c1s
2
θ ×

(8) ∂µh∂νh
v

2 ZµZν 8

c
2
w

c2s
2
θ ×

(9) (∂νh)
2

v
2 W+

µ W
−µ 16c1s

2
θ ×

(10) ∂
µ
h∂

ν
h

v
2 W+

µ W
−
ν 16c2s

2
θ ×

In general, we have two different Lorentz structure in the HVV couplings:3145

h

v
V1µDµνV2 ν ,

h

v
V1µνV

µν
2 , (87)

whereDµν = ∂µ∂ν−ηµν∂2 and V1,2 ∈ {W,Z, γ}with electric charge conservation implicitly indicated.3146

For HHVV couplings we have:3147

h2

v2 V1µDµνV2 ν ,
h2

v2 V1µνV
µν

2 ,
∂µh∂νh

v2 V µ
1 V

ν
2 ,

∂µh∂
µh

v2 V µ
1 V2µ . (88)

The ultimate goal then will be to measure these different tensor structures at CLIC.3148

From Table 62 and Table 63, we can extract relations among Chi and C2h
i that only depend on3149

the θ. We call them "universal relations" as they represent universal predictions of a composite Higgs3150
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Fig. 82: Production and decay topology of venues to test the HHVV couplings at the LHC. A black dot
represents contributions from various Feynman diagrams.

boson, whose nonlinear interactions are dictated by the underlying shift symmetries acting on the four3151

components of the Higgs doublet [345–348]. Some examples of universal relations involving both HVV3152

and HHVV couplings are:3153

C2h
3

Ch3
=
C2h

4

Ch4
=

1

2
cos θ , (89)

C2h
5 − C2h

3 /2tw

Ch5 − Ch3 /2tw
=
C2h

6 − C2h
4 /tw

Ch6 − Ch4 /tw
=

cos 2θ

2 cos θ
≈ 1

2

(
1− 3

2
ξ

)
, (90)

s2w C
2h
1 − c2w C

2h
3

s2w C
h
1 − c2w C

h
3

=
s2w C

2h
2 − c2w C

2h
4

s2w C
h
2 − c2w C

h
4

=
cos 2θ

2 cos θ
≈ 1

2

(
1− 3

2
ξ

)
. (91)

These relations depend on one single parameter θ or, equivalently, ξ = v2/f2. In other words, they3154

can be used to over-constrain the parameter f . If the 125 GeV Higgs boson indeed arises as a pseudo-3155

Nambu-Goldstone boson, the decay constant f as measured from the different universal relations must3156

be consistent with one another.3157

In order to test the universal relations, it is necessary to measure the tensor structures of HHVV3158

couplings. This is where the HE/HL LHC could have an advantage over circular lepton colliders. At a3159

hadron collider, Chi can be measured from single Higgs decays into four leptons in a fashion similar to3160

the analysis performed in Ref. [349], while measurements on C2h
i would have to rely on double Higgs3161

production in the VBF channel and the associated production with a Z boson. The production topology3162

is displayed in Fig. 82.3163

In Fig. 83 we show the double Higgs production rate in the VBF channel and the associated3164

production channel in a hadron collider as a function of the centre-of-mass energy
√
S, adopting the3165

computation done in Ref. [205]. The VBF rate at 13 TeV is less than 1 fb, while at 27 TeV the cross-3166

section is about 3 fb, which offers the best chance to probe the HHVV couplings at the LHC.3167

The analysis of the HHVV coupling is further discussed in the next section 4.6.3168

4.6 Higgs pair production in vector-boson fusion at the HL-LHC3169

Fady Bishara, Roberto Contino, and Juan Rojo3170

While the dominant production channel of Higgs boson pairs at hadron colliders is the gluon-3171

fusion mechanism, other channels are also of phenomenological relevance. In particular, Higgs pair3172

production in weak vector-boson fusion [350] is interesting since it probes the strength of the Higgs non-3173

linear interactions with vector bosons at high energies. This process can therefore provide unique infor-3174

mation to test the nature of the Higgs boson, whether it is a composite or elementary state, and whether or3175

not it emerges as a Nambu-Goldstone boson (NGB) of some new dynamics at the TeV scale [1,351,352].3176
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Fig. 83: Double Higgs production rates, including the VBF and associate production channels, at a
hadron collider. This figure is adopted from Ref. [205].

The production of Higgs pairs in the VBF channel [1,351,353–356] proceeds via the soft emission3177

of two vector bosons from the incoming protons followed by the hard V V → hh scattering, with V =3178

W,Z. In the SM, the VBF inclusive cross section at 14 TeV is around 2 fb (see Fig. ??), more than one3179

order of magnitude smaller than in gluon fusion. Higher order QCD corrections are moderate (∼ 10%)3180

as expected for an electroweak process. Despite the small rate, Higgs pair production via VBF is relevant3181

since even small modifications of the SM couplings induce a striking increase of the cross section as a3182

function of the di-Higgs invariant mass, for instance in models where the Higgs is a composite pseudo-3183

NGB (pNGB) of new strong dynamics at the TeV scale [357]. In these theories, the Higgs anomalous3184

couplings imply a growth of the V V → hh cross section with the partonic center-of-mass energy,3185

σ̂ ∝ ŝ/f4, where f is the pNGB decay constant [1]. This enhanced sensitivity to the underlying strength3186

of the Higgs interactions makes double Higgs production via VBF a key process to test the nature of3187

the electroweak symmetry breaking dynamics and to constrain the hhV V quartic coupling in a model-3188

independent way.3189

Here we review the feasibility of measuring and interpreting the VBF Higgs pair production at3190

the HL-LHC in the hh → bb̄bb̄ final state. While QCD multi-jet backgrounds are huge, this final state3191

turns out to be within the reach of the HL-LHC thanks to the unique VBF topology, characterized by two3192

forward jets well separated in rapidity and with a large invariant mass and a reduced hadronic activity3193

in the central region. In addition, the di-Higgs system will acquire a substantial boost in the presence3194

of BSM dynamics, and jet substructure techniques [358–360] make it possible to fully exploit the high-3195

energy limit and optimize the signal significance.3196

To describe the deviations of the Higgs couplings with respect to their SM values we follow [351]3197

where a general parametrization of the couplings of a light Higgs-like scalar h to the SM vector bosons3198

and fermions was introduced. In this formalism, assuming that the couplings of the Higgs boson to SM3199

fermions scale with their masses and do not violate flavor, the resulting effective Lagrangian is given by3200

L ⊃ 1

2
(∂µh)2 − V (h) +

v2

4
Tr
(
DµΣ†DµΣ

)[
1 + 2cV

h

v
+ c2V

h2

v2 + . . .

]

−mi ψ̄Li Σ

(
1 + cψ

h

v
+ . . .

)
ψRi + h.c. ,

(92)
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where V (h) denotes the Higgs potential,3201

V (h) =
1

2
m2
hh

2 + c3
1

6

(
3m2

h

v

)
h3 + c4

1

24

(
3m2

h

v2

)
h4 + . . . (93)

The parameters cV , c2V , cψ, c3, and c4 are in general arbitrary coefficients, normalized so that they3202

equal 1 in the SM. In this contribution we focus on the determination of c2V by means of di-Higgs VBF3203

production in the bb̄bb̄ final state.3204

Analysis strategy3205

Signal and background events are simulated at leading-order (LO) by means of matrix-element genera-3206

tors and then processed through a parton shower (PS). The dominant background is given by QCD mul-3207

tijet production, while other backgrounds, such as top-quark pair production and Higgs pair production3208

via gluon-fusion, turn out to much smaller. After the parton shower, events are clustered with FASTJET3209

v3.0.1 [361] using the anti-kt algorithm [362] with a jet radius R = 0.4. The resulting jets are then3210

processed through a b-tagging algorithm, where a jet is tagged as b-jet with probability ε(b-tag) = 0.753211

if it contains a b-quark with pbT > 15 GeV. In order to account for b-jet misidentification (fakes), jets3212

which do not meet this requirement are also tagged as b-jets with probability ε(c-mistag) = 0.1 or3213

ε(q, g-mistag) = 0.01 depending on whether they contain a c-quark or not. Only events with four or3214

more jets, of which at least two must be b-tagged, are retained at this stage.3215

Subsequently to b-tagging, events are classified through a scale-invariant tagging procedure [359,3216

360]. This step is crucial to efficiently reconstruct the Higgs boson candidates and suppress the otherwise3217

overwhelming QCD backgrounds while at the same time taking into account all the relevant final-state3218

topologies. The basic idea of this method is to robustly merge three event topologies – boosted, inter-3219

mediate and resolved – into a common analysis. This is particularly relevant for our study given that the3220

degree of boost of the di-Higgs system strongly depends on the deviations of c2V from its SM value.3221

Acceptance cuts to match detector coverage are applied to signal and background events. We3222

require the pT of both the light and b-tagged jets to be larger than 25 GeV, while the pseudo-rapidities3223

of light and b-tagged jets, ηj and ηb, are limited by the coverage of the forward calorimeters and by3224

the tracking region where b-tagging can be applied respectively. We also impose a set of selection3225

cuts tailored to the VBF topology which is characterized by two forward and very energetic jets with3226

little hadronic activity between them. In particular, we cut on the rapidity separation ∆yjj ≡ |ylead
j −3227

ysublead
j | > 5 and the invariant mass mjj > 700 GeV of the two VBF-tagging jets, and impose a central3228

jet veto (CJV) on the hardest non-VBF light jet in the central region. The VBF tagging jets are defined3229

as the pair of light jets satisfying the acceptance cuts with the largest invariant mass mjj . Moreover, a3230

CJV cut is imposed in VBF analyses to veto light jets with pseudo-rapidity ηj3 lying between those of3231

the VBF-tagging jets, ηmax
j > ηj3 > ηmin

j , above a pT threshold of 45 GeV.3232

Figure 84 (right) shows the mhh distribution after all analysis cuts for both for the signal (SM and3233

c2V = 0.8) and the total background. For c2V = 0.8, the crossover between the resolved and boosted3234

categories takes place at mhh ' 1.5 TeV, although this specific value depends on the choice of the jet3235

radius R [359]. Unsurprisingly, we find that background events are always dominated by the resolved3236

topology. The decomposition of the total background in terms of individual processes as a function of3237

mhh is shown in Fig. 84 (left), where each component is stacked on top of each other. We see how the3238

4b background dominates for large mhh while the 2b2j one is instead the most important for small mhh.3239

The cross-sections after the successive application of the acceptance, VBF cuts, and Higgs recon-3240

struction cuts for signal events (SM and c2V = 0.8) and for the total background is shown in Tab. 64.3241

We find that the VBF di-Higgs signal in the SM is rather small already after the basic acceptance cuts.3242

However, the signal event yield is substantially increased for c2V 6= 1 as illustrated by the benchmark3243

value of c2V = 0.8 leading to more than a factor 3 (5) enhancement compared to the SM after the ac-3244

ceptance (all analysis) cuts. The fact that this cross-section enhancement for the c2V = 0.8 scenario is3245
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Fig. 84: Left: Decomposition of the total background into individual processes as a function of mhh after all
analysis cuts have been imposed. Right: the di-Higgs invariant masss distribution after all analysis cuts for the
signal (SM and c2V = 0.8) and the total background.

Cross-sections (fb)

Acceptance VBF Higgs reco. mhh > 500 GeV

14TeV
Signal SM 0.011 0.0061 0.0039 0.0020

Signal c2V = 0.8 0.035 0.020 0.017 0.011

Bkgd (total) 1.3× 105 4.9× 103 569 47

Table 64: Cross sections, in fb, after the successive application of the acceptance, VBF cuts, and Higgs recon-
struction cuts for signal events (SM and c2V = 0.8) and for the total background.

more marked at the end of the analysis is not a coincidence: our selection cuts have been designed so3246

as to improve the sensitivity to c2V by increasing the signal significance in the large-mhh region. Note3247

however that even after all analysis cuts the background is still much larger than the signal (either SM or3248

c2V = 0.8) at the level of inclusive rates. It is only by exploiting the large-mhh region that the former3249

can be made small enough to achieve high signal significances.3250

Projections for the HL-LHC3251

Following the analysis strategy outlined in the previous section, we can now estimate the expected pre-3252

cision on the determination of the c2V coupling at the HL-LHC. In the left panel of Fig. 85 we show3253

the posterior probabilities for c2V at 14 TeV, from where we can assess the expected precision its mea-3254

surement at the HL-LHC assuming SM couplings. The corresponding 68% probability intervals for3255

the determination of c2V at the HL-LHC are are listed in Table 65 for two different scenarios for the3256

background cross section.

68% probability interval on δc2V
1× σbkg 3× σbkg

LHC14 [−0.37, 0.45] [−0.43, 0.48]

HL-LHC [−0.15, 0.19] [−0.18, 0.20]

Table 65: Expected precision (at 68% probability level) for the measurement of δc2V at the HL-LHC for SM
values of the Higgs couplings, for two scenarios for the background cross section.

3257
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From Table 65, we find that the c2V coupling, for which there are currently no direct experimental3258

constraints, can be measured with a precision of around +19%
−15% at the HL-LHC. It is interesting to compare3259

these results with the experimental precision expected on the fiducial VBF di-Higgs cross section after3260

all analysis cuts, expressed in terms of µ, the signal strength parameter normalized to the SM result We3261

find that the 95% CL upper limits on µ for the nominal background cross section is µ ≤ 109 with 3003262

fb−1, and µ ≤ 49 at the HL-LHC. This result highlights that the high precision expected on c2V can3263

obtained despite the loose constraints expected on the VBF di-Higgs cross section itself.3264

The results of Table 65 have been obtained by making full use of the information contained on3265

the di-Higgs invariant mass distribution mhh. However, the EFT expansion might break down at large3266

enough values of mhh, corresponding to large partonic center-of-mass energies, and some assessment on3267

the validity of our procedure is thus required. In particular, results can be consistently derived within the3268

EFT framework only if the new physics scale Λ is larger than the largest value of mhh included in the3269

analysis. Constraining Λ requires making assumptions on the structure of the UV dynamics extending3270

the SM [363]. For example, for the case where the new physics is characterized by a single coupling3271

strength g∗ and mass scale Λ [1], one expects δc2V ≈ g2
∗v

2/Λ2, so that for maximally strongly-coupled3272

UV completions (with g∗ ' 4π) it is possible to derive the upper limit δc2V < 16π2v2/Λ2 which connects3273

δc2V with the new physics scale Λ. The validity of the EFT can thus be monitored by introducing3274

a restriction mhh ≤ mmax
hh , and then determining how the sensitivity on δc2V varies as a function of3275

mmax
hh [363]. The precision on δc2V is shown in Fig. 85 (right) as a function of mmax

hh , where the gray3276

area indicates the region where δc2V > δmax
c2V

= 16π2v2/mmax
hh . As expected, increasing mmax

hh leads to3277

stronger constraints. We therefore find that in the kinematic region accessible at the HL-LHC the EFT3278

description of the di-Higgs VBF process should be valid.3279

4.7 Dimension-6 EFT effects on Vector Boson Scattering at high energies3280

Roberto Covarellia and Raquel Gomez-Ambrosiob3281
aUniveristá di Torino and INFN sezione di Torino, Via Pietro Giuria 1, 10125, Turin, Italy3282
bInstitute of Particle Physics Phenomenology, Durham University, Durham DH1 3LE, UK3283

In this note we assess the sensitivity of vector boson scattering (VBS) processes to different3284

dimension-6 (dim = 6) operators. We focus here on the ZZ final state, decaying to 4 charged leptons.3285

This experimental channel, currently statistically limited at the LHC [364], will become more interest-3286

ing at the HL-LHC because of the attainable selection purity. The full reconstruction of the final states3287

also gives access to cleaner observables with respect to final states involving W bosons, where neutrino3288
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4-momenta must be inferred using approximated methods. This analysis can nevertheless be repeated3289

analogously to other VBS final states.3290

In [365] we studied the purely electroweak component of the pp → ZZjj process, referred to as3291

VBS(ZZ). Sensitivity to several dim = 6 operators has been demonstrated, as well as the impact of such3292

EFT contribution on the VBS cross-section and triple and quartic gauge couplings (TGCs and QGCs).3293

Here we update predictions for the HL-LHC setup and show the kinematic distributions for a3294

handful of relevant operators. For the dim = 6 parametrisations we use the Warsaw basis from [2],3295

following the notation and classification from [366]. Other technical details can be found in the original3296

publication [365].3297

Fig. 86: Examples of some EFT diagrams for the VBS(ZZ) signal. The blobs represent dim = 6 inser-
tions.

Effective Field Theory parametrization3298

We consider a standard SMEFT parametrisation:3299

LSMEFT = LSM +
∑
i

ci

Λ2O
(6)
i + . . . (94)

where the O(6)
i represent a basis of dim = 6 operators built from SM fields and respecting the known3300

gauge symmetries15, and ci are the Wilson coefficients of the theory. Further, the SMEFT amplitudes3301

and cross sections can be parametrised as3302

AEFT = ASM +
g′

Λ2A6 +
g′2

Λ4A8 + . . . (95)

3303

σEFT ∼ |ASM |2 + 2
g′

Λ2ASMA6 +
g′2

Λ4

(
2ASMA8 + |A6|2

)
+ . . . (96)

Here, we assume the linear contribution (red) of the EFT effects to be leading. Analysis of the dim = 63304

quadratic terms and the dim = 8 interference terms (both in blue) will be subject of further studies. In3305

particular, dim = 8 are commonly associated with quartic gauge couplings and such contribution, albeit3306

subleading, would represent some added value to the linear dim = 6 prediction.3307

3308

Definition of the fiducial region3309

The VBS(ZZ) process has a very peculiar experimental signature, with two energetic forward jets and 43310

identifiable charged leptons (`, `′ = µ or e). The electroweak component of the process pp→ ZZjj →3311

`¯̀`′ ¯̀′jj is defined and isolated through some experimental cuts. The ones used in the CMS analysis3312

(in the measurement of the fiducial cross-section) can be found in [364]. Here we define a similarly3313

VBS-enriched region, with a relaxed mjj selection:3314

pT (j) > 30GeV ∆η(j1j2) > 2.4 mjj > 100GeV on-shellZ1, Z2 (97)

15In particular, we assume CP symmetry, neglecting the CP-odd operators since their impact on VBS cross-sections and dif-
ferential distributions is negligible. However it is well known that certain variables of these processes (namely spin correlations
and polarizations) can be sensible to CP-violation.
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EFT analysis3315

In tables 66 and 67 we show the sensitivities to different dim = 6 operators of the VBS(ZZ) process, as3316

well as of its main background at LHC: the diboson production channel from quark-antiquark annihila-3317

tion associated to gluon radiation (studied in depth by CMS for LHC runs I and II in [367], QCD(ZZ)).3318

Further, in figure 87 we show differential distributions for a subset of the previous operators. In3319

particular we chose the three operators that directly affect triple and quartic gauge couplings:3320

OW = εijkW iν
µ W

jρ
ν W

kµ
ρ OHW = H†HW I

µνW
µνI OHWB = H†τ IHW I

µνB
µν (98)

However, as reported in tables 66 and 67, there are other relevant operators for the VBS process,3321

for exampleO``, the 4-lepton operator that affectsGF , orOHB that enters the Z boson propagator. More3322

details can be found for example in [155].3323

Figure 87 should be interpreted as follows: we select one paradigmatic operator (for example3324

OW ), and see how much does its interference term affect the VBS and diboson signals (2.5% in this3325

case). As the VBS(ZZ) cross section is still mostly unconstrained experimentally, while the QCD(ZZ)3326

has a 21% uncertainty in the 2-jet bin [367], we know the bounds within which we can vary this coeffi-3327

cient. If we assume for example a 10% positive interference with the total cross-section, we observe that3328

such a small contribution to the total cross-section can represent a large modification in certain bins of the3329

differential distributions. This advantage is twofold: with this procedure we can select the optimal bin(s)3330

for the study and fit of each EFT operator; and, by applying unitarity considerations, we can constrain3331

the values of the Wilson coefficients further. In our example, a contribution of 10% in OW , still allowed3332

for the total rate, has a large impact on the high energy bins of the pT (Z1) distribution.3333

3334

Conclusions3335

The VBS(ZZ) and QCD(ZZ) final states, still largely unexplored at the LHC, will be an important source3336

of constraints on dim = 6 EFT operators at the HL-LHC. We have shown the impact that values of Wil-3337

son coefficients still experimentally allowed have on differential distributions that are easily accessible3338

experimentally in this channel.3339

Fig. 87: Two generic simulations showing the EFT effects on key differential distributions: invariant
mass of the di-jet system (left) and transverse momentum of the leading Z boson (right). We selected
arbitrary values for the Wilson coefficients {cW , cHW , cHWB}
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VBS Signal Signal strengths (Linear EFT)
Class 1: OW = cW · 2.5%
Class 3: OHD = cHD · 6.0%
Class 4: OHW = cHW · 5%, OCHB = cHB · 0.2%, OHWB = cHWB · 14%
Class 7: O

Hl
(3) = c

Hl
(3) · 48%, O

Hq
(1) = c

Hq
(1) · 2%,

O
Hq

(3) = c
Hq

(3) · 46%, OHu = cHu · 0.8%

Class 8a: (LL̄)(LL̄) (GF →) O`` = c`` · 24% , O
qq

(1) = c
qq

(1) · 12%,
O
qq

(11) = c
qq

(11) · 14%, O
qq

(33) = c
qq

(33) · 100%, O
qq

(31) = c
qq

(31) · 75%

Table 66: Different sensitivities to each of the Warsaw basis operators. The operators that are not listed
do not intervene in the process, or do it in a negligible way. Each sensitivity εi is calculated as εi =

|σEFT−σSMσSM
|, and they include a standard EFT prefactor v

2

Λ
2 |Λ=1TeV which needs to be taken into account

if substituting values for the ci in the table. NB: we quote the absolute value for the sensitivities ε.

ZZ Diboson Sensitivities (Linear EFT)
Class 1: OG = 2.5%, OW = 2.5%
Class 3: OHD = 6.0%
Class 4: OCHW = 0.2%, OCHG = 8%, OCHB = 0%, OCHWB = 12%
Class 7: O

Hl
(3) = c

Hl
(3) · 25% , O

Hq
(1) = c

Hq
(1) · 3%,

O
Hq

(3) = c
Hq

(3) · 31%, OHu = cHu · 1.1%

Class 8a: (LL̄)(LL̄) (GF →) O`` = c`` · 12% , O
qq

(1) = c
qq

(1) · 1.0%,
O
qq

(11) = c
qq

(11) · 1.3%, O
qq

(33) = c
qq

(33) · 8.4%, O
qq

(31) = c
qq

(31) · 8.0%

Table 67: Sensitivities to the different dim = 6 operators in the diboson production channel, main back-
ground for the VBS(ZZ) at LHC. A large sensitivity does not necessarily mean that a large EFT effect is
expected, since the corresponding Wilson coefficient might as well be very small.

4.8 Same-sign WW scattering at HL-LHC and HE-LHC: a new strategy for the EFT-based3340

analysis and reach on dimension-8 operators3341

G. Chaudhary,a J. Kalinowski,b M. Kaur, a P. Kozów,b S. Pokorski,b J. Rosiek,b3342

K. Sandeep,a M. Szleperc and S. Tkaczykd3343
a Panjab University, Chandigarh, India,3344

b Faculty of Physics, University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland,3345
c National Center for Nuclear Research, Warsaw, Poland,3346

d Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL 60510, USA.3347

Although any statistically significant deviation in data from the Standard Model(SM) predictions3348

would be a manifestation of a BSM physics, the question is what we can learn about its scale and3349

its strength before discovering new particles. The appropriate tool for answering this question is the3350

Effective Field Theory(EFT) approach: the information about the scale Λ and the strength C of new3351

physics is encoded in the Wilson coefficients of the higher dimension operators, fi = Cm/Λn. The3352

usefulness of any EFT analysis of a given process relies on the assumption that only a few higher-3353

dimension terms in the expansion L = LSM +
∑

i f
(6)
i O

(6)
i +

∑
i f

(8)
i O

(6)
i + . . . provide adequate3354

approximation to an unknown UV completion. This assumption introduces a strong model-dependent3355

aspect and therefore it is convenient to introduce the concept of EFT “models" defined by the choice3356

of operators and the values of their Wilson coefficients (O(d)
i , f

(d)
i ). Our focus is on the proper use of3357

the EFT "models" in their range of validity for the WW scattering in purely leptonic W decay channels3358

where the WW invariant mass cannot be determined experimentally. A full explanation of the concept3359

is to be found in [368] and here we summarize the main points..3360
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Fig. 88: Cartoon plot showing the regions in fi and Λ in terms of BSM signal observability and applica-
bility of the EFT “model" for the same-sign WW process with purely leptonic decays. The white triangle
shows the region where the BSM physics can be studied within the chosen EFT "model".

Following a common practice we take one operator at a time setting others to zero, which effec-3361

tively defines the EFT “model", and consider the process pp → 2jW+W+ → 2jl+νl′+ν ′. The EFT3362

“model" can be maximally valid up to the invariant mass M of the W+W+ system M < Λ ≤ MU ,3363

where MU = MU (f) is the perturbative partial wave unitarity bound in the chosen EFT "model". If the3364

kinematic range Mmax at the LHC is greater than Λ, there is necessarily a contribution to observables3365

from the region Λ < M < Mmax. Two questions arise:1) what is the discovery region in the space3366

(Λ, f) for the chosen EFT "model", 2) if a deviation from the SM predictions is indeed observed, how to3367

verify the chosen EFT “model" by fitting it to a set of experimental distributions D and in what range of3368

Λ, fi such a fit is really meaningful?3369

For a given EFT “model" the unitarity bound is very different for different helicity amplitudes. As3370

MU we take the lowest value from T-matrix diagonalization of the W+W+ and W+W−, universally3371

for all helicity amplitudes. The BSM signal S of the EFT “model" (O(d)
i , f

(d)
i ) can be defined as the3372

deviation from SM predictions observed in the distribution of some observable D, S = Dmodel −DSM .3373

A quantitative estimate of the signal can be written as3374

Dmodel =

∫ Λ

2MW

dσ

dM

∣∣∣
model

dM +

∫ Mmax

Λ

dσ

dM

∣∣∣
SM

dM , (99)

which comes uniquely from the operator that defines the “model" in its range of validity and assumes3375

only the SM contribution in the regionM > Λ. BSM contribution from the region above Λ may enhance3376

the signal, but it may also preclude proper description of the data in the EFT "model", which makes3377

sense if and only if this additional contribution is small enough compared to the contribution from the3378

validity region. For a quantitative estimate of this contribution we define a second estimate in which all3379

the helicity amplitudes above Λ are assumed to remain constant at their respective values they reach at Λ3380

Dmodel =

∫ Λ

2MW

dσ

dM

∣∣∣
model

dM +

∫ Mmax

Λ

dσ

dM

∣∣∣
A=const

dM. (100)

For Λ = Λmax this prescription regularizes the helicity amplitudes that violate unitarity atMU . We adopt3381
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the criterion that the EFT “model" is tested for values of (Λ ≤MU , fi) when the signals computed from3382

Eq.(99) are statistically consistent within 2σ with the signals computed with Eq.(100).3383

The observability of the EFT "model" predictions imposes some minimum value of fmin, while3384

the description within the EFT "model" imposes some maximum value of fmax such that signal estimates3385

computed from Eqs.(99) and (100) remain statistically consistent. For Λ = MU a finite interval of fi3386

values is possible, while for Λ < MU the respective limits on fi depend on the actual value of Λ. It is3387

illustrated in a cartoon plot in Fig. 88, where the white "triangle" is bounded from above by the unitarity3388

bound MU (fi), from the left by the signal significance criterion and from the right by the consistency3389

criterion. The EFT "model" could be the right framework to describe the BSM signal as long as the3390

“triangle" shown in our cartoon plot is not empty.3391

Our preferred strategy for data analysis is as follows:3392

a) Measure distributions D that offer the highest sensitivity to the studied EFT "model",3393

b) if deviations from the SM are observed, fit the values of (Λ ≤MU , fi) according to Eq.(100),3394

c) using the fitted values of fi and Λ recalculate D templates according to Eq.(99),3395

d) check statistical consistency between estimates based on Eqs.(99) and (100).3396

Physics conclusions from the obtained (Λ, fi) values can only be drawn if such a consistency is found.3397

Stability of the result against alternative regularization methods would provide a measure of uncertainty3398

of the procedure - too much sensitivity to the region above Λ means the procedure is destined to fail and3399

that data cannot be described within the chosen EFT "model".3400

To demonstrate our strategy we considered EFT “models" defined by one-at-a-time dimension-83401

operator that affects WWWW couplings. Details of the simulation of events for the process pp →3402

jjµ+µ+νν (at 14 TeV with 3/ab integrated luminosity) and their processing according to our strategy3403

can be found in [368]. Assuming Λ equal to the respective unitarity bounds, the lower and upper limits3404

for the values of f for each dimension-8 operator, for positive and negative f values, as well as the3405

applicability "triangles" in the (Λ, fi) plane for each operator have been caclulated. These limits define3406

the (continuous) sets of testable EFT “models" based on the choice of single dimension-8 operators.3407

Following the above strategy we have calculated the expected reach for the dim-8 operator OM73408

at the HE-LHC and compared it with the obtained reach for the HL-LHC (14 TeV) from Ref. [368],3409

assuming in each case an integrated luminosity of 3/ab. Fig.89 shows the respective “EFT triangles". It is3410

evident that increasing the proton energy allows to explore much lower values of the Wilson coefficients,3411

with lower limits for a 5σ BSM discovery being shifted by as much as almost an order of magnitude. On3412

the other hand, the upper limit on consistent EFT description shifts likewise by a similar amount. This is3413

due to the fact that by increasing the collision energy more and more events come from the region, where3414

M > Λ and therefore shrinking the range of Wilson coefficients that satisfy our consistency criterion.3415

Overall, the area of the actual “EFT triangle" does not get significantly larger for 27 TeV compared to 143416

TeV, even when viewed in a log scale.3417

To summarize: we have analyzed the physics potential of "EFT models" defined by the choice3418

of single dimension-8 operators in the same-sign WW scattering process in the purely leptonic decay3419

modes. We argue that usage of EFT “models" in the analysis of purely leptonic W decay channels3420

requires bounding the possible contribution from the region MWW > Λ, no longer described by the3421

“model", and ensuring it does not significantly distort the measured distributions compared to what they3422

would have looked from the region of EFT validity alone and propose a data analysis strategy to satisfy3423

the above requirements. We find that the "triangles" turned to be rather narrow, even when going from 143424

to 27 TeV of pp beam energy . This result reinforces our former conclusion that study of BSM effects by3425

means of varying single Wilson coefficients has little physics potential and future data analysis should3426

be rather focused on simultaneous fits of many operators to the combined data from all VBS processes.3427

We find this conclusion to hold equally regardless of the actual beam energy.3428
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Fig. 89: Regions in fM7 and Λ in terms of BSM signal observability for the EFT “model" based onOM7

operator at the HL- and HE-LHC.
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5 Higgs boson mass and width3433

5.1 Theory review3434

F. Caola, R. Röntsch3435

The total decay width is an important property of the Higgs boson, as it contains information about3436

the interactions of the Higgs with all other fundamental particles, and is predictable both in the Standard3437

Model and its extensions. Therefore, measuring this property is an important part of Higgs studies.3438

Direct measurements of the Higgs width are very challenging at hadron colliders, as these require a3439

scan of the invariant mass profile of the Higgs decay products. This is limited by detector resolution to3440

roughly ∼ 1 GeV, which is three orders of magnitude larger than the SM prediction of ΓH ∼ 4 MeV.3441

Current LHC measurements have already attained this level of precision, and no significant improvement3442

is anticipated.16
3443

Given this situation, there has been considerable interest in devising indirect probes of the Higgs3444

width. In general, a standard Higgs analysis in theH → X decay channel measures the production cross3445

section times branching ratio, σ ∼ σprod × ΓH→X/ΓH , and is thus only sensitive to a combination of3446

the coupling and the width. Schematically,3447

σ ∼ g2
prod × g2

dec

ΓH
, (101)

where gprod and gdec are the couplings that enter the Higgs production and decay channels, respectively.3448

An independent measurement of the couplings and the decay width is therefore not possible from such3449

analyses. The idea behind all indirect determinations of ΓH is to find an observable whose dependence3450

on gi and ΓH is different from Eq. (101), which allows one to lift the coupling/width degeneracy. In-3451

direct determinations can be broadly separated in two classes: on-shell methods, which rely on delicate3452

interference effects on the Higgs resonant peak, and off-shell methods, which combine on-peak and off-3453

peak information. In the following, we provide a quick overview of these methods, emphasizing their3454

strengths and weaknesses.3455

The starting point of the on-shell methods [369–372] is the observation that measurements in the3456

H → X decay channel receive a contribution both from the signal pp→ H → X process and from the3457

continuum background pp→ X , and the two interfere. Schematically, the amplitude for the process can3458

be written as3459

App→X =
SmH

2

s−mH
2 + imHΓH

+B, (102)

where S ∝ gprod × gdec is the signal part and B is the background contribution. This leads to3460

|App→X |2 =
mH

4

(s−mH
2)2 +mH

2ΓH
2 ×

[
|S|2 +

(s−mH
2)

mH
2 2Re(SB∗) +

ΓH
mH

2Im(SB∗)

]
+ |B|2.

(103)
Here, |S|2 ∝ g2

prop × g2
dec, but SB∗ ∝ gprop × gdec, so a combined determination of the signal |S|2 and3461

interference SB∗ contributions can lift the coupling/width degenereacy of Eq. (101), thus giving access3462

to ΓH . For this method to be effective, one needs to consider channels where the interference is large.3463

The best candidate is then the gg → H → γγ channel: indeed, in this case both the gg → H production3464

and the H → γγ are loop induced, as is the continuum contribution gg → γγ. This implies that at3465

least naively there is a loop enhancement factor in the interference w.r.t. the pure signal, thus making the3466

former noticeable.3467

The real part of the interference in Eq. (103) is antisymmetric around the Higgs peak, so it does3468

not affect the total rate. However, it leads to a distortion in the shape of the mγγ distribution around3469

16Lower bounds on the Higgs width can be obtained from lifetime measurements, see Sec. ?? for details.
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the Higgs peak, which in turns translates into a slight shift in the reconstructed Higgs mass [370]. The3470

size of this mass shift is proportional to the interference contribution, whose dependence on couplings3471

and width is different from Eq. (101). A measurement of the mass shift then allows for a determination3472

of ΓH . This can be done for example by comparing the mass extracted in the γγ channel with that3473

determined in the 4l channel, where these interference effects are negligible. However, even if the 4l3474

channels lead to a very good mass determination once high enough statistics have been accumulated,3475

extracting the mass shift from a γγ vs 4l comparison introduces additional systematics. Because of this,3476

it is preferable to consider only the γγ decay mode and to compare different kinematic regions. This is3477

possible since the interference is strongly dependent on the transverse momentum of the Higgs [371]. In3478

particular, hard radiation tends to lessen this effect somewhat. Another candidate for a reference mass3479

could be obtained from studying Higgs production in association with two hard jets. Indeed, in this case3480

there are cancellations between the ggF and V BF contributions and the net result for the interference is3481

very small [373]. Theoretical predictions for the mass shift are under good control, with the interference3482

being known to NLO in QCD [371, 374, 375] and matched to parton shower [98, 376]. It turns out3483

that radiative corrections deplete the interference contribution somewhat. Although it is well known that3484

higher order corrections are important for Higgs physics, for this analysis the main limitation comes from3485

experimental systematics, namely the detector response, which must be properly modeled to extract the3486

interference contribution from the measured mass shift. In the SM, the mass shift at the LHC is rather3487

small, ∆mγγ ∼ O(50− 100) MeV. This implies that at the HL-LHC this method could lead to bounds3488

on ΓH of the order ΓH ∼ O(10− 50)× ΓH,SM. Detailed projections can be found in Sec. 5.5.3489

The imaginary part of the interference [371,372] in Eq. (103) is symmetric around the Higgs peak,3490

so it leads to a change in the rate. Unfortunately, because of helicity conservation this imaginary part is3491

highly suppressed at LO. Higher order corrections provide a new mechanism to generate an imaginary3492

part, lifting this suppression [371]. However, because the bulk of the interference effectively enters at3493

NLO, the anticipated loop enhancement factor in the interference relative to the pure signal (mentioned3494

above) is not present, and the actual size of the effect is quite small. In the SM, it reduces the total3495

rate by about 2%, which makes it challenging to observe, and the effect is further diluted by additional3496

radiation [372]. Thus this technique requires very good control on the total rate, both experimental and3497

theoretical. To reduce the former, it is profitable to consider cross-section ratios; for example, the γγ3498

to 4l ratio is projected to be measured at the few percent level. However, this introduces additional3499

experimental and theoretical systematics, including theoretical model dependence since one would need3500

to make assumptions about the structure of Higgs couplings. For this reason, it is again preferable to3501

perform the interference effect extraction in the γγ channel alone, by considering different kinematic3502

regions. As with the real part of the interference, this effect is also quite sensitive to the transverse3503

momentum of the Higgs, with the bulk of the interference effect confined to the small pt region, as3504

shown in an NLO analysis in Ref. [372]. However, since the interference is essentially an NLO effect, as3505

discussed above, the residual theoretical uncertainty at this order is still quite sizable. Moreover, a fine-3506

grained comparison of the low and high Higgs pt regions requires very good theoretical control. For the3507

former, this is notoriously complicated as several different effects are at play, see e.g. [377] and references3508

therein for a recent discussion of this point. Because of this, assuming a few percent experimental3509

accuracy, the width extraction from this method would be limited by theoretical uncertainties. Although3510

computing higher order corrections for this effect is well beyond our current ability, it is reasonable3511

to assume that the situation will improve on the HL/HE-LHC timescale, along the lines described in3512

Section 2.2. Currently, it is expected that this technique would lead to bounds of the order ΓH ∼3513

O(10)× ΓH,SM, see section 5.4 for details.3514

The main advantage of the on-shell width determinations discussed above is that – although being3515

indirect measurements – they require minimal theoretical assumptions on potential BSM effects. This is3516

because couplings are extracted at the same energy scale, ideally from the same process. Unfortunately,3517

since interference effects scale like gprod × gdec at the first power, the constraints on the width are quite3518
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mild. Indeed, if one assumes that the on-shell rates are kept fixed, a linear dependence on the coupling3519

translates into a square root dependence on the width.3520

Another option to constrain the width is off-shell methods [378–381], which are based on the3521

following observation. Schematically, the cross section can be written as3522

σ ∼ g2
prod × g2

dec

(s−mH
2)2 +mH

2ΓH
2 . (104)

On the resonant peak, this leads to the usual relation Eq. (101). Typically, most of the cross section is3523

concentrated there. In the V V decay channel though there is a sizable contribution from the off-shell3524

s � mH
2 region [378]: indeed, Higgs decay to vector bosons is strongly enhanced at high energy. In3525

the far off-shell region, Eq. (104) reduces to σ ∼ (g2
prod × g2

dec)/s
4. Assuming that the on-peak rates3526

are kept fixed, this quadratic dependence on the couplings translates into a linear dependence on ΓH ,3527

allowing this quantity to be constrained by a comparison of on- and off-shell rates.3528

However, it is important to stress that to extract ΓH from off-shell measurements one has to as-3529

sume that on-shell and off-shell couplings are the same. Since the two are evaluated at very different3530

energy scales, this introduces a theoretical model dependence. Indeed, there are several new physics3531

scenarios where BSM effects decorrelate on- and off- shell couplings, see e.g. [382–384]. These include3532

for example new light degrees of freedom coupled to the Higgs, additional Higgs states, or anomalous3533

HV V couplings. Therefore, to constrain the width using an off-shell analysis, it is important to perform3534

complementary measurements to control potential BSM effects. This was studied in detail for the case3535

of HV V anomalous couplings in [385]. Projections at the HL-LHC will be presented in section 5.3.3536

In general, off-shell measurements offer the opportunity to investigate Higgs interactions at high energy3537

scale, thus leading to interesting information that is not limited to the width extraction. For example, in3538

combination with measurements of boosted Higgs, HH and tt̄H , an off-shell analysis can help lifting3539

the degeneracy between ggH and tt̄H couplings [386]. The off-shell program will clearly benefit from3540

the increased statistics and energy of the HL/HE upgrade. For example, this would allow for off-shell3541

studies in the VBF production mode [387]. Although the rate here is very small, by looking at same-sign3542

vector boson final states one can significantly reduce backgrounds. Although it is estimated that HL-3543

LHC measurements in this channel would lead to constraints at the same level of current ones in the ggF3544

channel [387], the completely different production mechanism makes them complementary to the ggF3545

constraints, thus allowing for a less model dependent interpretation. Aside from these considerations, it3546

is interesting to study the potential of future LHC upgrades to constrain ΓH under the assumption that no3547

large decorrelations between on- and off-shell couplings occur. Because of the linear dependence on the3548

width discussed above, such constraints are quite powerful. Indeed, assuming a reasonable reduction in3549

the theoretical uncertainty in the HL-LHC timescale, it will be possible to probe values close to the SM3550

value ΓH ∼ 4 MeV. Projections under different assumptions for the theoretical uncertainty are reported3551

in section 5.3.3552

A reliable theoretical description of the off-shell region is non trivial. First, there is a large qq̄ →3553

V V background, which needs to be properly subtracted to access the signal yield. More important,3554

there is an irreducible gg → V V continuum background that interferes with the signal process gg →3555

H → V V . The interference effect is sizable and destructive, which is a consequence of the Higgs3556

mechanism ensuring unitarity in the SM. Because of the large interference, it is necessary to have good3557

theoretical control not only on the signal process but also on the continuum background amplitude. This3558

is non trivial, since the gg → V V process is loop induced, so higher order corrections – expected to3559

be large given the gg initial state – involve multi-loop amplitudes. Moreover, at large invariant masses,3560

the contribution of virtual top quarks to the amplitude becomes dominant. Its proper description would3561

then require multi-loop amplitudes involving internal massive states, which are extremely challenging3562

to compute. For this reason, exact predictions for the background amplitude are only known to LO in3563

the off-shell region. NLO corrections are known below the top threshold, and only in an approximate3564
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form above [388–394]. Nevertheless, recent developments in numerical techniques [207] make NLO3565

computations for the background feasible in the near future. One subtle point in this discussion is the3566

role of quark-initiated reactions. On the one hand, they appear naturally in the computation of NLO3567

corrections to gg → V V from initial state splitting. On the other hand this kind of contribution – although3568

separately finite and gauge invariant – only forms a small subset of the whole qg → V V q process3569

at O(α3
s), which are part of the genuine N3LO corrections to the quark-initiated qq̄ → V V process.3570

Therefore, only including the contribution coming from initial state splitting in the gg → V V process,3571

although formally possible, may not entirely capture the correct physics. In general, this problem is not3572

particularly relevant because the gluon channel provides the bulk of the contribution. This is however no3573

longer the case if strong requirements on extra jet activities (typical e.g. for WW analysis) are imposed.3574

Understanding this issue is an interesting theoretical problem, and the high statistics available at the3575

HL/HE-LHC motivates its detailed investigation. Another issue that should be investigated is the impact3576

of electroweak corrections, which can be sizable at high energy. Once again, although they are currently3577

unknown, it is natural to expect progress in this direction within the HL-LHC timescale.3578

The modeling of the gg → H → V V process is under better control than the background one.3579

Still, since in the far off-shell region the top loop cannot be approximated by a contact interaction,3580

computations are still much harder than in the on-shell region, where such an approximation is justified.3581

As a consequence, exact results are only known to NLO. A full computation of NNLO corrections would3582

require significant advances on current technology, which are however likely to occur in the HL-LHC3583

timescale. It is reasonable to expect [5] that the K-factor for the exact theory is rather similar to that3584

obtained from calculations in which the top loop is integrated out. In the absence of an exact calculation,3585

one can use this approximation to estimate rates at the HL/HE LHC.3586

The HL/HE-LHC upgrade will improve off-shell analysis in several ways. On the one hand, the3587

larger statistics will allow for a better discrimination of the qq̄ → V V vs gg → V V background and –3588

crucially – interference. Currently, this is done by using the different kinematic behavior of these contri-3589

butions. Clearly, a higher statistical sample would allow for more powerful discrimination. Furthermore,3590

increasing the collider energy would lead to a larger fraction of gluon initiated events w.r.t. quark ini-3591

tiated events. For example, the (gg → H → V V )/(qq̄ → V V ) ratio increases by a factor of roughly3592

1.5 in the off-shell region when the center-of-mass energy is increased from 14 TeV to 27 TeV. Further-3593

more, the increase in the total rate at the HE-LHC will lead to a significant number of off-shell events in3594

the few-TeV region. This would allow for precise investigations of the Higgs sector in the high-energy3595

region, which could shed light on the unitarity structure of the SM.3596

5.2 Measurement of the Higgs boson mass3597

5.3 Constraints from off-shell Higgs boson production3598

Extracting the Higgs width from off-shell measurements are performed in ATLAS [395] and CMS [396]3599

experiments using LHC Run 1 and Run2 data. The latest constraints on the Higgs width are< 14.4 MeV3600

and < 9.2 MeV from ATLAS and CMS, respectively. Theoretical basis of the measurements is that3601

on-shell and off-shell couplings are the same. Developed on the experimental analyses, the expected3602

precision on the Higgs width at the luminosity of 3000 fb−1 is given in this section.3603

The CMS projection adopted the same analysis strategy as defined in the Run 2 analysis [204],3604

where the 4` final state is used. Events are selected and put into different categories that are sensitive3605

to ggF, VBF and VH production modes. The invariant mass of the four leptons, matrix-element based3606

discriminant separating the major signal and background events and discriminants sensitive to the width3607

are used in each category. The ratio between off-shell and on-shell event yields and the shape of the3608

observables are sensitive to the Higgs width. To extrapolate to 3000 fb−1, event yields are scaled with3609

luminosity. Assumptions on the uncertainties are made, and two scenarios are considered [77]:3610

– “Run 2 systematic uncertainties” scenario (S1): All systematic uncertainties are kept constant3611
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with integrated luminosity. The performance of the CMS detector is assumed to be unchanged3612

with respect to the reference analysis;3613

– “YR18 systematic uncertainties” scenario (S2): Theoretical uncertainties are scaled down by a3614

factor of two, while experimental systematic uncertainties are scaled down with the square root3615

of the integrated luminosity until they reach a defined minimum value based on estimates of the3616

achievable accuracy with the upgraded detector.3617

The projections are shown in Fig. 90. Limits on ΓH are given for an approximate S2 in which3618

the experimental systematics are not reduced, while the theoretical systematics are halved with respect3619

to S1. The 10% additional uncertainty applied on the QCD NNLO K factor on the gg background3620

process is kept the same in this approximated S2 in order to remain conservative on the understanding of3621

these corrections on this background component. It is also noted that the uncertainties on the signal and3622

background QCD NNLO K factors are smaller in the Run 2 analysis [396] than in previous projections3623

using Run 1 data [397]. The expected ΓH precision in S2 is 4.1+1.0
−1.1 MeV.3624
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Fig. 90: Likelihood scans for projections on ΓH at 3000 fb−1 [77]. Scenarios S2 (solid magenta) and
S1 (dotted red) are compared to the case where all systematics (dashed black) are removed. The dashed
horizontal lines indicate the 68% and 95% CLs.

The ATLAS projection [397] is based on the ATLAS Run1 analysis [398]. H → ZZ → 4` final3625

state is used. Events are selected and put in ggF, VBF and VH categories. The invariant mass of the3626

four leptons and a matrix-element based discriminant sensitive to both signal background separation and3627

width variation are used. In the extrapolation to 3000 fb−1, event yields are scaled with luminosity and3628

the change in the center mass of energy. Only theoretical uncertainties are taken into account, as the3629

experimental ones have a negligible impact. The treatment of theoretical uncertainty is close to Run13630

analysis, with more conservative ones below:3631

– The k-factor uncertainty for the gg initial state signal, background and their interference is taken3632

as 30%. Based on the latest theory papers, this uncertainty is considered to be conservative, and is3633

10% is the CMS projection result.3634

– The background to signal k-factor ratio RBH(mZZ) uncertainty, two benchmarks are considered:3635

10% and 30%.3636

The expected precision on ΓH at 3000 fb−1 is 4.2+1.5
−2.1 MeV as shown in Fig. ??. It is more conservative3637

than the CMS result, and the cause of it was discussed above.3638
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Fig. 91: Likelihood scans on µoff−shell with and without systematic uncertainties. The error on µ is
computed at the 1σ level and the uncertainty on RBH(mZZ) is set to 30%.

In conclusion, it is reasonable to believe the realistic precision from ATLAS at 3000 fb−1 will be3639

better than the number above. Using the CMS numbers, we con estimate that with CMS and ATLAS3640

measurements combined, the precision on the width can reach 4.1+0.7
−0.8 MeV.3641

To be added: a conclusion paragraph from theorists3642

5.4 Width from the diphoton interference rate3643

17 18
3644

The SM Higgs total decay width can be constrained from the change in on-shell Higgs rates due3645

to interference effects between the Higgs signal and the QCD background [372]. This change in rates3646

requires the existence of a so-called strong phase in the amplitudes, that can be present both in the Higgs3647

signal and in the continuum background, as is the case in the SM. We shall demonstrate that, the different3648

scaling behavior between the strong phase induced interference and the Breit-Wigner parts of the on-shell3649

Higgs rate may allow the placement of bounds on, or even measurements of, the Higgs boson total width.3650

Both theoretical and experimental uncertainties are the leading limiting factors in this program. On the3651

other hand, without the strong phase induced interference effects, fits to on-shell Higgs rates can only3652

place bounds on the total width by making definite theoretical assumptions [3, 399, 400].3653

It is useful to write the amplitude for gg → h → γγ in a form which explicitly factors out the3654

loop-induced couplings to gluons (Fgg) and photons (Fγγ),3655

Ah ≡ Agg→h→γγ ∝
ŝ

ŝ−m2
h + iΓhmh

FggFγγ . (105)

Both the Higgs couplings Fgg and Fγγ as well as the background amplitudeAbkg receive absorptive con-3656

tributions that arise from loops of particles that are sufficiently light to be on shell. The resulting induced3657

17Authors: John Campbella, Marcela Carenaa,b,c, Roni Harnika and Zhen Liua,d

a Theoretical Physics Department, Fermilab, Batavia, IL 60510, USA
b Enrico Fermi Institute, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
c Kavli Institute for Cosmological Physics, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
d Maryland Center for Fundamental Physics, Department of Physics, University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742

18This manuscript has been authored by Fermi Research Alliance, LLC under Contract No. DE-AC02-07CH11359 with the
U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Office of High Energy Physics.
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phases are usually dubbed ‘strong phases’ in the flavor literature and we will adopt this terminology3658

here.19 In the presence of a strong phase we can write the interference term as3659

|Mh|2int ≡ 2<[AhA
∗
bkg] =

2|Abkg||Fgg||Fγγ |
(ŝ−m2

h)2 + Γ2
hm

2
h

(106)

×
[
(ŝ−m2

h) cos(δbkg − δh)+mhΓh sin(δbkg − δh)
]
,

where we have taken δh = arg[Fgg] + arg[Fγγ ] and δbkg = arg[Abkg] as the signal and background3660

strong phases, respectively. The first term in the square bracket is the contribution to the interference3661

term that does not modify the overall rate upon integration over ŝ. The second term is the subject of3662

this work and leads to a modified rate in the presence of a strong phase. For convenience, we define3663

|Mh|2int = Rint
h + I int

h and δs = δbkg − δh such that3664

Rint
h ≡ 2|Abkg||Fgg||Fγγ |

(ŝ−m2
h)2 + Γ2

hm
2
h

(ŝ−m2
h) cos δs

I int
h ≡ 2|Abkg||Fgg||Fγγ |

(ŝ−m2
h)2 + Γ2

hm
2
h

mhΓh sin δs. (107)
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Fig. 92: The lineshape induced by various contributions to the cross-section for gg → h → γγ in the
SM. The Breit-Wigner line-shape, with no interference, is shown in blue (dashed) while the effect of
Rint
h and I int

h (multiplied by a factor of 10) are shown in red (dotted) and green (solid), respectively. The
overall effect of the interference in the full NLO calculation is given by the brown (solid) line. The insert
in the top right is a magnification of the corresponding interference lineshapes.

In the SM the dominant contribution to I int
h comes from the phase of the background amplitude3665

at two loops [369, 401]. The signal amplitude also contains a strong phase, mainly due to bottom quark3666

loops. We have performed a calculation of the interference effect that accounts for absorptive effects3667

from both signal and background. In Fig. 92 we illustrate the features of the interference effects. The line3668

shape, the differential cross-section as a function of ŝ, is shown for the pure Breit-Wigner (only |Ah|2),3669

and for the interference contributions I int
h andRint

h as well as for the sum of both. For visualization, the3670

interference contribution I int
h has been magnified by a factor of 10. In this figure we show the lineshapes3671

obtained including NLO effects with virtual corrections only. After summing over different interfering3672

helicity amplitudes, we obtain averaged strong phases δh = (π + 0.036) and δbkg = −0.205 for the3673

signal and background, respectively.3674

19Strong phases, which are CP even, get their name because they often arise in flavor physics from QCD dynamics. This is
in contrast with CP odd weak phases, e.g., the relative size of the Higgs couplings to FF̃ versus FF
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As a concrete example that demonstrates the potential of this novel effect, without loss of gener-3675

ality we can consider excursions in the flat direction corresponding to,3676

|Fgg|2|Fγγ |2

|F SM
gg |2|F SM

γγ |2
=

Γh

ΓSM
h

. (108)

The total Higgs cross section can then be written as,3677

σ = σSM
BW

(
1+

σSM
int

σSM
BW

√
Γh

ΓSM
h

)
' σSM

BW

(
1−2%

√
Γh

ΓSM
h

)
. (109)

The result of a full NLO calculation of the interference effect are presented in Fig. 93, that shows the3678

relative size of the interference effect as a function of the total width, normalized to its SM value, for3679

parameter excursions defined by Eq. (108). 20 The variation of the interference effect with the total width3680

is shown imposing a 20 GeV phT -veto, with and without LHC cuts on the final state photons. Since the3681

interference effect is largest at small scattering angles, the photon cuts reduce the expected interference.3682

This small consideration in the SM leads to much bigger differences for Γh � ΓSM
h . Observe that3683

in the SM the interference contribution is destructive. However, if the sign of FggFγγ were flipped,3684

(δs → π + δs), the interference effect would lead to an enhancement of the diphoton rate rather than a3685

suppression. The theoretical scale uncertainty is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 93 and amounts to3686

about +50%
−30%. For example, the interference effect is −(2.20+1.06

−0.55)% without photon cuts for SM Higgs.3687

Although a measurement at the 2% level may be challenging at the LHC, this shows that a precise
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Fig. 93: The total signal rate change due to the interference effect as a function of the Higgs total width
normalized to its SM value, while keeping the Breit-Wigner cross section identical to that of the SM
Higgs. The magenta and blue (solid) lines represent the cases with and without LHC cuts on the final
state photons, respectively. The lower panel shows the scale variation uncertainties for these interference
terms as bands delimited by the blue (dashed) and magenta (solid) lines. The curves are obtained with a
veto on the Higgs boson pT at 20 GeV.

3688

measurement of the gg → h → γγ rate can place a limit on the width of the Higgs boson. In this3689

20For details of the NLO calculation , see the supplemental material with Refs [37, 374, 402–412].
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respect a measurement of the ratio of the γγ rate to the 4` rate is a promising route to reduce many of3690

the systematic and theoretical, e.g. PDF and other parametric, uncertainties.3691

The best measured channels at the LHC, gg → h → γγ and gg → h → 4`, provide the most3692

accurate cross section ratio, projected to be measurable at the 4% level [413]. In contrast to single cross3693

section measurements, the precision on this ratio is statistically limited. Keeping the current theoretical3694

uncertainty band in mind, the projected sensitivity of 4% on the ratio of γγ to 4` yields can be translated3695

into an upper limit of 22, 14, and 8 on Γh/Γ
SM
h at 1-σ level, for low, central and high theoretical ex-3696

pectations on this interference effect, respectively.21 This assumes that the couplings to photons and Z3697

bosons maintain their SM ratio and the photon and gluon couplings respect Eq. (108). The Higgs cross3698

section precisions are anticipated to improve by a factor of three or so from statistical improvement at the3699

HE-LHC with 27 TeV center of mass energy and 15 fb−1 of integrated luminosity. This can be naively3700

translated into lower and upper limits on the Higgs total width of Γh/Γ
SM
h < 5 at 1-σ level using the3701

central value from our NLO theory calculation.3702

In summary, we discuss the change in the gg → h→ γγ on-shell rate, due to interference between3703

the Higgs signal and the QCD background amplitudes, as a way to provide a novel handle to constrain3704

- or even measure - the Higgs boson total width. We perform a full NLO calculation at order α3
s of3705

the interference effect and find that in the standard model it leads to a reduction of the on-shell rate3706

by ∼ 2%. The proposed method for gaining sensitivity to the Higgs boson width is complementary3707

to other methods that have been discussed in the literature. Altogether our study aims at motivating3708

a more thorough examination of Higgs precision physics taking into account the strong phase induced3709

interference effect in different Higgs boson observables.3710

5.5 Mass shift from the diphoton interference: constraints on the width3711

To be added3712

5.6 Conclusions3713

TODO: Inclusion of a conclusion on the validity of the measurement of the width of the Higgs3714

boson3715

21This limit is worse by one order of magnitude than the off-shell Higgs measurement that constrains the Higgs total
width [378–380]. However, unlike the off-shell Higgs measurement, our effect is independent from the assumptions on the
high-energy behavior of the Higgs boson and the absence of new physics contribution in the off-shell region. For more detailed
discussion, see e.g., chapter I.8 of the Higgs Yellow Report [5] and Refs. [382, 383].
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6 Invisible decays of the Higgs boson3716

by Anne-Marie Magnan, Ben Nachman, Tania Robens and Tim Stefaniak3717

Status: waiting for final experimental numbers3718

Invisible decays of the 125 GeV Higgs boson are a generic prediction of new physics models3719

that feature a light dark matter (DM) particle which couples directly or indirectly to the Standard Model3720

(SM) Higgs field. The invisible branching ratio in the SM is very small (0.1%) so any observable rate3721

would be evidence for physics beyond the SM. LHC searches for this signature require the Higgs boson3722

to be produced in association with a taggable object, most importantly, a Z-boson, extra forward jets (as3723

appearing in the vector boson fusion (VBF) process), or a single high-pT jet. Furthermore, the invisible3724

Higgs decay to the DM particles inevitably suppresses the branching fractions for the Higgs decays to3725

SM particles. This — along with possible model-dependent alterations of the Higgs couplings — leads3726

to a modification of the LHC Higgs signal rates of channels with SM final states with respect to their SM3727

expectation, which can be probed with precision Higgs measurements.3728

In so-called Higgs portal models the SM Higgs field acts as a mediator between the visible SM3729

sector and a hidden DM sector. Commonly, an additional symmetry is introduced that prohibits interac-3730

tions of single hidden sector fields with SM fields, thus allowing only pair production of hidden sector3731

particles and rendering the lightest hidden sector particle a stable DM candidate. The Higgs portal and its3732

generalization to other non-SM Higgs bosons are found in many BSM scenarios (see e.g. Refs. [414–417]3733

and [418–423] for models with and without supersymmetry).3734

The invisible decay of the Higgs is experimentally challenging because the missing transverse3735

energy (MET) spectrum is relatively soft, where resolution and pileup effects are non-negligible. The3736

issues associated with pileup, both from pileup jets and from pileup-induced resolution degradation,3737

will only become more severe beyond Run 3. Significant recent advances in constituent-based pileup3738

mitigation techniques will likely play a key role in maintaining and possibly improving the MET perfor-3739

mance [424–427]. Furthermore, lepton identification and pileup jet rejection will both improve with the3740

increased tracking acceptance planned by both ATLAS and CMS [80, 125, 428–431]. Current anal-3741

yses with ∼ 30 fb−1 place limits on the invisible branching ratio of the Higgs boson at about 20-3742

25% [432–437]. The systematic uncertainty is about the same size as the statistical uncertainty; this3743

means that the factor of 100 increase in statistics will not necessarily translate into an improvement by3744

a factor of 10. Early projections from ATLAS and CMS [438, 439] predict limits that are a factor of 3-53745

below the current result. The main limiting systematic uncertainty is from using W → lν to estimate3746

the Z → νν in the dominant VBF channel. Advances in this theory input over the next decade could3747

significantly improve the achievable precision. Already, CMS has shown that optimistic projections3748

with reduced systematic uncertainties are realistic - the 2016 analysis [440] follows optimistic (reduced3749

systematic uncertainties) scaling from the 2015 projection [438].3750

Currently, the VBF production dominates the branching ratio limit. This is because the VBF3751

mode has a large cross-section (about 10% of the total) and the main background Z → νν is qualitatively3752

different (QCD production) from the same background in the V H mode (EW production). However, it is3753

not clear which mode will dominate after Run 3, since there will be a non-trivial change in experimental3754

conditions that will make both triggering and background rejection more difficult for both the VBF and3755

V H modes. At the same time, there are many interesting opportunites to improve both channels from3756

new detector capabilities (extended trackers and timing detctors) as well as new analysis techniques (e.g.3757

quark/gluon tagging).3758

In this report we assess the prospects of probing Higgs portal models directly with future searches3759

for invisible Higgs decays, as well as indirectly with precision Higgs rate measurements, at the LHC3760

in the high luminosity (HL) phase with 3 ab−1. Furthermore, we shall highlight the complementarity3761

between these two probes, as well as with other constraints, e.g. with current and future limits from3762

DM direct detection experiments and limits from LEP Higgs searches. Searches for invisible decays of3763
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the Higgs boson also have important implications for “nearly invisible” decays into neutral long-lived3764

particles that are predicted by many models [441]. Dedicated searches set much stronger limits [442–3765

445], but the Higgs to invisible search is a model-independent constraint on all possibilities. Projections3766

for dedicated searches as well as proposals for dedicated detectors at the LHC complex [446, 447] are3767

not discussed in this section.3768

This contribution is organized as follows. We briefly review in Section 6.2.1 the experimental3769

input for the HL-LHC that we use in our study. In Section 6.2.2 we first employ an effective description3770

of the generic phenomenological Higgs features that appear in this class of models. We then focus on two3771

specific realizations of the Higgs portal: in Section 6.3.1 we discuss the minimal Higgs portal, where the3772

SM Higgs field directly couples to an additional DM field through a quartic interaction; in Section 6.3.23773

we show results for the scalar singlet portal, where an additional scalar singlet is acting as a mediator3774

between the visible and hidden sector. We conclude in Section 6.4.3775

6.1 Main channels for direct searches3776

Given the VBF Higgs production (VBFH) presents the best sensitivity, this channel is chosen to in-3777

vestigate the sensitivity of the search with the HL-LHC. The CMS phase-2 detector is simulated using3778

Delphes [341] (fast parametrisation), with on average 200 interactions per bunch crossing. A cut-and-3779

count approach similar to the one described in the analysis from Ref. [436] is used.3780

The VBFH signal samples are produced using POWHEGv2.0 [95, 96] at next-to-leading order3781

(NLO) in perturbative QCD, assuming 100% branching ratio B(H → inv.) of the Higgs boson to invisible3782

final states, and normalised using the SM inclusive Higgs boson production cross sections provided in3783

Ref. [5]. Full-simulation samples produced at 13 TeV are used to derive the gluon-fusion contribution,3784

applied as a fraction of the Delphes expected VBFH yields.3785

The main backgrounds are processes involving vector bosons (W,Z) produced in association with3786

jets, either through QCD or electroweak (EWK) vertices. Monte Carlo samples for these backgrounds are3787

generated at leading order (LO) using AMC@NLOv2.2.2 [97] interfaced with PYTHIAv8.205 [263]3788

or higher. SM processes involving top quarks also contribute to the background, and are simulated using3789

a combination of the POWHEGand AMC@NLOgenerators. Backgrounds arising from QCD multijet3790

events are simulated using AMC@NLOinterfaced with PYTHIA, imposing a minimum threshold of3791

1000 GeV on the dijet mass at parton level.3792

The objects studied are as defined for the analysis in Ref. [436], with extended coverage in pseu-3793

dorapidity η. Electrons passing loose identification criteria, with a transverse momentum pT > 10 GeV,3794

and |η| < 2.8 are vetoed. Similarly, muons passing loose identification criteria with pT > 20 GeV and3795

|η| < 3.0 are vetoed. Taus passing loose identification criteria with pT > 20 GeV and |η| < 2.8 are3796

vetoed. Jets are reconstructed using the anti-kT algorithm [361, 362] with a parameter size of 0.4. The3797

jets are required to have pT > 30 GeV and |η| < 5.0, and are corrected for pileup effects using the3798

“Puppi” algorithm [425].3799

A b-tagging algorithm is used to tag jets that originate from decays of B hadrons (b jets). The3800

algorithm uses a combination of vertexing and timing information, and a working point with an efficiency3801

of around 60% and a mis-tagging rate below 1% is defined to identify b jets. Events containing any3802

identified b jets are vetoed.3803

The leading and sub-leading jets in the event are required to have pT > 80 and 40 GeV, respec-3804

tively, and be in opposite hemispheres of the detector. These two jets form the VBF dijet pair, and further3805

requirements are applied on the invariant mass Mjj, and their separations in pseudorapidity |∆ηjj| > 4.03806

and azimuthal angle |∆φjj| < 1.8.3807

To reject the QCD multijet background, for which the transverse missing energy arises from jet3808

mismeasurements, the ~/ET vector is required to not be aligned with a jet using min∆φ(jet ~pT> 30 GeV,3809

~/ET )> 0.5. The magnitude of the vectorial sum of the pT of all jets with pT > 30 GeV is defined as3810
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Hmiss
T .3811

The analysis uses five non-overlapping event regions: the signal region (SR) where events con-3812

taining charged leptons (`, where ` = e or µ) are vetoed, and four control regions (CR) with exactly one3813

electron or muon (W → eν CR and W → µν CR) or exactly two electrons or two muons (Z → ee3814

CR and Z → µµ CR). In the W → eν and W → µν CRs, to further reject QCD multijet backgrounds,3815

the transverse mass, defined as
√

2p`T /ET

[
1− cos ∆φ(`, ~/ET )

]
, where p`T is the transverse momentum3816

of the lepton and ∆φ(`, ~/ET ) is the azimuthal angle between the lepton momentum and ~/ET vectors, is3817

required to be less than 160 GeV. In the W→eν CR a selection on /ET > 60 GeV is also applied due to3818

the higher QCD multijet contamination than in the muon channel. In the Z → ee and Z → µµ CRs,3819

the dilepton mass is required to be between 60 and 120 GeV. To account for the higher single-electron3820

trigger thresholds that will be required at the HL-LHC , the leading electron pT is required to be above3821

40 GeV, for both the W → eν and Z → ee CRs.3822

The lower threshold on the /ET is varied from 130 to 400 GeV in 10 to 50 GeV steps. Likewise, the3823

lower threshold on Mjj is varied from 1000 to 4000 GeV in 100 GeV steps. The statistical uncertainty on3824

the MC is considered to be negligible, assuming the available MC samples will have at least 10 times the3825

integrated luminosity available in the data. For each (/ET , Mjj) selection, the yields are extracted in the3826

four control regions and in the signal region, and a likelihood is constructed as the product of five Poisson3827

terms, one per region. Upper limits on the Higgs boson production cross section times B(H → inv.) are3828

placed at the 95% CL using the CLs criterion [?,?,448], with a profiled likelihood ratio as the test statistic3829

in which systematic uncertainties are incorporated via nuisance parameters [?,449]. Asymptotic formula3830

are used to determine the distribution of the test statistic under signal and background hypotheses [450].3831

The scenario considered for the systematic uncertainties is described in table 68, together with the3832

systematic uncertainties that were considered in Ref. [436], for comparison.3833

Systematic From Ref. [436] This analysis
e-ID 1%(gsf)⊕1%(idiso) 1%
µ-ID 1%(reco)⊕1%(id)⊕0.5%(iso) 0.5%
e-veto 0.6%(gsf)⊕1.5%(idiso) 1%
µ-veto on QCD V+jets 5%(reco)⊕5%(id)⊕2%(iso) 2%
µ-veto on EWK V+2jets 10%(reco)⊕10%(id)⊕6%(iso) 6%
τ -veto 1–1.5% for QCD–EWK 0.5–0.75%
b-tag-veto 0.1% (sig) 2% (top) 0.05% (sig) 1% (top)
JES 14%(sig) 2%(W/W) 1%(Z/Z) 4.5%(sig) 0.5%(W/W) 0.2%(Z/Z)
Integrated luminosity 2.5% 1%
QCD multijet 1.5% 1.5%
Theory on W/Z ratio 12.5% 7%
ggH normalisation 24% 20%

Table 68: Impact on the signal and background yields from the different sources of systematic uncertainty
considered in Ref. [436] and for the HL-LHC setup considered in this analysis.

The analysis is expected to be systematics dominated, with the dominant systematic uncertainties3834

due to the muon and electron efficiencies, both in the control and signal regions, and the jet energy scale3835

and trigger efficiencies. In Ref. [436], due to the limited size of the dilepton samples, the knowledge3836

of the ratio of the cross sections of the W to Z boson production was used as a constraint between the3837

two backgrounds, leading to an increased sensitivity. The theoretical uncertainty on this ratio is set3838

at 12.5% from studies of missing higher order QCD and EWK corrections [436], for both QCD and3839

EWK production. Once 300 fb−1 of data will be available, this constraint will play a smaller role. It is3840

expected that improvements in theoretical calculations of the ratio will lead to half the current theoretical3841
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uncertainty, namely 7%. This uncertainty is expected to have an impact of at most 3–5% for the selection3842

with the largest expected significance and is therefore neglected in the results presented herein. However,3843

the uncertainty will be relevant when considering very tight selection criteria on /ET and Mjj, i.e. when3844

the statistical uncertainty in the CRs becomes dominant.3845

The most stringent upper limits are achieved in the regions with lower thresholds on Mjj and /ET3846

of 2500 GeV and 190 GeV, respectively, for the 3000 fb−1 scenario. The minimum is rather flat between3847

Mjj values of 2300 and 3000 GeV, and between /ET values of 170 and 220 GeV, indicating limited impact3848

from the size of the MC samples. The upper limits degrade steeply as the /ET threshold increases above3849

250 GeV. The behaviour is similar for the 300 and 1000 fb−1 scenarios, with best thresholds found at3850

lower values of /ET (170 GeV) and Mjj (1500 and 1800 GeV respectively) due to the interplay between3851

the size of the control regions and the systematic uncertainties.3852

Distributions in Mjj for the leading jet pair and /ET in the signal region are shown in figure 94, for3853

an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The corresponding expected yields are shown in table 69. The3854

uncertainties shown represent the statistical uncertainties due to the limited size of the Delphes samples3855

and are not used in the calculations of the final limits.3856

Process SR W → eν CR W → µν CR Z → ee CR Z → µµ CR
VBFH 47812 ± 584 - - - -
ggH 972 - - - -
Z→ `` (EWK) 103 ± 8 398 ± 16 641 ± 20 1342 ± 30 1889 ± 35
Z→ `` (QCD) 451 ± 90 944 ± 126 1048 ± 116 1347 ± 118 2297 ± 158
Z→ νν (EWK) 15275 ± 358 - - - -
Z→ νν (QCD) 20968 ± 599 - - - -
W→ eν (EWK) 3358 ± 62 18986 ± 146 72 ± 9 33 ± 6 -
W→ µν (EWK) 3426 ± 62 7 ± 3 29360 ± 181 - 17 ± 4
W→ τν (EWK) 3595 ± 64 55 ± 8 87 ± 10 - -
W→ eν (QCD) 3994 ± 999 13376 ± 1656 170 ± 168 - -
W→ µν (QCD) 6891 ± 1388 - 23322 ± 2096 - -
W→ τν (QCD) 4308 ± 938 - - - -
Top 2050 ± 132 2171 ± 143 3735 ± 188 107 ± 36 130 ± 39
QCD - - - - -

Table 69: Number of events expected after the final selection, Mjj > 2500 GeV and /ET > 190 GeV,
with an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. The uncertainties are the statistical uncertainties from the
Delphes samples.

The 95% CL upper limits for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 are shown in figure 95, left, as3857

a function of the thresholds applied on /ET assuming the MC statistical uncertainties are negligible, for3858

the final selections described above. In the best case, the lowest 95% CL limit on B(H → inv.), assuming3859

standard model production, is expected to be at 3.8%, for thresholds values of 2500 GeV (190 GeV) on3860

the dijet mass (/ET ). If the /ET resolution was to be a factor of 2 worse, the re-optimisation of the selection3861

leads to minimum thresholds of 1800 GeV (250 GeV) on the dijet mass (/ET ), but a similar 95% CL limit.3862

The limits are shown for different integrated luminosities in figure 95, right.3863

6.2 Interpretation and combination with precision Higgs boson measurements3864

6.2.1 Experimental input3865

For the VBF production channel, the projected HL-LHC limit on the invisible Higgs decay rate from the
CMS experiment amounts to 4%, see Section 6.1. For the V H production channel ATLAS projected
a limit of around 8% in 2013 [439]. Assuming ATLAS (CMS) performs equally well as CMS (AT-
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Fig. 94: Distributions of Mjj (left) and /ET (right) in the signal region for the final selection, Mjj >
2500 GeV and /ET > 190 GeV.
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Fig. 95: Left: 95% CL limits on B(H → inv.) as a function of the minimum threshold on /ET , for
Mjj > 2500 GeV and an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1. Right: 95% CL limits for scenarios with
different integrated luminosities.

LAS) in the VBF (V H) channel, and neglecting possible correlations of experimental and theoretical
uncertainties, a combination of these limits results in(

µVBF,V H · BRinv

)HL-LHC ≤ 2.5%, (110)

where µVBF,V H is a common signal strength modifier of the VBF and V H production cross sections.3866

We implemented the CMS HL projections for Higgs signal strength measurements for the indi-3867

vidual production times decay modes (see Section 2.8) into the public code HiggsSignals [451, 452].3868

We double the number of projections to account for the corresponding future ATLAS measurements.3869

We consider both scenarios S1 and S2. These scenarios differ in the treatment of systematic uncertain-3870
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ties. In S1, systematic uncertainties are unchanged with respect to current values; S2 employs rescaled3871

experimental systematic uncertainties [453] and furthermore assumes a reduction of theoretical uncer-3872

tainties by a factor 2. Note that correlations of theoretical rate uncertainties between the future CMS and3873

assumed ATLAS measurements are taken into account in our fit via HiggsSignals.3874

We furthermore study the impact of a future electron-proton collider option (LHeC) at CERN [454–
456], assuming a 60 GeV electron beam, a 7 TeV proton beam and an integrated luminosity of 1 ab−1.
We implemented the prospective signal strength measurements at the LHeC presented in Ref. [455] into
HS. The projected limit on the invisible Higgs decay rate is around 5% [455–460] 22. In combination
with the above CMS and ATLAS projections, we obtain(

µVBF,V H,NC · BRinv
)HL-LHC⊕LHeC ≤ 2.25%

as upper limit on the branching ratio of an invisible Higgs decay mode. Here, we assume the common3875

signal strength modifier µ also applies to the neutral current (NC) Higgs production cross section at the3876

LHeC.3877

6.2.2 Effective description of Higgs portal models3878

In this section we discuss the HL-LHC prospects in the context of an effective parametrization of Higgs3879

rate modifications that are commonly predicted by Higgs portal models, using the coupling scale factor3880

(κ) framework [4]. Herein, the scale factors κX (X = W,Z, g, γ, b, τ, . . . ) are introduced for every3881

relevant Higgs coupling to SM particle X . The partial widths and cross sections associated with these3882

Higgs couplings are then rescaled by κ2
X (see Refs. [4, 452] for more details). In addition, we treat the3883

branching fraction for invisible Higgs decays, BRinv, as free parameter.3884

In particular, we investigate two scenarios for the Higgs coupling modifications:3885

(i) a universal scale factor for all Higgs couplings to SM particles, κ ≡ κX (X = W,Z, g, γ, b, τ, . . . );3886

(ii) additional free parameters κg and κγ that rescale the loop-induced Higgs couplings to gluons3887

and photons, respectively. The remaining (tree-level) Higgs couplings to SM particles are again3888

rescaled universally with κ ≡ κX (X = W,Z, b, τ, . . . ).3889

We employ the program HiggsSignals [451, 452] to perform a χ2 fit to the projected HL-3890

LHC and/or LHeC Higgs rate measurements (see Section 6.2.1) in each scenario. The resulting future3891

95% C.L. limit is shown in Fig. 96 as light and dark green area for scenario (i) and (ii), respectively. The3892

top panels display the HL-LHC projections for future scenarios S1 (left) and S2 (right), while the bottom3893

panels show the projections for LHeC (left) and the combination of LHeC with HL-LHC S2 measure-3894

ments (right). In Tab. 70 we summarize the lower limits on the Higgs signal strength of channels with3895

SM final states, κ2(1 − BRinv), as well as the upper limits on the invisible Higgs decay rate, BRinv,3896

assuming SM Higgs coupling strengths (κ ≡ 1), for the four future collider scenarios and for the two3897

global fit scenarios. Note that these results do not strictly require the additional Higgs decay mode to3898

yield an invisible final state.3899

These results are compared in Fig. 96 with the prospective future limits from direct searches for3900

invisible Higgs decays (see Section 6.2.1). At the HL-LHC, assuming scenario S1 (S2), direct invisible3901

Higgs searches are more sensitive than Higgs rates if deviations from the SM Higgs couplings are small,3902

∆κ ≡ 1 − κ . 2 (1)%. For larger suppression of the Higgs couplings the Higgs rates will provide the3903

strongest constraint. In contrast, if we allow for an enhancement of the Higgs couplings, κ > 1, the3904

invisible Higgs searches will provide the strongest constraint (besides other bounds on the Higgs total3905

decay width, see Sec. 5).3906

22Optimization of the signal selection, advanced background estimation techniques and details of the detector design may
improve this limit down to about (3− 4)% [461].
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Fig. 96: Projected 95% C.L. limit in the (κ,BRinv) plane inferred from Higgs rate measurements (green
regions) and direct invisible Higgs searches (black dashed line) at the HL-LHC and LHeC. We show
results for the two future HL-LHC scenarios S1 (top left) and S2 (top right) (see text for details), as well
as for the LHeC (bottom left) and the combination of LHeC and HL-LHC (S2) (bottom right). The light
green area shows the limit from Higgs rates obtained by assuming no new physics contributions to the
loop-induced Higgs couplings to gluons and photons, κ = κg = κγ , whereas for the dark green area
κg and κγ are marginalized free parameters.These plots will be updated once ATLAS and CMS signal
strength combination projections become available.

fit setup quantity HL-LHC S1 HL-LHC S2 LHeC LHeC ⊕ HL-LHC S2

(κ,BRinv)
κ2(1− BRinv) ≥ 0.933 ≥ 0.957 ≥ 0.959 ≥ 0.969
BRinv (κ ≡ 1) ≤ 6.7% ≤ 4.3% ≤ 4.1% ≤ 3.1%

(κ, κg, κγBRinv)
κ2(1− BRinv) ≥ 0.930 ≥ 0.954 ≥ 0.959 ≥ 0.966
BRinv (κ ≡ 1) ≤ 7.0% ≤ 4.6% ≤ 4.1% ≤ 3.4%

Table 70: Comparison of prospective 95% C.L. limits on the Higgs signal strength for SM final states,
κ2(1 − BRinv), and the invisible Higgs decay rate, BRinv (assuming SM Higgs couplings, κ = 1), for
HL-LHC scenarios S1 and S2, LHeC, and the combination of LHeC and HL-LHC (scenario S2). First
(second) row shows the results obtained in the fit parametrization (i) [(ii)].
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At the LHeC the prospective indirect Higgs rate constraints are comparable to the HL-LHC S23907

prospects, reaching a precision of ∆κ . (2.1 − 2.2)% independently of the invisible Higgs decay rate,3908

in both fit parametrizations considered here.23 On the other hand, the direct invisible Higgs searches at3909

the LHeC are weaker than at the HL-LHC. In combination with the HL-LHC (assuming future scenario3910

S2), the bounds from the Higgs rates can further be improved to coupling deviations of ∆κ . 1.5%.3911

Compared with the sensitivity of Higgs rate measurements during Run 1 of the LHC [81] to the3912

invisible decay rate, BRinv . O(20%) (at 95% C.L.), we find that the sensitivity improves by roughly3913

a factor of 3–5 at the HL-LHC (depending on the evolution of systematic uncertainties). In combination3914

with LHeC results we expect the indirect limit to improve by a factor of up to 6.5.3915

6.3 Higgs portal interpretations3916

6.3.1 Minimal Higgs Portal3917

In the minimal Higgs portal model, we impose a quartic interaction of the SM Higgs doublet field H
with the DM field, which could be either a scalar (S) [462], a vector (V µ) [463] or a fermion (χ) [464]
(see Refs. [465, 466] for a comprehensive overview):

L ⊃ −1
4λhSSH

†HS2 (scalar DM) or (111)

L ⊃ +1
4λhV VH

†HVµV
µ (vector DM) or (112)

L ⊃ −1
4

λhχχ
Λ H†Hχ̄χ (fermion DM), (113)

respectively. Besides these operators the Lagrangian contains an explicit mass term of the DM field,3918

allowing us to use the mass of the DM particle, MDM, as a free model parameter. In addition, the3919

Lagrangian L contains DM self-interaction operators, however, these are irrelevant to our study.3920

If DM is light, MDM < MH/2 ' 62.5 GeV, the above interactions lead to the invisible Higgs3921

decay into two DM particles. An upper limit on BRinv can therefore be translated into an upper limit on3922

the portal coupling λ of above operators, Eqs. (111)-(113), depending on MDM. At the same time, the3923

portal coupling λ governs the DM phenomenology. For DM masses MDM .MH/2 the relic abundance3924

of the DM particles is driven by the s-channel annihilation through the exchange of the Higgs boson.24
3925

As the DM–nucleon elastic scattering amplitudes are directly proportional to the portal coupling [465],3926

it can be additionally constrained by DM direct detection experiments. These are sensitive to the elastic3927

scattering of the DM particles with nuclei, mediated by the Higgs boson. Hence, in turn, the upper limit3928

on λ can be translated into an upper limit on the (spin-independent) DM-nucleon scattering cross section,3929

σDM−nucleon (see Refs. [465, 466]).3930

In Fig. 97 we show the current [left panel] and prospective [right panel] upper limits on σDM−nucleon3931

inferred from a current and HL-LHC prospective upper limit on BRinv of 20% and 2.5%, respectively.25
3932

These are shown for scalar [blue curve], fermion [red curve] and vector [green curve] DM. The uncer-3933

tainty bands on these curves correspond to the uncertainty in the Higgs-nucleon coupling form factor,3934

where we use the recent result from Ref. [470]. For comparison we include in Fig. 97 current limits from3935

DM direct detection experiments XENON10 [471], XENON100 [472] and XENON1T [473], prospec-3936

tive limits from XENONNT [474] and SUPERCDMS at SNOLAB [475]. For completeness, we also3937

show the favored parameter regions from excesses seen in the DAMA/LIBRA [476], CRESST [477],3938

23The complementarity of LHeC and HL-LHC Higgs rate measurements is much stronger in more general coupling fit setups,
e.g., when independent scale factors for the Higgs-W -W and Higgs-Z-Z couplings are considered [455].

24Assuming a standard cosmological history and thermal freeze-out dark matter, the minimal Higgs portal scenario with light
DM is tightly constrained, with only a narrow mass range around MDM 'MH/2 being allowed. However, this can be relaxed
in alternative cosmological scenarios and DM production mechanisms, see e.g. Refs. [467–469].

25For current ATLAS and CMS results for the minimal Higgs portal interpretation see Refs. [432, 433, 436, 437].
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Fig. 97: Implications for the minimal Higgs portal model: Comparison of current (left figure) and
future HL-LHC (right figure) limits from invisible Higgs searches with limits from DM direct detection
experiments on the spin-independent DM-nucleon scattering cross section, σDM−nucleon, as a function
of the DM mass, MDM. The inferred limits from invisible Higgs searches are shown for scalar DM (blue
curve), fermion DM (red curve) and for vector DM (green curve). In addition we show present limits
(solid lines), favored regions (filled areas) and future sensitivity (dashed lines) of the DM direct detection
experiments XENON10 [471], XENON100 [472], XENON1T [473], XENONNT [474], SUPERCDMS
at SNOLAB [475], DAMA/LIBRA [476], CRESST [477], CDMS II [478] and COGENT [479] (see
legend). The gray area indicates regions inaccessible to DM direct detection experiments due to the
irreducible neutrino flux background [480].

CDMS II [478] and COGENT [479] experiments.26 We furthermore indicate by the gray area in Fig. 973939

the neutrino floor, i.e. the parameter region that is inaccessible to DM direct detection experiments due3940

to the irreducible neutrino flux background [480].3941

Currently, the inferred limit from invisible Higgs searches yields the most sensitive constraint in3942

the low mass region, MDM . 6, 10 and 30 GeV for scalar, fermion and vector DM, respectively, while3943

at larger DM masses the XENON1T limit is more constraining. In particular, in the fermion and vector3944

DM case, the BRinv limit probes deep into the parameter region that is inaccessible to direct detection3945

experiments. A future limit on the invisible Higgs decay rate from the HL-LHC will improve the limits3946

on σDM−nucleon by almost one order of magnitude, which pushes the limit for light scalar DM close to the3947

neutrino floor. For fermion (vector) DM in the mass range 10 GeV .MDM . 20 (60) GeV, in case of a3948

future excess seen in the XENONNT data, complementary measurements of an invisible Higgs decay at3949

the HL-LHC may be possible.3950

6.3.2 Scalar singlet portal3951

We now turn our discussion to a model that features an additional scalar singlet in the visible sector,3952

which provides the portal interaction to the hidden DM sector. In contrast to the minimal Higgs portal3953

discussed in Section 6.3.1, this model allows for a modification of the 125 GeV Higgs couplings, and3954

thus for a non-trivial interplay between direct invisible Higgs searches and Higgs rate measurements at3955

the HL-LHC. For illustration, we focus here on the case of scalar DM, the other cases (fermion and3956

vector DM) can be treated analogously. The model is inspired by Refs. [420, 481].3957

26Note that the limits and favored regions from DM direct detection experiments assume for the incoming flux of DM
particles that the observed relic density in the Universe is fully saturated by this one DM particle species.
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The SM Higgs sector is extended by two real scalar singlet fields, S and X . Imposing a Z2

symmetry described by the transformation S → −S, X → −X , the model is characterized by the scalar
potential V = Vvisible + Vhidden, where

Vvisible = µ2
ΦΦ†Φ + λΦ(Φ†Φ)2 + µ2

SS
2 + λSS

4 + λΦSΦ†ΦS2, (114)

Vhidden =
1

2

[
µ2
XX

2 + λXX
4 + λSXS

2X2
]
. (115)

After electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) the scalar SU(2)L doublet field Φ is given by Φ ≡
(0 φ+ v)T /

√
2, with the vacuum expectation value (vev) v ≈ 246 GeV. We assume the scalar field

S to acquire a non-zero vev, vS , which softly breaks the Z2 symmetry, such that the singlet field S is
given by S ≡ (s+ vS)/

√
2. Through the last term in Eq. (114) the non-zero vevs induce a mixing of the

physical degrees of freedom of these two fields, φ and s,(
h
H

)
=

(
cosα − sinα
sinα cosα

)(
φ
s

)
, (116)

with the masses of the physical states h and H given by

M2
h/H = λΦv

2 + λSv
2
S ∓

√(
λΦv

2 − λSv2
S

)2
+ (λΦSvvS)2, (117)

and the mixing angle α ∈ [−π
2 ,

π
2 ] given by

tan 2α =
λΦSvvs

λSv
2
S − λΦv

2 . (118)

In contrast, X does not acquire a vev. As a result X is stable and thus a possible DM candidate, with a3958

mass given by M2
X = µ2

X + λSXv
2
S/2.3959

In this analysis, we assume MH = 125.09 GeV, and Mh < MH . Furthermore, we discard the
quartic interaction term ∝ λX in Eq. (115) as this operator is irrelevant for our study. With this, the
model can then be parametrized in terms of the following input quantities:

Mh, cosα, vS ,MX , λSX . (119)

The couplings of the Higgs bosons h andH to SM gauge bosons and fermions are universally suppressed
by the mixing,

gh/gh,SM = cosα, gH/gH,SM = sinα. (120)

If the DM scalar X is light enough the portal coupling λSX gives rise to decays of the Higgs bosons h
and H to the invisible XX final state. The partial decay widths are given by

Γ(h→ XX) = sin2 α · ΓXX(Mh),

Γ(H → XX) = cos2 α · ΓXX(MH),
with ΓXX(M) =

λ2
SXv

2
S

32πM

√
1− 4M2

X

M2 . (121)

Furthermore, ifMh ≤MH/2, the heavier Higgs bosonH can decay into hh, with the partial width given
by

Γ(H → hh) =
λ2
Hhh

32πMH

√
1− 4M2

h

M2
H

, (122)

and the effective Hhh coupling27
3960

27Note that the relative sign between the two terms in Eq. (123) differs with respect to Eq. (13) in Ref. [420].
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λHhh =− 3 sin 2α [λSvS sinα+ λΦv cosα]

− tan 2α
(
λSv

2
S − λΦv

2
)[

(1− 3 sin2 α)
cosα

v
+ (1− 3 cos2 α)

sinα

vS

]
. (123)

Through the successive decay of the lighter Higgs boson h into either final states with SM particles
(denoted as ‘SM’) or the invisible XX final state, this gives rise to the following signatures28

H → hh→


(SM)(SM), (visible),
(SM)(XX), (semi-invisible),
(XX)(XX), (invisible).

(124)

The branching ratio of the invisible decay of the SM-like Higgs boson H is given by

BRinv = BR(H → XX) + BR(H → hh) · BR(h→ XX)2. (125)

In Fig. 98 we show the invisible Higgs decay rate BRinv in the (Mh, cosα) plane, for fixed DM3961

mass MX = 5 GeV, and four choices (vS , λSX) = (50 v, 10−4) [top left], (50 v, 10−6) [top right],3962

(50 v, 10−3) [bottom left] and (5 v, 10−4) [bottom right]. For better illustration, the secondary y-axis3963

shows the deviation from the SM coupling strength, ∆κ = 1− sinα, of the heavier Higgs boson H . The3964

BRinv prediction is given by the black solid contours. Various constraints (at 95% C.L.) are included3965

in the figures: future direct invisible Higgs searches (red dashed contour/gray area), future indirect3966

limits from Higgs rate measurements at the HL-LHC (assuming S2) using the two parametrizations of3967

Section 6.2.2 [cf. Fig. 96] (solid pale/bright green contour and area), and LEP searches for the lighter3968

Higgs boson h (orange contour and area), obtained via HiggsBounds [482–484]. For the latter, the rel-3969

evant experimental analyses are searches for e+e− → Zh production with h either decaying to invisible3970

particles [485–488] or to SM particles (in particular, bb̄) [489], as well as the decay mode independent3971

analysis by OPAL [490].3972

In all four panels of Fig. 98 we can identify two kinematical thresholds for the invisible H decay:3973

at Mh = MH/2 ' 62.5 GeV, where the cascade decay H → hh → (XX)(XX) becomes available3974

for decreasing Mh, and at Mh = 2MX = 10 GeV, where the decay h → XX kinematically closes for3975

smaller Mh, and thus the H → hh decay cannot further lead to an invisible final state. Above the first3976

threshold, Mh > MH/2, and below the second threshold, Mh < 2MX , the invisible H decay is solely3977

given by the direct decay H → XX .3978

For the parameter choice (vs, λSX) = (50 v, 10−4) (top left panel), the direct invisible Higgs3979

searches at the HL-LHC will provide similar bounds as the indirect constraints from the Higgs rates3980

for the mass range Mh ∈ [2MX ,MH/2]. However, in the mass range Mh ∼ (10 − 40) GeV, the3981

LEP searches for invisible h decays will still yield the strongest exclusion. Note that the Higgs rate3982

measurements are always constraining the sum BR(H → NP) = BR(H → XX) + BR(H → hh),3983

irrespectively of whether the decay H → hh leads to an invisible final state. Hence, they remain to be3984

sensitive in the low mass region Mh < 2MX .3985

For a larger Higgs-portal interaction, λSX = 10−3 (bottom left panel), the direct decay H → XX3986

becomes more prominent, leading to sizable BRinv even at smaller cosα. Here, direct invisible Higgs3987

searches at HL-LHC will be most constraining and will supersede the LEP limits except in the mass3988

range Mh ∼ (10 − 33) GeV. In contrast, for very small Higgs-portal interaction, λSX = 10−6 (top3989

right panel) the invisible Higgs decay rates are much smaller. Nevertheless, future indirect constraints3990

from Higgs rate measurements will supersede the LEP limits in almost the entire mass range except for3991

28Note that LHC searches for the semi-invisible and visible final states are highly complementary to invisible Higgs searches
in this model.
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Fig. 98: Implications for the scalar singlet portal model, shown in the (Mh, cosα) parameter plane
for a DM mass of MX = 5 GeV and (vS , λSX) = (50 v, 10−4) [top left], (50 v, 10−6) [top right],
(50 v, 10−3) [bottom left] and (5 v, 10−4) [bottom right]. Black solid contours show the invisible Higgs
decay rate, BR(H → inv), the red dashed contour/gray area indicates the expected HL-LHC limit
from invisible Higgs searches, pale and bright green contours/areas indicate the indirect constraints from
HL-LHC Higgs rate measurements (using the two parametrizations, see Section 6.2.2), and the orange
contour/area marks the excluded region from LEP searches. See text for more details. These plots will
be updated once the ATLAS and CMS signal strength combination projection becomes available.

Mh values between 62 to 75 GeV. Note that the LEP exclusion arises from e+e− → Zh → Z(bb̄)3992

searches [489].3993

If we decrease the vev of the singlet field, vs = 5 v (bottom right panel), the effective Hhh3994

coupling becomes larger, leading to a more pronounced H → hh decay if kinematically accessible.3995

Hence, in the region Mh < MH/2, the HL-LHC constraints both from direct invisible Higgs searches3996

and Higgs rate measurements are very strong and supersede the LEP constraints in almost the entire mass3997

range up to Mh . MH/2. In this case, the direct invisible Higgs searches are slightly more sensitive3998

than the Higgs rate measurements.3999

In summary, the example parameter choices made in Fig. 98 illustrate an interesting interplay4000

between past LEP searches for a light Higgs boson h, future HL-LHC searches for an invisibly decaying4001

SM-like Higgs boson H , and future HL-LHC precision Higgs rate measurements. Depending on the4002

parameter choice, each experimental probe can be the most sensitive/constraining one, which highlights4003

their complementarity and strongly motivates a corresponding experimental program at the HL-LHC.4004
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6.4 Conclusions4005

Higgs portal models are intriguing and simple new physics scenarios that contain a dark matter candidate4006

which can be tested at collider as well as astrophysical experiments. The HL-LHC will be able to4007

constrain the Higgs boson–dark matter coupling constant and probe the parameter regime down to an4008

invisible Higgs decay rate of 2%. For low dark matter masses, MDM . 30 GeV, these bounds are4009

typically more constraining than limits obtained from dark matter direct detection experiments. For a4010

specific model with two visible scalar states and a scalar dark matter candidate, we presented scenarios4011

for which future HL-LHC searches will supersede complementary constraints from LEP searches for a4012

light scalar boson. In summary, the future HL-LHC measurements of the Higgs signal strength, as well as4013

direct searches for the invisible decay of the observed Higgs boson, promise to provide important insight4014

within the framework of Higgs portal models. The sensitivity can further be improved by the future4015

electron-proton collider LHeC. In particular, the indirect constraints from Higgs rate measurements will4016

improve substantially if HL-LHC and LHeC results are combined.4017
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7 Higgs flavor and rare decays4018

Staus: ready for us editors and conveners to edit. One more contribution of Maria et al.?4019

7.1 Introduction4020

In this section we cover the current status and future prospects for measuring the different Higgs cou-
plings to fermions, these go under the generic name of “Higgs and Flavor". The Higgs mechanism of the
SM predict that the Yukawa couplings are proptional to the fermion mass and CP conserving, or more
precisely

ySM
f =

√
2mf/v , (126)

where the tree-level flavor changing couplings are zero. Currently, only the third generation Yukawa4021

couplings were directly measured and found to be in agreement with the SM prediction, see Refs. [] for4022

recent results on hτ τ̄ , hbb̄ and ht̄t. However, for the Higgs coupling to first and second generations there4023

are only upper bounds [].4024

Below, we adapt the generalized κ framework to describe deviations of the Higgs couplings from4025

their SM values due to new physics (NP). In particular, we define4026

Leff = −κfi
mfi

v
hf̄ifi + iκ̃fi

mfi

v
hf̄iγ5fi −

[(
κfifj + iκ̃fifj

)
hf̄ iLf

j
R + h.c.

]
i 6=j

, (127)

where a sum over fermion type f = u, d, ` and generations i, j = 1, 2, 3 is implied. The first two terms4027

are flavour-diagonal with the first term CP-conserving and the second CP-violating. The terms in square4028

brackets are flavour violating. The real (imaginary) part of the coefficient is CP conserving (violating).4029

In the SM, we have κfi = 1 while κ̃fi = κfifj = κ̃fifj = 0.4030

The different Higgs Yukawa couplings can be probed by direct and indirect methods. Direct4031

methods include tt̄h (for top []), V h, h→ bb̄, cc̄ (for bottom [] and charm []), h→ `+`− (for leptons [])4032

and exclusive decays for photon and vector meson [] (for light quarks). In addition, the upper bound4033

on the Higgs total width from t → ZZ∗ and h → γγ signal shapes is an unavoidable constraint on the4034

rates to any light particles [491]. In principle, one can use the off-shell Higgs width measurement [?,4035

384], but it involves assumptions about the ratio between off-shell and on-shell Higgs productions []. In4036

addition, there are several indirect probes of the different Higgs Yukawa couplings, such as kinematical4037

distributions [108, 492]. A global fit of the Higgs data also provides a bound on the different Yukawa4038

via the bound on the non SM decays of the Higgs (up to small effects on the Higgs production, see [491,4039

493, 494]), however, this bound is subject to different assumptions.4040

The Higgs production and decay signal strengths from the CMS collaboration [123] and from
ATLAS for h→ cc̄ [495] (most recent at the time of writing) from a global fit which includes the direct
observation of tt̄h production are

µttH = 1.18+0.30
−0.27 , µbb = 1.12+0.29

−0.29 , µcc < 105 ,

µττ = 1.20+0.26
−0.24 , µµµ = 0.68+1.25

−1.24 . (128)

In terms of modifications of the flavor-diagonal and CP-conserving Yukawas, the best fit values are

κt = 1.11+0.12
−0.10, κb = −1.10+0.33

−0.23,

κτ = 1.01+0.16
−0.20, κµ = 0.79+0.58

−0.79. (129)

See also [212,496]. The light quarks u, d, and s and the charm Yukawa can be constrained from a global
fit of Higgs data and precision EW measurements at LEP. Floating all couplings in teh fit results in the
following upper bounds [491, 494],

κu < 3.4 · 103, κd < 1.7 · 103, κs < 42, κc . 6.2, .
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While for the electron Yukawa, the upper bound on BR(h → e+e−) at the LHC translates to an upper4041

bound, |κe| < 611 [497, 498]. And for future prospects, see [499–504].4042

The upper bounds on κc,s,d,u roughly correspond to the size of the SM bottom Yukawa coupling4043

and are thus much bigger than the corresponding SM Yukawa couplings. The upper bounds can be4044

saturated only if one allows for large cancellations between the contribution to fermion masses from the4045

Higgs VEV and an equally large but opposite in sign contribution from NP. We will show that in models4046

of NP motivated by the hierarchy problem, the effects of NP are generically well below these bounds.4047

The CP-violating flavour-diagonal Yukawa couplings, κ̃fi , are well constrained from bounds on4048

the electric dipole moments (EDMs) [196, 498, 505, 506] under the assumption of no cancellation with4049

other contributions to EDMs beyond the Higgs contributions. For the electron Yukawa, the latest ACME4050

measurement [507, 508] results into an upper bound of κ̃e < 1.9× 10−3 [498]. Whereas for the bottom4051

and charm Yukawas, the strongest limits come from the neutron EDM [506]. Using the NLO QCD4052

theoretical prediction, this translates into the upper bounds κ̃b < 5 and κ̃c < 21 when theory errors4053

are taken into account. For the light quark CPV Yukawas, measurement of the Mercury EDM places a4054

strong bound on the up and down Yukawas of κ̃u < 0.1 and κ̃d < 0.05 [509] (no theory errors) while the4055

neutron EDM measurement gives a weaker constraint on the strange quark Yukawa of κ̃s < 3.1 [509]4056

(no theory errors).4057

The flavour violating Yukawa couplings are well constrained by the low-energy flavour-changing4058

neutral current measurements [510–512]. A notable exception are the flavour-violating couplings involv-4059

ing a tau lepton. The strongest constraints on κτµ, κµτ , κτe, κeτ are thus from direct searches of flavour-4060

violating Higgs decays at the LHC [513,514]. Finally, the LHC can also set bounds on rare FCNC top de-4061

cays involving a Higgs [515–518]. The strongest current bound, for example, is
√
|κct|2 + |κtc|2 < 0.064062

at 95%CL where the latest ATLAS bound was converted to a bound on the Yukawa modifier at leading4063

order.4064

7.2 New Physics benchmarks for modified Higgs couplings4065

Here we review the expected sizes of κfi in popular models of weak scale NP models, some of them4066

motivated by the hierarchy problem. Tables 71, 72, and 73, adapted from [519–523], summarize the4067

predictions for the effective Yukawa couplings, κf , in the Standard Model, multi-Higgs-doublet models4068

(MHDM) with natural flavour conservation (NFC) [524, 525], a “flavourful” two-Higgs-doublet model4069

beyond NFC (F2HDM) [526–529] the MSSM at tree level, a single Higgs doublet with a Froggat-Nielsen4070

mechanism (FN) [530], the Giudice-Lebedev model of quark masses modified to 2HDM (GL2) [531], NP4071

models with minimal flavour violation (MFV) [532], Randall-Sundrum models (RS) [533], and models4072

with a composite Higgs where Higgs is a pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone boson (pNGB) [357,534–536]. The4073

flavour-violating couplings in the above set of NP models are collected in Tables 74 and 75. Next, we4074

briefly discuss each of the above models, and show that the effects are either suppressed by 1/Λ2, where4075

Λ is the NP scale, or are proportional to the mixing angles with the extra scalars.4076

Dimension-Six Operators with Minimal Flavor Violation (MFV). We first assume that there is a4077

mass gap between the SM and NP. Integrating out the NP states leads to dimension six operators (after4078

absorbing the modifications of kinetic terms using equations of motion [537]),4079

LEFT =
Y ′u
Λ2 Q̄LH

cuR(H†H) +
Y ′d
Λ2 Q̄LHdR(H†H) +

Y ′`
Λ2 L̄LH`R(H†H) + h.c. , (130)

which correct the SM Yukawa interactions. Here Λ is the NP scale and Hc = iσ2H
∗. The fermion mass4080

matrices and Yukawa couplings after EWSB are4081

Mf =
v√
2

(
Yf + Y ′f

v2

2Λ2

)
, yf = Yf + 3Y ′f

v2

2Λ2 , f = u, d, ` , (131)
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Model κt κc(u)/κt κ̃t/κt κ̃c(u)/κt

SM 1 1 0 0

MFV 1 + <(auv
2
+2bum

2
t )

Λ
2 1− 2<(bu)m

2
t

Λ
2

=(auv
2
+2bum

2
t )

Λ
2

=(auv
2
)

Λ
2

NFC Vhu v/vu 1 0 0

F2HDM cosα/ sinβ − tanα/ tanβ O
(
mc
mt

cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ

)
O
(
m

2
c(u)

m
2
t

cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ

)
MSSM cosα/ sinβ 1 0 0

FN 1 +O
(
v

2

Λ
2

)
1 +O

(
v

2

Λ
2

)
O
(
v

2

Λ
2

)
O
(
v

2

Λ
2

)
GL2 cosα/ sinβ ' 3(7) 0 0

RS 1−O
(

v
2

m
2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

1 +O
(

v
2

m
2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

O
(

v
2

m
2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

O
(

v
2

m
2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

pNGB 1 +O
(
v

2

f
2

)
+O

(
y2
∗λ

2 v
2

M
2
∗

)
1 +O

(
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∗λ

2 v
2

M
2
∗

)
O
(
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∗λ

2 v
2

M
2
∗

)
O
(
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∗λ

2 v
2

M
2
∗

)
Table 71: Predictions for the flavour-diagonal up-type Yukawa couplings in a sample of NP models (see
text for details).

Model κb κs(d)/κb κ̃b/κb κ̃s(d)/κb

SM 1 1 0 0

MFV 1 + <(adv
2
+2cdm

2
t )

Λ
2 1− 2<(cd)m

2
t

Λ
2

=(adv
2
+2cdm

2
t )

Λ
2

=(adv
2
+2cd|Vts(td)|2m2

t )

Λ
2

NFC Vhd v/vd 1 0 0

F2HDM cosα/ sinβ − tanα/ tanβ O
(
ms
mb

cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ

)
O
(
m

2
s(d)

m
2
b

cos(β−α)
cosα cosβ

)
MSSM − sinα/ cosβ 1 0 0

FN 1 +O
(
v

2

Λ
2

)
1 +O

(
v

2

Λ
2

)
O
(
v

2

Λ
2

)
O
(
v

2

Λ
2

)
GL2 − sinα/ cosβ ' 3(5) 0 0

RS 1−O
(

v
2

m
2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

1 +O
(

v
2

m
2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

O
(

v
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2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

O
(

v
2

m
2
KK

Ȳ 2
)

pNGB 1 +O
(
v

2

f
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(
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2 v
2

M
2
∗

)
1 +O

(
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∗λ
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O
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)
Table 72: Same as Table 71 but for down-type Yukawa couplings.

Because Yf and Y ′f appear in two different combinations in Mf and in the physical Higgs Yukawa4082

couplings, yf , the two, in general, cannot be made diagonal in the same basis and will lead to flavour-4083

violating Higgs couplings.4084

In Tables 71-75 we show the resulting κf assuming MFV, i.e., that the flavour breaking in the4085

NP sector is only due to the SM Yukawas [532, 538–543]. This gives Y ′u = auYu + buYuY
†
uYu +4086

cuYd Y
†
d Yu + · · · , and similarly for Y ′d with u↔ d, while aq, bq, cq ∼ O(1) and are in general complex.4087

For leptons we follow [522] and assume that the SM Y` is the only flavour-breaking spurion even for the4088

neutrino mass matrix (see also [544]). Then Y ′` and Y` are diagonal in the same basis and there are no4089

flavour-violating couplings. The flavour-diagonal κ` are given in Table 73.4090

Multi-Higgs-doublet model with natural flavour conservation (NFC). Natural flavour conservation4091

in multi-Higgs-doublet models is an assumption that only one doublet,Hu, couples to the up-type quarks,4092

only one Higgs doublet, Hd, couples to the down-type quarks, and only one doublet, H` couples to lep-4093

tons (it is possible that any of these coincide, as in the SM where H = Hu = Hd = H`) [524, 525].4094
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Model κτ κµ(e)/κτ κ̃τ/κτ κ̃µ(e)/κτ

SM 1 1 0 0

MFV 1 + <(a`)v
2

Λ
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2
τ
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2
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2
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m
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O
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Ȳ 2 v
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)
Table 73: Same as Table 71 but for lepton Yukawa couplings. NP effects in the pNGB model are
negligible and therefore we do not report them here.

Model κct(tc)/κt κut(tu)/κt κuc(cu)/κt
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2
bV

(∗)
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Λ
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√
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v
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cum
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KK
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v
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2
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)

Table 74: Same as Table 71 but for flavour-violating up-type Yukawa couplings. In the SM, NFC and the
tree-level MSSM the Higgs Yukawa couplings are flavour diagonal. The CP-violating κ̃ff ′ are obtained
by replacing the real part, <, with the imaginary part, =. All the other models predict a zero contribution
to these flavour changing couplings.

The neutral scalar components of Hi are (vi + hi)/
√

2, where v2 =
∑

i v
2
i . The dynamical fields hi4095

are a linear combination of the neutral Higgs mass eigenstates (and include hu and hd). We thus have4096

hi = Vhih+ . . ., where Vhi are elements of the unitary matrix V that diagonalizes the neutral-Higgs mass4097

terms and we only write down the contribution of the lightest Higgs, h. NFC means that there are no4098

tree-level Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNCs) and no CP violation in the Yukawa interactions4099

κqq′ = κ̃qq′ = 0 , κ̃q = 0.4100

There is a universal shift in all up-quark Yukawa couplings, κu = κc = κt = Vhuv/vu. Simi-4101

larly, there is a (different) universal shift in all down-quark Yukawa couplings and in all lepton Yukawa4102

couplings, see Tables 71 - 73.4103

Higgs sector of the MSSM at tree level. The MSSM tree-level Higgs potential and the couplings4104

to quarks are the same as in the type-II two-Higgs-doublet model, see, e.g., [545]. This is an example4105

of a 2HDM with natural flavour conservation in which vu = sinβ v, vd = cosβ v. The mixing of hu,d4106

into the Higgs mass-eigenstates h and H is given by hu = cosαh+ sinαH , hd = − sinαh+ cosαH ,4107
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Model κbs(sb)/κb κbd(db)/κb κsd(ds)/κb
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Table 75: Same as Table 74 but for flavour-violating down-type Yukawa couplings.

Model κτµ(µτ)/κτ κτe(eτ)/κτ κµe(eµ)/κτ
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Table 76: Same as Table 74 but for flavour-violating lepton Yukawa couplings.

where h is the observed SM-like Higgs. The up-quark Yukawa couplings are rescaled universally, κu =4108

κc = κt = cosα/ sinβ, and similarly the down-quark Yukawas, κd = κs = κb = − sinα/ cosβ.4109

The flavour-violating and CP-violating Yukawas are zero29. In Tables 71-73 we limit ourselves to the4110

tree-level expectations, which are a good approximation for a large part of the MSSM parameter space.4111

In the alignment limit, β − α = π/2 [280, 547–552], the Yukawa couplings tend toward their SM4112

value, κi = 1. The global fits to Higgs data in type-II 2HDM already constrain β − α to be not to far4113

from π/2 [553–555] so that the couplings of the light Higgs are also constrained to be close to their4114

SM values. Note that the decoupling limit of the 2HDM, where the heavy Higgs bosons become much4115

heavier than the SM Higgs, implies the alignment limit while the reverse is not necessarily true [547].4116

Flavorful two-Higgs-doublet model. In [526] a 2HDM setup was introduced in which one Higgs4117

doublet couples only to top, bottom and tau, and a second Higgs doublet couples to the remaining4118

fermions (see also [556–559]). Such a 2HDM goes beyond NFC and therefore introduces FCNCs at4119

tree level. However, the Yukawa couplings of the first Higgs doublet to the third generation fermions4120

preserve a U(2)5 flavour symmetry, only broken by the small couplings of the second Higgs doublet.4121

This approximate U(2)5 symmetry leads to a strong suppression of the most sensitive flavour violating4122

transitions between the second and first generation.4123

The non-standard flavour structure of this “flavourful” 2HDM scenario leads to flavour non-4124

universal modifications of all Higgs couplings. To be more precise κt 6= κc = κu, κb 6= κs = κd,4125

29Note that beyond the tree level, in fine-tuned regions of parameter space the loops of sfermions and gauginos can lead to
substantial corrections to these expressions [546].
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and κτ 6= κµ = κe. CP violation in Higgs couplings can arise but is strongly suppressed by small4126

fermion masses, see Tables 71 - 73. Also potentially sizable flavour violating Higgs couplings involving4127

the third generation fermions arise, see Tables 74 - 76. As in all 2HDMs, the Higgs couplings approach4128

their SM values in the alignment limit, β − α = π/2.4129

A single Higgs doublet with Froggatt-Nielsen mechanism (FN). The Froggatt-Nielsen [530] mech-4130

anism provides a simple explanation of the size and hierarchy of the SM Yukawa couplings. In the sim-4131

plest realization this is achieved by a U(1)H horizontal symmetry under which different generations of4132

fermions carry different charges. The U(1)H is broken by a spurion, εH . The entries of the SM Yukawa4133

matrix are then parametrically suppressed by powers of εH as, for example, in the lepton sector4134 (
Y`
)
ij
∼ εH(Li)−H(ej)

H , (132)

where H(e, L) are the FN charges of the right- and left-handed charged lepton, respectively. The4135

dimension 6 operators in (130) due to electroweak NP have similar flavour suppression,
(
Y ′`
)
ij
∼4136

ε
H(ej)−H(Li)

H v2/Λ2 [520, 522]. After rotating to the mass eigenbasis, the lepton masses and mixing4137

angles are then given by [560, 561]4138

m`i
/v ∼ ε|H(Li)−H(ei)|

H , |Uij | ∼ ε
|H(Li)−H(Lj)|
H , (133)

giving the Higgs Yukawa couplings in Tables 73 and 76 in the row labeled ‘FN’ [520]. Similarly for the4139

quarks, after rotating to the mass eigenbasis, the masses and the mixings are given by [560]4140

mui(di)
/v ∼ ε|H(Qi)−H(ui(di))|

H , |Vij | ∼ ε
|H(Qi)−H(Qj)|
H , (134)

where V is the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) mixing matrix and H(u, d,Q) are the FN charges4141

of the right-handed up and down and the left-handed quark fields, respectively.4142

Higgs-dependent Yukawa couplings (GL2) In the model of quark masses introduced by Giudice4143

and Lebedev [531], the quark masses, apart from the top mass, are small because they arise from higher4144

dimensional operators. The original GL proposal is ruled out by data YS: ref?, while the straightforward4145

modification to a 2HDM (GL2) is4146

Lf = cuij

(
H†1H1

M2

)nuij
Q̄L,iuR,jH1 + cdij

(
H†1H1

M2

)ndij
Q̄L,idR,jH2 +

c`ij

(
H†1H1

M2

)n`ij
L̄L,ieR,jH2 + h.c. ,

(135)

whereM is the mass scale of the mediators. In the original GL modelH2 is identified with the SM Higgs,4147

H2 = H , while H1 = Hc. Taking cu,dij ∼ O(1), the ansatz nu,dij = ai + bu,dj with a = (1, 1, 0), bd =4148

(2, 1, 1), and bu = (2, 0, 0) then reproduces the hierarchies of the observed quark masses and mixing4149

angles for ε ≡ v2/M2 ≈ 1/60. The Yukawa couplings are of the form yu,dij = (2nu,dij + 1)(yu,dij )SM. The4150

SM Yukawas are diagonal in the same basis as the quark masses, while the yu,dij are not. Because the4151

bottom Yukawa is largely enhanced, κb ' 3, this simplest version of the GL model is already excluded4152

by the Higgs data. Its modification, GL2, is still viable, though [519]. For v1/v2 = tanβ ∼ 1/ε one can4153

use the same ansatz for nu,dij as before, modifying only bd, so that bd = (1, 0, 0), with the results shown4154

in Tables 71-76. For leptons we use the same scalings as for right-handed quarks. Note that the H†1H14155

is both a gauge singlet and a flavour singlet. From symmetry point of view it is easier to build flavour4156

models, if H1H2 acts as a spurion in (135), instead of H†1H1. This possibility is severely constrained4157

phenomenologically, though [523, 562].4158

Randall-Sundrum models (RS). The Randall-Sundrum warped extra-dimensional model has been4159

proposed to address the hierarchy problem and simultaneously explain the hierarchy of the SM fermion4160
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masses [533,563–566]. Integrating out the Kaluza-Klein (KK) modes of massmKK , and working in the4161

limit of a brane-localized Higgs, keeping only terms of leading order in v2/m2
KK , the SM quark mass4162

matrices are given by [567] (see also [568–576], and Ref. [577] for a bulk Higgs scenario)4163

M
d(u)
ij =

[
FqY

5D
1(2)Fd(u)

]
ij
v . (136)

The Fq,u,d are 3 × 3 matrices of fermion wave-function overlaps with the Higgs and are diagonal and4164

hierarchical. Assuming flavour anarchy, the 5D Yukawa matrices, Y 5D
1,2 , are general 3 × 3 complex4165

matrices with Ȳ ∼ O(1) entries, but usually Ȳ . 4, see, e.g., [571]. At leading order in v2/m2
KK4166

the Higgs Yukawas are aligned with the quark masses, i.e., Mu,d = yu,dv/
√

2 + O(v2/m2
KK). The4167

misalignments are generated by tree-level KK quark exchanges, giving4168

[
yu(d)

]
ij
−
√

2

v

[
Mu,d

]
ij
∼ −1

3
Fqi Ȳ

3Fuj(dj)
v2

m2
KK

. (137)

For the charged leptons, there are two choices for generating the hierarchy in the masses [567]. If4169

left- and right-handed fermion profiles are both hierarchical (and taken to be similar) then the misalign-4170

ment between the masses and Yukawas is ∼
√
mimj/v

2 × O
(
Ȳ 2v2/m2

KK

)
. If only the right-handed4171

profiles are hierarchical the misalignment is given by (see also Tables 73 and 76)4172

[
y`
]
ij
−
√

2

v

[
M`

]
ij
∼ −1

3
Ȳ 2 v2

m2
KK

m`
j

v
. (138)

The Higgs mediated FCNCs are suppressed by the same zero-mode wave-function overlaps that also4173

suppress the quark masses, (136), giving rise to the RS GIM mechanism [578–580]. Using the fact that4174

the CKM matrix elements are given by Vij ∼ Fqi/Fqj for i < j, Eq. (137), one can rewrite the κi as in4175

Tables 71-75. The numerical analysis of Ref. [567] found that for diagonal Yukawas typically κi < 1,4176

with deviations in κt(b) up to 30%(15%), and in κs,c(u,d) up to ∼ 5%(1%). For the charged leptons one4177

obtains deviations in κτµ(µτ) ∼ 1(5)×10−5 [567]. These estimates were obtained fixing the mass of the4178

first KK gluon excitation to 3.7 TeV, above the present ATLAS bound [581].4179

Composite pseudo-Goldstone Higgs (pNGB). Finally, we assume that the Higgs is a pseudo-Goldstone4180

boson arising from the spontaneous breaking of a global symmetry in a strongly coupled sector, and cou-4181

ples to the composite sector with a typical coupling y∗ [357, 534–536] (for a review, see [582]). Assum-4182

ing partial compositeness, the SM fermions couple linearly to composite operators OL,R, λqL,iQ̄L,iO
i
R +4183

λuR,j ūR,jO
j
L + h.c. , where i, j are flavour indices [583]. This is the 4D dual of fermion mass generation4184

in 5D RS models. The SM masses and Yukawa couplings arise from expanding the two-point functions4185

of the OL,R operators in powers of the Higgs field [584].4186

The new ingredient compared to the EFT analysis in (130) is that the shift symmetry due to the4187

pNGB nature of the Higgs dictates the form of the higher-dimensional operators. The flavour structure4188

and the composite Higgs coset structure completely factorize if the SM fields couple to only one com-4189

posite operator. The general decomposition of Higgs couplings then becomes [584] (see also [585–587])4190

YuQ̄LHuR + Y ′uQ̄LHuR
(H†H)

Λ2 + . . . → cuij P (h/f) Q̄iLHu
j
R , (139)

and similarly for the down quarks. Here f & v is the equivalent of the pion decay constant, while4191

P (h/f) = a0 + a2(H†H/f2) + . . . is an analytic function whose form is fixed by the pattern of the4192

spontaneous breaking and the embedding of the SM fields in the global symmetry of the strongly coupled4193

sector. In (139) the flavour structure of Yu and Y ′u is the same. The resulting corrections to the quark4194

Yukawa couplings are therefore strictly diagonal,4195

κq ∼ 1 +O
(
v2/f2). (140)
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For example, for the models based on the breaking of SO(5) to SO(4), the diagonal Yukawa couplings4196

can be written as κq = (1 + 2m − (1 + 2m + n)(v/f)2)/

√
1− (v/f)2, where n,m are positive4197

integers [588]. The MCHM4 model corresponds to m = n = 0, while MCHM5 is given by m = 0, n =4198

1.4199

The flavour-violating contributions to the quark Yukawa couplings arise only from corrections to4200

the quark kinetic terms [584],4201

q̄Li/qL
H†H

Λ2 , ūRi/uR
H†H

Λ2 , . . . , (141)

due to the exchanges of composite vector resonances with typical mass M∗ ∼ Λ. After using the4202

equations of motion these give (neglecting relative O(1) contributions in the sum) [493, 584, 587],4203

κuij ∼ 2y2
∗
v2

M2
∗

(
λqL,iλ

q
L,j

muj

v
+ λuR,iλ

u
R,j

mui

v

)
, (142)

and similarly for the down quarks. If the strong sector is CP violating, then κ̃u,dij ∼ κ
u,d
ij .4204

The exchange of composite vector resonances also contributes to the flavour-diagonal Yukawa4205

couplings, shifting the estimate (140) by ∆κqi ∼ 2y2
∗
v

2

M
2
∗

[(
λqL,i

)2
+
(
λuR,i

)2] . This shift can be large for4206

the quarks with a large composite component if the Higgs is strongly coupled to the vector resonances,4207

y∗ ∼ 4π, and these resonances are relatively light, M∗ ∼ 4πv ∼ 3 TeV. The left-handed top and4208

bottom, as well as the right-handed top, are expected to be composite, explaining the large top mass4209

(i.e., λqL,3 ∼ λuR,3 ∼ 1). In the anarchic flavour scenario, one expects the remaining quarks to be mostly4210

elementary (so the remaining λi � 1). If there is some underlying flavour alignment, it is also possible4211

that the light quarks are composite. This is most easily achieved in the right-handed sector [586,589,590].4212

In the case of the lepton sector, if we assume that there are no hierarchies in the composite sec-4213

tor [591] (see also [592–595]), then the NP effects in the flavour diagonal and off-diagonal Yukawas are4214

negligible. For this reason, we do not report them in Tabs. 73 and 76.4215

7.3 Inclusive Search with Flavor tagging (charm and strange)4216

7.3.1 Charm quark tagging4217

H → cc̄ from charm-tagging, by Emmanuel Stamou4218

In the SM, the coupling of the Higgs to bottom quarks is small, i.e., ySM
b ' 0.016 at µ = mH ,4219

and its coupling to charm quarks even smaller by roughly four times, i.e., ySM
c ' 0.0036 at µ = mH .4220

Nevertheless, due to phase-space the process H → bb̄ is the dominant decay mode of the Higgs in the4221

SM. This situation has not only made a roughly 30% precise measurement of such a small coupling4222

possible at Run I of the LHC, but has also created opportunities to measure possible order one deviations4223

in the coupling of the Higgs to charm quarks.4224

An important difference between the charm- and to some extent also the strange-quark (see sec-4225

tion 7.3.2) with respect to up- and down-quarks is that it is possible to pursue an inclusive approach in4226

identifying the flavour of the final state particles by c-tagging jets. The underlying geometrical/kinematic4227

input necessary for c-tagging is similar to b-tagging with the most relevant one being the identification of4228

displaced vertices due to the lifetime of c-hadrons. c-tagging has been used early on in Run I of the LHC4229

by ATLAS and CMS in searches for supersymmetry, e.g., Refs. [596, 597]. Its usefulness in relations to4230

Higgs physics was first discussed in Ref. [493] and subsequently used in Ref. [491] to recast ATLAS’s4231

and CMS’s Run I analyses for h→ bb̄ to provide the first direct LHC constraint on the charm Yukawa.4232

The inclusive method of probing the charm-quark Yukawa is in many ways complementary to4233

searches for exclusive decays (see discussion of section 7.4) or searches for deviations in Higgs distribu-4234

tions (see section 7.6). For example, in the inclusive approach an underlying assumption is that the Higgs4235
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Fig. 99: Left panel, leading-order production of Higgs in association with a heavy gauge boson (Z/W )
and subsequent decays. Central panel, additional production channel of Higgs in association with a heavy
gauge boson that becomes relevant for large yc [491]. Right panel, leading-order diagram to search for
non-SM yc in Higgs production in association with a charm-quark [500].

coupling to WW and ZZ —entering Higgs production— is SM-like, while the interpretation of Higgs4236

distributions assumes no additional new physics contribution that affects them in a significant way. An4237

important difference between the inclusive and the exclusive approach is that the latter relies on interfer-4238

ence with the SM H → γγ amplitude while the former does not. Therefore, in principle the exclusive4239

approach may be sensitive to the sign and CP properties of the coupling to which the inclusive approach4240

is insensitive to. At the same time, measurements of exclusive decays of the Higgs are challenging due4241

to the small probability of fragmenting into the specific final state and large QCD backgrounds, which is4242

why the inclusive approach appears to be the most promising one to probe deviations in the magnitude4243

of the Higgs to charm coupling.4244

The most straight-forward way of inclusively probing the charm-quark Yukawa is by expanding4245

the search for H → bb̄ to search for pp → (Z/W → ``/ν)(H → cc̄) [491] (left and central panel in4246

Fig. 99). Another possibility discussed in Ref. [500] is to search for deviations in Higgs production in4247

association with a charm quark in which the Higgs is produced from a charm-quark in the proton parton-4248

distribution functions (right panel in Fig. 99). We focus here on the measurement from pp→ V H events4249

proposed in Ref. [491] and recently performed on a 36.1 fb−1 sample of ZH data by ATLAS [495] at4250 √
s = 13 TeV. The following two key elements for this measurement are discussed below:4251

i) The experimental sensitivity in discriminating between c-jets from background b- and light-jets.4252

ii) Disentangling the charm-quark coupling from the bottom-quark Yukawa (breaking the degener-4253

acy).4254
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Fig. 100: Correlation of c-tagging efficiency with b- and light-quark-jet rejection in ATLAS’s c-tagger
employed in the analysis of Ref. [495].

Jet flavour tagging algorithms rely on monte-carlo simulations to assign a probability for a given4255
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Fig. 101: Projections for measuring charm Yukawa modifications from an inclusive H → cc̄ search
at
√
s = 14 TeV using two different c-taggers (left and right panel) [499]. In red the 95% CL region

employing an integrated luminosity of 2× 300 fb−1 and in blue the region employing 2× 3000 fb−1.

jet to be produced from a specific quark-flavour. Therefore, the efficiency / confidence in associating a4256

jet to a specific quark is correlated with the confidence to reject other hypotheses, e.g., production from4257

light-quarks. The c-tagging tagging working point chosen in the ATLAS analysis [495] has an efficiency4258

of approximately 41% to tag c-jets and rejection factors of roughly 4 and 20 for b- and light-quark-jets,4259

respectively. In Figure 100 the correlation between c-tagging efficiency and rejection factors is shown.4260

The observed limit is σ(pp → ZH)BR(H → cc̄) < 2.7 pb at 95% CL. To translate this cross-section4261

bound to a non-trivial constraint on yc it is essential to include the additional production channel from4262

large charm Yukawa (central panel in Fig. 99) as demonstrated in Refs. [491]. The additional production4263

channel is affected by the kinematics, e.g., pT of the Z and thus depends on the details of the analysis.4264

This “unfolding” / reinterpretation of the analysis is thus best performed by the analysis itself and cannot4265

be avoided to obtain non-trivial constraints on the Yukawa itself. Note that at the moment the systematic4266

uncertainties are approximately a factor of two larger than the statistical uncertainties of the 36.1 fb−1
4267

sample used in the analysis; the largest systematic uncertainty is associated to flavour-tagging and the4268

tagging of c-jets in particular.4269

Given the rather similar lifetime of b and c hadrons, there is always a non-negligible “contami-4270

nation” of the c-jet sample from jets originating from b quarks [491]. An inclusive H → cc̄ analysis4271

probing yc must thus either assume a SM value for the bottom Yukawa (as done in Ref. [495]) or allow4272

the simultaneous variation of yb and yc to break the degeneracy. One possibility to achieve this is dis-4273

cussed in Refs. [491, 499] where more than one tagging working point with diferent ratios of c-tagging4274

to b-tagging efficiency are applied.4275

The prospects of measuring the rate of pp → ZH(→ cc̄) at the HL-LHC are published in [598].4276

The study uses the Run II analysis [495] and rescales the results to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.4277

Possibilities to reduce the systematic uncertainties are discussed as well. The analysis finds that, if there4278

is no significant NP contribution, an upper bound on the signal strength of µZH(cc̄) < 6.3 at 95% CL4279

can be set. This result is to be compared with Ref. [499] in which the prospects for measuring H → bb̄4280

at
√
s = 14 TeV [599] are recast to obtain an inclusive measurement of H → cc̄. In the left panel of4281

Figure 101 a c-tagging efficiency of 30% (c-tag I) is used while 50% (c-tag II) is used in the right panel.4282

In both cases the b-jet rejection was chosen to be 5 and the light-jet rejection 200. These two tagging4283

working points cover the currently employed tagging working point in which the c-tagging efficiency is4284

approximately 41%. In the analysis both the charm and the bottom quark are treated as free variables;4285

the bottom-Yukawa direction is profiled away to project the sensitivity to the charm-quark Yukawa. It4286

was found that with 2× 3000 fb−1 at
√
s = 14 TeV the high-luminocity stage of the LHC probes values4287
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of yc/y
SM
c ' 21(6) with c-tag I (c-tag II) at 95% CL, indicated by the blue regions in Figure 101.4288

H → cc̄ at LHCb, by Oscar Augusto De Aguiar Francisco and Lorenzo Sestini4289

Even though the LHCb experiment operates at lower luminosity compared to ATLAS and CMS,4290

it has unique capabilities for discrimination between b- and c-jets thanks to its excellent vertex recon-4291

struction system [600]. With the secondary vertex tagging (SV-tagging) LHCb achieved an identification4292

efficiency of 60% on b-jets, of 25% on c-jets and a light jets (light quarks or gluons) mis-identification4293

probability of less than 0.2%. Further discrimination between light and heavy jets and between b- and4294

c-jets is achieved by exploiting the secondary vertex kinematic properties, using Boosted Decision Tree4295

techniques (BDTs): for instance an additional cut on the BDT that separates b- from c-jets removes 90%4296

of H → bb̄ while retaining 62% of H → cc̄ events [601]. In the H → cc̄ search it is crucial to remove4297

the H → bb̄ contribution since it represents an irreducible background source.4298

The LHCb acceptance covers ∼ 5% of the associated production of W/Z + H at 13 TeV. Fig-4299

ure 102 shows the coverage of LHCb for the bb̄ pair produced in the decay of the Higgs boson in associ-4300

ation with a vector boson. When the two b-jets are within the acceptance, the lepton from W/Z tends to4301

be in acceptance as well (∼ 60% of times). Due to the forward geometry, Lorentz-boosted Higgs bosons4302

are likely to be properly reconstructed.4303

Fig. 102: 2D histogram showing the coverage of the LHCb acceptance for the bb̄ pair produced by the
Higgs decay in associated production with a W or a Z boson.

LHCb set upper limits on the V + H(→ bb̄) and V + H(→ cc̄) production [601] with data from4304

LHC Run I. Without any improvements in the analysis or detector, the extrapolation of this to 300fb−1
4305

at 14 TeV leads to a sensitivity of µcc . 50 .4306

Detector improvements are expected in future upgrades, in particular in impact parameter resolu-4307

tion which directly affects the c-tagging performance. If the detector improvement is taken into account,4308

the c-jet tagging efficiency with the SV-tagging is expected to improve as shown in the Figure 103. A4309

further improvement is expected from the electron reconstruction due to upgraded versions of the elec-4310

tromagnetic calorimeter. Electrons are used in the identification of the vector bosons associated with the4311

Higgs. Therefore, with these improvements, the expected limit can be pushed down to µcc . 5 − 104312

which corresponds to a limit of 2-3 times the Standard Model prediction on the charm Yukawa coupling.4313
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This extrapolation does not include improvements in analysis techniques: for instance Deep Learning4314

methods can be applied to exploit correlations in jets substructure properties to reduce the backgrounds.4315

Fig. 103: LHCb c-jet SV-tagging efficiency for different scenarios in the HL-LHC conditions.

7.3.2 Strange quark tagging4316

Tagging strange jets from Higgs decays provides an alternative method to exclusive Higgs decays [494,4317

499, 501, 602–604] for constraining the Yukawa coupling of the strange quark. See Ref. [108, 492, 605,4318

606] for approaches using event shape and kinematic observables. The main idea behind the strange4319

tagger described in Ref. [607] is that strange quarks—more than other partons—hadronize to prompt4320

kaons that carry a large fraction of the jet momentum. Based on this idea a tagger is constructed to allow4321

for an estimate of the capabilities in measurements involving strange quarks. Although the current focus4322

at LHC is on mainly on charm and bottom tagging, recognizing strange jets has been attempted before4323

at DELPHI [608] and SLD [609], albeit in Z decays.4324

The shown results are based on an analysis of event samples of Higgs and W events generated4325

with PYTHIA 8.219 [263,610]. In each of the two hemispheres of the resonance decay, the charged pions4326

and kaons stemming from the resonance are selected with an assumed efficiency of 95%. Similarly, Ks4327

are identified with an efficiency of 85% if they decay within 80 cm of the interaction point into a π+π−4328

pair that allows to reconstruct the decaying neutral Kaon. Among the two lists of Kaon candidates—one4329

per hemisphere—one Kaon of each list is chosen for further analysis such that the scalar sum of their4330

momenta is maximized while rejecting charged same-sign pairs. The events are separated into the cate-4331

gories charged-charged (CC), charged-neutral (CN) and neutral-neutral (NN) with a relative abundance4332

of about CC:CN:NN≈ 9 : 6 : 1 from isospin considerations and branching ratios by the charges of the4333

selected Kaon candidates.4334

All selected candidates are required to carry a large momentum p|| along the hemisphere axis. This4335

cut allows to reduce the background from gluon jets as gluons radiate more than quarks and therefore4336

tend to spread their energy among more final state particles. In addition, charged Kaons need to be4337

produced promptly, in order to reject heavy flavor jets. This latter requirement is implemented by a cut4338

on the impact parameter d0 after the truth value has been smeared by the detector resolution.4339

The efficiencies obtained in the CC and CN channel for a cut of d0 <14 µm are shown in Fig. 104.4340

While there is clearly still ample room for improvement, this simple tagger shows already a good sup-4341

pression by orders of magnitude of the bottom, charm and gluon background. Due to missing particle4342

identification, the efficiencies for first-generation jets and strange jets are degenerate in the CC channel.4343
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Fig. 104: Efficiencies as function of the cut on p|| and for d0 <14 µm to reconstruct the different Higgs
decay channels and W decays as ss̄ event by the described tagger. The left plot shows the CC channel,
the right the CN channel.

However, in the CN channel, due to the required Ks, a suppression of pions is achieved that breaks this4344

degeneracy. This is particularly interesting in light of the HL-LHC, where a large background from first4345

generation jets is expected.4346

7.4 Exclusive Higgs decays4347

Exclusive Higgs decays to a vector meson (V ) and a photon, h→ V γ, directly probe the Higgs bottom,4348

charm [503,504] strange, down and up [494] quark Yukawas, as well as to the flavor violating couplings.4349

For improved theory predictions see [501]. Within the LHC, the Higgs exclusive decays are the only4350

direct probe of the u and d Yukawa couplings. If s-tagging will be implemented at the LHC, than the4351

starnge Yukawa will be probed both inclusive and exclusive as charm and bottom. On the experimental4352

side, both ALTAS and CMS report first upper bounds on h → J/ψγ [502, 611], h → φγ and h →4353

ργ [602, 603]. The h → V Z,ZW modes as a probe of the Higgs electroweak coupling are discussed4354

in [612]. Finally, Z exclusive decays are considered in [613, 614] and can be served as a test of QCD4355

factorization.4356

The Higgs exclusive decays which involve V = ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ,Υ are sensitive to the diagonal4357

Yukawa couplings. These receive contributions from two amplitudes which are denoted as direct and4358

indirect, see Fig. 105. The direct amplitude, first analyzed in [615], involves a hard h→ qq̄γ vertex and4359

sensitive to the q-quark Yukawa. The indirect process is mediated by hγγ vertex which is followed by a4360

γ∗ → V fragmentation. Since the indirect contribution is larger than the direct, the largest sensitivity to4361

the Higgs q-quark coupling is via the interference between the two diagrams.4362

It is beneficial to consider the ratio between h→ V γ and h→ γγ or h→ ZZ∗ → 4` as various of
theoretical uncertainties and the dependence of the Higgs total width are canceled [491,501]. Moreover,
since the Higgs production is inclusive for all of these modes, it canceled in the ratio to large extension.
Thus, we can write

RV γ,f =
µV γ
µf

BRSM
h→V γ

BRSM
h→f

' Γh→V γ
Γh→f

, (143)

where f = ZZ∗, γγ , µX = σhBRX/σ
SM
h BRSM

X , the superscript “SM" denotes the SM values and we
assume a perfect cancellation of the production mechanism. For simplicity, we assume CP even Higgs
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Fig. 105: The two contributions to h → V γ with V = ρ, ω, φ, J/ψ,Υ. Left: the direct amplitude,
proportional to the q-quark Yukawa; Right: indirect amplitude involve the hγγ vertex.YS: replace s →
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coupling and find

RV γ,f =αV,f

∣∣∣∣∣1− (∆R
V + i∆I

V

) κ̄V
κeff
γγ

+ ∆U
V

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (144)

with

αV,γγ =6
Γ
V→e+e−

αmV

(
1− m2

V

m2
h

)2

, αV,ZZ∗ =

∣∣∣∣∣κ
eff
γγ

κZ

∣∣∣∣∣
2

ΓSM
h→γγ

ΓSM
h→ZZ∗→4`

αV,γγ , (145)

where κX is the normalized coupling with respect to its SM value. Below, we adopted the numerical4363

values of ∆X
V from Ref. [501]. The advantage of use h→ γγ for the normalization is that there are only4364

two unknown - the Higgs coupling to di-photon and the quark Yukawa. However, since h → ZZ∗ is a4365

very clean channel is serve as a good channel to use for the normalization. Moreover, by combing the4366

Higgs data with the electroweak precision measurements, the Higgs coupling to ZZ is known to a few4367

precents level [554,616], thus, there is no additional large uncertainty. We note that with the current data4368

the bounds evaluating by usingRV γ,ZZ∗ are slightly stronger than the ones fromRV γ,γγ .4369

For the interpretation of the experimental results in term of bounds on the different Yukawa cou-
pling we follow Refs. [491, 499]. Denoting the 95 % CL bound on the ratio RV γ,f as R95

V γ,f we can
write

∆R
V −

√
(∆

R
V )

2
+(∆

I
V )

2

αV γ,f
R95
V γ,f − (∆I

V )2

(∆R
V )2 + (∆I

V )2
<
κ̄V

κeff
γγ

<
∆R
V +

√
(∆

R
V )

2
+(∆

I
V )

2

αV γ,f
R95
V γ,f − (∆I

V )2

(∆R
V )2 + (∆I

V )2
, (146)

where we neglect ∆U
V as it is a small correction. Moreover, neglecting ∆I

V we get simplified formula,
which hold to good accuracy,

1−
√
R95
V γ,f/αV γ,f

∆R
V

<
κ̄V

κeff
γγ

<
1 +

√
R95
V γ,f/αV γ,f

∆R
V

. (147)

Table 77 summarizes the current experimental status along with the theory interpretation in terms of light4370

quarks Yukawa.4371
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mode BRh→V γ < RV γ,ZZ∗ < Yukawa range

J/ψ γ 1.5× 10−3 8 TeV [502, 611] 9.3 −295κZ + 16κeff
γγ < κc < 295κZ + 16κeff

γγ

φγ 4.8× 10−4 13 TeV [602, 603] 3.2 −140κZ + 10κeff
γγ < κ̄s < 140κZ + 10κeff

γγ

ρ γ 8.8× 10−4 13 TeV [603] 5.8 −285κZ + 42κeff
γγ < 2κ̄u + κ̄d < 285κZ + 42κeff

γγ

Table 77: The current upper bounds, assuming SM Higgs production, on the different exclusive Higgs
decays and the interpretation in terms of the Higgs Yukawa couplings. Note that κ̄q = yq/y

SM
b . The

quoted bounds are at 95 CL.

mode collider energy RV γ,ZZ∗ < Yukawa range (κV = κeff
γγ = 1)

J/ψ γ
14 TeV 0.47

√
L3 16− 67L

1/4
3 < κc < 16 + 67L

1/4
3

27 TeV 0.28
√
L3 16− 52L

1/4
3 < κc < 16 + 52L

1/4
3

100 TeV 0.12
√
L3 16− 33L

1/4
3 < κc < 16 + 33L

1/4
3

φγ
14 TeV 0.33

√
L3 11− 46L

1/4
3 < κ̄s < 11 + 46L

1/4
3

27 TeV 0.20
√
L3 11− 35L

1/4
3 < κ̄s < 11 + 35L

1/4
3

100 TeV 0.083
√
L3 11− 23L

1/4
3 < κ̄s < 11 + 23L

1/4
3

ρ γ
14 TeV 0.60

√
L3 44− 93L

1/4
3 < 2κ̄u + κ̄d < 44 + 93L

1/4
3

27 TeV 0.36
√
L3 44− 72L

1/4
3 < 2κ̄u + κ̄d < 44 + 72L

1/4
3

100 TeV 0.15
√
L3 44− 47L

1/4
3 < 2κ̄u + κ̄d < 44 + 47L

1/4
3

Table 78: The projection for Yukawa range for future pp colliders with center of mass energy of 14, 27
and 100 TeV. In the above table we define L3 ≡ (3/ab)/L .

The prospects for probing light quark Yukawa within future LHC runs and for future colliders
are estimated in Ref. [499], which we follow here. One of the important implications of the first upper
bounds on the different exclusive modes is that the measurement is background dominated. Thus, even
for future runs, without significant improvement of the analysis, we expect only upper bounds. Given
an upper bound onR95

V γ,f (E1,L1), where E1 (L1) stands for the collider energy (integrated luminosity),
the estimated bound with E2 and L2 is

R95
V γ,f (E2,L2) = R95

V γ,f (E1,L1)

√√√√ 1

RE

σSM
h,E1
L1

σSM
h,E2
L2

, (148)

where σSM
h,E1,2

is the SM Higgs production cross section, RE = (SSM
E1
/BE1

)/(SSM
E2
/BE2

) with S(B) the4372

number of signal (background) events, which encoded the difference in the analysis details and assumed4373

to be 1 here. In Table 78,we combine Eqs. (147) and (148) along with the current bounds to estimate the4374

future projections of probing the different light quark Yukawa. We note that the estimation in Table 784375

is in agreement with the ATLAS projection of h→ J/ψγ [?], which quateRJ/ψγ,ZZ∗ < 0.34+0.14
−0.14376

In addition to the Higgs diagonal Yukawa, in principle, Higgs exclusive decays can probe off-4377

diagonal couplings by measuring modes such as h → B∗sγ [494]. These processes receive contribution4378

only from the direct amplitude and there is not enhancement from interference with the relative large4379

indirect amplitude. Moreover, the Higgs flavor violating couplings are strongly constrained by meson4380

mixing [510, 511]. Thus, the expected rates are too small to be observe. For a detailed discussion on the4381

h→ V Z, V W channels see [604].4382
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7.5 LFV decays of the Higgs4383

The flavour violating Yukawa couplings are well constrained by the low-energy flavour-changing neutral
current measurements [510–512]. A notable exception are the flavour-violating couplings involving a tau
lepton. The strongest constraints on κτµ, κµτ , κτe, κeτ are thus from direct searches of flavour-violating
Higgs decays at the LHC [513, 514]. Currently, the CMS 13 TeV with 35.9 fb−1 [513] is the strongest
constrain √

y2
µτ + y2

τµ < 1.43× 10−3 ,

√
y2
eτ + y2

τe < 2.26× 10−3 , (149)

which corresponds to upper 95 % CL on the branching ratio of 0.25 % and 0.61 % fpr µτ and eτ , respec-4384

tively. In addition, we note that once can directly measure the difference between the branching ratios4385

of h → τe and h → τµ as proposed in [?]. Naively, assuming that both systematics and statistical4386

error scale with square root of the luminosity, one can expect that the sensetivity of the HL-LHC with4387

3000 fb−1 will be around the half per-mil level for the branching ratio of h→ eτ or→ µτ .4388

The LHC can also set bounds on rare FCNC top decays involving a Higgs [515–518]. The4389

strongest current bound, for example, is
√
|κct|2 + |κtc|2 < 0.06 at 95 % CL.4390

7.6 Yukawa constraints from Higgs distributions4391

7.6.1 Determinations of Higgs boson coupling modifiers using differential distributions4392

The distribution of the transverse momentum pT of the Higgs boson has been considered before as a4393

probe of high scale new physics running in the ggh loop [617–628]. In addition, the soft spectrum is an4394

indirect probe of the Higgs coupling to light quarks [108, 492]. Higgs production modes due to quark4395

fusion, which are negligible in the SM, have two effects on the distributions of kinematic variables.4396

First, the Sudakov peak will be at lower pT around 5 GeV vs 10 GeV for gluon fusion, see [629]. This4397

is because the effective radiation strength of gluons is several times larger than that of quarks, αsNc vs.4398

αs(N
2
c − 1)/(2Nc), with Nc = 3. This leads to harder pT spectra for gluon fusion compared to quark4399

scattering. Therefore, the uū or dd̄ scattering leads to a much sharper peak at lower pT compared to4400

gg scattering [492]. Second, in the SM, the Higgs production is dominated by gluon fusion, where the4401

two gluons carry similar partonic x. This leads to a peak at zero Higgs rapidity. However, for uū or dd̄4402

fusion, the valance quark will carry larger partonic x than the sea anti-quark. This leads to a peak in4403

the forward direction. In case of enhanced s or c Yukawa couplings, the dominant effect is the one loop4404

of the quarks in the gg → hj process, which has double logarithms behavior and peaks towards lower4405

pT of the Higgs boson [630]. This will also result in a softer Higgs pT spectrum [108], which can be4406

used to constrain the charm and strange Yukawa. The impact of effect on various kinematic distributions4407

is shown in Fig. 106. Many theoretical and experimental uncertainties are canceled in the normalized4408

kinematic distributions, (1/σ)dσ/dX with X = pT , yh, see for example [492]. Thus, the use of them4409

will result in a better sensitivity for probing the light quark Yukawa.4410

In Ref. [492], the 8 TeV ATLAS results [111] have been used to evaluate a first bound on the u and
d Yukawa from kinematic distributions. The resulting 95 % CL regions obtained from the pT distribution
are

κ̄u = yu/y
SM
b < 0.46 , κ̄d = yd/y

SM
b < 0.54 , (150)

which are stronger than the fits to the inclusive Higgs production cross sections. These upper bounds4411

are found to be stronger than the expected due to an underfluctuation of the data in the first pT bin. The4412

bounds from the rapidity distribution are found to be weaker. The sensitivities expected for Run II are4413

shown in Fig. 107.4414

CMS interpertated the 13 TeV Higgs pT spectrum with luminosity of 35.9 fb−1 to obtain bounds
on the c and b Yukawa couplings [631]. The resulting 95 % CL intervals are

−8.7 < κc < 10.6 , −1.9 < κb < 2.9 , (151)
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Fig. 106: Normalized distributions of kinematic variables of the Higgs boson. Left-top (Right-top) :
yh (pT ) distribution for enhanced u, d and s Yukawa compared to the SM [492]; Bottom: pT distribution
for enhanced c Yukawa [108].

if the branching fractions depend on κb and κc. In case the branching fractions are allowed to float freely
the results are

−18.0 < κc < 22.9 , −2.8 < κb < 9.9 . (152)

These bounds on the c Yukawa are weaker (stronger) then the bounds from the global fit of the 8 TeV4415

Higgs data along with the electroweak precision data allowing all Higgs coupling to float [491]4416

In the following the constraints on Higgs boson couplings obtained in Ref. [94] are projected to an4417

integrated luminosity of 3000fb−1. Projections for the simultaneous fits of κc and κb as well as κt using4418

expected differential distributions at 3000fb1 [Ref to pure diff xs projection here].4419

The Higgs boson coupling fits are based a combination of pT distributions from the H → γ γ [93]4420

and H → ZZ(∗) → 4` [?] (where ` = e or µ) decay channels obtained at
√
s = 13 TeV. Furthermore,4421

a search for the Higgs boson produced with large pT and decaying to a bottom quark-antiquark (bb)4422

pair [?], which enhances the sensitivity at high pT
H , is included in the κt/cggh fit. The Higgs boson4423

coupling fits are performed using an simultaneous extended maximum likelihood fit to the diphoton4424

mass, four-lepton mass, and soft-drop mass mSD [224, 225] spectra in all the analysis categories of the4425

H → γ γ , H → ZZ, and H → bb channels, respectively. For more details on the treatment of the input4426

measurements, see Ref. [94].4427

The treatment of the decay of the Higgs boson affects the Higgs boson coupling fits. Assuming full4428

knowledge of how the Higgs decays, i.e., assuming no beyond-the-SM contributions, the inclusive Higgs4429

production cross section adds a strong constraint on the Higgs boson couplings in the fit. This result is4430

obtained by parametrizing the branching fractions as functions of the Higgs boson couplings. Likewise,4431

the constraints on the Higgs boson couplings excluding the information from the inclusive cross section4432

are of interest in order to evaluate the discriminating power of the differential distributions. This result4433

is implemented by letting the branching fractions be determined in the fit without any prior constraint.4434
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The expected one and two standard deviation contours of the κc/κb fit with the branching frac-4435

tions as functions of the Higgs boson couplings at a projected integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 is4436

shown in Fig. 108, for both scenarios of systematic uncertainty. For the H → γ γ channel the systematic4437

uncertainties dominate if kept at the current level (i.e., in Scenario 1), but when scaled down according4438

to the Scenario 2 prescription the systematic uncertainties are within the same order of magnitude as the4439

statistical ones.4440

The same fits, but now with the branching fractions implemented as nuisance parameters with no4441

prior constraint, are shown in 109. As this fit is dominated by statistical uncertainties even at very high4442

integrated luminosities, the smaller systematic uncertainties in Scenario 2 have only a minor impact.4443

7.6.2 W±h charge asymmetry4444

The W±h charge asymmetry, introduced in [605], is a new, production-based probe for constraining the4445

light quark Yukawa couplings. In contrast to decay-based probes, which rely on rare or subdominant4446

Higgs decay modes, production-based probes can take advantage of the dominant Higgs decays with4447

high signal-to-background ratios.4448

The main observable is the charge asymmetry between W+h and W− production,

A =
σ(W+h)− σ(W−h)

σ(W+h) + σ(W−h)
, (153)
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red, and blue, respectively. For the combination the two standard deviation contour is drawn as a black
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In the SM, the inclusive HE-LHC charge asymmetry is expected to be 17.3%, while the HL-LHC charge4449

asymmetry is expected to be 21.6%. In either case, the charge asymmetry is driven by the proton PDFs4450

and the fact that the dominant W±h production mode stems from Higgs bosons radiating from W±4451

intermediate lines, where the Yukawa-mediated diagrams are negligible. If the quark Yukawas are not4452

SM-like, however, the charge asymmetry can either increase or decrease, depending on the overall weight4453

of the relevant PDFs. In particular, the charge asymmetry will increase if the down or up quark Yukawa4454

couplings are large, reflecting the increased asymmetry of ud̄ vs. ūd PDFs; the charge asymmetry will4455

decrease if the strange or charm Yukawa couplings are large, reflecting the symmetric nature of cs̄ vs. c̄s4456

PDFs. The subleading correction from the Cabibbo angle-suppressed PDF contributions determines the4457

asymptotic behavior for extremely large Yukawa enhancements.4458

The effect of individual d, u, s, or c quark Yukawa enhancements on the inclusive charge asym-4459

metry is shown in Figure 110, in units of κ̄f = yf/ySM, b, evaluated at the Higgs mass scale. Since4460

W±h production probes lower Bjorken-x at the HE-LHC compared to the HL-LHC, the expected SM4461

charge asymmetry is lower at the higher energy collider. In Figure 110, we also display the expected4462

0.45% statistical sensitivity to the charge asymmetry coming from an HL-LHC simulation study [605]4463

in the W±h → `±`±jjνν final state. To estimate the HE-LHC sensitivity, we simply rescale by the4464

appropriate luminosity ratio, giving 0.25%, since we expect that the increase in both signal and back-4465

ground electroweak rates to largely cancel. We also indicate the constraint from the direct Higgs width4466

constraint using Run I data from CMS [605]. The bands denote the change in the charge asymmetry4467

from the varying the renormalization and factorization scales within a factor of 2.4468

We see that the expected statistical sensitivity supercedes the combined theoretical uncertainty4469

in the PDF evaluation. Hence, in addition to being an important consistency check of the SM regarding4470

enhanced light quark Yukawa couplings, the charge asymmetry measurement in different Higgs channels4471

can be used to help determine PDFs at the HE-LHC, assuming light quark Yukawa couplings are SM-4472

like. Separately, enhanced light quark Yukawa couplings would also generally be expected to decrease4473

the Higgs signal strengths, necessitating the introduction of other new physics to be consistent with4474
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current Higgs measurements [605]. If the signal strengths are fixed to SM expectation and the central4475

prediction is used, the HE-LHC charge asymmetry measurement could constrain κ̄f . 2− 3 for up and4476

charm quarks, and κ̄f . 7 for down or strange quarks.4477

7.7 CP Violation4478

The CP-violaiting flavor conserving Yuakwa couplings, κ̃fi , can be directly probed at the HL-LHC. Here4479

we focus on the τ and top phases, assuming that the low energy constrained can be avoided. At low4480

energy, the different flavor diagonal CP violating coupling are bounded by EDMs [196, 498, 505, 506].4481

For the electron Yukawa, the latest ACME measurement [507, 508] results into an upper bound of κ̃e <4482

1.9 × 10−3 [498]. Whereas for the bottom and charm Yukawas, the strongest limits come from the4483

neutron EDM [506]. Using the NLO QCD theoretical prediction, this translates into the upper bounds4484

κ̃b < 5 and κ̃c < 21 when theory errors are taken into account. For the light quark CPV Yukawas,4485

measurement of the Mercury EDM places a strong bound on the up and down Yukawas of κ̃u < 0.1 and4486

κ̃d < 0.05 [509] (no theory errors) while the neutron EDM measurement gives a weaker constraint on4487

the strange quark Yukawa of κ̃s < 3.1 [509] (no theory errors).4488

7.7.1 tt̄h4489

CP violation in the top quark-Higgs coupling is strongly constrained by EDM measurements and Higgs4490

rate measurements [196]. However, these constraints assume that the light quark Yukawa couplings and4491

hWW couplings have their SM values. If this is not the case, the constraints the phase of the top Yukawa4492

coupling relax.4493

Assuming the EDM and Higgs rate constraints can be avoided, the CP structure of the top quark4494

Yukawa can be probed directly in pp → tt̄h. Many simple observables, such as mtt̄h and pT,h are4495

sensitive to the CP structure, but require reconstructing the top quarks and Higgs.4496

Some tt̄h observables have been proposed recently that access the CP structure without requir-4497

ing full event reconstruction. These in include the azimuthal angle between the two leptons in a fully4498

leptonic t/bart decay with the additional requirement that the pT,h > 200 GeV [197], and the angle4499

between the leptons (again in a fully leptonic t/t̄ system) projected onto the plane perpendicular to the4500

h momentum [198]. These observables only require that the Higgs is reconstructed and are inspired by4501

the sensitivity of ∆φ
`
+
`
− to top/anti-top spin correlations in pp → tt̄ [199]. The sensitivity of both of4502

these observables improves at higher Higgs boost (and therefore higher energy), making them promising4503

targets for the HE-LHC, though no dedicated studies have been carried out to date.4504

Departures from the SM top quark Yukawa interactions with the Higgs boson can be considered4505

by including aCP -odd component in the effective Lagrangian, i.e., Ltth = ytt̄(cosα+iγ5 sinα)th. The4506

pure CP-even (CP-odd) coupling can be recovered by setting cosα = 1 (cosα = 0). Samples of tt̄h(h→4507

bb̄) events were generated at the LHC for
√
s = 13 TeV, with MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO [97], for4508

several mixing angles, using the HC_NLO_X0 model [?]. All relevant SM background processes were also4509

generated using MADGRAPH5_AMC@NLO. The analyses of the tt̄h (h → bb̄) events were carried4510

out in the dileptonic and semileptonic decay channels of the tt̄ system. Delphes [341] was used for4511

a parametrised detector simulation and both analyses used kinematic fits to fully reconstruct the tt̄h4512

system. The results were extrapolated, as a function of luminosity, up to the full luminosity expected at4513

the HL-LHC (3000 fb−1).4514

Figure 111 (112) shows the expected CL, assuming the SM, for exclusion of the pure CP-odd4515

scenario, as a function of the integrated luminosity, using the dileptonic (semileptonic) analysis only.4516

The CL were obtained from a signal-enriched region (with at least 3 b-tagged jets) in which a likelihood4517

ratio was computed from binned distributions of various discriminant observables [?, 247]. Only statis-4518

tical uncertainties were considered. Figure 113 shows CL obtained from the combination of different4519

observables in each channel i.e., ∆η(`+, `−), ∆φ(t, t̄) and sin(θtt̄Ht ) sin(θH
W

+) in the dileptonic channel4520
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and, b4 and sin(θtt̄Ht̄ ) sin(θHbH ) in the semileptonic channel. The combination of the two channels is also4521

shown for comparison. The observables were treated as uncorrelated. Figure 114 shows a comparison4522

between the CL obtained in the dileptonic analysis alone, for the exclusion of several values of cosα4523

(between 0 and 1), taking ∆η(`+, `−) as discriminant variable.4524

The main conclusions of these studies can be summarized in what follows: i) many angular ob-4525

servables (Fig. 111 and Fig. 112) are available with the potential of discriminating between different4526

mixing-angles (cosα) in the top quark Yukawa coupling; ii) the sensitivity of the semileptonic final state4527

of tt̄h(h → bb̄) is roughly a factor 3 better than that of the dileptonic channel alone (Fig. 113); iii) the4528

combination of the two channels (semi- and dileptonic) is roughly a factor 5 more sensitive than the4529

dileptonic channel, providing a powerful test of the top quark-Higgs interactions in the fermionic sector.4530

7.7.2 τ τ̄h4531

The most promising direct probe of CP violation in fermionic Higgs decays is the τ+τ− decay channel,4532

which benefits from a relatively large τ Yukawa giving a SM branching fraction of 6.3%. Measuring the4533

CP violating phase in the tau Yukawa requires a measurement of the linear polarizations of both τ leptons4534

and and the azimuthal angle between them. This can be done by analyzing tau substructure, namely the4535

angular distribution of the various components of the tau decay products.4536

The main τ decay modes studied include τ± → ρ±(770)ν, ρ± → π±π0 [187–192] and τ± →4537

π±ν [193–195]. Assuming CPT symmetry, collider observables for CP violation must be built from4538

differential distributions based on triple products of three-vectors. In the first case, h → π±π0π∓π0νν,4539

angular distributions built only from the outgoing charged and neutral pions are used to determine the4540

CP properties of the initial τ Yukawa coupling. In the second case, h→ π±π∓νν, there are not enough4541

reconstructible independent momenta to construct an observable sensitive to CP violation, requiring4542

additional kinematic information such as the τ decay impact parameter.4543

In the kinematic limit when each outgoing neutrino is taken to be collinear with its corresponding4544

reconstructed ρ± meson, the acoplanarity angle, denoted Φ, between the two decay planes spanned by4545

the ρ± → π±π0 decay products is exactly analogous to the familiar acoplanarity angle from h→ 4` CP-4546

property studies. Hence, by measuring the τ decay products in the single-prong final state, suppressing4547

the irreudicible Z → τ+τ− and reducible QCD backgrounds, and reconstructing the acoplanarity angle4548

of ρ+ vs. ρ−, the differential distribution in Φ gives a sinusoidal shape whose maxima and minima4549

correspond to the CP-phase in the τ Yukawa coupling.4550

An optimal observable using the colinear approximation was derived in [190]. Assuming 70%4551

efficiency for tagging hadronic τ final states, and neglecting detector effects, the estimated sensitivity for4552

the CP-violating phase of the τ Yukawa coupling using 3 ab−1 at the HL-LHC is 8.0◦. A more sophisti-4553

cated analysis [191] found that detector resolution effects on the missing transverse energy distribution4554

degrade the expected sensitivity considerably, and as such, about 1 ab−1 is required to distinguish a pure4555

scalar coupling (CP phase is zero) from a pure pseudoscalar coupling (CP phase is π/2).4556

At the HE-LHC, the increased signal cross section for Higgs production is counterbalanced by4557

the increased background rates, and so the main expectation is that improvements in sensitivity will be4558

driven by the increased luminosity and more optimized experimental methodology. Rescaling with the4559

appropriate luminosity factors, the optimistic sensitivity to the τ Yukawa phase from acoplanarity studies4560

is 4-5◦, while the more conservative estimate is roughly an order of magnitude worse.4561
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8 Global view of Higgs couplings at the HL/HE-LHC4562

Christopher W. Murphy4563

Department of Physics, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York, 11973, USA4564

8.1 Introduction4565

To date there are no conclusive signals of physics beyond the Standard Model (SM) at the Large Hadron4566

Collider (LHC). This suggests there is a separation of scales between the SM, characterized by v ≈4567

246 GeV, and whatever may lie beyond it at some higher energy, Λ. Effective Field Theory (EFT) tech-4568

niques are ubiquitous in physics, and are most useful when there is a separation of scales in the problem.4569

Therefore it is not surprising that the Standard Model Effective Field Theory (SMEFT) has become one4570

of the most powerful tools to analyze LHC results given its (near) model-independence, systematic im-4571

provability, and ability to simultaneously describe multiple datasets. Taking a global view of constraints4572

on the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT is of critical importance not only because these parameters4573

often contribute to multiple datasets, but also because the LHC currently competes in precision with pre-4574

vious generation precision experiments. Given proposals for future runs of the LHC, High-Luminosity4575

(HL) and High-Energy (HE), it is imperative to understand how the global picture of bounds on Wilson4576

coefficients will change as the HL- and/or HE-LHC become the singularly dominant machine(s) in par-4577

ticle physics. To do so this Section uses the framework of Ref. [632], and its predecessors [633–635], to4578

project bounds on Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT for the HL and HE runs of the LHC.4579

8.2 Standard Model Effective Field Theory4580

We focus on dimension-6 operators, and work to linear order in the Warsaw basis [2] yielding a consistent4581

EFT expansion to order O(Λ−2). We choose α, GF , and MZ as the input parameters for our computa-4582

tions. There are 2499 baryon number preserving dimension-6 Wilson coefficients in the SMEFT [636].4583

Here we assume a U(3)5 flavor symmetry, one power for each of the five SM fermions fields, under4584

which the Yukawa matrices, yd,e,u, are promoted to spurions transforming as bi-triplets. This reduces the4585

number of (real) coefficients to 76. However only 20 of those parameters are relevant for the diboson,4586

electroweak precision, and Higgs observables we consider here.4587

In the Warsaw basis, the 11 operators that span the set of diboson measurements and electroweak
precision observables, whether through direct contributions or shifts in input parameters, can be written
as

LWarsaw
SMEFT ⊃

C̄
(3)
Hl

v2 (H†i
←→
D I
µH)(l̄τ Iγµl) +

C̄
(1)
Hl

v2 (H†i
←→
D µH)(l̄γµl) +

C̄ll

v2 (l̄γµl)(l̄γ
µl)

+
C̄HD

v2

∣∣∣H†DµH
∣∣∣2 +

C̄HWB

v2 H†τ IHW I
µνB

µν

+
C̄He

v2 (H†i
←→
D µH)(ēγµe) +

C̄Hu

v2 (H†i
←→
D µH)(ūγµu) +

C̄Hd

v2 (H†i
←→
D µH)(d̄γµd)

+
C̄

(3)
Hq

v2 (H†i
←→
D I
µH)(q̄τ Iγµq) +

C̄
(1)
Hq

v2 (H†i
←→
D µH)(q̄γµq) +

C̄W

v2 εIJKW Iν
µ W Jρ

ν WKµ
ρ , (154)

where Hermitian conjugate operators are implicit. The flavor indices are trivial, except for the four-4588

lepton operator, Cll = C ll
eµµe

= C ll
µeeµ

[637], and are also left implicit. Additionally in Eq. (154) we4589

define4590

C̄ ≡ v2

Λ2C . (155)
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There are an additional nine operators that affect Higgs measurements,

LWarsaw
SMEFT ⊃

C̄eH

v2 ye(H
†H)(l̄eH) +

C̄dH

v2 yd(H
†H)(q̄dH) +

C̄uH

v2 yu(H†H)(q̄uH̃)

+
C̄G

v2 f
ABCGAνµ GBρν GCµρ +

C̄H�

v2 (H†H)�(H†H) +
C̄uG

v2 yu(q̄σµνTAu)H̃ GAµν

+
C̄HW

v2 H†HW I
µνW

Iµν +
C̄HB

v2 H†H BµνB
µν +

C̄HG

v2 H†H GAµνG
Aµν . (156)

The explicit appearance of the Yukawa matrices in Eq. (156) is necessary to formally preserve the U(3)5
4591

flavor symmetry. A tenth operator, OH =
(
H†H

)3
operator, is not listed here. The Wilson coefficient4592

for this operator, CH , can be measured in double-Higgs production, see Section 3 of this report.4593

Strictly speaking more than nine operators affect Higgs measurements. All of the operators in4594

Eq. (154) except OW affect Higgs measurements at leading order. Furthermore Higgs production in4595

association with a top-quark pair probes additional coefficients in the SMEFT [632, 638] that do not4596

appear in our other observables. (See also Section 4.1 of this report.) The only one we explicitly consider4597

is CuG, which makes the largest contribution to tt̄h production [632]. An alternative possibility would4598

be to include all the operators by regularizing the fit as in Ref. [635].4599

8.3 Fit Setup and Current Results4600

We use the predictions for electroweak precision observables andWW scattering at LEP 2 in the Warsaw4601

basis from Refs. [156, 639], whereas predictions for LHC observables are made using SMEFTsim [640].4602

The following data are used in our global fit, which are sensitive to 20 directions in the SMEFT parameter4603

space.4604

– pre-LHC data: We use 11 Z-pole observables from LEP 1 and 1 from SLC, which are given in4605

Ref. [641], as well as theW mass measurement from the Tevatron [642]. In addition we use all the4606

data for the processes e+e− →W+W− → 4f . These measurements were complied in Ref. [639],4607

and the original experimental papers are Refs. [643–646]. These measurements also probe eleven4608

directions in the SMEFT, which can be mapped to the operators in Eq. (154).4609

– LHC Run 1 data: We use all the 20 signal strengths from Table 8 of Ref. [81]. A signal strength4610

is defined as the ratio of the measured cross section to its SM prediction. We also use the ATLAS4611

and CMS combination for the h → µ+µ− signal strength [81], and the ATLAS h → Zγ signal4612

strength [173]. Furthermore, we include the W mass measurements from ATLAS [647].4613

– LHC Run 2 data: We use 25 measurements from CMS [64, 67, 73, 102, 118, 184, 648, 649], and 234614

measurements from ATLAS [78,101,103,180,185,650,651], including experimental correlations4615

whenever possible. In addition we include one measurement of the differential cross section for4616

pp → W+W− → e±νµ∓ν, which requires pT > 120 GeV for the leading lepton, by ATLAS at4617

13 TeV [652].4618

We first present a simplified case where only the operators CHWB and CHD in the Warsaw basis4619

are non-zero. In this particular case these coefficients are equivalent to the oblique parameters ∆S and4620

∆T [653]4621

v2

Λ2CHWB =
g1g2

16π
∆S,

v2

Λ2CHD = − g1g2

2π (g1 + g2)
∆T , (157)

Figure 115 shows the preferred parameter space for CHWB and CHD for three different selections of4622

the data sets included in the fit. The blue ellipses are obtained using just pre-LHC measurements in the4623

fit, whereas the orange ellipses use only the LHC Run-1 and -2 results. Finally, the green ellipses are4624

obtained using all the data described in the list above. The regions shaded in darker and lighter colors4625

are allowed at 1 and 2σ, respectively.4626
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Fig. 116 summarizes the sensitivities to the scales of the operators in the Warsaw basis. Specif-4627

ically it gives the 95% CL bounds on the sensitivity in TeV for a Wilson coefficient, obtained from4628

marginalized (yellow) and individual (brown) fits to the 20 dimension-6 operators entering in electroweak4629

precision tests, diboson and Higgs measurements at LEP, SLC, Tevatron, and LHC Run-1 and -2. The4630

yellow and brown bars correspond to the red and green bars of Figure 8 of Ref. [632], respectively.4631

Shown in blue are the analogous results of the individual fits of the HEPfit Collaboration [616, 654], see4632

also [655,656]. For a recent fit in another basis see Ref. [657]. For a recent fit in the Nonlinear Effective4633

Theory see instead Ref. [127].4634

8.4 Future Projections4635

We project how the bounds on the Wilson coefficients of the SMEFT will change at HL- and HE-LHC4636

using the framework of Ref. [632]. Our projection strategy is as follows. We leave all pre-LHC, and LHC4637

Run-1 measurements unchanged. For measurements from Run-2 of the LHC we perform two extrapola-4638

tions as to how the systematic uncertainties will change. The first, more pessimistic, extrapolation keeps4639

the systematic and theoretical uncertainties fixed to their current values. This procedure is equivalent4640

to the CMS scenario YR2018 S1 [658]. In contrast, the second, more optimistic, extrapolation scales4641

the systematic and theoretical uncertainties as though they were statistical in nature. This procedure is4642

more optimistic than CMS scenario YR2018 S2 where the theoretical uncertainties are only reduced by4643

a factor of two and there are defined lower limits for the experimental systematic uncertainties [658]. In4644

both cases the correlations between experimental measurements are assumed to be unchanged, and the4645

statistical uncertainties are scaled as expected. In what follows we will refer to the former and the latter4646

scenarios as “Systematics Unchanged,” and “
√
N Scaling,” respectively.4647

The explicit forms of the scaling we use HL- and HE-LHC for the ith measurement in our dataset
are

δOHL,i

δOtoday,i
=

√
Ltoday,i

LHL
, (158)

δOHE,i

δOtoday,i
=

√
σ13,i

σ27,i

Ltoday,i

LHE
.

For the overwhelming majority of the measurements by ATLAS(CMS) Ltoday,i = 36.1(35.9) fb−1. We4648

use the benchmark luminosities LHL = 3 ab−1. and LHE = 15 ab−1 for all the measurements in the4649

respective HL and HE extrapolations. The cross sections σ13,i and σ27,i refer to the SM cross section in4650

the signal region for a given measurement at 13 and 27 TeV, respectively.4651

We stress that both our projection scenarios are pessimistic in the sense that they do not take into4652

account the additional channels [658] and fining binning [5,650,659] that will become available as more4653

data are collected. Furthermore our projections under-utilize LHC diboson scattering measurements, see4654

Sections 4.3 and 4.4 of this report.4655

The results of our projections are shown in Figures 117, 118, 119, and 120. In all four figures the4656

upper panel is a projected fit including all operators simultaneously, whereas the lower panel are projected4657

fits switching each operator on individually. We display the best-fit values and 95% CL ranges. The4658

color coding is consistent throughout the four figures: current bounds (blue), HL-LHC with Systematics4659

Unchanged (orange), HL-LHC with
√
N Scaling (green), HE-LHC with Systematics Unchanged (red),4660

and HE-LHC with
√
N Scaling (purple). The current bounds are displayed in all four figures. Fig. 1174661

shows projections for HL-LHC. Fig. 118 shows projections for HE-LHC. Fig. 119 shows projections4662

with Systematics Unchanged. Fig. 120 shows projections with
√
N Scaling. Although Figs. 117 and 1184663

contain all the information from our projections, Figs. 119 and 120 are included to make comparisons4664

between different scenarios easier, and vice versa.4665
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In the individual fits there is a large spread in the improvement on the bounds on the Wilson4666

coefficients. In this scenario some bounds, including those on CdH and CeH , improve by an order of4667

magnitude or more, while other bounds, such as those on CHe and C(1)
H` , are still dominated by pre-4668

LHC measurements in this particular scenario. Conversely, when fitting to all operators simultaneously,4669

the general trend is that there is some improvement on the bounds of all of the Wilson coefficients.4670

Under the
√
N Scaling scenario HE-LHC clearly outperforms HL-LHC in terms of sensitivity to Wilson4671

coefficients, or equivalently on how large of a cutoff scale Λ can be probed. On the other hand, under the4672

Systematic Unchanged scenario the HL- and HE-LHC perform approximately equally as well as each4673

other in terms of their sensitivity to Wilson coefficients.4674
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9 Searches for beyond the standard model Higgs physics4678

9.1 Exotic decays of the Higgs boson4679

9.1.1 First Level Track Jet Trigger for Displaced Jets at High Luminosity LHC4680

The high luminosity LHC program offers many exciting opportunities to search for rare processes. It4681

is expected that the LHC will accumulate 3 ab−1 of proton-proton (pp) collisions at 14 TeV. The CMS4682

detector will undergo major upgrades to all subsystems, including the tracker [660], the barrel [661] and4683

endcap [662] calorimeters, the muon system [663], and the trigger [664].4684

The bandwidth limitations of the first level (L1) trigger are one of the main problems facing current4685

searches for exotic Higgs boson decays, as well as many other signals beyond the standard model (BSM).4686

The process where the Higgs boson decays to two new light scalars that in turn decay to jets, H → φφ,4687

is an important example. If the scalar φ has a macroscopic decay length, the offline analysis has no4688

background from SM processes, but the majority of the signal events do not get recorded because they4689

fail to be selected by the L1 trigger. The main obstacle is the high rate for low transverse momentum4690

jets, which is made worse by additional extraneous pp collisions in the high luminosity environment.4691

In this note, we investigate the capabilities of L1 track finding [660] to increase the L1 trigger4692

efficiency for such signals. We focus on small or moderate decay lengths of the new particles, 1–50 mm,4693

and assume, as is demonstrated by many analyses [665–667], that the offline selection can remove all4694

SM backgrounds with only a moderate loss of efficiency.4695

The investigation has two major thrusts. First, we propose a jet clustering algorithm that uses the4696

L1 tracks found with a primary vertex constraint. Second, we consider the extension of the L1 track finder4697

to off-pointing tracks, and develop a jet lifetime tag for tracks with |η| < 1.0. Future work will include:4698

expanding the off-pointing track finding at L1 to the full acceptance of the outer tracker; matching the4699

track jets with high transverse energy (ET) deposits in the electromagnetic calorimeter; and finding new4700

ways to evaluate track quality to suppress “fake” tracks that result from finding the wrong combination4701

of track hits.4702

While in this study we focus on the specific Higgs boson decay to light scalars (see Ref. [668]4703

for extensive review of physics motivations for such decays), the results and the proposed triggers are4704

relevant for a broad spectrum of new physics searches, with or without macroscopic decay lengths.4705

9.1.1.1 Signal and background simulation4706

In these studies, the Phase-2 CMS detector is simulated using GEANT 4 [669]. Event samples corre-4707

sponding to 200 collisions per bunch crossing (pileup) [664] are used for the evaluation of trigger rates.4708

The following signal samples are considered:4709

1. Displaced single muons, generated with a uniform distribution of transverse momentum (pT ) be-4710

tween 2 and 8 GeV, uniform in η between -1 and 1, and with impact parameter d0 distributed as a4711

Gaussian with width σ = 2 cm.4712

2. The decay of the SM Higgs boson H(125)→ φφ→ bbbb, with φ masses of 15, 30, and 60 GeV,4713

and cτ of 0, 1, and 5 cm. The production of the Higgs boson via gluon fusion is simulated by4714

POWHEGv2.0 [670], while the hadronization and decay is performed by PYTHIAv8.205 [251].4715

3. The decay of a heavy SM-like Higgs boson with mass 250 GeV, H(250) → φφ → bbbb, with φ4716

masses of 15, 30, and 60 GeV, and cτ of 0, 1, and 5 cm. The production of the heavy SM-like Higgs4717

boson via gluon fusion, its decay, and its hadronization are all simulated with PYTHIA8 [251].4718

9.1.1.2 Track jets4719

The tracker is the most granular detector participating in the L1 decision, and therefore the most resilient4720

to pileup. Track finding at L1 relies on selection at the front end of tracker hits that originated from high4721
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transverse momentum particles. This is achieved through use of the so-called pT -modules consisting of4722

two sensors separated by a few mm [660]. A particle crossing a tracker module produces a pair of hits in4723

the two sensors. Such pairs form a “stub” if the azimuthal difference between the hits in the two sensors4724

of a module is consistent with a prompt track with pT & 2 GeV.4725

In this section, we describe a simple jet clustering algorithm implementable in firmware, and4726

compare it with anti-kt jets [362] with a size parameter of R = 0.3, as produced by FASTJET [671].4727

A simplified algorithm for L1 track jets is used to facilitate the firmware implementation for the4728

L1 trigger applications. L1 track jets are found by grouping tracks in bins of zo, the point of closest4729

approach to the z-axis, for the tracks. The bins are overlapping, staggered by half a bin, so that each4730

track ends up in two bins, eliminating inefficiencies at bin edges. In each zo bin, the pT of the tracks4731

are summed in bins of η and azimuthal angle φ with bin size 0.2 × 0.23. A simplified nearest-neighbor4732

clustering is performed, and the totalHT =
∑

ptrk
T in the zo bin is calculated. The zo bin with the highest4733

HT is chosen. Jets obtained through this algorithm are referred to as “TwoLayer Jets.” For the studies4734

below, zo bins with size 6 cm are used. Jets with ET > 50 (100) GeV are required to have at least two4735

(three) tracks.4736

The track purity depends on the number of stubs in the track and the χ2 of the track fit. High-4737

pT tracks are much less pure than low-pT tracks, with fake tracks distributed approximately uniformly in4738

1/pT while real tracks are mostly low-pT . To mitigate the effect of high-pT fake tracks, any track with4739

a reconstructed pT above 200 GeVis assigned a pT of 200 GeV. The track quality selection used in this4740

analysis is summarized in Table 79.4741

Table 79: Track selection for jet finding. The χ2 selections are per degree of freedom for a 4-parameter
track fit.

track pT 4 stubs 5 stubs 6 stubs
2–10 GeV χ2 < 15 χ2 < 15 accept

10–50 GeV reject χ2 < 10 accept
>50 GeV reject χ2 < 5 χ2 < 5

We have verified that the TwoLayer trigger algorithm gives similar performance to a full jet cluster-4742

ing using the anti-kt algorithm with a size parameter R = 0.3, as implemented in FASTJET. Figure 1214743

shows the efficiency to reconstruct a track jet as function of the generator-level jet pT . Figure 122 shows4744

the calculated L1 trigger rates for an HT trigger (scalar sum of pT of all jets above threshold) and a quad-4745

jet trigger (at least four jets above threshold) as a function of the threshold. HT is computed from track4746

jets with pT > 5 GeV.4747

The rates are computed based on a fixed number of colliding bunches. The trigger rate is computed
as

Rate = εLTNbunchesfLHC,

where Nbunches = 2750bunches for 25 nsbunch spacing operation, fLHC = 11246 Hz, and εLT is the4748

efficiency to pass a given L1 threshold as determined in simulation. For both the L1 trigger efficiency4749

and rate, the performance of the TwoLayer hardware algorithm is compatible with the performance from4750

the more sophisticated algorithm from FASTJET.4751

9.1.1.3 Displaced track finding4752

In this section, we briefly describe the performance of an algorithm for reconstruction of tracks with non-4753

zero impact parameter. This approach extends the baseline L1 Track Trigger design to handle tracks with4754

non-zero impact parameter and to include the impact parameter in the track fit. This enhanced design is4755

feasible without greatly altering the track finding approach, but will require more FPGA computational4756
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power than the current proposal, which only considers only prompt tracks. Tracks passing the selection4757

are clustered using the same algorithm as described in Section 9.1.1.2, and clusters containing tracks with4758

high impact parameters are flagged as displaced jets. Though the baseline design of the L1 Track Trigger4759

currently is optimized to find prompt tracks, these studies show that an enhanced L1 Track Trigger can4760

extend the L1 trigger acceptance to include new BSM physics signals.4761

A track with a sufficiently small impact parameter can produce a stub. For tracks with large
pT (i.e. large curvature radius ρ) and small d0, the bending angle β between the track and the prompt
infinite momentum track, as shown in Fig. 123, is

β ≈ r

2ρ
− d0

r
.

Therefore, for a given d0, one expects the stubs to be formed more efficiently as the radius of4762

the module r increases. Fig. 124 shows the efficiency for a displaced muon to produce a stub as a4763

function of the signed transverse momentum and the impact parameter of the muon, as measured in the4764

full GEANT 4-based simulation of the Phase-2 detector.4765

A special version of the tracklet algorithm [660] has been developed that is capable of reconstruct-4766

ing tracks with impact parameters of a few cm. For now, the reconstruction is limited to the barrel region4767

(|η| < 1.0). Preliminary feasibility studies show that the algorithm will have similar performance in the4768

entire outer tracker coverage.4769

Fig. 125 shows the track reconstruction efficiency requiring at least four and at least five stubs4770

on the track. As expected, allowing only four stubs on a track gives a higher efficiency for high impact4771

parameter tracks.4772

For the extended track finding algorithm, two track fits are performed: a 3-parameter rφ fit yielding
1/ρ, φ0, and d0, and a 2-parameter rz fit yielding t and zo. The bend consistency variable is defined as

consistency =
1

Nstubs

Nstubs∑
i=1

(
βi − βexp

i

σi

)2

,

whereNstubs is the total number of stubs comprising the track, βi and βexp
i are the measured and expected4773

bend angles for stub i, and σi is the expected bend angle resolution.4774

Two track categories are defined, loose and tight. The selection is summarized in Table 80.4775

Table 80: Track selection criteria for jet finding with extended L1 track finding.

Loose Tight
Nstubs χ2

rφ χ2
rz consistency χ2

rφ χ2
rz consistency

4 <0.5 <0.5 <1.25 reject
≥ 5 <5.0 <2.5 <5.0 <3.5 <2.0 <4.0

A jet is required to have at least two tracks passing the tight selection. If two or more tight tracks4776

in a jet have |d0| > 0.1 cm, the jet is tagged as a displaced jet.4777

9.1.1.4 Results4778

Figure 126 shows the rate of the track jet HT trigger as a function of the efficiency of the heavy SM-like4779

Higgs boson signal. While for prompt φ decays one can realistically achieve 20% efficiency at an L14780

rate of 25 kHz, the efficiency quickly drops with the decay length, since the displaced tracks are not4781

reconstructed for d0 values above a few mm.4782

The rate for theHT trigger using the extended track finding is shown in Fig. 127, with and without4783

a requirement of at least one jet with a displaced tag. The displaced tag requirement suppresses the rate4784
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by more than an order of magnitude. The displaced tracking and the trigger that requires a jet with a4785

displaced tag make the signals with low HT accessible for displaced jets.4786

In order to compare the results with prompt and extended track reconstruction, one needs to make4787

a correction for the rapidity coverage: prompt tracks are found in |η| < 2.4, while the extended track4788

algorithm currently only reconstructs tracks in |η| < 1.0. For the feasible thresholds, the rate for |η| <4789

0.8 and |η| < 2.4 differ by a factor of five. To scale the efficiency for finding track jets to the full4790

|η| < 2.4 range, we derive a scale factor (SF) based on efficiency in the full η range and the central η4791

range. The signal efficiency SFs range from 4–6, which is comparable to the increase in the L1 rate.4792

We have confirmed that such extrapolation works for the track jets clustered with prompt tracks. Figure4793

128 shows the expected trigger rate as a function of efficiency for the SM and the heavy SM-like Higgs4794

bosons.4795

The available bandwith for the triggers described above, if implemented, will be decided as a4796

part of the full trigger menu optimization. Here, we consider two cases, 5 and 25 kHz. The expected4797

event yield for triggers using extended and prompt tracking are shown in Fig. 129, assuming branching4798

fraction B[H → φφ] = 10−5 for the SM Higgs boson. For the heavy Higgs boson, the expected number4799

of produced signal events is set to be the same as for the SM Higgs by requiring σpp→H(250)B[Φ →4800

φφ] = 10−5σpp→H(125).4801

9.1.1.5 Conclusion4802

We have studied the upgraded CMS detector’s ability to trigger on events with long lived particles de-4803

caying into jets. Currently, such events pass the L1 trigger only if the total transverse energy in the event4804

is above a few hundred GeV. This is an important blind spot for searches, especially for the rare exotic4805

Higgs boson decays like H → φφ.4806

In this note, a new L1 trigger strategy based on the Phase-2 CMS detector’s ability to find tracks4807

at L1 is explored. Using L1 tracks for jet reconstruction significantly suppresses pile-up and allows to4808

accept events with lower HT. For the exotic Higgs decays considered, given the total Phase-2 dataset of4809

3 ab−1 and branching fraction of 10−5, CMS would collect O(10) events, which should be sufficient for4810

discovery. We also considered a plausible extension of the L1 track finder to consider tracks with impact4811

parameters of a few cm. That approach improves the yield by more than an order of magnitude. The4812

gains for the extended L1 track finding are even larger for the events with larger HT, as demonstrated by4813

the simulations of heavy Higgs boson decays.4814

9.1.2 Exotic decays of the Higgs to 2b2µ4815

David Curtin1, Rouven Essig2, and Yi-Ming Zhong3
4816

1Department of Physics, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON M5S 1A7, Canada
2C.N. Yang Institute for Theoretical Physics, Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY 11794, USA

3Physics Department, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215, USA

Here we assess the potential of an exotic Higgs decay search for h→ 2X → bb̄µ+µ− to constrain theo-4817

ries with light CP-even (X = s) and CP-odd (X = a) singlet scalars. This decay channel may represent4818

the best discovery avenue for many models, such as the 2HDM model with an additional complex scalar4819

singlet (2HDM+S). It has competitive reach, and is less reliant on low-pT b− and τ−reconstruction4820

compared to other channels like 4b, 4τ , and 2τ2µ.4821

To estimate the reach of h → 2X → bb̄µ+µ− search at the 14 TeV LHC, we take X = a for4822

simplicity. (Results for X = s should be similar.) The dominant backgrounds are Drell-Yan (DY)4823

production with associated jets, i.e., Z/γ∗ + 2b/2c/2j, where Z/γ∗ produces a muon pair. A secondary4824

background arises from tt̄ production. Backgrounds from diboson production (ZZ,WW,WZ) have4825

small enough cross sections so that we can neglect them. It is also possible for QCD multi-jet events,4826
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with two jets being mis-identified as muons, to contribute to the background. We find this can be neglect4827

for analysis with b-tags. Signal, as well as DY and tt̄ backgrounds, are simulated at LO by Sherpa4828

2.1.1 [98] for
√
s = 14 TeV with the CT10 PDF, and matched up to three jets. The Higgs production4829

cross section for the signal is normalized to the NLO gluon-fusion cross section σggF ' 49.47 pb [412].4830

Two types of analyses have been included. A conventional analysis use standard anti-kt jets with
a jet radius of R ∼ 0.4. Two b-tags at 70% b-tagging efficiency working point [672] are imposed to the
final states. A missing transverse energy cut of /ET < 30 GeV suppresses tt̄ background. In addition we
make use of the double-resonance structure of the signal by imposing invariant mass cuts

|mb1b2µ1µ2
−mh| < 15 GeV, |mb1b2

−ma| < 15 GeV, |mµ1µ2
−ma| < 1 GeV, (159)

separately for each ma. After passing above cuts, we then perform a simple counting experiments to es-4831

timate the reach. The expected bounds are approximately independent of scalar mass for ma ≥ 30 GeV.4832

Forma < 20 GeV, the signal efficiency drops dramatically because the two b’s from the a-decay become4833

collimated. Instead we adopt the mass drop tagger (MDT) [673], a jet substructure technique, to improve4834

the search sensitivity for the low -ma region. After clustering a b-tagged C/A jet with a jet radius of4835

R = 0.8, we resolve its hardest subjets that satisfy the MDT criteria (µ < 0.67, y > 0.09) by undoing4836

the last step of the C/A clustering. We then apply the same missing energy and invariant mass cuts to the4837

subjets as the conventional analysis.4838

The results of the combined substructure and conventional analysis are shown in Fig. 130. It shows4839

a fairly flat sensitivity of Br(h → 2a → 2b2µ) . few × 10−4 for 14 TeV LHC with 30 fb−1 data in4840

the range 15 GeV ≤ ma ≤ 60 GeV. With either 300 or 3000 fb−1 of data, the projected sensitivity4841

increases to 10−4, and few × 10−5, respectively. For HE-LHC (27 TeV with 15 ab−1), we expected the4842

number of signal and DY background events to be respectively increased by a factor of ∼ 15 and ∼ 124843

in comparison with those of the HL-LHC (14 TeV with 3 ab−1). This yield reach estimates for HE-LHC4844

to be . 10−5, i.e., a factor of 15/
√

12 ≈ 4 better than those of the HL-LHC. In the same plot, we also4845

show the 95% CL bounds from 13 TeV ATLAS analysis with 36.1 fb−1 data [674] as the black shaded4846

region (assuming the Higgs production cross section to be the same as the SM prediction). For a range4847

of ma values, the ATLAS bounds are better than our projections by a factor of a few. This may due to4848

more dedicated analysis techniques such as kinematic-likelihood fit [674], which improves the invariant4849

mass resolutions. Based on above comparison, we expect the real HL-LHC and HE-LHC reach should4850

be better than our conservative projections.4851

9.1.3 Exotic Higgs Decays to ZDZ, ZDZD in dark photon models4852

David Curtin, University of Toronto4853

Dark photons, or simply a broken or unbroken abelian gauge interaction, are natural ingredients4854

of hidden sectors. (See e.g. [?, ?, ?, ?, ?] for recent reviews.) Its ubiquity in such theories is particularly4855

important because it can connect the hidden sector to the SM via two portals: the photon portal (strictly4856

speaking hypercharge portal) and the Higgs portal. The former refers to a renormalizable kinetic mixing4857

between the dark photon [?, ?, ?] and the SM hypercharge gauge boson, while the latter refers to the4858

mixing between the SM Higgs and a “dark Higgs” S that may be responsible for generating a nonzero4859

dark photon mass. The most general minimal abelian dark photon model, with no other hidden sector4860

matter but with a dark Higgs, was studied in detail in [?]. It was found that exotic Higgs decays are an4861

important probe of such scenarios, and a Madgraph [?] model, the Hidden Abelian Higgs Model, was4862

supplied to conduct the necessary Monte Carlo studies. In this section, we briefly summarize the main4863

results, include constraints from recent searches, and obtain new sensitivity projections for the HE-LHC.4864

There are two relevant groups of terms in the model Lagrangian. One is responsible for kinetic4865

mixing between SM hypercharge U(1)Y and the broken dark Abelian gauge symmetry U(1)D:4866

L ⊂ −1

4
B̂µν B̂

µν − 1

4
ẐDµν Ẑ

µν
D + 12 εcos θ ẐDµν B̂

µν + 12m2
D,0 Ẑ

µ
D ẐDµ . (160)
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The hatted fields indicate the original fields with non-canonical kinetic terms, before any field redef-4867

initions. The U(1)Y and U(1)D field strengths are respectively B̂µν = ∂µB̂ν − ∂νB̂µ and ẐDµν =4868

∂µẐDν − ∂νẐDµ, θ is the Weinberg mixing angle, and ε is the kinetic mixing parameter. The most4869

general renormalizable potential for the SM and dark Higgs fields is4870

V0(H,S) = −µ2|H|2 + λ|H|4 − µ2
S |S|2 + λS |S|4 + κ|S|2|H|2 . (161)

Here H is the SM Higgs doublet, while S is the SM-singlet ‘dark Higgs’ with U(1)D charge qS . The4871

Higgs portal coupling, κ, which links the dark and SM Higgs fields is again a renormalizable parameter4872

that controls the mixing between the SM Higgs boson h0 and the uneaten component of the dark higgs,4873

s0.4874

This simplified model gives rise to two kinds of exotic Higgs decays, shown in Fig. 131. The4875

first is decay through the photon portal: kinetic mixing between Z and ZD allows for h → ZDZ
(?),4876

with Br ∝ ε2. The second is decay through the higgs portal: mixing between h and s allows for4877

h → ZDZD with Br ∝ κ2. We discuss these decays in more detail below, but we note that dark4878

photon models can give rise to other signals as well. Kinetic mixing gives rise to DY-like production4879

of dark photons and a resulting dilepton resonance via pp → ZD → `+`−. This probes the same4880

coupling as h → ZDZ
(?) and, as we discuss below, tends to have slightly greater sensitivity. If the4881

dark higgs and dark photon masses are in a suitable range, the so-called “platinum channel” becomes4882

available [?], where h → 2s → 4ZD → 8` with Br ∝ κ2. We do not discuss this in detail here,4883

but this final state is extremely conspicuous, and if this channel is available, the corresponding low-4884

background search could have significantly greater sensitivity to exotic Higgs decay branching ratio than4885

the example of h→ ZDZD we study here. The mass spectrum could also allow for exotic Z-decays [?]4886

via an intermediate dark higgs, Z → ZDs → ZDZDZD. Finally, all these signatures could be dressed4887

up or augmented by signatures of a non-minimal hidden sector, where the dark photon/higgs could decay4888

into invisible stable particles and/or LLPs (see e.g. [?, 441]). The space of possible signatures is clearly4889

very rich. Even so, the simple benchmark decays we examine here give a feeling for the physics reach4890

of the HL- and HE-LHC in probing these kinds of theories.4891

9.1.3.1 Decays through the photon portal4892

Kinetic mixing of the dark photon can allow the Higgs to undergo the decay h → ZDZ
? shown in4893

Fig. 131 (a). A search for the four-lepton (e or µ) final state has the best sensitivity, making use of the4894

known invariant mass of the higgs and the assumed mass peak in the invariant mass of one of the lepton4895

pairs. The HL-LHC sensitivity of such a search was estimated in [?] and is shown in Fig. 132. Exotic4896

higgs branching ratios of few×10−5 can be probed. The projected limits of [?] can be approximately4897

rescaled for the HE-LHC if the increase in signal and background cross section (as a function of mZD
)4898

are known. The signal increases simply in accordance with the greater higgs production cross section at4899

27 TeV compared to 14 TeV. The increase in background generally depends on mZD
, since this deter-4900

mines the applied invariant mass cuts. To estimate this background increase, we simulate the two main4901

backgrounds to the four-lepton final state, di-Z/γ and h → ZZ∗ production, in Madgraph at parton4902

level for 14 and 27 TeV and apply the analysis cuts of [?]. The resulting increase in background rate4903

is quite mZD
-indepedent, since background is dominated by SM higgs decays. We therefore adopt a4904

uniform factor of 4.2 for the HE-LHC branching ratio sensitivity increase compared to the HL-LHC, and4905

the resulting projection is shown as the green contour in Fig. 132. We also show the recent exclusions4906

obtained by the ATLAS 13 TeV search for this decay with 36 fb−1 [?], which agrees roughly with our4907

projections for LHC reach.4908

The reach in exotic Higgs branching ratio is impressive, below the 10−5 level at the HE-LHC. This4909

allows exotic Higgs decay sensitivities on the kinetic mixing parameter better than 10−2, approaching the4910

best sensitivity of current electroweak precision constraints, see Fig. 132 (right). Even so, exotic Higgs4911
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decays are not the most probe of ε in this model. Instead, simple DY production of ZD and search for the4912

resulting dilepton resonance on top of the Z∗ background still has the greatest reach in ε, see Fig. 1334913

from [?]. For this figure, HE-LHC constraints are also derived from the 14 TeV projections by rescaling4914

the signal and background cross sections as a function of m`` ≈ mZD
. Here, the HE-LHC could reach4915

sensitivities better than ε ∼ 10−3.4916

It is important to point out that while exotic Higgs decays may not be the most sensitive probe4917

of kinetic mixing in this scenario, they nevertheless serve an important function in diagnosing the dark4918

sector. Discovery of a resonance in the DY spectrum could indicate a conventionally coupled Z ′ or a4919

kinetically mixed dark photon. However, a discovery of the corresponding exotic Higgs decay would4920

strongly suggest the latter scenario.4921

9.1.3.2 Decays through the Higgs portal4922

If the dark photon obtains its mass from a dark Higgs mechanism, one would generally expect there to4923

be nonzero mixing with the SM higgs. This can lead to exotic Higgs decays to dark photons, as shown4924

in Fig. 131 (b).4925

The signal is independent of ε as long as it is large enough for ZD to decay promptly. Again,4926

the four-lepton final state is the best search target, and the requirement of two diliepton invariant masses4927

coincident at mZD
and m4` ≈ mh is a very stringent signal requirement that greatly suppresses back-4928

grounds. The sensitivity projections for the HL-LHC are shown in Fig. 134, with exotic Higgs as small4929

as ×10−6 being observable. We rescale these limits for the HE-LHC in an identical manner to the pre-4930

vious two analyses, with the resulting projection shown as the green contour. The low background of4931

the search means sensitivity increases almost proportional to the increased signal rate at higher energy4932

and luminosity, allowing branching ratios below 10−7 to be probed, corresponding to tiny higgs portal4933

couplings of κ ∼ 10−5.4934

For very small ε, the ZD decay is displaced, becoming a long-lived particle (LLP). In this case,4935

exotic Higgs decays play a uniquely important role in probing the dark sector, since the photon portal4936

could be far too small to serve as a production mechanism, while the Higgs portal could be wide open.4937

This was analyzed in [?, 441].4938

9.1.4 Exotic Higgs decays to ALPs: h → Za and h → aa4939

Martin Bauer1, Matthias Neubert2,3, and Andrea Thamm4
4940

1Institut für Theoretische Physik, Universität Heidelberg Philosophenweg 16, 69120 Heidelberg, Germany
2PRISMA Cluster of Excellence & Mainz Institute for Theoretical Physics

Johannes Gutenberg University, 55099 Mainz, Germany
3Department of Physics & LEPP, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853, USA

4CERN, Theoretical Physics Department, 1211 Geneva, Switzerland

Here we discuss the exotic Higgs decays h → aa and h → Za, where a is a light pseudoscalar4941

particle often called an axion-like particle (ALP). Its interactions with Standard Model (SM) particles4942

are described by dimension-5 operators or higher when assuming that the ALP respects a shift symmetry4943

apart from a soft breaking through an explicit mass term [676]4944

LD≤5
eff =

1

2

(
∂µa
)
(∂µa)− m2

a,0

2
a2 +

∑
f

cff
2

∂µa

Λ
f̄γµγ5f + g2

s CGG
a

Λ
GAµν G̃

µν,A

+ e2Cγγ
a

Λ
Fµν F̃

µν +
2e2

swcw
CγZ

a

Λ
Fµν Z̃

µν +
e2

s2
wc

2
w

CZZ
a

Λ
Zµν Z̃

µν ,

(162)
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where ma,0 is the explicit symmetry breaking mass term, sw and cw are the sine and cosine of the weak4945

mixing angle, respectively, and Λ sets the new physics scale and is related to the ALP decay constant4946

by Λ/|CGG| = 32π2fa. Note that an exotic Z-decay Z → γa proceeds through the CγZ operator.4947

Interactions with the Higgs boson, φ, are described by the dimension-6 and 7 operators4948

LD≥6
eff =

Cah

Λ2

(
∂µa
)
(∂µa)φ†φ+

CZh

Λ3 (∂µa)
(
φ† iDµ φ+ h.c.

)
φ†φ+ . . . , (163)

where the first operator mediates the decay h → aa, while the second one is responsible for h → Za.
Note that a possible dimension-5 operator coupling the ALP to the Higgs current is redundant unless it is
introduced by integrating out a heavy new particle which acquires most of its mass through electroweak
symmetry breaking [677–680]. The exotic Higgs decay rates into ALPs are given by

Γ(h→ Za) =
m3
h

16πΛ2 |C
eff
Zh|2λ3/2

(m2
Z

m2
h

,
m2
a

m2
h

)
, (164)

Γ(h→ aa) =
m3
h v

2

32πΛ4 |C
eff
ah |2

(
1− 2m2

a

m2
h

)2
√

1− 4m2
a

m2
h

, (165)

where λ(x, y) = (1 − x − y)2 − 4xy and we define Ceff
Zh = C

(5)
Zh + CZhv

2/2Λ2 to take into account
possible contributions from a dimension-5 operator which originates from integrating out chiral heavy
new physics. The relevant partial widths for this study are the decay into photons and leptons. For the
derivation and one-loop contributions we refer the reader to [680]

Γ(a→ γγ) =
4πα2m3

a

Λ2

∣∣Ceff
γγ

∣∣2 , (166)

Γ(a→ `+`−) =
mam

2
`

8πΛ2

∣∣∣ceff
``

∣∣∣2
√

1− 4m2
`

m2
a

. (167)

Future hadron colliders can significantly surpass the reach of the LHC in searches for ALPs. In4949

particular, searches for ALPs produced in exotic Higgs and Z decays profit from the higher center-of-4950

mass energies and luminosities of the proposed high-energy LHC (HE-LHC), planned to replace the4951

LHC in the LEP tunnel with
√
s = 27 TeV, and the ambitious plans for a new generation of hadron4952

colliders with
√
s = 100 TeV at CERN (FCC-hh) and in China (SPPC). As benchmark scenarios we4953

assume integrated luminosities of 3 ab−1 at the LHC, 15 ab−1 at the HE-LHC and 20 ab−1 at the FCC-4954

hh. At hadron colliders, ALP production in association with electroweak bosons suffers from large4955

backgrounds. Previous studies of these processes have therefore focussed on invisibly decaying (or4956

stable) ALPs, taking advantage of the missing-energy signature [681,682]. In contrast, here we focus on4957

ALPs produced in the decays of a Higgs boson, h→ Za and h→ aa (for more details see [683]).4958

Exotic decays are particularly interesting, because even small couplings can lead to appreciable4959

branching ratios and be as large as several percent [679, 680]. This allows us to probe large new-physics4960

scales Λ, as illustrated in Figure 135, where we show the cross sections of the processes pp→ h→ Za4961

and pp → h → aa at the LHC with
√
s = 14 TeV. The figure nicely reflects the different scalings of4962

the dimension-5, 6, and 7 operators in the effective ALP Lagrangian. The shaded region is excluded by4963

Higgs coupling measurements constraining general beyond the SM decays of the Higgs boson, Br(h →4964

BSM) < 0.34 [81]. This leads to constraints on the coefficients |Ceff
Zh| < 0.72 (Λ/TeV) and |Ceff

ah | <4965

1.34 (Λ/TeV)2.4966

Light or weakly coupled ALPs can be long-lived, and thus only a fraction of them decays inside4967

the detector and can be reconstructed. The average ALP decay length perpendicular to the beam axis is4968

given by4969

L⊥a (θ) =

√
γ2
a − 1

Γa
sin θ , (168)
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where Γa denotes the total width of the ALP, θ is the scattering angle (in the center-of-mass frame) and γa
specifies the relativistic boost factor. Using the fact that most Higgs bosons are produced in the forward
direction at the LHC and approximating the ATLAS and CMS detectors (as well as future detectors) by
infinitely long cylindrical tubes, we first perform a Lorentz boost to the rest frame of the decaying boson.
In this frame the relevant boost factors for the Higgs decay into ALPs are given by

γa =


m2
h −m2

Z +m2
a

2mamh
, for h→ Za ,

mh

2ma
, for h→ aa .

(169)

We can compute the fraction of ALPs decaying before they have travelled a certain distance Ldet from4970

the beam axis, finding4971

fadec =

∫ π/2

0
dθ sin θ

(
1− e−Ldet/L

⊥
a (θ)

)
,

faadec =

∫ π/2

0
dθ sin θ

(
1− e−Ldet/L

⊥
a (θ)

)2

,

(170)

where fadec is relevant for h→ Za decays and faadec applies to h→ aa decays.4972

For prompt ALP decays, we demand all final state particles to be detected in order to reconstruct
the decaying SM particle. For the decay into photons we require the ALP to decay before the electro-
magnetic calorimeter which, at ATLAS and CMS, is situated approximately 1.5 m from the interaction
point, and we thus take Ldet = 1.5 m. Analogously, the ALP should decay before the inner tracker,
Ldet = 2 cm, for an e+e− final state to be detected. We also require Ldet = 2 cm for muon and tau final
states in order to take full advantage of the tracker information in reconstructing these events. We define
the effective branching ratios

Br(h→ Za→ Y Ȳ +XX̄)
∣∣
eff = Br(h→ Za) Br(a→ XX̄)fadec Br(Z → Y Ȳ ) , (171)

Br(h→ aa→ XX̄ +XX̄)
∣∣
eff = Br(h→ aa) Br(a→ XX̄)2faadec , (172)

where X = γ, e, µ, τ and Y = `,hadrons. Multiplying the effective branching ratios by the appropriate4973

Higgs production cross section and luminosity allows us to derive results for a specific collider. The4974

Higgs production cross section at 14 TeV is given by σ(pp → h) = 54.61 pb [6]. We use the reference4975

cross section σ(gg → h) = 146.6 pb [?] at
√
s = 27 TeV. At

√
s = 100 TeV, the relevant cross section4976

is σ(gg → h) = 802 pb [684]. We require 100 signal events, since this is what is typically needed to4977

suppress backgrounds in new-physics searches with prompt Higgs decays [81, 163, 685] (see also [680]4978

for further discussion). We do not take advantage of the additional background reduction obtained by4979

cutting on a secondary vertex in the case where the ALP lifetime becomes appreciable. A dedicated4980

analysis by the experimental collaborations including detailed simulations of the backgrounds is required4981

to improve on our projections.4982

In Figure 136, we display the reach for observing 100 events at the LHC, HE-LHC and FCC-4983

hh for searches for pp → h → Za → `+`−γγ (upper panels) and pp → h → aa → 4γ (lower4984

panels) for ma = 100 MeV, 1 GeV and 10 GeV and Br(a → γγ) = 1 in the |Ceff
Zh|/Λ − |Ceff

γγ |/Λ4985

and |Ceff
ah |/Λ2 − |Ceff

γγ |/Λ planes respectively. We further indicate the reach obtained in the case that4986

Br(a → γγ) < 1 by the dotted lines. For all considered ALP masses, the h → Za decay could4987

be observed at a 100 TeV collider for Br(a → γγ) & 10−6 and the h → aa decay could be fully4988

reconstructed for Br(a→ γγ) & 0.01.4989

The results are similar for leptonic ALP decays. In Figure 137 we show the reach in the ceff
`` −Ceff

Zh plane4990

(upper row) and ceff
`` − Ceff

ah plane (lower row).4991
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9.2 Searches for additional neutral Higgs bosons in fermionic final states4992

9.2.1 Projection of Run-2 CMS searches for MSSM and other neutral heavy Higgs bosons4993

Searches for MSSM Higgs bosons have been performed using the 2016 data from the LHC Run 2 [686–4994

688]. So far, no significant evidence for physics beyond the SM has been found. However, the LHC to4995

date has delivered only a small fraction of the integrated luminosity expected over its lifetime. Searches4996

that are currently limited by statistical precision will see significant extensions in their reach as larger4997

data sets are collected. Among the searches that will benefit are those for MSSM Higgs bosons.4998

Here, projections are presented for the reach that can be expected at higher luminosities in searches4999

for heavy neutral Higgs bosons that decay to a pair of tau leptons. The projections are based on the most5000

recent CMS publication for this search [688], performed using 35.9 fb−1 of data collected during 2016 at5001

a center-of-mass energy of 13 TeV. All the details of the analysis, including the simulated event samples,5002

background estimation methods, systematic uncertainties, and different interpretations are described in5003

Ref. [688]. Only details of direct relevance to the projection are presented here.5004

The analysis is a direct search for a neutral resonance decaying to two tau leptons. The following5005

tau lepton decay mode combinations are considered: µτ h, eτ h, τ τ , and eµ, where τ h denotes a hadron-5006

ically decaying tau lepton. In all these channels, events are separated into those that contain at least one5007

b-tagged jet and those that do not contain any b-tagged jet. The goal of this categorization is to increase5008

sensitivity to the dominant MSSM production modes: gluon fusion (ggH) and production in association5009

with b quarks (bbH). The final discriminant is the total transverse mass, defined in Ref. [688]. The signal5010

hypotheses considered consist of additional Higgs bosons in the mass range from 90 GeV to 3.2 TeV.5011

The projection of the limits is performed by scaling all the signal and background processes to integrated5012

luminosities of 300 and 3000 fb−1, where the latter integrated luminosity corresponds to the total that is5013

expected for the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC).5014

A previous CMS projection of the sensitivity for MSSM Higgs boson decays to a pair of tau leptons5015

at the HL-LHC is reported in Ref. [689]. The results are presented in terms of model independent limits5016

on a heavy resonance (either H or A, generically referred to as H below) decaying to two tau leptons,5017

and are also interpreted in the context of MSSM benchmark scenarios.5018

9.2.1.1 Projection methodology5019

Three scenarios are considered for the projection of the size of systematic uncertainties to the HL-LHC:5020

– statistical uncertainties only: all systematic uncertainties are neglected;5021

– Run 2 systematic uncertainties: all systematic uncertainties are held constant with respect to lumi-5022

nosity, i.e., they are assumed to be the same as for the 2016 analysis;5023

– YR18 systematic uncertainties: systematic uncertainties are assumed to decrease with integrated5024

luminosity following a set of assumptions described below.5025

In the YR18 scenario, selected systematic uncertainties decrease as a function of luminosity un-5026

til they reach a certain minimum value. Specifically, all pre-fit uncertainties of an experimental nature5027

(including statistical uncertainties in control regions and in simulated event samples) are scaled propor-5028

tionally to the square root of the integrated luminosity. The following minimum values are assumed:5029

5030

– muon efficiency: 25% of the 2016 value, corresponding to an average absolute uncertainty of about5031

0.5%;5032

– electron, τ h, and b-tagging efficiencies: 50% of the 2016 values, corresponding to average absolute5033

uncertainties of about 0.5%, 2.5%, and 1.0%, respectively;5034

– jet energy scale: 1% precision for jets with pT > 30 GeV5035

– estimate of the background due to jets misreconstructed as τ h [690], for the components that are5036

not statistical in nature: 50% of the 2016 values;5037
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– luminosity uncertainty: 1%;5038

– theory uncertainties: 50% of the 2016 values, independent of the luminosity for all projections.5039

Note that for limits in which the Higgs boson mass is larger than about 1 TeV, the statistical uncertainties5040

dominate and the difference between the systematic uncertainties found from the different methods has5041

a negligible impact on the results.5042

The lightest Higgs boson h is excluded from the SM versus MSSM hypothesis test for the follow-5043

ing reason: With increasing luminosity, the search will become sensitive to this boson. However, the5044

current benchmark scenarios do not incorporate the properties of the h boson with the accuracy required5045

at the time of the HL-LHC. Certainly the benchmark scenarios will evolve with time in this respect.5046

Therefore the signal hypothesis includes only the heavy A and H bosons, to demonstrate the search5047

potential only for these.5048

9.2.1.2 Model-independent limits5049

The model independent 95% confidence level ( C.L.) upper limit on the cross sections for the ggH and5050

bbH production modes, with the subsequent decays H → ττ , are shown in Figs. 138 and Fig. 1395051

for integrated luminosities of 300, 3000 and 6000 fb−1. The 6000 fb−1 limit is an approximation of5052

the sensitivity with the complete HL-LHC dataset to be collected by the ATLAS and CMS experiments,5053

corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 each. The approximation assumes that the results5054

of the two experiments are uncorrelated and that their sensitivity is similar. The first assumption is5055

fulfilled to a high degree because the results are statistically limited; the validity of the second assumption5056

is evident by comparing previous limits and projections.5057

For both production modes, the improvement in the limits at high mass values scales similarly5058

to the square root of the integrated luminosity, as expected from the increase in statistical precision.5059

The improvement at very low mass is almost entirely a consequence of reduced systematic uncertainties5060

and not the additional data in the signal region. The difference between the Run 2 and YR18 scenarios5061

is mostly because of the treatment of two kinds of systematic uncertainty of a statistical nature: the5062

uncertainty related to the number of simulated events and that related to the number of events in the data5063

control regions.5064

9.2.1.3 Model-dependent limits5065

At the tree level, the Higgs sector of the MSSM can be specified by suitable choices for two variables,5066

often chosen to be the mass mA of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson and tanβ, the ratio of the vacuum5067

expectation values of the two Higgs doublets. The typically large radiative corrections are fixed based5068

on experimentally and phenomenologically sensible choices for the supersymmetric parameters, each5069

choice defining a particular benchmark scenario [691]. Generally, MSSM scenarios assume that the 1255070

GeV Higgs boson is the lighter scalar h, an assumption that is compatible with the current experimental5071

constraints for at least a significant portion of the mA–tanβ parameter space. The di-tau lepton final5072

state provides the most sensitive direct search for additional Higgs bosons predicted by the MSSM for5073

intermediate and high values of tanβ, because of the enhanced coupling to down-type fermions.5074

The analysis results are interpreted in terms of these benchmark scenarios based on the profile5075

likelihood ratio of the background-only and the tested signal-plus-background hypotheses. For this pur-5076

pose, the predictions from both production modes and both heavy neutral Higgs bosons are combined.5077

Figure 141 shows the results for three different benchmark scenarios: the mmod+
h , the hMSSM, and the5078

tau-phobic scenarios [688]. The sensitivity reaches up to Higgs boson masses of 2 TeV for values of5079

tanβ of 36, 26, and 28 for the mmod+
h , the hMSSM, and the tau-phobic scenarios, respectively. Even at5080

low mass, improvements are expected but in this case they are mostly a consequence of reduced system-5081

atic uncertainties and not the additional data in the signal region.5082
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9.2.1.4 Conclusions5083

The HL-LHC projections of the most recent results on searches for neutral MSSM Higgs bosons decaying5084

to τ leptons have been shown, based on a data set of proton-proton collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV collected in5085

2016, corresponding to a total integrated luminosity of 35.9 fb−1. The assumed integrated luminosity for5086

the HL-LHC is 3000 fb−1. In terms of cross section, an order-of-magnitude improvement in sensitivity5087

is expected for neutral Higgs boson masses above 1 TeV since here the current analysis is statistically5088

limited by the available integrated luminosity. For lower masses, an improvement of approximately a5089

factor of five is expected for realistic assumptions on the evolution of the systematic uncertainties. For5090

the MSSM benchmarks, the sensitivity will reach up to Higgs boson masses of 2 TeV for values of tanβ5091

of 36, 26, and 28 for the mmod+
h , the hMSSM, and the tau-phobic scenarios, respectively.5092

9.2.2 Projection of Run-2 ATLAS searches for MSSM heavy neutral Higgs bosons5093

9.2.2.1 Introduction5094

The discovery of the Standard Model (SM) like Higgs boson [692, 693] at the Large Hadron Collider5095

(LHC) [?] has provided important insight into the mechanism of electroweak symmetry breaking. How-5096

ever, it remains possible that the discovered particle is part of an extended scalar sector, a scenario that5097

is favoured by a number of theoretical arguments [694, 695]. Searching for the extra Higgs boson is a5098

principal goal of the High-Luminosity LHC (HL-LHC) programme [696]. The Minimal Supersymmet-5099

ric Standard Model (MSSM) [694, 697, 698] is one of the most favored extension of the SM. Besides5100

the SM-like Higgs boson, the MSSM requires two additional Higgs bosons: one CP-odd (A) and one5101

CP-even (H), which are generically called φ. At tree level, the MSSM Higgs sector depends on only5102

two non-SM parameters, which can be chosen to be the mass of the CP-odd Higgs boson, mA, and the5103

ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the two Higgs doublets, tanβ. Beyond tree level, a number5104

of additional parameters affect the Higgs sector, the choice of which defines various MSSM benchmark5105

scenarios, such as mmod+
h [699] and hMSSM [700, 701]. The couplings of the additional MSSM Higgs5106

bosons to down-type fermions are enhanced with respect to the SM Higgs boson for large tanβ values,5107

resulting in increased branching fractions to τ -leptons and b-quarks, as well as a higher cross section for5108

Higgs boson production in association with b-quarks.5109

The projections presented in this note are extrapolations of the recent results obtained by ATLAS5110

using the Run 2 dataset [702]. The MSSM Higgs boson with masses of 0.2–SI2.25 TeV and tanβ of5111

1–58 is searched in the τlepτhad and τhadτhad decay modes, where τlep represents the leptonic decay5112

of a τ -lepton, whereas τ hrepresents the hadronic decay. The main production modes are gluon–gluon5113

fusion (ggf) and in association with b-quarks (bbφ). To exploit the different production modes, events5114

containing at least one b-tagged jet enter the b-tag category, while events containing no b-tagged jets5115

enter the b-veto category. The total transverse mass (mtot
T ) is used as the final discriminant between the5116

signal and the background.5117

In making these extrapolations, the assumption is made that the planned upgrades to the ATLAS5118

detector and improvements to reconstruction algorithms will mitigate the effects of higher pileup con-5119

ditions, leading to the detector performance matching that of the current detector. Furthermore, the5120

assumption is made that the analysis will be unchanged in terms of selection and statistical analysis tech-5121

nique. It is a rather pessimistic assumption given that the analysis will be improved to use new techniques5122

and optimised to make the best use of larger datasets.5123

9.2.2.2 Extrapolation method5124

To account for the luminosity increase at at HL-LHE, signal and background distributions are scaled by a5125

factor of 3000/36.1. Furthermore, the distributions also have to be corrected to account for the increase5126

in collision energy. The parton-luminosity of gluon has a larger increase than that of the (anti-)quark5127

when the collision energy
√
s goes from SI13 TeV to SI14 TeV. In this analysis, the initial states of the5128
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main background processes, i.e. multijet,W+jet, Z/γ∗+jet, tt, single top-quark and diboson(WW ,WZ5129

and ZZ) production, involve both the quark and the gluon. For simplicity the number of expected events5130

of all background distributions are corrected conservatively by 1.18, which accounts for the increase in5131

cross-sections due to the change in gluon-luminosity [4]. Possible effects on the kinematics and the mtot
T5132

shape are neglected for this study. The scaled mtot
T distributions are shown in Figure 142 and 143. These5133

distributions are used in the statistical analysis. The pseudo-data used in the extrapolation is taken to be5134

the sum of the background distributions.5135

With the larger dataset at HL-LHC, the systematic uncertainties in this analysis are expected to be5136

reduced. The systematic uncertainties associated with b−tagging, τ had-vis and theoretical uncertainties5137

due to the missing higher order calculation, the PDF uncertainty, etc. are are reduced according to5138

Ref. [703]. The systematic uncertainties associated with the reconstruction and identification of the5139

high-pT τ had-vis is reduced by a factor of 2 and is the dominant uncertainty for a heavy Higgs boson with5140

mass mφ > SI1 TeV. The systematic uncertainty associated with the modeling of the jet to τ had-vis fake5141

background is assumed to be the same as the current analysis. For the multijet background in τhadτhad5142

channel, where the modeling of the jet to τ had-vis fake background is limited by the data sample size in the5143

control region, this uncertainty is reduced by a factor of 2. The statistical uncertainties of the predicted5144

signal and background distributions is determined by the size of the MC samples and the data sample in5145

the failed τ had-vis identification control region (CR-1 in [702]). The impact of this statistical uncertainty5146

is negligible in the Run 2 analysis. Assuming enough MC samples will be generated in HL-LHC, the5147

uncertainties due to the sample size is ignored in this extrapolation study. The theoretical uncertainties,5148

e.g. the signal acceptance uncertainties due to the missing higher order calculation, the PDF uncertainty,5149

etc., are also assumed to be the same. The uncertainties associated to e, µ, jet, Emiss
T have minor impact5150

to the analysis and are assumed to be the same for simplicity. This systematic uncertainty treatment5151

scheme is defined as “Baseline”.5152

The statistical framework used to produce the Run-2 results is documented in Ref. [702] is adapted5153

for this HL-LHC projection study. A likelihood function constructed as the product of Poisson probabil-5154

ity terms is used. A term is included for each bin in the mtot
T distributions from the τlepτhad and τhadτhad5155

signal regions, as well as the top control region.5156

9.2.2.3 Results5157

Assuming the data are found to be in good agreement with the predicted background, the results are5158

given in terms of exclusion limits [704].5159

9.2.2.4 Cross section limits5160

Figure 144 shows the upper limits on the gluon–gluon fusion and b-quark associated production cross5161

section times ditau branching fraction. To demonstrate the impact of systematics, the expected exclusion5162

limits with different systematic uncertainty schemes are shown, as well as the current Run 2 results [702].5163

The peaking structure around mφ = 1 TeV in figure 144 (a) is due to the impact of the high-pT tau5164

systematic uncertainty.5165

9.2.2.5 MSSM interpretation5166

Results are interpreted in terms of the MSSM. Figure 145 shows regions in themφ−tanβ plane excluded5167

at 95% CL in the hMSSM and mmod+
h scenarios. In the hMSSM scenario, tanβ > 1.0 for mφ < 3505168

GeV and tanβ > 15 for mφ = 1.5 TeV can be excluded at 95% CL. When mφ is above the φ →tt5169

threshold, this additional decay mode reduces the sensitivity of the A→ ττ search for low tanβ. In the5170

MSSM mmod+
h scenario, the expected 95% CL upper limits exclude tanβ > 1 for mφ < 350 GeV and5171

tanβ > 25 for mφ = 1.5 TeV.5172
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Fig. 115: Fits to CHWB and CHD using pre-LHC measurements (blue), using LHC Run-1 and -2 results
(orange), and all the data (green). The darker and lighter shaded regions are allowed at 1 and 2σ,
respectively. When these are the only two non-zero coefficients in the Warsaw basis they are equivalent
to the ∆S and ∆T parameters.
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Fig. 116: Current constraints on dimension-6 operators. The yellow and brown bars are the marginalized
and individual limits from Ref. [632], respectively. Shown in blue are the analogous results of the HEPfit
Collaboration [616, 654] for the case where only one operator is switched on at a time.
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Fig. 117: Current bounds (blue), and projections for HL-LHC with Systematics Unchanged (orange) and√
N Scaling (green) including all operators simultaneously (upper panel) and switching each operator

on individually (lower panel). We display the best-fit values and 95% CL ranges.
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Fig. 118: Current bounds (blue), and projections for HE-LHC with Systematics Unchanged (red) and√
N Scaling (purple) including all operators simultaneously (upper panel) and switching each operator

on individually (lower panel). We display the best-fit values and 95% CL ranges.
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Fig. 119: Current bounds (blue), and projections with Systematics Unchanged for HL-LHC (orange)
and HE-LHC (red) including all operators simultaneously (upper panel) and switching each operator on
individually (lower panel). We display the best-fit values and 95% CL ranges.
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Fig. 120: Current bounds (blue), and projections with
√
N scaling for HL-LHC (green) and HE-LHC

(purple) including all operators simultaneously (upper panel) and switching each operator on individu-
ally (lower panel). We display the best-fit values and 95% CL ranges.
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Fig. 121: The efficiency for a jet to give rise to a L1 track jet as a function of the generator-level pT of the
jet. The light and dark blue lines correspond to the trigger clustering (TwoLayer Jets) and anti-kt with
R = 0.3 (FASTJET), respectively.

Fig. 122: Calculated L1 trigger rates for track jet based HT (left) and quad-jet (right) triggers. The
light and dark blue lines correspond to the trigger clustering (TwoLayer Jets) and anti-kt with R = 0.3
(FASTJET), respectively.
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Fig. 123: A sketch of a track crossing a pT -module.

Fig. 124: The efficiency for a displaced muon to form stubs in the six barrel layers of the Phase-2 tracker,
as a function of the signed muon pT and impact parameter. The top row shows, from left to right, layers
1, 2, and 3; the bottom row shows layers 4, 5, and 6. The sample is comprised of 2000 muons generated
with uniformly distributed transverse momentum between 2 and 8 GeVand pseudorapidity |η| < 1, and
with the impact parameter d0 distributed as a Gaussian with width of 2 cm.
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Fig. 125: The efficiency for a displaced muon to be reconstructed as a track with at least four stubs (left)
and at least five stubs (right).
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Fig. 126: The rate of the track jet HT trigger as a function of signal efficiency for the SM Higgs boson
(left) and the heavy SM-like Higgs boson (right) using prompt track finding.
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Fig. 127: The rate of the track jet HT trigger using extended track finding with (solid line) and without
(dashed line) a requirement of at least one jet with a displaced tag.
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Fig. 128: The rate of the track jet HT trigger as a function of signal efficiency using extended track find-
ing for the SM Higgs (left) and the heavy SM-like Higgs (right). The extended track finding performance
is extrapolated to the full outer tracker acceptance as described in text.
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Fig. 129: This plot shows the number of triggered Higgs events (assuming B[H → φφ] = 10−5, cor-
responding to 1700 events) as a function of cτ for two choices for the trigger rates: 25 kHz(left),
5 kHz(right). Two triggers are compared: one based on prompt track finding (dotted lines) and another
that is based on extended track finding with a displaced jet tag (solid lines).
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(∗) → 4` via the photon portal. Right: h → ZDZD → 4` via the Higgs
portal.
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Fig. 135: Production cross sections of ALPs produced in Higgs decays at the LHC (
√
s = 14 TeV)

versus the new-physics scale Λ. We set ma = 0 and fix the relevant Wilson coefficients to 1. For the
green contour we fix C(5)

Zh = 0 and only consider the dimension-7 coupling in (163). The grey regionis
excluded by Higgs coupling measurements.
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and the contours showing the reach for smaller branching ratios are dotted.
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Fig. 139: Projection of expected model-independent limits based on 2016 CMS data [688] for ggH
and bbH production with subsequent H → τ τ decays, comparing different scenarios for systematic
uncertainties for an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1.
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Fig. 140: Projection of expected model-independent limits based on 2016 CMS data [688] for a si-
multaneous fit to the ggH and bbH production cross sections with subsequent H → τ τ decays, for an
integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 and with YR18 systematic uncertainties.
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Fig. 141: Projection of expected MSSM H → τ τ 95% CL upper limits based on 2016 data [688] for
different benchmark scenarios, with YR18 systematic uncertainties. The limit shown for 6000 fb−1 is
an approximation of the sensitivity with the complete HL-LHC dataset to be collected by the ATLAS
and CMS experiments, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb−1 each. The limits are
compared to the CMS result using 2016 data [688]; for the tau-phobic scenario, it is a new interpretation
of the information given in this reference.
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Fig. 142: Distributions of mtot
T for each signal category. The style of the plot follows Ref. [702].
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Fig. 144: Projected 95% CL upper limits on the production cross section times ditau branching fraction
for a scalar boson produced via (a) gluon–gluon fusion and (b) b-associated production, as a function
of scalar boson mass. The limits are calculated from a statistical combination of the τeτhad, τµτhad

and τhadτhad channels. “Baseline” uses the reduced systematic uncertainties scheme described in the
text. “Unreduced sys.” uses the same systematic uncertainties as the Run 2 analysis while ignoring the
statistical uncertainty due to the limited data size of the signal and backgrounds. “Stat. unc. only”
represents the expected limit without considering any systematic uncertainty.
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9.2.2.6 Conclusion5173

The H/A → ττ analysis documented in [702] have been extrapolated to estimate the sensitivity of the5174

SI3000fb−1 of the HL-LHC dataset. Upper limits on the cross section for the production of scalar bosons5175

times the branching fraction to ditau final states are set at 95% CL. A factor of 6 to 10 increase in the5176

sensitivity compared to the searches with the SI36.1fb−1 Run 2 data [702] is projected. The expected5177

limits are in the range 140–0.8 fb (130–0.8 fb) for gluon-gluon fusion (b-associated) production of scalar5178

bosons with masses of 0.2–2.25 TeV. In the context of the hMSSM scenario, the most stringent limits for5179

the combined search exclude tanβ > 1.0 for mφ < 300 GeV and tanβ > 15 for mφ = 1.5 TeV at 95%5180

CL. The systematic uncertainties degrade the model independent exclusion limit by more than a factor5181

of 2 for mφ < 500 GeV and about 40% for mφ = 2 TeV. Especially, the uncertainty on high-pT τ had-vis5182

reconstruction and identification is the dominant uncertainty at mφ > 1.0 TeV.5183

9.2.3 HL-LHC projections of LHCb searches for 2HDM+S pseudoscalars5184

Martino Borsato1, Ulrich Haisch2,3,4, Jernej F. Kamenik5,6,5185

Augustinas Malinauskas3, and Michael Spira7
5186
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5Jožef Stefan Institute, Jamova 39, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
6Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, University of Ljubljana, Jadranska 19, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia

7Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland

Several well-motivated extensions of the Standard Model (SM) include a new pseudoscalar a with5187

mass below the electroweak scale. A well-known example in the context of supersymmetry is the next-5188

to-minimal supersymmetric SM, where this state can arise as a result of an approximate global U(1)R5189

symmetry [705]. Non-supersymmetric extensions featuring a light pseudoscalar include Little Higgs5190

models, hidden valley scenarios (see [706], and references therein for details), and simplified models5191

where a complex singlet scalar is coupled to the Higgs potential of the SM or the two-Higgs doublet5192

model (2HDM). Light pseudoscalars have been searched via various collider signatures such as exotic5193

decays of the 125 GeV scalar h discovered at the LHC (both h→ aa and h→ aZ), radiative decays of5194

bottomonium Υ→ aγ, direct production from pp collisions in association with b-jets and also inclusively5195

in pp→ a+X , where the main production mode is usually gluon-gluon fusion. The interplay of searches5196

for exotic h decays and direct searches in pp collisions within 2HDM+S models depend on the 2HDM5197

parameters α, β, on the mixing angle θ, on the physical spin-0 masses, and on the form of the scalar5198

potential (see for instance [707] for further explanations).5199

Despite the significantly lower luminosity collected with respect to ATLAS and CMS, LHCb has5200

proven to be capable of placing world-best limits for low-mass pseudoscalars produced in gluon-gluon5201

fusion [707, 708], by searching simply for resonant pairs of opposite-sign muons [709, 710]. Indeed,5202

a large fraction of these light pseudoscalars are produced with large boosts at the LHC and end up5203

in the LHCb acceptance. On top of that, the LHCb detector is capable of triggering on muons with5204

transverse momenta as low as 1.8 GeV (0.5 GeV) with the current (upgraded) trigger, greatly enhancing5205

its acceptance to a → µ+µ− with respect to ATLAS and CMS. A key ingredient of this trigger, is the5206

LHCb capability to efficiently reject the large background due to pion mis-identification thanks to online5207

availability of offline-quality particle identification based on information from all sub-detectors [711,5208

712]. On top of that, the large boost of the pseudoscalar a in the forward region allows to separate muons5209

coming from semileptonic B decays due to their displacement with respect to the pp collision vertex.5210

The HL-LHC sensitivity to prompt dimuon resonances in the context of dark photon searches at5211

LHCb can be found in [713]. The kinematic selection used for the projection is inspired by [714] and rely5212
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on the improved performance expected after the upgrade of the LHCb trigger that will be implemented5213

for LHC Run-3. Maintaining this exceptional performance in the HL-LHC era (i.e., with 10 times larger5214

instantaneous luminosity) will require a redesign of the muon detector and is briefly discussed in [713].5215
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Fig. 146: Upper 90% CL limits on |sin θ| in the 2HDM+S of type I with tanβ = 1 (top left), type II with
tanβ = 2 (top right), type III with tanβ = 5 (bottom left) and type IV with tanβ = 0.5 (bottom right).
The yellow curves illustrate the results of a recast [707] of the LHCb search [709] performed with a data
set corresponding to 1.6 fb−1 of 13 TeV pp collisions, while the blue contours are our projections to
300 fb−1 of 14 TeV pp collision data using the expected HL-LHC dark photon limits presented in [713].

In Figure 146, the limits on the dark photon parameter space presented in [713] are reinterpreted5216

in the context of the 2HDM+S, following the analysis strategy detailed in [707]. The production cross5217

section of the pseudoscalar a and its decay rate to muons depend on the mixing angle θ, on the parameter5218

tanβ and on the type of the Yukawa sector of the considered 2HDM. Fixing tanβ and the type of the5219

2HDM, upper limits are placed on |sin θ| as a function of the pseudoscalar mass ma. In all considered5220
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cases, LHCb searches in the HL-LHC era (blue contours) are found to be sensitive to values of |sin θ|5221

well below 1 for a large range of ma values between 5 GeV and 70 GeV. This represents a significant5222

improvement over the LHC Run-2 results (yellow curves), where only in the 2HDM+S scenario of type5223

IV with tanβ = 0.5 it was possible to set physical meaningful bounds on the sine of the mixing angle5224

θ, i.e., |sin θ| < 1, in the entire range of considered pseudoscalar masses. Notice that spin-0 states with5225

masses around 10 GeV can be probed by searches for dimuon resonances in Υ production [708, 710].5226

9.3 Sensitivity to heavy Higgs bosons from the 2HDM in "Higgs-to-Higgs" decays5227

K. Mimasu1, J. M. No2
5228
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Searches for heavy scalars are highly complementary to coupling measurements of the 125 GeV5231

Higgs h as probes of extended Higgs sectors. Di-boson search channels H → WW , ZZ probe the5232

parameter space for which the 125 GeV Higgs is not SM-like, in combination with Higgs coupling5233

measurements. Both suffer a significant loss in sensitivity to new physics in the limit of a SM-like5234

125 GeV Higgs, as the couplings gHV V (V = W±, Z) vanish in such case. For two-Higgs-doublet-5235

model (2HDM) scenarios, this corresponds to the so-called alignment limit [280], where searches for5236

heavy scalars through non-standard “Higgs-to-Higgs" decay channels [314,715–718] as well as through5237

fermionic decay channels [719, 720] become a key avenue to find these new states, and are crucial to5238

fully cover the parameter space of 2HDMs.5239

We focus here on HL-LHC and HE-LHC probes of 2HDM neutral scalars via “Higgs-to-Higgs"5240

decays, and briefly discuss also their interplay with direct searches of such states in fermionic decay5241

channels. Specifically, we consider a general scalar potential for two Higgs doublets with a softly broken5242

Z2 symmetry30 (and no CP violation), given by5243

V (H1, H2) = µ2
1 |H1|2 + µ2

2 |H2|2 − µ2
[
H†1H2 + h.c.

]
+
λ1

2
|H1|4 +

λ2

2
|H2|4

+ λ3 |H1|2 |H2|2 + λ4

∣∣∣H†1H2

∣∣∣2 +
λ5

2

[(
H†1H2

)2
+ h.c.

]
. (173)

Regarding the couplings of the two doubletsH1,2 to fermions, we consider a Type-I and a Type-II 2HDM5244

scenarios, with the parameters tβ ≡ tanβ and cβ−α ≡ cos (β − α) controlling the coupling strength of5245

the various 2HDM scalars to gauge bosons and fermions (see e.g. [695] for a review).5246

Apart from the 125 GeV Higgs h, the 2HDM scalar sector includes two neutral states H and A,5247

respectively CP-even and CP-odd, as well as a charged scalar H±. Focusing on the neutral scalars, the5248

decay A → ZH (H → ZA) yields a powerful probe of the parameter space region with a sizable mass5249

splitting mA > mH + mZ (mH > mA + mZ) [314, 715]. We first obtain the present 13 TeV LHC5250

limits on the 2HDM parameter space from the search A → ZH (Z → ``, H → bb̄) by ATLAS with5251

36.1 fb−1 [721] (see also [722, 723] for corresponding searches by CMS), considering in particular the5252

alignment limit cβ−α = 0. Our signal cross sections and branching fractions are obtained respectively5253

with SUSHI [724] and 2HDMC [281], and we use the publicly available observed 95% C.L. signal5254

cross section limits in the (mA, mH ) plane from [721]. In order to derive a sensitivity projection of this5255

search to HL-LHC and HE-LHC with 3000 fb−1 of integrated luminosity, we first perform a luminosity5256

rescaling of the present ATLAS expected sensitivity, assuming that the background uncertainties are5257

statistically dominated (i.e. we rescale the present expected sensitivity by
√
L2/L1 =

√
3000/36.1).5258

30In specific BSM scenarios featuring two Higgs doublets, it is possible that λ6 |H1|2 (H
†
1H2 +h.c.) and λ7 |H2|2 (H

†
1H2 +

h.c.) terms, which explicitly break the Z2 symmetry, get generated radiatively even if absent at tree-level (e.g. in the MSSM).
Being suppressed by 1/(4π)

2, their impact on the present analysis should nevertheless be mild.
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We then perform a further rescaling of the sensitivity from
√
s = 13 TeV to

√
s = 14 TeV (HL-LHC)5259

and
√
s = 27 TeV (HE-LHC) under the assumption that the ratio of acceptance times cross section5260

(A × σ) for the SM background for 27 TeV and 14 TeV w.r.t. 13 TeV are the same as the ratio of A5261

production cross section31. The present LHC bounds and projected sensitivities for pp → A → ZH5262

(Z → ``, H → bb̄) are shown in Figure 147 in the (mA, tanβ) plane for Type II (left) and Type I (right)5263

2HDM, considering respectively mA = mH + 100 GeV (top) and mA = mH + 200 GeV (bottom). We5264

note that, since the limits from [721] neither extend above mA = 800 GeV nor go below mH = 1305265

GeV, our corresponding projections based on those limits cannot extend beyond those parameter regions5266

either.5267
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Fig. 147: 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → A → ZH → ``bb̄ in the (mA, tanβ) plane for 2HDM Type
II (left) and Type I (right), for mA = mH + 100 GeV (top) and mA = mH + 200 GeV (bottom). The present
bounds [721] are shown as solid regions, while 3000 fb−1 projections for 14 TeV HL-LHC and 27 TeV HE-LHC
are respectively shown as dashed and dotted lines. Limits from gluon fusion are shown in green, and limits from
bb-associated production (for Type II 2HDM) are shown in purple.

We then study the interplay of the pp → A → ZH → ``bb̄ search with searches for heavy5268

scalars in fermionic decay modes, e.g. H/A→ ττ . For this purpose, we consider the above benchmarks5269

mA = mH + 100 GeV and mA = mH + 200 GeV for Type II 2HDM, and translate the present ATLAS5270

H → ττ limits with 36.1 fb−1 [725] and the 14 TeV HL-LHC sensitivity projections for H → ττ5271

31That is, we assume signal and background increase by the same amount in going from 13 TeV to 14 TeV, or 13 TeV to 27
TeV. This is a conservative assumption particularly for high masses mA.
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from Section 9.2 to the (mA, tanβ) plane using SUSHI and 2HDMC, assuming cos(β − α) = 0. The5272

results are shown in Figure 148 together with the combined HL-LHC sensitivity of A → ZH from5273

gluon fusion and bb-associated production, highlighting the complementary between “Higgs-to-Higgs"5274

decays and direct searches in fermionic final states. We also note that a limiting factor of the latter (as5275

currently searched for by the experimental collaborations) for low tanβ and mH > 340 GeV is the small5276

branching fraction H → bb̄ due to the opening of the H → tt̄ decay. This region of parameter space5277

would therefore be efficiently explored via a search for pp → A → ZH (Z → ``, H → tt̄) (see5278

e.g. [718, 726]).5279
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Fig. 148: 2HDM Type II 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → A → ZH → ``bb̄ (green) in the (mA, tanβ)
plane formA = mH+100 GeV (left) andmA = mH+200 GeV (right), combining gluon fusion and bb-associated
production (see Figure 147). We show for comparison the 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → H → ττ in
gluon fusion (orange) and bb-associated production (blue). Present bounds are shown as solid regions, while 3000
fb−1 projections for 14 TeV HL-LHC are shown as dashed lines.

In addition, we analyze the prospects for probing “Higgs-to-Higgs" decay channels within the5280

2HDM, when one of the scalars involved in the decay is the SM-like 125 GeV Higgs. We focus here on5281

the decay A→ Zh, which vanishes in the alignment limit cos(β − α) = 0, but may yield the dominant5282

decay mode of A even close to alignment. Following a similar procedure to the one discussed above, in5283

Figure 149 we show the present 95% C.L. signal cross section limits in the (mA, tanβ) plane for 2HDM5284

Type I, fixingmA = mH = m
H
± and cos(β−α) = 0.1 (for tanβ > 1, this value of cos(β−α) is barely5285

within the reach of Higgs coupling measurements at HL-LHC, see e.g. [727]), from the LHC 13 TeV5286

ATLAS search for pp → A → Zh → ``bb̄ with 36.1 fb−1 [728]. We also show the projected 14 TeV5287

HL-LHC 95% C.L. sensitivity with 3 ab−1 [], as well as the 27 TeV HE-LHC sensitivity by a rescaling5288

of the HL-LHC limits, under the assumption that the ratio of (A × σ) for the SM background from 145289

TeV to 27 TeV is the same as the ratio of signal production cross section. As Figure 149 highlights,5290

the search for pp → A → Zh → ``bb̄ yields a powerful probe of the 2HDM parameter away for the5291

alignment limit, probing up to tanβ ∼ 60 at HE-LHC.5292
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Fig. 149: 2HDM Type I 95% C.L. exclusion sensitivity for pp → A → Zh → ``bb̄ in the (mA, tanβ) plane, for
cos(β − α) = 0.1. Present bounds are shown as solid regions, while 3000 fb−1 projections for 14 TeV HL-LHC
and 27 TeV HE-LHC are shown as dashed and dotted lines, respectively.

9.4 Interference effects in heavy Higgs searches5293

32 33
5294

The singlet SM extension serves as the simplest, yet elusive benchmark to test a sufficiently strong5295

first-order phase transition compatible with the Higgs boson mass measurements at the LHC. The singlet5296

without Z2 protection could mix with the SM Higgs and (in most cases) a promptly decaying scalar par-5297

ticle would provide a rich phenomenology at colliders. The singlet scalar could be produced resonantly5298

and decay back to pairs of SM particles, dominantly into WW , ZZ, HH and tt̄. The signal of a singlet5299

scalar resonance decaying intoHH is a smoking-gun for singlet enhanced EWPT [5,305,306,729–734].5300

Searches for resonant di-Higgs production have received much attention by both the ATLAS and5301

CMS collaborations [735–740]. In the case of a singlet resonance, constraints from SM precision mea-5302

surements render these searches more challenging. From one side precision measurements imply that the5303

singlet-doublet mixing parameter is constrained to be small over a large region of parameter space. From5304

the other side, the singlet only couples to SM particles through mixing with the SM Higgs doublet. This5305

results in a reduced di-Higgs production via singlet resonance decays. In particular, the singlet resonance5306

amplitude becomes of the same order as the SM triangle and box diagram amplitudes. Most important, in5307

this work we shall show that a large relative phase between the SM box diagram and the singlet triangle5308

diagram becomes important. This special on-shell interference effect has been commonly overlooked in5309
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the literature and turns out to have important phenomenological implications. We shall choose the spon-5310

taneous Z2 breaking scenario of the SM plus singlet to demonstrate the importance of the novel on-shell5311

interference effect for the resonant singlet scalar searches in the di-Higgs production mode.5312

9.4.1 Model framework5313

We will consider the simplest extension of the SM that can assist the scalar potential to induce a strongly5314

first-order electroweak phase transition, consisting of an additional real scalar singlet with a Z2 symme-5315

try. The scalar potential of the model can be written as5316

V (s, φ) = −µ2φ†φ− 1

2
µ2
ss

2 + λ(φ†φ)2 +
λs
4
s4 +

λsφ
2
s2φ†φ, (174)

where φ is the SM doublet 34 and s represents the new real singlet field. In the above, we adopt the5317

conventional normalization for the couplings of the SM doublets and match the other couplings with the5318

singlet with identical normalization. We allow for spontaneous Z2 breaking with the singlet s acquir-5319

ing a vacuum expectation value (vev) vs, since this case allows for interesting collider phenomenology5320

of interference effects. As we shall show later, the (on-shell) interference effects commonly exist for5321

loop-induced processes in BSM phenomenology and it is the focus of this paper. The CP even neutral5322

component h of the Higgs doublet field φ mixes with the real singlet scalar s, defining the new mass5323

eigenstates H and S5324 (
h

s

)
=

(
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ

)(
H

S

)
, (175)

where θ is the mixing angle between these fields. The five free parameters in Eq. (174) can be traded by5325

the two boundary conditions5326

mH = 125 GeV, v = 246 GeV (176)

and the three “physical” parameters,5327

mS , tanβ(≡ vs
v

), and sin θ, (177)

where tanβ characterizes the ratio between the vevs of the doublet and the singlet scalar fields, re-5328

spectively. Detailed relations between the bare parameters and physical parameters can be found in5329

Ref. [741].5330

9.4.2 Enhancing the di-Higgs signal via interference effects5331

The on-shell interference effect may enhance or suppress the conventional Breit-Wigner resonance pro-5332

duction. Examples in Higgs physics known in the literature, such as gg → h → γγ [372] and5333

gg → H → tt̄ [?, ?, 719, 720, 742], are both destructive. We discuss in detail in this section the on-5334

shell interference effect between the resonant singlet amplitude and the SM di-Higgs box diagram. We5335

shall show that in the singlet extension of the SM considered in this paper, the on-shell interference effect5336

is generically constructive and could be large in magnitude, thus enhances the signal production rate.5337

The interference effect between two generic amplitudes can be denoted as nonresonant amplitude5338

Anr and resonant amplitude Ares. The resonant amplitude Ares, defined as5339

Ares = ares
ŝ

ŝ−m2 + iΓm
, (178)

34
φ
T

= (G
+
, 1√

2
(h+ iG

0
+ v)), where G±,0 are the Goldstone modes.
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Fig. 150: The differential di-Higgs distribution for a benchmark point of the singlet extension of the SM
shown in linear scale and over a broad range of the di-Higgs invariant mass. The full results for the
SM and the singlet SM extension are shown by the gray and black curves, respectively. In the singlet
extension of the SM, the contributions from the resonant singlet diagram, the nonresonant diagram and
the interference between them are shown in red (dashed), brown (dotted) and blue curves, respectively.

has a pole in the region of interest and we parametrize it as the product of a fast varying piece con-5340

taining its propagator and a slowly varying piece ares that generically is a product of couplings and5341

loop-functions. The general interference effect can then be parametrized as [372, 742],5342

|M|2int = 2<(Ares ×A∗nr) = 2 (Iint +Rint) ,

Rint ≡ |Anr||ares|
ŝ(ŝ−m2)

(ŝ−m2)2 + Γ2m2 cos(δres − δnr)

Iint ≡ |Anr||ares|
ŝΓm

(ŝ−m2)2 + Γ2m2 sin(δres − δnr), (179)

where δres and δnr denote the complex phases of ares and Anr, respectively.5343

The special interference effect Iint only appears between the singlet resonant diagram and the SM5344

box diagram. This interference effect is proportional to the relative phase between the loop functions5345

sin(δB − δ�) and the imaginary part of the scalar propagator which is sizable near the scalar mass pole.5346

9.4.3 Differential distribution5347

We present in this section our analysis of the differential distribution of the Higgs pair invariant mass to5348

estimate the relevance of the interference effects discussed in the previous section. We choose one of5349

the best channels, pp → HH → bb̄γγ, as the benchmark channel to present the details of our analysis.5350

Furthermore, we discuss another phenomenologically relevant piece of interference in the far off-shell5351

region of the singlet scalar. We display the discovery and exclusion reach for both HL-LHC and HE-LHC5352

for various values of tanβ in the mS-sin θ plane.5353

In Fig. 150 we display the differential cross section as a function of the Higgs pair invariant mass5354

for a benchmark point with a heavy scalar mass of 900 GeV, mixing angle sin θ = 0.3 and tanβ = 10.5355

The differential cross section is shown in linear scale for a broad range of di-Higgs invariant masses,5356

including the low invariant mass regime favored by parton distribution functions at hadron colliders.5357

We choose this benchmark to show well the separation of the scalar resonance peak and the thresh-5358

old enhancement peak above the tt̄-threshold. The SM Higgs pair invariant mass distribution is given5359
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Fig. 151: Projected exclusion and discovery limits at HL-LHC in the mS-sin θ plane with the line-shape
analysis detailed in the text for tanβ = 1 (left panel) and tanβ = 10 (right panel). The shaded regions
bounded by dashed/solid curves are within the discovery/exclusion reach of the HL-LHC. The black and
red lines represent the projection with and without the inclusion of the interference effects between the
singlet resonance diagram and the SM Higgs pair diagram, respectively.

by the gray curve while the black curve depicts the di-Higgs invariant mass distribution from the sin-5360

glet extension of the SM. It is informative to present all three pieces that contribute to the full result of5361

the di-Higgs production, namely, the resonance contribution (red, dashed curve), the SM nonresonance5362

contribution (box and triangle diagrams given by the brown, dotted curve), and the interference between5363

them (blue curve). Note that the small difference between the “Tri+Box” and the “SM” line shapes is5364

caused by the doublet-singlet scalar mixing, which leads to a cos θ suppression of the SM-like Higgs5365

coupling to top quarks as well as a modified SM-like Higgs trilinear coupling λHHH . We observe that5366

the full results show an important enhancement in the di-Higgs production across a large range of invari-5367

ant masses. This behavior is anticipated from the decomposition analysis in the previous section. There5368

is a clear net effect from the interference curve shown in blue. Close to the the scalar mass pole at 9005369

GeV, the on-shell interference effect enhances the Breit-Wigner resonances peak (red, dashed curve) by5370

about 25%. Off-the resonance peak, and especially at the threshold peak, the interference term (blue5371

curve) enhances the cross section quite sizably as well. Hence, a combined differential analysis in the5372

Higgs pair invariant mass is crucial in probing the singlet extension of the SM.5373

9.4.4 Discovery and exclusion reach at the HL- and HE-LHC5374

Using the analysis detailed in Ref. [741] through the pp → HH → γγbb̄ channel, we obtain the dis-5375

covery and exclusion projections for the HL-LHC and HE-LHC. In Fig. 151 we show the projected 2-σ5376

exclusion and 5-σ discovery reach for the HL-LHC in the mS-sin θ plane for tanβ = 1 (left panel) and5377

tanβ = 10 (right panel) in solid and dashed curves, respectively. The shaded regions are within the5378

reach of the HL-LHC for discovery and exclusion projections. To demonstrate the relevance of the in-5379

terference effects discussed in the previous sections, we show both the results obtained with and without5380

the inclusion of the interference effects in black and red contours, respectively.5381

We observe in Fig. 151 that the inclusion of the interference effects extend the projections in a5382
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Fig. 152: Similar to Fig. 151, projected exclusion and discovery limits at HE-LHC with 27 TeV center
of mass energy and an integrated luminosity of 10 ab−1 for tanβ = 2 (left panel) and tanβ = 10 (right
panel).

relevant way. For example, considering the tanβ = 10 case in the right panel for sin θ ' 0.35 the5383

interference effect increase the exclusion limit on mS from 850 GeV to 1000 GeV. Note that the on-shell5384

interference effect is larger for heavier scalar mass mS .5385

In Fig. 152 we show the projections for the HE-LHC in a analogous fashion as in Fig. 151. The5386

discovery and exclusion reach for heavy scalars can be significantly extended by the HE-LHC operating5387

at 27 TeV center of mass energy with 10 ab−1 of integrated luminosity. We show the results for tanβ =5388

2 (left panel) and tanβ = 10 (right panel). For example, considering the tanβ = 2 case in the right5389

panel of Fig. 152, for sin θ ' 0.35 the exclusion reach increases from 1200 to 1800 GeV, once more5390

showing the importance of including the on-shell interference effects.5391

9.4.5 Summary and outlook5392

In this study, we analyze the interference effects in the gg → HH process in the presence of a heavy5393

scalar resonance. We focus on the novel effect of the on-shell interference contribution and discuss it in5394

detail considering the framework of the singlet extension of the SM with spontaneous Z2 breaking. The5395

interference pattern between the resonant heavy scalar contribution and the SM nonresonant triangle and5396

box contributions show interesting features. We highlight the constructive on-shell interference effect5397

that uniquely arises between the heavy scalar resonance diagram and the SM box diagram, due to a large5398

relative phase between the loop functions involved. We observe that the on-shell interference effect can5399

be as large as 40% of the Breit-Wigner resonance contribution and enhances notably the total signal5400

strength, making it necessary taking into account in heavy singlet searches.5401

To better evaluate the phenomenological implications of the interference effects in the di-Higgs5402

searches, we carried out a line-shape analysis in the gg → HH → γγbb̄ channel, taking into ac-5403

count both the on-shell and off-shell interference contributions. We find that both for the HL-LHC and5404

HE-LHC, the proper inclusion of the interference effects increases the discovery and exclusion reach5405

significantly.5406
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9.5 MSSM charged Higgs bosons5407
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5408
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Here we discuss the potential of HL-LHC and HE-LHC for discovering a heavy charged Higgs5410

boson [743] (m
H
± > mt) in a class of high scale models, specifically SUGRA models [744–746] (for5411

a review see [747]) consistent with the experimental constraints on the light Higgs mass at ∼ 125 GeV5412

and dark matter relic density (for a recent related work see [748]). We will focus on models where the5413

radiative electroweak symmetry breaking is likely realized on the hyperbolic branch [749] and where the5414

Higgs mixing parameter µ can be relatively small. Specifically we consider supergravity models with5415

non-universalities in the Higgs sector and in the gaugino sector so that the extended parameter space of5416

the models we consider is given by m0, A0, m1, m2, m3, m
0
Hu
, m0

Hd
, tanβ, sgn(µ). Here m0 is5417

the universal scalar mass, A0 is the universal trilinear coupling, m1,m2,m3 are the masses of the U(1),5418

SU(2), and SU(3)C gauginos, and m0
Hu

and m0
Hd

are the masses of the up and down Higgs bosons all5419

at the GUT scale. To satisfy the relic density constraint in these models often one needs coannihilation5420

(see, e.g., [750, 751] and the references therein).5421

The largest production mode of the charged Higgs at hadron colliders is the one that proceeds in5422

association with a top quark (and a low transverse momentum b-quark), pp → t[b]H± + X . This pro-5423

duction mode can be realized in two schemes, namely, the four and five flavour schemes (4FS and 5FS,5424

respectively), where in the former, the b-quark is produced in the final state and in the latter it is consid-5425

ered as part of the proton’s sea of quarks and folded into the parton distribution functions (PDF). The5426

cross-sections of the two production modes qq̄, gg → tbH± (4FS) and gb → tH± (5FS), are evaluated5427

at next-to-leading order (NLO) in QCD with MadGraph_aMC@NLO-2.6.3 [97] using FeynRules [752]5428

UFO files [753, 754] for the Type-II two Higgs doublet model (2HDM). The simulation is done at fixed5429

order, i.e., no matching with parton shower. The couplings of the 2HDM are the same as in the MSSM,5430

but when calculating production cross-sections in the MSSM, one should take into account the SUSY-5431

QCD effects. In our case, gluinos and stops are rather heavy and thus their loop contributions to the5432

cross-section are very minimal. In this case, the 2HDM is the decoupling limit of the MSSM and this5433

justifies using the 2HDM code to calculate cross-sections. For the 5FS, the bottom Yukawa coupling is5434

assumed to be non-zero and normalized to the on-shell running b-quark mass. In the 5FS, the process is5435

initiated via gluon-b-quark fusion while in the 4FS it proceeds through either quark-antiquark annihila-5436

tion (small contribution) or gluon-gluon fusion. At finite order in perturbation theory, the cross-sections5437

of the two schemes do not match due to the way the pertubative expansion is handled but one expects to5438

get the same results for 4FS and 5FS when taking into account all orders in the perturbation. In order to5439

combine both estimates of the cross-section, we use the Santander matching criterion [755] whereby5440

σmatched = (σ4FS + ασ5FS)/1 + α, (180)

with α = ln
(
m
H
±

m̄b

)
− 2. The uncertainties are combined as δσmatched = δσ

4FS
+αδσ

5FS

1+α . The results are5441

shown in Table 81.5442

35Email: a.abouibrahim@northeastern.edu
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Model σ4FS
NLO(pp→ tbH±) σ5FS

NLO(pp→ tH±) σmatched
NLO µF = µR m̄b

14 TeV 27 TeV 14 TeV 27 TeV 14 TeV 27 TeV (GeV)

(a) 49.0+12.6%
−13.1% 272.8+9.2%

−10.3% 71.8+6.6%
−5.7% 397.1+7.0%

−6.6% 65.9+8.1%
−7.6% 365.4+7.6%

−7.5% 183.6 2.72
(b) 34.5+10.6%

−12.1% 204.6+8.1%
−9.6% 58.3+7.0%

−5.9% 336.1+6.9%
−6.5% 52.4+7.9%

−7.4% 303.5+7.2%
−7.3% 197.9 2.70

(c) 29.1+11.1%
−12.3% 175.9+8.2%

−9.7% 48.8+6.7%
−5.7% 285.9+6.4%

−6.0% 43.9+7.8%
−7.3% 259.0+6.8%

−6.9% 205.6 2.69
(d) 24.8+10.9%

−12.3% 149.9+7.1%
−9.1% 42.6+6.3%

−5.3% 264.8+6.8%
−6.2% 38.3+7.4%

−6.9% 237.2+6.8%
−6.9% 215.9 2.68

(e) 18.4+11.2%
−12.4% 120.1+8.3%

−9.8% 32.3+5.9%
−4.9% 206.7+6.4%

−6.0% 29.0+7.1%
−6.7% 186.3+6.8%

−6.9% 229.6 2.67
(f) 13.6+11.3%

−12.5% 93.2+7.8%
−9.5% 25.1+6.1%

−5.2% 169.6+6.7%
−6.0% 22.4+7.3%

−6.9% 152.1+7.0%
−6.8% 248.2 2.65

(g) 13.1+10.5%
−12% 95.8+7.6%

−9.5% 26.0+6.2%
−5.6% 185.1+6.7%

−6.0% 23.1+7.2%
−7.0% 165.0+6.8%

−6.8% 264.6 2.64
(h) 11.2+10.3%

−12.0% 85.1+7.5%
−9.4% 22.7+6.1%

−5.8% 168.3+6.8%
−5.9% 20.2+7.0%

−7.2% 149.9+6.9%
−6.7% 278.2 2.63

(i) 7.8+11.7%
−12.6% 61.1+8.1%

−9.8% 15.8+6.0%
−6.0% 121.0+6.9%

−6.0% 14.0+7.2%
−7.4% 107.9+7.2%

−6.8% 292.9 2.62
(j) 5.5+12.6%

−13.0% 48.9+9.1%
−10.3% 11.6+6.7%

−6.5% 99.4+6.4%
−5.5% 10.3+7.9%

−7.8% 88.7+6.9%
−6.5% 329.9 2.60

Table 81: The NLO production cross-sections, in fb, of the charged Higgs in association with a top (and
bottom) quark in the five (and four) flavour schemes along with the matched values at

√
s = 14 TeV

and
√
s = 27 TeV for the ten benchmark points in [743]. The running b-quark mass, m̄b, is also shown

evaluated at the factorization and normalization scales, µF = µR = 1
3(mt + m̄b +m

H
±).

For the parameter points considered, the H± → τν channel has the smallest branching ratio but it5443

is of interest since jets can be tau-tagged and the tau has leptonic and hadronic decay signatures. For the5444

considered signal final states (fully hadronic), the SM backgrounds are mainly tt̄, t+jets, W/Z/γ∗+jets,5445

diboson production and QCD multijet events which can fake the hadronic tau decays. The simulation5446

of the charged Higgs associated production, t[b]H±, is done at fixed order in NLO while the SM back-5447

grounds are done at LO (which are then normalized to their NLO values) using MadGraph interfaced5448

with LHAPDF [58] and PYTHIA8 [263] which handles the showering and hadronization of the samples.5449

For the SM backgrounds a five-flavor MLM matching [264] is performed on the samples. Detector sim-5450

ulation and event reconstruction is performed by DELPHES-3.4.2 [341] using the beta card for HL-LHC5451

and HE-LHC studies.5452

The selection criteria depends on the flavour scheme under consideration. For the 4FS (5FS)
we apply a lepton veto and at least five (four) jets, two (one) of which are (is) b-tagged and one is
tau-tagged. To discriminate the signal from background we use gradient boosted decision trees (BDT),
GradientBoost, which proves to be more powerful than the conventional cut-based analysis. A large
set of variables have been tried in the BDT training and the ones which produced the best results were
kept. The kinematic variables entering into the training of the BDTs are:

Emiss
T , Emiss

T /
√
HT , mjets

T2 , mτ
T , pτT , Emiss

T /meff ,

mmin
T (j1−2, E

miss
T ), ∆φ(pτT , E

miss
T ), N τ

tracks,
∑

tracks

pT . (181)

The training and testing of the samples is carried out using ROOT’s [756] own TMVA (Toolkit for Mul-5453

tivariate Analysis) framework [757]. After the training and testing phase, the variable “BDT score" is5454

created. We apply the selection criteria (as given in [743]) along with a BDT score cut > 0.95 on the SM5455

background and on each of the 4FS and 5FS signal samples to obtain the remaining cross-sections. The5456

signal cross-sections are combined using Eq. (180) in order to evaluate the required minimum integrated5457

luminosity for a S√
S+B

discovery at the 5σ level. The results for both the 14 and 27 TeV cases are shown5458

in Fig. 153.5459
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Fig. 153: The evaluated integrated luminosities,L (fb−1), for ten benchmark points. Left plot: calculated
L for points discoverable at both HL-LHC and HE-LHC. Right plot: calculated L for points discoverable
only at HE-LHC.

One can see from Fig. 153 that four of the ten points may be discoverable at the HL-LHC as it5460

nears the end of its run where a maximum integrated luminosity of 3000fb−1 will be collected. Given5461

the rate at which the HL-LHC will be collecting data, points (a)-(d) will require ∼ 7 years of running5462

time. On the other hand, the results from the 27 TeV collider show that all points may be discoverable5463

for integrated luminosities much less than 15ab−1. The HE-LHC will be collecting data at a rate of5464

∼ 820fb−1 per year and with that points (a) and (c) may be discoverable within the first 3 months of5465

operation, points (b), (d) and (e) may take ∼ 1.2 years, points (h) and (f) ∼ 3.5 years and the rest of the5466

points > 6 years.5467
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9.6 Models with light Higgs bosons5469

A number of recent studies of the alignment without decoupling limit in 2HDMs have been performed5470

which consider the case where the SM-like Higgs boson is not the lightest scalar. As shown in [758–766],5471

for type-I 2HDMs there are regions of parameter space where, along with the light CP-even scalar, both5472

the charged and neutral CP-odd Higgs bosons can be below the SM-like Higgs mass while satisfying the5473

constraints discussed above. This is in contrast to type-II 2HDM, where combined constraints from B5474

meson decays [767] and EW precision constraints [768] require the charged and CP-odd neutral Higgs5475

bosons to be much heavier than the mass range we consider here. Within the MSSM however, the5476

additional particle content results in substantially weaker limits from B meson decays and EW data.5477

In general the allowed regions of parameter space in the type-I 2HDM is much larger than in other5478

2HDMs [759, 765], again due to the presence of a fermiophobic limit at large tanβ which opens up5479

more regions of parameter space.5480

In the MSSM which is a type-II 2HDM, the alignment without decoupling limit [547] requires5481

accidental cancellations between tree level and radiative corrections in the Higgs mass matrix [765,5482

769]. It was shown that a tuning of ∼ 10% is sufficient to find agreement with the Higgs-boson rate5483

measurements [769]. Depending on the level of alignment required, this can lead to a highly constrained5484

parameter space, especially in the case where the SM-like Higgs is the heavier of the CP-even neutral5485

scalars. In particular, after accounting for all relevant experimental constraints (as well as theoretical5486

uncertainties) recent studies [770] of the alignment without decoupling limit of the MSSM [547] defined5487

a benchmark plane of allowed parameter space with tanβ ∼ 5− 6 (and very large values of µ) in which5488

the light CP-even Higgs can be between∼ 60− 100 GeV if the charged Higgs mass is between∼ 170−5489

185 GeV and the neutral CP-odd Higgs is ∼ 130− 140 GeV. Still larger allowed regions are expected in5490
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a global scan, as performed in [769]. Recent studies of the NMSSM [552, 771] and µνSSM [772] have5491

also examined the alignment without decoupling limit finding a larger allowed parameter space than in5492

the MSSM due to an additional gauge singlet Higgs (or right handed scalar neutrino).5493

For models with non-doublet multiplets the most well known are those involving electroweak5494

triplets. In particular, Higgs triplet models with custodial symmetry [773], as in the famous Georgi-5495

Machacek (GM) model [774–778] or its supersymmetric incarnations [779–781], have been well studied5496

due to their ability to easily satisfy constraints from electroweak precision data. Recent studies [781–5497

783] have shown that GM-like models can allow for light neutral and charged scalars below the SM-5498

like Higgs boson mass. In the alignment limit implied by Higgs coupling measurements, the triplet5499

Higgs vev is constrained to be small though it can still much larger than non-custodial cases [784, 785]5500

which are constrained by measurements of the ρ parameter. Custodial symmetry also ensures that the5501

neutral and charged components of the Higgs multiplet have (at least approximately) degenerate masses,5502

making them more difficult to detect due to soft decay products [786, 787]. For these anti-aligned and5503

fermiophobic Higgs bosons, recent studies have emphasized di- and multi-photon searches [783, 788–5504

790] as robust probes of this scenario.5505

9.6.1 Phenomenology of light anti-aligned Higgs bosons5506

In the alignment limit, single electroweak production mechanisms for the additional ‘anti-aligned’ neu-5507

tral Higgs bosons (or small vev and Higgs mixing for non-doublets), such as vector boson fusion (VBF)5508

or associated vector boson production, necessarily become suppressed. Thus the dominant production5509

mechanisms become gluon fusion or associated bb̄ production when there is a significant coupling to SM5510

quarks. However, these production mechanisms become suppressed when the couplings to fermions are5511

negligible 37, as can happen in type-I 2HDM in the large tanβ limit [791] or non-doublet electroweak5512

sectors which are generically fermiophobic. The same is true for the light charged Higgs bosons produc-5513

tion channels t→ H±b and pp→ H±tb which are also obsolete in the fermiophobic limit. Note that for5514

charged scalars coming from larger than doublet representations we can also have W±Z → H± VBF5515

production, but this is again suppressed in the small non-doublet vev and Higgs mixing limit.5516

9.6.1.1 Pair Production as a discovery channel5517

A different option that offers new experimental opportunities is the Drell-Yan Higgs pair production5518

mechanism. Any extension of the SM Higgs sector by electroweak charged scalars will possess the pair5519

production channels mediated by W and Z bosons and which are not present in the SM. Furthermore, as5520

emphasized in [758, 783, 789, 791–793], even in the alignment and fermiophobic limits, this production5521

mechanism is not suppressed and can be as large as ∼ 10 pb at 13 TeV and ∼ 50 pb and 27 TeV in5522

the mass range we consider (see ??). Thus, Drell-Yan Higgs pair production can be as large or even5523

dominate over single production mechanisms, for both charged and neutral Higgs bosons. Despite this,5524

the Drell-Yan Higgs pair production mechanism has been largely overlooked in experimental searches5525

with the lone exception being a recent CDF analysis of Tevatron four photon data [788] searching for5526

fermiophobic Higgs bosons.5527

The Drell-Yan pair production mechanism is mediated by the vector-Higgs-Higgs coupling. In the5528

alignment limit, this will have vertices that are maximized in this limit and depend only on electroweak5529

couplings and quantum numbers, while some vertices will go to zero depending on which Higgs pairs5530

are being produced [758, 783, 789, 791–793]. Thus for the non-zero cases the vertex can be written5531

schematically as,5532

g
WH

±
MH

0
N
≡ ig CN (p1 − p2)µ, g

ZH
0
MH

0
N
≡ i g

cW
CN (p1 − p2)µ, (182)

37Of course if they couple to some not too heavy colored BSM particles, gluon fusion could open back up.
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where CN is fixed by the SU(2)L × U(1)Y representation [774, 778, 779, 791, 794] and p1, p2 are the5533

four momenta of the incoming and outgoing scalar momenta. Here H0
N stands for any neutral Higgs5534

boson and can include CP-even or CP-odd and similarly for H±M in the case of charged Higgs bosons.5535

There is also a photon mediated channel when both Higgs bosons are charged, but we focus on cases5536

where at least one is neutral. In ?? we show the leading order qq̄ → V → H±,0M H0
N (including pdfs)5537

cross section ×C−2
N for the W mediated (blue solid) and Z mediated (black dashed) channels at the5538

LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV (left) and

√
s = 27 TeV (right) in the mass range 60 − 125 GeV. They5539

are computed with Madgraph [97] using a modified version of the GM model implementation of [795]5540

and rescaling appropriately. There are also NLO contributions which may generate & O(1) K-factors5541

for Higgs pair production [796–798], but are not included. We show four cases for mass splittings of5542

∆M ≡M
H
±,0
M
−M

H
0
N

= 0, 100, 200, 300 GeV as labeled in plot.
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Fig. 154: Leading order cross sections (with pdfs) for the qq̄ → V → H±,0M H0
N Higgs pair production

mechanism mediated by W (blue solid) and Z (black dashed) bosons at the LHC for
√
s = 13 TeV (left)

and
√
s = 27 TeV (right) in the mass range 60 − 125 GeV. We show three cases for mass splittings

∆M ≡M
H
±,0
M
−M

H
0
N

= 0, 100, 200, 300 GeV as labeled in plot and have factored out an overall group

theory factor CN (see ??). The curves for a particular model can be obtained by rescaling with (CN )2

which is fixed by the SU(2)L × U(1)Y representation.

5543

The dominant decay modes of the neutral Higgs bosons will be to bb̄ and τ τ̄ when there is a sig-5544

nificant coupling to SM fermions. In the fermiophobic case, the Higgs bosons can have large branching5545

ratios into EW gauge bosons and in particular photons at low masses. The less emphasized Zγ channel5546

may also offer promising opportunities [799]. Inclusive searches for resonances can then be combined5547

with the Drell-Yan production channel to put relatively robust bounds on branching ratios in extended5548

Higgs sectors as done in [783, 789] for the case of decays into diphotons. For the charged Higgs bosons5549

combing Drell-Yan pair production with decays into Wγ [758, 799] or four photon signals [788] offer5550

promising search channels.5551

9.6.1.2 Suggestions for searches at the HL/HE-LHC5552

We briefly summarize search strategies for (anti)-aligned light Higgs bosons at the (HL/HE) LHC. This5553

is in addition to continuing and updating current searches in the mass range we consider, including5554

ττ, γγ, bb̄ searches based on gluon fusion and ττ searches based on associated bb̄ production [800–802]5555

as well as recent CMS searches [803] for A→ Zh with Z → `¯̀and h→ ττ, bb.5556

– Push current conventional Higgs searches in WW and ZZ, which currently [804, 805] do not5557

go below ∼ 130 GeV, to as low a mass as possible, ideally down to ∼ 65 GeV. As emphasized5558

in [783, 789], this can help to rule out cases of a fermiophobic Higgs boson with suppressed5559
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couplings to photons, which could otherwise escape detection. Similarly, heavier Higgs bosons5560

with the “remaining” coupling to SM gauge bosons could be detected.5561

– Combine inclusive searches for resonances with the ‘universal’ Drell-Yan Higgs pair production5562

channel to put robust bounds on allowed branching ratios to ττ , bb̄, Zγ and γγ final states. In the5563

alignment limit, these bounds depend only on electroweak couplings and can be applied to any5564

extended Higgs boson sector (with appropriate rescaling), in some cases providing the strongest5565

limits [783, 789].5566

– Utilizing the Drell-Yan Higgs pair production mechanism, dedicated LHC searches for more opti-5567

mized, but model dependent signals such as 4γ + V ∗ [761,788,791], 4γ + V ∗V ∗ [791], 3γ + V ∗5568

where in the last case dedicated phenomenological studies are lacking.5569

– Search for ττ , bb̄, or γγ plus missing energy as well as mono photon or mono lepton plus miss-5570

ing energy final states to cover cases where neutral Higgs may have an invisible decay. In par-5571

ticular the γγ channel appears to be very promising (especially in view of a potential signal at5572

∼ 96 GeV [806]).5573

9.7 Production of tt̄h and tt̄hh at the LHC in Composite Higgs models5574

Carlos Bautista,1,2 Leonardo de Lima,3 Ricardo D’Elia Matheus,1 Eduardo Pontón,1,2 Leônidas A.5575

Fernandes do Prado,1,4 and Aurore Savoy-Navarro4
5576

1Instituto de Física Teórica – UNESP, São Paulo, Brazil5577
2ICTP South American Institute for Fundamental Research, São Paulo, Brazil5578

3Universidade Federal da Fronteira Sul, Realeza, Brazil5579
4IRFU-CEA, Université Paris-Saclay and CNRS-IN2P3, France5580

9.7.1 Introduction5581

With the discovery of the Higgs boson [61, 807] the question of whether this resonance is a compos-5582

ite state, or rather the first observed scalar particle that appears elementary down to distances much5583

shorter than its Compton wavelength, has gained new prominence. We consider the question of Higgs5584

compositeness and the possible effects on the tt̄h and tt̄hh processes. The first one has already been5585

observed [99, 100], and is consistent with the SM expectation, although with large uncertainties of order5586

20%. The second one is of particular interest for the models we consider, since one expects new charge5587

2/3 vectorlike “top partners" that can decay in the th channel. Resonance searches focusing on this decay5588

channel have been presented in [808], and combined searches that consider the bW , tZ and th channels5589

already put strong constraints on such vectorlike resonances [809, 810].5590

In this work, we point out that the non-resonant tt̄hh process is also of considerable interest in5591

this context. Due to the already existing strong bounds on the vectorlike resonances, the non-resonant5592

production very often accounts for a large fraction of the total tt̄hh cross-section. Furthermore, it car-5593

ries distinct information about the compositeness nature of the Higgs boson, as opposed to the indirect5594

information connected to the existence of the heavy fermion resonances. We also point out that the non-5595

resonant tt̄hh process is closely connected to the t̄th process, but would be expected to display larger5596

deviations from the SM expectation. We present here a first step in the analysis of such processes in the5597

context of the 14 TeV High Luminosity phase of the LHC, and the possible High Energy LHC upgrade5598

at 27 TeV. We explore these questions in the framework of the “Minimal Composite Higgs Models"5599

(MCHM) [811], considering two possible realizations of the sector of fermionic resonances. Further5600

details can be found in the companion paper [812].5601
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9.7.2 Theoretical Framework5602

The modern composite Higgs paradigm posits a new strongly coupled sector that spontaneously breaks5603

a global symmetry G down to a subgroup H, thus generating a number of pseudo-Nambu-Goldstone5604

bosons (pNGBs), some of which are identified with the Higgs doublet. The SM gauge group is contained5605

in H and electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB) takes place only when the Higgs doublet acquires a5606

vacuum expectation value (vev), a process that is dynamical and often calculable in such scenarios. In5607

addition to a set of strong resonances of various spins, there is an “elementary" sector that mimics in5608

its gauge quantum numbers the Standard Model (SM). The physical states are linear superpositions of5609

the composite and elementary states, realizing the paradigm of partial compositeness, first proposed5610

in [813]. We refer the reader to the full review in [582] for complete details. We restrict ourselves here5611

to the MCHM scenarios, where G = SO(5) andH = SO(4).5612

In this work, we focus on the resonances associated to the top sector, as these are the most relevant5613

to the processes we study. We summarize here the essential features that enter into the phenomeno-5614

logical analysis, referring the reader to the companion work [812] for precise conventions and further5615

details. Since the fermionic sector is model dependent, we adopt two concrete realizations. Both share5616

an elementary sector denoted by qL and tR, described by5617

Lelem = q̄Li /DqL + t̄Ri /DtR , (183)

where D stands for the SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y covariant derivative. qL and tR transform as5618

(3, 2, 1/6) and (3, 1, 2/3) under the SM gauge group.5619

The MCHM55620

In this “minimal" extension, one considers fermion resonances in a single 5 of SO(5), which splits5621

into a SO(4) 4-plet, Ψ4, and a SO(4) singlet, Ψ1:5622

Ψ4 ∼ (X5/3, X2/3, T, B) ; Ψ1 ∼ T̃ . (184)

The states (X5/3, X2/3) transform as a SU(2)L doublet with exotic hypercharge Y = 7/6. The5623

states (T,B) also transform as a SU(2)L doublet and have hypercharge Y = 1/6, while T̃ is a SU(2)L5624

singlet with hypercharge Y = 2/3. The composite sector is described by5625

L5comp = Ψ̄4i /DΨ4 −M4Ψ̄4Ψ4 + Ψ̄1i /DΨ1 −M1Ψ̄1Ψ1 . (185)

There is also the possibility of mixing between the composite and elementary states, described here by 38
5626

L5mix = yLf q̄
5
LU [Ψ4 + Ψ1] + yRf t̄

5
RU [Ψ4 + Ψ1] + h.c. (186)

where U parametrizes the Higgs field and f is the “Higgs decay constant". All the features required for
our analysis follow from the charge 2/3 fermion mass matrix, given in the {t̄L, T̄L, X̄2/3,L, T̃L} vs
{tR, TR, X2/3,R, T̃R} basis by

M5
2/3 =


0 1

2yLf(1 +
√

1− ξ) 1
2yLf(1−√1− ξ) 1√

2
yLf
√
ξ

− 1√
2
yRf
√
ξ −M4 0 0

1√
2
yRf
√
ξ 0 −M4 0

yRf
√

1− ξ 0 0 −M1

 , (187)

where ξ = v2/f2 characterizes the deviations from a SM Higgs due to compositeness (here v =5627

246 GeV). Consistency with current Higgs measurements results in ξ . 0.1, or f & 800 GeV [127,157,5628

554, 814–817]. The remaining resonances have masses MX5/3
= M4 and MB =

√
M2

4 + y2
Lf

2.5629

38In principle, one can choose different Yukawa couplings for the 4 and 1. See [812].
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The MCHM145630

In the second scenario, the composite states span a 14 of SO(5) [588, 814, 816, 818–822]. Under5631

SO(4), in addition to a 4-plet and a singlet, as in Eq. (184), we have an additional SO(4) nonet:5632

Ψ9 ∼ (U8/3, U5/3, U2/3, Y5/3, Y2/3, Y−1/3, Z2/3, Z−1/3, Z−4/3) . (188)

The U ’s, Y ’s and Z’s transform as SU(2)L triplets, with hypercharges Y = 5/3, 2/3 and −1/3, respec-5633

tively. The composite Lagrangian given in Eq. (185) is supplemented by terms involving Ψ9:5634

L14comp = L5comp + Tr
[
Ψ̄9i /DΨ9

]
−M9Tr

[
Ψ̄9Ψ9

]
, (189)

while the mixing with the elementary states is given by 39
5635

L14mix = yLf Tr
[
UTQ̄14

L UΨ14

]
+ yRf Tr

[
UTT̄ 14

R UΨ14

]
+ h.c. (190)

where Ψ14 ≡ Ψ9 + Ψ4 + Ψ1.5636

The charge 2/3 mass matrix, in the {t̄L, T̄L, X̄2/3,L, T̃L, Ū2/3,L, Ȳ2/3,L, Z̄2/3,L} vs {tR, TR,
X2/3,R, T̃R, U2/3,R, Y2/3,R, Z2/3,R} basis, is given by:

M14
2/3 =



0 1
2yLfa+ − 1

2yLfa− −
√

5
4 yLfs2h − 1

2yLfb− − 1
2yLfs2h

1
4yLfb+√

5
4 yRfs2h −M4 0 0 0 0 0

−
√

5
4 yRfs2h 0 −M4 0 0 0 0

yRf
(

1− 5
4s

2
h

)
0 0 −M1 0 0 0

√
5

4 yRfs
2
h 0 0 0 −M9 0 0

−
√

5
4 yRfs

2
h 0 0 0 0 −M9 0√

5
4 yRfs

2
h 0 0 0 0 0 −M9


,

(191)

where s2
h = ξ , s2h = 2

√
ξ
√

1− ξ , a± = 1±√1− ξ − 2ξ , b± =
√
ξ
(
1±√1− ξ

)
.5637

We give the charge−1/3 mass matrix in Ref. [812], as it plays a subdominant role. The remaining5638

states have masses MX5/3
= M4, MU8/3

= MU5/3
= MY5/3

= MZ−4/3
= M9.5639

An important distinction between the two scenarios is that when the mixing is dominated by the5640

nonet, the leading order operator coupling the top quark to the Higgs doublet is the non-renormalizable5641

operator q̄LH̃tRH
†H . In contrast, mixing through a 4-plet or singlet lead to the SM operator q̄LH̃tR5642

(plus corrections that are higher order in H/f ). In the former case the ratio of the top Yukawa coupling5643

to the top mass is three times larger than in the second case. Cases where the nonet plays a comparable5644

role to the 4-plet or singlet can then lead to interesting enhancements in the top Yukawa coupling, which5645

are not present in the MCHM5.5646

Higgs Decays5647

The scenarios under consideration can also affect the Higgs decays, and thus require a specification5648

of how the remaining (light) fermions are treated. For concreteness, we assume that the RH bottom is5649

associated with resonances in a 10 of SO(5) [814]. For the remaining fermions, we choose to replicate5650

the scheme employed for the third family. We also assume that the lepton sector follows the same5651

scheme as the quark sector. Furthermore, we assume that the mixing angles between the elementary and5652

composite states associated with the light families are small, as in “anarchy" models of flavor.5653

39Here Q14
L and T 14

R are convenient extensions of qL and tR that simplify the writing of the Lagrangian. See [812].
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Under the previous assumptions, one can express the partial widths as a rescaling of the corre-5654

sponding SM widths. For the MCHM5, one finds [814]5655

Γ(h→ bb̄) = F2(ξ)2 ΓSM(h→ bb̄) ,

Γ(h→ cc̄) = F1(ξ)2 ΓSM(h→ cc̄) ,

Γ(h→ τ+τ−) = F2(ξ)2 ΓSM(h→ τ+τ−) , (192)

Γ(h→ V V ) = F2(ξ)2 ΓSM(h→ V V ) ,

Γ(h→ gg) = F1(ξ)2 ΓSM(h→ gg) ,

where5656

F1(ξ) =
1− 2ξ√

1− ξ , F2(ξ) =
√

1− ξ . (193)

For the MCHM14, the bottom channel is controlled by F1 instead of F2, and the ggh coupling is5657

controlled by5658

c14g ≈ 4 (1− r1) r9 − (9r1 + 23r9 − 32r1r9) ξ + 4 (3r1 + 5r9 − 8r1r9) ξ2

√
1− ξ [4 (1− r1) r9 − (3r1 + 5r9 − 8r1r9) ξ]

, (194)

where r1 = M1/M4 and r9 = M9/M4, instead of F1(ξ).5659

The total Higgs width in the MCHM models under consideration can then be written as5660

Γ5(h) =
{
F2(ξ)2

[
BRSM(bb̄) + BRSM(VV) + BRSM(τ+τ−)

]
+ F1(ξ)2 [BRSM(gg) + BRSM(cc̄)]

}
ΓSM(h) , (195)

Γ14(h) =
{
F2(ξ)2

[
BRSM(VV) + BRSM(τ+τ−)

]
+ F1(ξ)2 [BRSM(bb̄) + BRSM(cc̄)

]
+ (c14g )2 BRSM(gg)

}
ΓSM(h) , (196)

and the branching fractions can also be written in terms of the functions F1, F2, c14g , and SM quantities.5661

They are all that is needed to take into account the effects of compositeness in Higgs decays.5662

9.7.3 Parameter Space and Results5663

The parameters of the models are Mi, f , yL and yR. Taking into account the freedom to absorb phases5664

through field redefinitions, one can see that there is only one physical phase in the MCHM5, while there5665

are two phases in the MCHM14. For simplicity, we will take all parameters to be real, so that the free5666

parameters can be taken as follows:5667

– MCHM5: f , |M1|, |M4|, sign(M1), yL and yR.5668

– MCHM14: f , |M1|, |M4|, |M9|, sign(M1), sign(M4), yL and yR.5669

One of these parameters can be further fixed by requiring that the top mass be reproduced. We choose to5670

fix yR in this way. We use here the running top mass at the scale of the resonances, which will be typically5671

around 2− 3 TeV. We take m̄t = 150 GeV. For tt̄h, and also for the parts of tt̄hh to be described in the5672

following section, the relevant scales are of the order of a couple hundred GeV. We therefore distinguish5673

between the high-scale running top mass (relevant for the diagonalization of the mass matrix), and a low5674

scale running top mass, relevant to the physical processes of interest. We take for the latter the pole top5675

mass of mt = 173 GeV, which also enters in kinematical quantities. To first approximation, this takes5676
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Fig. 155: Display of the values of the normalized top Yukawa coupling, ytop/y
SM
top , in the M1-M4 plane.

Blue colors indicate a suppression and red colors an enhancement. Also shown the curves of constant
M
T

(1) , the mass of the lightestQ = 2/3 vectorlike resonance. The darker bands indicate the approximate
current direct exclusion of top partner VLQ resonances, assuming decays into bW , tZ and th [809,810].

into account the running between the two scales. We take the Higgs mass as an independent parameter,5677

referring the reader to [812] for further discussion on this point.5678

For the MCHM5, we consider the following ranges for the parameters:

|M1| ∈ [800, 3000] GeV , M4 ∈ [1200, 3000] GeV ,

f ∈ [800, 2000] GeV , yL ∈ [0.5, 3] .

For the MCHM14, we use:

|M1| ∈ [800, 3000] GeV , |M4| ∈ [1200, 3000] GeV , M9 ∈ [1300, 4000] GeV ,

f ∈ [800, 2000] GeV , yL ∈ [0.5, 3] .

We take an upper limit on yL < 3, in order to remain in the (semi-) perturbative regime and thus justify5679

the present tree-level analysis. For the same reason, we also check that yR, as determined by the top mass,5680

is below 4. In Fig. 155 we show the normalized top Yukawa coupling, ytop/y
SM
top , in theM1-M4 plane for5681

both the MCHM5 and MCHM14 scenarios. We fix yL = 2 and f = 1200 GeV, and M9 = 2 TeV for the5682

MCHM14. In the MCHM5, the scaling with f is, to first approximation, given by the function F1(ξ) in5683

Eq. (193), while for the MCHM14 it is intertwined with the other parameters in a more complicated way.5684

We see that the MCHM5 always displays a suppression of the top Yukawa coupling compared to the SM5685

limit, while the MCHM14 can display an enhancement in certain regions of parameter space, as pointed5686

out in [816]. We also show in the figure, curves of constant M
T

(1) (red lines) and the approximate direct5687

exclusion region (dark bands). The white area corresponds to the region in parameter space where it is5688

not possible to reproduce the top quark mass. We also show the region where the ggh coupling deviates5689

by more than 20% from unity, as this region is expected to be in tension with the current constraints on5690

Higgs couplings [81].5691

9.7.3.1 Implementation into Event Generator5692

We implement both models in FeynRules (v2.3) [752] and produce an associated UFO file for each5693

model, that can be interfaced with MadGraph 5 (v2.6.2) [97]. The numerical input from the diagonal-5694
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14 TeV 27 TeV

Fig. 156: Distribution of the invariant mass of the top quark and the hardest Higgs boson in the MCHM5

(M1 = −2500 TeV, M4 = 2 TeV, f = 1.8 TeV, yL = 1). The blue histogram shows the distribution of
the full tt̄hh process in the MCHM5, while the NR-tthh cross-section is shown in red. For comparison,
we also show in green the SM tt̄hh distribution. Plots generated with MadAnalysis 5 [823].

ization of the mass matrices is then fed via a custom-written Python script into the param_card.dat for5695

processing within MG5. We simulate the tt̄h and tt̄hh processes in MG5. The output is then ready to5696

be run through PYTHIA 8.2 [263], which takes care of the decays of the top quarks and the Higgs. We5697

code the Higgs branching fractions, as described above, into Pythia. We also check that the deviations5698

from the SM in the top quark properties are negligible, since the new physics is rather heavy. The output5699

is then ready to pass through fast simulation [341] or the full simulation of the LHC experiments for5700

HL-LHC.5701

9.7.3.2 The tt̄h Process5702

To an excellent approximation, the tt̄h process in the MCHM is related to the corresponding SM process5703

by a simple rescaling:5704

σMCHM(tt̄h) =

(
yt

ySM
t

)2

σSM(tt̄h) . (197)

All the modifications due to Higgs compositeness, or mixing with vector-like fermions, enter only5705

through the top Yukawa coupling. Therefore, only a modification in the total rate is expected, but not in5706

kinematic distributions.5707

9.7.3.3 The tt̄hh Process5708

For the tt̄hh process there are two qualitatively different contributions:5709

1. Resonant processes, involving the production and decay (in the th channel) of heavy vector-like5710

states of charge 2/3 (top partners).5711

2. Non-resonant processes: these are defined by the diagrams that do not involve the production of5712

the vector-like resonances.5713

The presence of resonant processes can lead to important enhancements in the tt̄hh cross-section w.r.t. the5714

SM, depending on their mass. The non-resonant process carries information that is distinct from the res-5715

onant part. It is therefore useful to define a “non-resonant cross-section" as obtained from this subset of5716

diagrams, which we label as “NR-tthh". One can similarly define a resonant cross section in terms of the5717

diagrams involving QCD vector-like pair production. We find that, to an excellent approximation, the5718

total tt̄hh cross-section is given by the sum of these two cross-sections.5719
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In Fig. 156 we show the ht invariant mass distribution for the resonant and non-resonant processes5720

for a particular point in the MCHM5. For comparison, we also show the SM tt̄hh cross-section. We see5721

that the NR-tthh follows the SM cross-section, but displays a suppression. We also see that the relative5722

importance of the resonant process w.r.t. the non-resonant one increases with larger c.m. energies. The5723

cross-section for both processes also increases significantly with the c.m. energy (by a factor of 7 in the5724

total tt̄hh cross-section when going from 14 to 27 TeV, and by a factor of 5 when restricted to NR-tthh).5725

9.7.3.4 The Non-Resonant tt̄hh Process5726

The diagrams in the MCHM scenarios contributing to the NR-tthh process fall into three categories:5727

1. Those that involve only the tth vertex.5728

2. Those that involve the trilinear Higgs self-interaction: λ =
[
(1− 2ξ)/

√
1− ξ

]
λSM.5729

3. Those that involve the tthh vertex (“double Higgs" Yukawa vertex).5730

The first two categories correspond to sets of diagrams that are identical to those in the SM. The third5731

type involves diagrams that have no counterpart in the SM [824]. The latter is closely connected to the5732

Higgs compositeness aspect of the MCHM scenarios, and it would therefore be extremely interesting if5733

one could get information about such effects experimentally.5734

In order to get a sense for the relative importance of the different physical subprocesses, we sim-5735

ulate the NR-tthh cross section turning off, in turn, the double Higgs Yukawa coupling and the trilinear5736

coupling. We find that the effects of the double Higgs Yukawa coupling are typically at the couple to5737

few percent level in MCHM5 and MCHM14 if µ(tt̄h) < 1, and at most 2% in MCHM14 if µ(tt̄h) > 1,5738

with a mild dependence on the c.m. energy (at 14 and 27 TeV) in all cases. We also find that the effect5739

of the trilinear Higgs self-interaction can be around 15% in MCHM5 and MCHM14 if µ(tt̄h) < 1, and5740

10% in MCHM14 if µ(tt̄h) > 1 at a c.m. energy of 14 TeV, decreasing to a few percent at higher c.m.5741

energies in all cases. For comparison, the effect of the trilinear Higgs self-interaction in the SM tt̄hh5742

cross-section is about 20%, with a very mild c.m. energy dependence. Thus, the NR-tthh (like the SM5743

tt̄hh cross-section) is largely determined by the top Yukawa interaction, and the two are, to a first ap-5744

proximation, related by a scaling factor (yt/y
SM
t )4. This explains the result seen in Fig. 156, with the5745

suppression arising from the suppression of the top Yukawa coupling in the MCHM5.5746

The previous observation also leads to a strong correlation between the tt̄h and the NR-tthh pro-5747

cesses, as shown in Fig. 157. Due to the different scaling with the top Yukawa coupling, the deviations5748

from the SM in the NR-tthh process are larger than those in tt̄h.5749

9.7.3.5 Set of Example Points5750

We show in Table 82 a number of points selected as examples that illustrate, in more detail, the properties5751

of the MCHM5 and MCHM14. These properties are reflected in Figs. 157, 158 and 159, where these5752

points are indicated. The MCHM5 points are labelled as Pi, i=1 to 5, and MCHM14 points as P’j , with5753

j=1 to 4. The points for the MCHM5 exhibit a suppression in µ(tth) ≡ σ(tth)/SM that ranges from5754

about 15% (roughly at the current 95% C.L. limit [99, 100]) to a few percent, a sensitivity that might be5755

achievable by the end of the HL phase of the LHC run (Fig. 158,a). The smaller deviations from the SM5756

are associated with larger values of f (Fig 158,a). The Table 19 and Fig 159 show that the tt̄hh process5757

can exhibit an enhancement if the fermion resonances are light enough. As expected, this enhancement5758

increases with increasing c.m. energy. For the points 2, 4 and 5 in the MCHM5, the resonant production is5759

not enough to produce an enhancement in tt̄hh compared to the SM, although these points correspond to5760

two different cases; the resonances for Point 2 are slightly beyond the current direct limit whereas, on the5761

contrary, much beyond that limit for points 4 and 5. In this case, the tt̄hh process is easily dominated by5762

the NR-tthh process, as defined above. For completeness, Table 82 includes the spectrum of resonances,5763

and the BRs for the lightest Q = 2/3 one. It decays mostly into the standard th, Wb and tZ channels5764
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MCHM5 MCHM14 

Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 Point 5 Point 1 Point 2 Point 3 Point 4 
Pa

ra
m

et
er

s 

M1 (GeV) 

M4 (GeV) 

M9 (GeV) 

f (GeV) 

yL 

yR 

-1317 

1580 

- 

969 

1.66 

0.62 

800 

2311 

- 

896 

1.80 

1.95 

-960 

1400 

- 

1186 

0.88 

0.87 

-3350 

3000 

- 

2450 

1.00 

0.85 

914 

2632 

- 

1573 

2.36 

2.41 

-1173 

-1823 

1382 

882 

1.98 

3.90 

-1054 

-1826 

1448 

1032 

1.93 

2.78 

-1084 

-1767 

2036 

1078 

2.95 

2.67 

-1579 

-2512 

2714 

1298 

2.71 

2.46 

μ(tth) (All Energies) 0.83 0.85 0.92 0.975 0.95 1.40 1.14 1.15 1.11 

μ(tthh) (14 TeV) 

μ(tthh) (27 TeV) 

1.13 

2.95 

0.57 

0.87 

2.96 

8.17 

0.68 

0.74 

0.65 

0.73 

3.31 

7.87 

2.14 

5.42 

1.19 

2.17 

0.92 

1.05 

NR-tthh/tthh (14 TeV) 

NR-tthh/tthh (27 TeV) 

0.44 

0.18 

0.90 

0.64 

0.20 

0.08 

1.00 

0.99 

1.00 

0.95 

0.44 

0.19 

0.45 

0.18 

0.81 

0.46 

0.99 

0.90 

𝑀𝑇(1) (TeV) 

𝑀𝑇(2) (TeV) 

𝑀𝑇(3) (TeV) 

𝑀𝐵(1)  (TeV) 

𝑀𝑋5/3 (TeV) 

1.44 

1.59 

2.25 

2.25 

1.58 

1.83 

2.37 

2.83 

2.82 

2.31 

1.34 

1.45 

1.76 

1.75 

1.40 

3.00 

3.82 

3.99 

3.87 

3.06 

2.61 

3.91 

4.56 

4.56 

2.63 

1.38 

1.38 

1.41 

1.38 

1.82 

1.45 

1.45 

1.46 

1.45 

1.83 

1.72 

2.01 

2.04 

2.02 

1.77 

2.46 

2.70 

2.71 

2.70 

2.51 

BR(T(1)→t h) 

BR(T(1)→W+ b) 

BR(T(1)→t Z) 

BR(T(1) →W+ W- t) 

0.32 

0.46 

0.23 

0 

0.30 

0.46 

0.21 

0.05 

0.58 

0.09 

0.26 

0.07 

0.30 

0.01 

0.29 

0.38 

0.35 

0.10 

0.28 

0.26 

0.35 

0.40 

0.16 

0.09 

0.26 

0.50 

0.13 

0.10 

0.45 

0.10 

0.32 

0.13 

0.38 

0.10 

0.28 

0.24 

Table 82: Sample points for MCHM5 with M1 M4 same sign and opposite sign and for MCHM14 with
M1 and M4 both < 0 and µ(tth) > 1.

(with BRs that are model dependent), but in some cases it has a non-negligible non-standard BRs, such5765

as into the W+W−t channel.5766

The set of example points for MCHM14 in Table 82 exhibits an enhancement of the top Yukawa5767

coupling, due to the effect described in section 9.7.2 and reflected in Fig 158,b. These enhancements can5768

easily be of the order of 10-20%. Interestingly, Point 1 shows that the enhancement can be as large as5769

40% (while being consistent with a sufficiently small deviation in the ggh vertex [812]). The four points5770

display as well, an enhancement in the tt̄hh process. While about half of the rate is due to resonant5771

production in Points 1 and 2, for points 3 and 4 the enhancement arises dominantly from the non-resonant5772

process, reflecting the enhancement in the top Yukawa coupling. In Table 82 are displayed, the spectrum5773

of the 5 resonances in the MCHM5 and of the 3 lightest 2/3 resonances, the lightest B resonance and5774

the lighest 5/3 resonance out of the total of 14 resonances of the MCHM14. All the selected points for5775

MCHM14 lie in the M1 < 0, M4 < 0 quadrant of the right panel of Fig. 155. The properties of the other5776

quadrants are qualitatively rather similar to those of the MCHM5 (see [812]).5777

9.7.4 Experimental perspectives5778

A deviation from the SM in the tt̄h production is an essential measurement for MCHM. An increase will5779

reject the MCHM5 scenario and greatly refine the areas of the parameter space where MCHM14 would5780

be valid. A deficit instead, would make MCHM5 and MCHM14 both possible. The measurement of this5781

observable is expected to be achieved with 5% accuracy at the HL-LHC and thus with very high accuracy5782

at HE-LHC. The tt̄hh production process plays a major role in MCHM searches. Deviations from the5783

SM expectation (deficit or increase) can be significant in both MCHM scenarios. The tt̄hh production5784

cross-section is around 1 fb at tree level whereas tt̄h is about 500 times larger. Therefore the aim at HL-5785

LHC will be to evidence this process and discover if a strong deviation from SM. For exploring MCHM,5786

higher energy together with higher luminosity (HE-LHC) is really a plus if even not a need.5787
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Fig. 158: The normalized tt̄h cross-section as a function of f , for 14 and 27 TeV c.m. energies, with
color coded the lightest vector-like mass. The left (right) plots correspond to Q2 of MCHM5 (Q3 of
MCHM14). The blue arrow indicates that the point P4 is outside the horizontal range of the plot with
f=2450 GeV.

9.8 Interpretation of the Higgs couplings in terms of Composite Higgs models5788

L. Vecchi5789

Composite Higgs (CH) models postulate that the Standard Model (SM) Higgs sector is UV-5790

completed by a strongly-coupled dynamics characterized by some scale m∗ not too far above the TeV.5791

Because by analogy with QCD m∗ can naturally be small compared to any existing microscopic scale,5792
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Fig. 159: The left plot shows the normalized tt̄hh cross-section as a function of the lightest Q = 2/3

vector-like mass, T(1) for 14 and 27 TeV c.m. energies for MCHM5. The right plot shows the ratio
between the non-resonant tt̄hh cross section and the total tt̄hh cross section as a function of T(1) for 14
and 27 TeV c.m. energies for MCHM5.

this framework provides an attractive solution to the hierarchy problem.5793

Historically, precision indirect tests, mainly from electroweak (EW) data, have resulted in impor-5794

tant constraints on strongly-coupled extensions of the SM. The discovery of the Higgs boson has finally5795

removed the uncertainty associated to the value of mh but otherwise has not improved those bounds5796

qualitatively. On the other hand, direct access to the Higgs boson properties has had a qualitative impact5797

on CH scenarios: we now know that viable realizations must contain a light scalar resonance h with5798

properties that mimic those of the SM Higgs boson. This observation excludes solutions to the hierarchy5799

problem realized via the so-called Higgless scenarios (like old-fashioned technicolor), but leaves open5800

a number of options, a representative set of which will be discussed here. Overall, CH scenario with a5801

Higgs-like resonance continue to offer a very compelling explanation of the weak scale.5802

In this section we will focus on two representative classes of CH scenarios that predict a light5803

scalar with SM-like couplings:5804

1) the Strongly-Interacting Light Higgs (SILH). In this class the exotic strong dynamics generates5805

a light scalar doublet H with the same SU(2)w × U(1)Y charges of the SM Higgs, and it is5806

the latter who spontaneously breaks the EW symmetry [1]. The doublet H may be part of a5807

Nambu-Goldstone multiplet, or simply be an accidentally light scalar. The physical Higgs boson5808

h belonging to the composite doublet behaves as the SM Higgs boson up to corrections induced5809

by higher-dimensional operators suppressed by the strong coupling scale m∗.5810

2) the Strongly-Interacting Light Dilaton (SILD). In this class of theories the strong dynamics is5811

assumed to feature the spontaneous breaking of an approximate scale invariance at a scale fD. In5812

such a framework the low energy effective field theory (EFT) possesses an approximate Nambu-5813

Goldstone mode, the dilaton, which automatically has couplings aligned along the direction of5814

those of the SM Higgs [825]. The key difference compared to the SILH is that this is a non-5815

decoupling scenario, in which the new physics threshold is controlled by the EW scale. Similar5816

considerations apply to all scenarios in which the Higgs-like particle h is not embedded in an EW5817

doublet H .5818

The main goal of this section is to (1) characterize the deviations in the couplings of the Higgs-like5819
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Table 83: List of the dimension-6 operators relevant to our study of modified Higgs couplings in the SILH class.
We use the basis of [1]. Here yψ are the SM Yukawa couplings and V = Z,W .

Operator name Operator definition Main on-shell process
OH 1

2 ∂µ(H†H)∂µ(H†H) h→ ψψ̄, V V ∗

O6 λh(H†H)3 h∗ ↔ hh

Oy
∑

ψ=u,d,e yψ ψLHψR(H†H) h→ ψψ̄

OHW ig(DµH)†σi(DνH)W i
µν h→ V V ∗, γZ

OHB ig′(DµH)†(DνH)Bµν h→ ZZ∗, γZ
Og g2

sH
†HGaµνG

aµν h→ gg

Oγ g′2H†HBµνB
µν h→ γγ, γZ, ZZ

state h from the SM expectation; (2) estimate the sensitivity of the HL and HE-LHC on the CH picture.5820

We will focus on modifications of the on-shell couplings, as opposed to off-shell rates like double-Higgs5821

production or V V → V V scattering.5822

9.8.1 The SILH5823

The operators of dimension 6 that dominantly impact on-shell processes involving h are collected in5824

table 83 under the assumption that H is an EW doublet. We do not include operators that are severely5825

constrained by precision data, and for this reason are expected to lead to negligible corrections to the rates5826

induced by those in the table. 40 In particular, in realistic SILH scenarios the Higgs coupling to fermions5827

must be aligned to the SM Yukawas. For illustrative purposes, here we further simplify our discussion5828

specializing on realizations in which the SM fermions are all coupled analogously to the strong sector,5829

such that a universal fermionic operator Oy is sufficient.5830

The observables that are mostly affected by the new interactions are shown in the third column of5831

table 83. An estimate of the various Wilson coefficients in concrete CH models reveals that corrections to5832

h→ WW ∗, ZZ, ψψ̄ are typically dominated by OH,y [1]. Those to the radiative processes h→ gg, γγ5833

are controlled by 1-loop diagrams with an insertion of OH,y if the doublet H is a Nambu-Goldstone5834

mode of the strong dynamics, but may also receive important contributions fromOg,γ ifH is an acciden-5835

tally light resonance. For what concerns h → γZ we find that OH,y give contributions parametrically5836

comparable to OHW,HB . The same is true for Oγ , but only when H is not a Nambu-Goldstone mode.5837

Because the sensitivity on h → γZ is appreciably weaker than h → γγ, it makes sense to simplify our5838

discussion by neglecting the impact of OHW,HB in our fit. Similarly, will ignore O6 since this operator5839

only controls the very purely known Higgs self-couplings.5840

From these considerations follows that the leading on-shell signatures of the Higgs-like state h in5841

SILH scenarios can be characterized by the reduced set of operators5842

δLSILH =
g2
∗

m2
∗
c̄HOH +

g2
∗

m2
∗
c̄yOy +

g2
∗

16π2m2
∗
c̄gOg +

g2
∗

16π2m2
∗
c̄γOγ , (198)

where c̄H,y,g,γ are expected to be of order unity and g∗,m∗ are the typical couplings and mass scale of5843

40These are OT = (H
†←→
DµH)(H

†←→
D
µ
H)/2, OW = ig(H

†
σ
i←→
DµH)(DνW

µν
)
i
/2, OB = ig

′
(H
†←→
DµH)(∂νB

µν
)/2,

current-current interactions H†
←→
DµHψ̄γ

µ
ψ and H†τa

←→
DµHψ̄γ

µ
τ
a
ψ containing non-universal couplings to the SM fermions

ψ, and dipole operators. The operator OT is constrained by the EW ρ parameter; whereas OW +OB by the EW S parameter.
Current-current operators are constrained by LEP and the non-observation of rare flavor-violating processes. Dipole operators
are severely constrained by measurements of electric and magnetic moments. See, e.g., [826] for more details.
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the new physics. We included a factor of g2
∗/16π2 in front of the last two operators in order to emphasize5844

their radiative nature [1]. We further assumed CP is approximately satisfied by the strong sector.5845

We can now match the Wilson coefficients appearing in (160) onto the phenomenological La-5846

grangian (8) for the light boson h, up to additional interactions that are irrelevant to the present analysis.5847

The resulting modified Higgs couplings are collected here:5848

cV = 1− c̄H
2
ξ, cy = 1−

( c̄H
2

+ c̄y

)
ξ, cg = 2c̄gξ, cγ = c̄γξ (199)

where we defined5849

ξ ≡ g2
∗v

2

m2
∗
≡ v2

f2 , (200)

with v = 246 GeV. Note that our assumption of SM fermion-universality implies that cy is a single real5850

number (independent of ψ = u, d, e). This leaves us with a total of 4 independent parameters (199). Our5851

truncation of the EFT to dimension 6 operators is crucially associated to the working hypothesis ξ � 1:5852

operators of higher dimension are suppressed by larger powers of ξ.5853

9.8.1.1 Analysis5854

The expected reach of the HL (3 ab−1) and HE (15 ab−1) LHC on the modified Higgs couplings has5855

been presented in Section ??. Here we specialize to scenarios defined by the 4 couplings cV,y,g,γ .5856

To better quantify the sensitivity of the future LHC upgrades on CH models we identify the bench-5857

mark scenarios shown in table 84. SILH1 (a,b) is intended to capture the low energy physics of CH mod-5858

els with a Nambu-Goldstone bosonH , where couplings to the massless gauge bosons are suppressed [1].5859

SILH2 (a,b) is expected to mimic scenarios with an accidentally light CH doublet, since in that case one5860

typically expects |c̄g,γ | of order unity. To assess the impact of the fermionic coupling c̄y we distinguished5861

between scenarios with c̄y = 0 (a) and c̄y = 1 (b); models in which the SM fermions have different cou-5862

plings for the various ψ = u, d, e should lie somewhat in between these two. In table 84 we present,5863

for each benchmark model, the expected HL/HE sensitivity. We treat the systematic uncertainties using5864

the conservative hypothesis S1. Note the significant impact of a non-vanishing c̄g,γ — especially the5865

coupling to gluons; of the four options with c̄g,γ = ±1 we quote only the most stringent bound for5866

brevity.5867

We do not report the constraints from current LHC data because making a fair comparison with5868

our projections is not straightforward. Future sensitivities on cV,y are expected to be a factor of 3-55869

better than the present ones; however, current data slightly favors values c̄V,y > 1, a fact that in some5870

benchmark models results in stronger constraints than those shown in the HL-LHC column of table 845871

(even when restricting our fit to the domain 0 < ξ < 1). 41
5872

Recalling our definition (200) we can translate the results of table 160 into a lower bound on the5873

new physics scale m∗ as a function of the size of the typical coupling g∗ of the exotic sector. The result5874

is shown in Fig 160. For presentation purposes, in the figure we only show the reach of the HL-LHC and5875

HE-LHC on the benchmark models SILH1b (black) and SILH2b (red). The constrained region lies on5876

the right of each line. The bounds tend to push the CH scenario towards the SM limit ξ → 0, obtained5877

decoupling the new physics scale. We see that in the case the exotic dynamics is maximally strongly5878

coupled (g∗ ∼ 4π) the LHC will be able to indirectly access mass scales of order 20− 30 TeV.5879

In Fig 160 we also include (blue dashed and dot-dashed lines) the current 95% CL limits derived5880

41Perhaps a better measure of the improvement expected from the HL/HE-LHC can be obtained if we artificially assume the
currently preferred central values are cV = cy = 1, cg = cγ = 0, as in our projections. In this latter case we find that at the
95% CL the current LHC data lead to ξ < 0.095, 0.064, 0.019, 0.018 for SILH1a,1b,2a,2b respectively.
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Table 84: Projected HL/HE sensitivity (95% CL) on the SILH parameter ξ = v2/f2 (and on f in TeV) in our
benchmark scenarios. Systematic uncertainties are treated according to the conservative scenario S1.

c̄H c̄y |c̄g| |c̄γ | ξ HL f HL ξ HE f HE
SILH1a 1 0 0 0 0.061 1.0 0.036 1.3
SILH1b 1 1 0 0 0.025 1.6 0.016 2.0

SILH2a 1 0 1 1 0.018 1.8 0.012 2.2
SILH2b 1 1 1 1 0.014 2.1 0.0088 2.6

SILH1b-HL/HE /
SILH2b-HL/HE /
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Fig. 160: The constraints of table 84 are interpreted as lower bounds on the new physics scale m∗ for
a given coupling g∗ of the strong dynamics, see (200). The blue lines define lower bounds on m∗ from
current EW precision tests for two different assumptions on the UV dynamics (see text). The grey region
identifies the unphysical regime ξ > 1.

from precision EW data [827] and encoded in the oblique parameters (U = 0)5881

Ŝ = (1− c2
V )

g2

96π2 ln
m∗
mZ

+ ŜUV (201)

T̂ = −(1− c2
V )

3g′2

32π2 ln
m∗
mZ

+ T̂UV.

Note that these include 1-loop effects within (8) as well as contributions from heavy particles of mass5882

∼ m∗ that we parametrized via ŜUV = m2
W /m

2
∗ and T̂UV. The blue dot-dashed line refers to scenarios5883

in which additional violations of custodial symmetry are negligible, T̂UV = 0, whereas the blue dashed5884

line to the more natural expectation T̂UV = ξ3y2
t /(16π2). Precision EW data already exclude a sizable5885

portion of parameter space. However, as our plot clearly illustrates, these indirect bounds significantly5886

depend on unknown physics at the cutoff scale m∗. Hence, a direct probe of the Higgs couplings always5887

provides a more robust and model-independent assessment of the viability of a given CH scenario.5888

9.8.2 The SILD5889

The dominant interactions of the dilaton h to the SM are derived from an EFT with non-linearly realized5890

EW symmetry, where the NGBs eaten by the W±, Z0 are encapsulated into the unitary matrix Σ, which5891

transforms as Σ→ UwΣU †Y under SU(2)w×U(1)Y . The powers of the singlet h are fully determined by5892
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the approximate conformal symmetry. Following the rules of non-linearly realized conformal symmetry,5893

and neglecting possible (small) sources of custodial symmetry breaking, one identifies the dominant5894

interactions: [825]5895

LSILD =
v2

4
tr[DµΣ†DµΣ]

(
1 +

h

fD

)2

−
∑

ψ=u,d,l

mψψ̄LΣψR

(
1 +

h

fD

)1+γψ

(202)

+
g2
s

16π2 δsG
a
µνG

aµν h

fD
+

e2

16π2 δeγµνγ
µν h

fD
+ · · · ,

where the dots refer to operators that impact negligibly our analysis. In the unitary gauge, the first op-5896

erator in (161) describes the main coupling between h and the EW vector bosons. The couplings to5897

fermions depend on how the latter interact with the underlying (approximately) conformal dynamics and5898

are therefore model-dependent. A family-universal interaction in (161) is expected in any UV theory that5899

does not feature sizable flavor-changing effects, which would otherwise be in tension with precision fla-5900

vor observables. Interactions with the unbroken gauge bosons in the second line of (161) also depend on5901

the details of the UV dynamics. We do not make any restrictive assumption here (besides an approximate5902

CP symmetry) and instead allow the parameters δg,γ to acquire any real value. We however included a5903

loop factor to emphasize we expect them to arise at the loop level. Similarly to what we have already5904

stressed above (160), novel corrections to γZ are not important to our analysis and can be ignored in a5905

first assessment: the Lagrangian (161) is enough to capture the dominant on-shell signatures of the SILD5906

scenario as well. From (161) one obtains a Lagrangian like (8) with5907

cV =
v

fD
, cy = (1 + γy)

v

fD
, cg = 2δg

v

fD
, cγ = δγ

v

fD
. (203)

Under the simplifying assumption of flavor universality (γu,d,e = γy) our EFT contains only 4 indepen-5908

dent real parameters.5909

We are now able to draw a few qualitative conclusions. First, as anticipated experimental con-5910

straints on cV force fD ' v, see Fig. 161. Therefore the SILD, as any other framework based on the5911

non-linear chiral Lagrangian (i.e. where h is not part of a Higgs doublet), implies the characteristic mass5912

of the new physics lies at the relatively low scale g∗v . 4πv ∼ 3 TeV. On the one hand this is an exciting5913

possibility because it suggests its UV completion is more likely to be accessible at the LHC. On the other5914

hand, a strong dynamics at such low scales contributing to EW symmetry breaking tends to be in serious5915

trouble with EW precision data (cf. to ŜUV ∼ g2/(16π2) as in technicolor). One can only hope the UV5916

theory somehow cures this problem, though no concrete mechanism to achieve this is known.5917

Secondly, explicit realizations of the SILD are characterized by sizable couplings to the massless5918

gauge bosons, |δg,γ | = O(1), and this appears to be in conflict with data. For example, the prototypical5919

SILD scenario — in which the entire SM is part of the conformal sector — has δg = +46/3, δγ =5920

−34/9 [825] and is already excluded with large confidence. Scenarios with partially composite SM,5921

|δg,γ | ∼ 0.1, will be subject to the significant constraints from the HL and HE upgrades, see Fig. 161.5922

Unfortunately, even in this case there is no known symmetry argument that ensures |δg,γ | � 1. The only5923

way to enforce it within explicit strongly-coupled models seems to be via fine tuning.5924

Overall, the SILD scenario suffers from a major drawback compared to the SILH: it does not5925

possess a mechanism (analogous to ξ → 0) to decouple the new physics corrections in EW precision5926

data as well as cV,y,g,γ . If no new physics at the TeV scale is observed and no deviation from the SM is5927

seen, directly or indirectly, in the future LHC upgrades, then we would have gathered enough evidence5928

to conclude that the Higgs boson (irrespective of whether it is composite or not) must be part of an EW5929

doublet.5930
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Fig. 161: Expected sensitivity of the HL-LHC (thick lines) and HE-LHC (thin lines) on SILD scenarios
with δγ = 0 (black) or δg = 0 (red). For simplicity we assumed γy = 0 in both cases.

9.9 Direct and indirect sensitivity to heavy Higgs bosons using MSSM benchmark scenarios5931

by Philip Bechtle, Sven Heinemeyer, Stefan Liebler, Tim Stefaniak and Georg Weiglein5932

9.9.1 Introduction5933

The LHC keeps measuring the properties of the discovered Higgs boson with increasing precision. So5934

far the measured properties are, within current experimental and theoretical uncertainties, in agreement5935

with the predictions of the Standard Model (SM) [81]. The Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model5936

(MSSM) [545,828,829] is one of the best studied models with an extended Higgs sector. It predicts two5937

scalar partners for all SM fermions as well as fermionic partners to all SM bosons. Contrary to the case5938

of the SM, the MSSM contains two Higgs doublets. This results in five physical Higgs bosons instead of5939

the single Higgs boson in the SM. In the absence of CP-violating phases, these are the light and heavy5940

CP-even Higgs bosons, h and H , the CP-odd Higgs boson, A, and the charged Higgs bosons, H±.5941

In order to facilitate collider searches for the additional MSSM Higgs bosons, a set of new bench-5942

mark scenarios for MSSM Higgs boson searches at the LHC have been proposed recently [770]. The5943

scenarios are compatible – at least over wide portions of their parameter space – with the most recent5944

LHC results for the Higgs-boson properties and the bounds on masses and couplings of new particles.5945

Each scenario contains one CP-even scalar with mass around 125 GeV and SM-like couplings. However,5946

the scenarios differ importantly in the phenomenology of the additional, so far undetected Higgs bosons.5947

The search for the additional Higgs bosons will continue at the LHC Run 3 and subsequently at5948

the HL-LHC. These benchmark scenarios, due to their distinct phenomenology of the additional Higgs5949

bosons, serve well to assess the reach of current and future colliders. The reach can either be direct,5950

via the search for new Higgs bosons, or indirectly, via the precise measurements of the properties of the5951

Higgs boson at ∼ 125 GeV.5952

9.9.2 Experimental and theoretical input5953

In order to analyze the potential of the HL-LHC in the exploration of the MSSM Higgs sector we evalu-5954

ate the direct and indirect physics reach in two of the benchmark scenarios proposed in Ref. [770]. The5955

first scenario is the M125
h : it is characterized by relatively heavy superparticles, such that the Higgs phe-5956
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nomenology at the LHC resembles that of a Two-Higgs-Doublet-Model (2HDM) with MSSM-inspired5957

Higgs couplings. The second scenario is the M125
h (χ̃). It is characterized by light electroweakinos5958

(EWinos), resulting in large decay rates of the heavy Higgs bosons H and A into charginos and neutrali-5959

nos, thus diminishing the event yield of the τ+τ− final state signatures that are used to search for the5960

additional Higgs bosons at the LHC. In addition, the branching ratios of the Higgs boson at 125 GeV into5961

a pair of photons is enhanced for small values of tanβ due to the EWinos present in the loop.5962

We assess the reach of direct LHC searches in the τ+τ− final state by applying the HL-LHC5963

projected 95% CL limits from the CMS experiment (Sec. 9.2.1).42 CMS evaluated these projections5964

both for the mmod+
h scenario [691] and for one-dimensional (marginalized) cross section limits on ei-5965

ther the gluon fusion or bb̄-associated production mode. We implemented the latter in the program5966

HiggsBounds [482–484, 830] to obtain the projected 95% CL exclusion in our scenarios.5967

We estimate the indirect reach through Higgs rate measurements by using detailed HL-LHC signal5968

strength projections for the individual Higgs production times decay modes, including the corresponding5969

correlation matrix, as evaluated by the CMS experiment [add reference to corresponding Section in the5970

YR report]. We doubled these projected measurements to account for similar future ATLAS measure-5971

ments. We furthermore take cross-correlations of theoretical rate uncertainties between future ATLAS5972

and CMS measurements into account. All this is done with the use of the program HiggsSignals [451].5973

We provide projections for both scenarios S1 and S2, where the theory uncertainties are kept at their5974

current values, or halved, respectively.5975

The theory predictions are obtained from FeynHiggs [?, ?, 831–836], as well as from SusHi [6,5976

10, 724, 837–845] for gluon fusion and matched predictions for bottom-quark annihilation [846–849].5977

We determine the theoretical uncertainties on the Higgs production cross sections as in Ref. [770]. Thus,5978

we include renormalization- and factorization-scale uncertainties, PDF+αs uncertainties as well as para-5979

metric and matching uncertainties for the τ+τ− exclusion, see Ref. [770] for details. For the light Higgs5980

rate measurements we use the SM uncertainties following Ref. [5].5981

9.9.3 Projected HL-LHC reach5982

Our projections in the M125
h and the M125

h (χ̃) scenario in the (MA, tanβ) plane are presented in the left5983

and right column of Fig. 162, respectively. In the upper (lower) row we show the results in the S1 (S2)5984

scenario. We furthermore include the current limits (magenta lines) for the direct and indirect reach of5985

the LHC in the two benchmark scenarios, as evaluated in Ref. [770].5986

Within theM125
h scenario the reach via measurements of the Higgs signal strengths extends toMA5987

values of around 900 (1000) GeV for S1 (S2). The horizontal contour excluding tanβ values less than 65988

is due to the light Higgs mass being below 122 GeV. Hence, this boundary is not changing between S1 and5989

S2 in theM125
h scenario. The direct heavy Higgs searches in the τ+τ− final state will probe the parameter5990

space up to MA ≤ 2000 (2400) GeV in S1 (S2) for tanβ = 50, and up to MA ≤ 1600 (1900) GeV at5991

tanβ = 20.5992

The picture is somewhat different in the M125
h (χ̃) scenario. Here the large branching ratio of5993

the heavy neutral Higgs boson decaying to charginos and neutralinos leads to a strongly reduced direct5994

reach of heavy Higgs to τ+τ− searches. While at large values of tanβ ∼ 50 the reach is only slightly5995

weaker than in the M125
h scenario, at tanβ = 20 it is significantly reduced to MA ≤ 1250 (1550) GeV5996

for S1 (S2). In order to overcome this, dedicated searches for the decays of H and A to charginos5997

and neutralinos will have to be devised. On the other hand, Higgs rate measurements are an important5998

complementary probe. In S1 they exclude MA ≤ 1000 GeV and tanβ ≤ 9. While the bound in MA5999

is induced through Higgs coupling modifications arising from non-decoupling, values of tanβ ≤ 96000

feature a too-large enhancement of the h→ γγ partial width. In the optimistic scenario S2 with reduced6001

theoretical uncertainties these limits improve further to MA ≥ 1100 GeV and tanβ & 16, respectively.6002

42We thank Martin Flechl for helpful discussions.
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Fig. 162: HL-LHC projections in theM125
h (left) andM125

h (χ̃) (right) scenario for the projection scenario
S1 (top) and S2 (bottom). The dashed black curve and blue filled region indicate the HL-LHC reach via
direct heavy Higgs searches in the τ+τ− channel (with the dark blue region indicating the theoretical
uncertainty), whereas the magenta dashed curve shows the current exclusion. The current and future
HL-LHC sensitivity via combined ATLAS and CMS Higgs rate measurements is shown as magenta and
black dotted contours, respectively (the latter being accompanied with a hatching of the prospectively
excluded region).

In that case the combination of direct and indirect bounds yields a lower limit of MA ≥ 1300 GeV in the6003

M125
h (χ̃) scenario.6004

In summary, the HL-LHC has the potential, using the combined direct and indirect reach, to probe6005

the MSSM Higgs sector up to MA ∼ 1000 GeV and possibly beyond, depending on the details of the6006

MSSM scenario. Values larger than that, as predicted, e.g., by GUT based models [850–855] or Finite6007

Unified Theories [856–858], or allowed by global fits of the phenomenological MSSM [769,859] would6008

remain uncovered. To explore these regions an energy upgrade and/or refined Higgs signal strength6009

measurements (e.g. at an e+e− collider [860]) will be necessary.6010

9.10 Searches for low mass Higgs bosons (below 120 GeV)6011

9.10.1 Introduction6012

Many extensions of the Standard Model (SM) Higgs sector allow for new charged and neutral Higgs6013

bosons that can be lighter than the Higgs boson discovered [61, 807] at ≈ 125 GeV. However, as the6014
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observed (heavier) Higgs boson shows itself to be increasingly SM-like [554] in its couplings to WW6015

and ZZ pairs [67, 81, 88, 202, 349, 554], as well as to fermions [74, 861], we are in general pushed into6016

an ‘alignment without decoupling’ limit [280, 547], which has been examined in a number of recent6017

studies [549, 552, 759, 765, 769, 770, 862, 863]. In this limit, the 125 GeV Higgs boson has SM like6018

couplings without having to decouple the other Higgs bosons which might be present allowing them to6019

be lighter than 125 GeV. In what follows we work in the alignment without decoupling limit focusing on6020

new Higgs bosons in the mass range 65 − 120 GeV, between the SM-like Higgs mass and its two body6021

decay threshold.6022

In two Higgs doublet models (2HDM) alignment occurs when one of the neutral CP-even Higgs6023

mass eigenstates is approximately aligned in field space with the direction of the vacuum expectation6024

value (vev) [547, 759]. For non-doublet electroweak multiplets (as well as singlets [481]), one obtains6025

an ‘aligned’ SM-like Higgs when the non-doublet [774, 864] Higgs vev is small, which typically also6026

suppresses the Higgs mixing angle [778, 865]. Furthermore, in the singlet and non-doublet multiplet6027

cases, the new Higgs bosons are (at least approximately) fermiophobic, making them generically harder6028

to detect [783, 789, 866, 867] either directly or indirectly as we discuss more below.6029

In this review we summarize the relevant experimental constraints on light Higgs bosons in the6030

mass range 65 − 120 GeV. We also discuss models which can realize light Higgs bosons and highlight6031

promising search signals at the LHC. This includes searching for deviations in Higgs couplings since, as6032

emphasized in [759], even in the deep alignment regime where one might naively expect everything to6033

be very SM-like, precise measurements of the 125 GeV Higgs boson signal strengths could uncover the6034

existence of an extended Higgs sector. Some projections for a high luminosity/high energy LHC are also6035

made. The aim is to encourage new experimental analysis, targeting specifically searches for light Higgs6036

bosons at the HL/HE-LHC.6037

9.10.2 Experimental constraints on light Higgs bosons6038

In the mass range and alignment limit we consider, the most relevant constraints for the anti-aligned6039

neutral Higgs bosons but with significant couplings to SM fermions, come from CMS bb̄X with X →6040

τ τ̄ searches [802] as well as ATLAS [800] and CMS [801] searches for X → τ τ̄ decays in both the6041

gg → X and bb̄X production modes. Similarly, the searches in the diphoton channel place important6042

bounds [806, 868].43 A recent CMS search [803] for new resonances decaying to a Z boson and a light6043

resonance, followed byZ → `¯̀and the light resonance decaying to bb̄ or τ τ̄ pairs, has also been shown to6044

impose severe constraints [759] on light CP-even neutral Higgs bosons. Direct searches at LEP for light6045

neutral Higgs states produced in pairs or in association with a Z boson are also relevant [489, 869, 870],6046

setting relevant limits on the couplings of the light Higgs to SM gauge bosons. For the charged Higgs6047

bosons, LEP searches [871] and B-physics constraints from Rb, εK , ∆mB, B → Xsγ, and B →6048

τν [767,872–875] measurements impose the most stringent constraints. These limits apply to all 2HDMs6049

and impose particularly severe constraints on non-type-I 2HDMs [759] in which there is no fermiophobic6050

limit.6051

As emphasized in numerous studies [758, 760, 783, 789, 799], the above limits are less stringent6052

(most limits can be rescaled) when the Higgs bosons have highly suppressed couplings to SM fermions6053

as can happen in the type-I 2HDM [865] in the large tanβ limit [867]. For non-doublet extended Higgs6054

sectors one automatically has suppressed couplings to SM fermions when the non-doublet vev is small6055

(or mixing angle in the case of singlets) since they only enter (if at all) through mixing with the SM-6056

like Higgs boson [864]. In the case of fermiophobia, the most robust probes of neutral Higgs bosons6057

are inclusive diphoton [783, 789, 799] and multiphoton searches [788, 876, 877] which utilize the Drell-6058

Yan pair production channel of a charged and neutral Higgs boson. Constraints from electroweak (EW)6059

43It is interesting to note that the CMS search in the diphoton channel [806] shows an excess of events at ∼ 96 GeV, in the
same mass range where the LEP searches in the bb̄ final state observed a 2σ excess [489].
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precision data [878, 879] also apply with the primary effect being that the neutral and charged Higgs6060

bosons are constrained to be not too different in mass.6061
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